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HEARING ON THE REAUTHORIZATION OF THE
HIGHER EDUCATION ACT

WEDNESDAY, MAY 9, 1991

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, DC

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:30 a.m., Room 2175,
Rayburn House affice Building, Hon. William D. Ford [Chairman]
presiding.

Members present: Representatives Ford, Hayes, Lowey, Payne,
Serrano, Mink, Jefferson, Reed, Roemer, Kildee, Coleman, Molin-
ari, Klug, Good ling, Roukema, and Gunderson.

Staff present: Thomas Wolanin, staff director; Jack Jennings,
education counsel; Maureen Long, legislative associate/clerk; Diane
Stark, legislative associate; Gloria Gray-Watson, administrative as-
sistant; Michael Lance, minority staff member; Beth Buehlmann,
minority education coordinator; ard Andrew Hartman, minority
staff director.

Chairman Fos.D. I am pleased to once again convene this hearing
of the Subcommittee on the Postsecondary Education on the Reau-
thorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965. This is the sev-
enth of forty-four hearings. I feel like Cronkite ticking off the
number of days for the hostages when I read that number.

The subcommittee plans to hold 37 additional hearings over the
next few months, mast of them in Washington, some in the field.

Today, our distinguished panels of witnesses will address the fol-
lowing questions:

How do college costs affect participation in :ostsecondary educa-
tion?

What are the difficulties faced by middle income families in fi-
nancing postsecondary education?

What are the challenges to access to postsecondary education for
minority students and nontraditional students?

I hope that this hearing will focus the subcommittee on the chal-
lenges needy students face in obtaining postsecondary education
and this should help the subcommittee focus our efforts on meeting
those needs with the reauthorization.

I am looking forward to the comments and suggestions of our
witnesses.

Mr. COLEMAN. Mr. Chairman, I would ask that a copy of my
entire statement be placed in the record.

II)
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I, too, think this is an extremely important matter that we're
going to address today, and that is the cost of attendance and the
amount of money that it takes to send a person to school these
days. I look forward to reviewing and hearing the testimony.

A special welcome to Dennis Martin, who is the Financial Aid
Officer at Washington University. Also Peter Smith, my former
colleague, will be testifying later on. Peter, welcome back to our
hearing room.

I think a fundamental goal of elm reauthorization is to attempt
to make postsecondary education affordable to as many people as
possille. Certainly, college costs have gone up. We'll hear more
about that.

When you buy a car, you usually go out and start shopping
around and get, what we call, sticker shock. Many times when you
are embarking on your first tour of colleges, you end up with heavy
sticker shock, the first time around. Since I've already done that,
now starting my second time around, I now am not quite as
shocked, but still it's a veryI think that this is the biggest invest-
ment that people make, other than their own homes and it's a
very, very important subject.

I hope we can provide incentives for people to pay for these costs.
Various methods will be tried to provide these incentives to people.

ht now the methodology is set up, so that if you save, you're pe-
. If you work hard, you're penalized. If you don't, then many

times you're rewarded by being eligible for these programs, which
seems to me to be driving in the wrong direction. I think that we
ought to evaluate that as well.

Mr. Chairman, on a personal note, let me say that today's hear-
ing is the last one in which this subcommittee will be staffed from
the Republican side by Michael Lance. He is leaving our subcom-
mittee and I want to pay him due respect, and commend him kr
the fine staffing that he has provided this member, and other mem-
bers of the subcommittee, during his term here on the Postsecond-
ary Education Subcommatee. We'll miss Michael, and wish him
well. I know that many of us have found his work to be outstand-
ing and very professional. We wish him the best and I wanted to
put that on the record, Mr. Chairman.

[The prepared statement of Hon. E. Thomas Coleman followaq
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THE HONORABLE E. THOMAS COLEMAN

SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

HEARING ON

THE REAUTHORIZATION OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT

MAY 9, 1991

MR. CHAIRMAN, I join you in welcoming the witnesses for today's hearing.

We will focus today on college costs and the effect that rising costs haw!, on

access for low income students at post.secondary educational institutions and

on the educational choices that face students from working, middle income

families.

1 want also to welcome a financial aid administrator from Missouri,

Dennis Martin, who is Director of Financial Aid at Washington University.

And it is a pleasure to welcome back to this hearing roam, a former

Republican colleague and advocate for education, Peter Smith.

A fundamental goal of this reauthorization will be making postsecondary

education affordable for a broad range of students. College costs of the

past decade have consistently outpaced inflation. Between 1980 and 1989, the

cost of atten6ance nas increased 134% at private universities, and 105% at

public institutions. At the same time, personal disposable income rose by

only 77%.

For the 1491- 1992 academic year, tuition and living expenses are

projected to average over $7,000 at public four-year institutions, and over
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- 2 -

$16,000 at private colleges and universities. I want to make it clear that
colleges bear a responsibility in curbing tuition increases. The lengthening

number of years required to complete an undergraduate degree, combined with
steadily and many think unreasonably increasing college costs, affect
access, retention and completion rates, and the !laity of Congress to
broaden funding, given the context of severe budgetary limitations.

One of the disturbing side-effects of the 1980s squeeze on education

funding has been to drive the top and bottom tiers of higher education
farther apart. To what extent are we developing a two-tiered higher

education system? High-priced, mostly pfivate colleges, attended by those
who can afford the tuition or by those who are awarded full scholarships.
And, lower-eost, mostly public institutions, which are attended by middle and
lower-income students, squeezed by increased costs.

One cf my goals for this reauthorization will be expanding eligibility
for moderate and working, middle-income families. I intend to reintroduce

legislation which will remove from need analysis the value of a family's home
and family-owned farm assets. Such non-liquid assets should never have been
considered as a resource to pay the costs of a college education.

Working, middle-income families bear a dkproportionate tax burden.
While they do not rely on federal subsidies on a day-to-day basis, they do
need short-term assistance in meeting the costs of a college education, which

now equals what man, middle income families paid for their first home.

Parents bear a primary responsibility for helping to meet the expenses of

their children's education. However, the current need analysis system
provides too many disincentives to save for education, orispwrierwerramweiob

ispasigiresimullrivromilmes. A student's or a family's savings reduce the

1 1)
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- 3 -

amount of federal and institutional aid available under current need analysis

formulas for *Expected Family Contribution.*

Borrowing for education, through the Guaranteed Student Loan Program, is

heavily subsidized, as new scoring rules for program subsidy costs emphasize.
If we penalize work and savings and subsidize borrowing, should it be

surprising, then, that dependence on borrowing and loans for higher education

has grown over the past decade, while reliance on savings has not? Changes

in need analysis will help, but in the long term, Col.gress must provide

additional incentives for families to save for college education.

Again, Mr. Chairman, today's hearing focuses on issues which arc of great
concern tc we. I leak forward to hearing the testimony of the witnesses,

to.
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Chairman Form Mr. Good ling.
Mr. GOODLING. I would follow-up with what the subcommittee

Chairman has just said. Few people on the Hill are more knowl-
edgeable in the area of Higher Education Act than Michael and
maybe that goes for those who are downtown also. We, too, wish
him well.

I would have a couple of comments in relationship to today's
hearing. With the exception of York College, I believe that every
other college and university in the United States seems to increase
costs way beyond inflation. This has been going on year after year
after year.

I guess we have a problem here because I think we ask them,
"What are your costs?" and then we base thinp on what their
costs are. So I guess that encourages them to make the costs what-
ever they want to make them. I suppose the more money we pro-
vide, the higher those costs will go because there's more to be
reaped from the Federal Government if we go that route. I hope we
can find an answer to cost containment, because, otherwise, I be-
lieve no matter what we do, people won't La able to go on to some
institution of higher learning.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman FORD. Thank you.
I didn't realize that thls change was taking place so fast. At the

risk of embarrassing him as the Chairman, I would like to compli-
ment Mr. Lance. Although his primary responsibility has been to
the Republican side of this committee, I have found him to be very
professional in every contact I've had' with him. I believe he has
contributed mightily to the success that Mr. Coleman and Mr.
Goodling and I have had in working together thmugh our staffs.
Dr. Wolanin has talked to me about how much he has come to rely
on Michael Lance.

Bill, you made some kind of comparison with the people down-
town. I don't know what Mike intends to do, but if' the people
downtown were smart, they would get him down there because
they need people with his know-how very badly. Whoever is here
today with the Office of Education might carry that message back.
Anyone else?

MTV. ROUKEMA. Mr. Chairman, I am not voing to make an open
ing statement. I do acknowledgein fact, I rn quite surprised that
Mr. Lance is leaving, and regret it, because it is our loss. We wish
him well in his professional pursuits.

I do want to say that I echo the concerns of my e...11eagues on the
question of college costs. I also wanted to say that during the ques-
tioning, I would like to explore further the access to assistance for
both low-income students and the lower middle-income students as
we expressed concern to the Secretary yesterday. Thank you Mr.
Chairman. I look forward to the hearing.

Chairman Form. Thank you. Without objections, the opening
statement prepared by Mr. Gaydos will be inserted in the record.

Mr. GOWDOs. In recent years college costs have risen at a rate far
above that of inflation while Federal education assistance, especial-
ly the Pell Grant Program, hasn't even been able to keep pace with
inflation. Students continue to see the value of their educational
dollars shrink as the cost of their education skyrockets.
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We have heard time and time again that anyone in this country
who wants to pursue higher education has that opportunity. What
these individuals are really, saying, however, is that students who
can get student loans to finance their educsjons have that oppor-
tunity.

Many students do get loans and many of them face huge debt
burdenstens of thousands of dollarswhen they graduate. And,
!r they go or to graduate school, the burden becomes even more

eVering.

rther, the prospects of getting post-graduation jobs that will
enable those students to make the payments on their student loans
is extremely dauntingespecially in light of today's economic situ-
ation.

The thought of facing high debt burdens is forcing too many of
our students to lower their educational aspirations. While this has
had an impact even on those students who come from rather com-
fortable economic backgrounds, the students who have been hurt
the most are those who come from middle to lower income families
who may not have the resources to help students make loan pay-
ments during difficult times.

We have seen students from comfortable economic backgrounds
enrolling in less expensive, private 4 year schools and even State
universities rather than attending the more costly and prestigious,
private 4 year institutions that they had worked so hard to get ac-
cepted to.

We have seen students from middle income backgrounds enroll-
ing in less expensive State schools, attending community colleges,
or postponing college for a year or more when some of these stu-
dents would normally have attended private schools and others
would have attended State universities.

We have seen students from the lower income brackets attending
community colleges part-time or indefinitely postponing postsec-
ondary education instead of attending private or State universities.

And most tragically, we have seen acme students shy away from
some c:ducational programs in favor of others which might produce
higher incomes once they graduate.

1 don't like to see this happen. If we, as a Nation, are V) pat our-
selves on the backs for having the best system of higher educa-
tionwe must ensure that all of our students have the resources
avaikble to enroll in the educational programs of their choice at
the institutions of their choice without being saddled with unrealis-
tic debt burdens.

We have known for quite a long time that the imbalance be-
tween grant and loan assistance is a major concernespecially for
middle and lower income families.

Hopefully, during this reauthorization of the Higher Education
Act of 1965 we can address this problem and then we, as a Nation,
can pat ourselves on the backs for having even better systems of
higher education.

Chairman FORD. I don't know whether we got unanimous consent
from everyone yesterday, I thought we did. At this time I would
ask unanimous consent that all those members who had submitted
opening statements for the record yesterday, in the interest of
time, have them inserted in yesterday s proceedings.
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Dr. Hauptman, James Stedman, and our former colleague, Peter
Smith.

Without objection the prepared testimony submitted by today's
witnesses will be insert, in full, in the record, immediately pre-
ceding their oral comments. You gentlemen ma

We'll begin with Dr. Hauptman filet to highlight, summarize, or
add to your statements in any way you think will contribute to the
record.

STATEMENT OF DR. ARTHUR M. HAUPTMAN
Mr. HAUPTMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The weight of a decade's worth of tuition increases at double the

rate of inflation, stagnant income growth for many families, and
reported reductions in Federal student aid, has left many parents
wondering whether or not they can afford to send their kids to col-
lege.

But, interestingly, enrollments and participation rates in higher
education are at an all time high. There are now close to fourteen
million students enrolled in college in the fall of 1990. The partici-
pation rate measured by the percentage of high school graduates
who went on to college the next fall is also at an all time high of 55
percent.

If you'll look at the chart on page two, the top chart, that shows
what the rate of increase in the tuitions has been from 1970 to
1990. The middle chart shows that public tuitions went up about
8.6 percent in the 1980s. Private tuitions 9.7 percent, when com-
pared to inflation of 4.7 percentyou see the roughly doubling rate
of inflation.

A different picture emerges if you look at the 1970s; however,
when tuition in both the public and private sectors actually lagged
behind inflation. Taken for the two decades together, essentially,
tuitions went up somewhere between one to two percentage points
faster than inflation; one percentage point in the public, two per-
cent points per year in the private which is, more or less, in keep-
ing with the historical pattern, that people have observed over
time.

If you look at chart twothis was mentioned in the opening
statements in every year since 1980tuitions have increased faster
than inflation. The pattern has been different in the public and
private sector. In the public sector, the increases were most high in
the first couple of years of the 1980s and then moderated towards
the end of the decade whereas in the private sector, the moderation
has not been as great. So by the end of the decade, the tuition in-
creases were still several percentage points above inflation.

In terms of the future, at least for the near future, I expect that
the tuitions in the public sector next year will go up somewhere
between 10 and 15 percent per yearin that year. Private sector
tuitions will probably be in the area of 6 to 7 percent.

Basically, what's going on in the public sector is the same thing
that went on at the beginning of the 1980s. A recession led to short
falls in State funding and tuitions, regrettably, are the plug be-
tween what the institution's budget is and what the State provides.
So we have a, I think, unfortunate system in this country whereby
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the public sector tuitions go up the fastest when the people can
least afford to pay for them. In the private sector it is different.
Private sector tuitions are obviously much higher to begin with,
private sector tends to be a little bit more sensitive to people's abil-
ity to pay because their tuitions are higher. I think that's one of
the reasons why you'll see somewhat of a continued moderation in
private sector tuition increases next year, as I say, in the range of
6 to 7 percent.

One issue that has come up recently is that low tuition policies
are supposed to help low income students go to public institutions.
One of the concerns I have is that they maybe leading to a gentrifi-
cation at leading public universities in this councry whereby the
wealthier students who are not receiNing aid at a private coller
and don't have enough resources to pay the tuitions there on their
own, find that low tuitions in public institutions somewhat of a
magnet. They apply in increasing numbers to those schools. Since
this is only a limited number of slots because of physical restraints,
they end up squeezing out some of the lower and middle income
students who don't have as good grades and don't come from as
good schools.

So if you go to one of the public Ivys and you check around and
look at the campus or whatever, you're going to see a lot of nice
cars and whatever. We really have seen an increasing wealth con-
centrated in the public institutions, at least what's called the flag-
ship publics. The silver lining in this is that a lot of the lower
income students who are squeezed out of those publics, many of
them end up in the privates which are willing to offer them a rea-
sonable financial aid package.

So the income difference between the public and the private in-
stitutions in this country is actually narrowing to some extent.
That is a good trend, but I'm a little concerned about the bad trend
of '-';vher wealth concentration in some of the leading institutions.

If you would look at chart three and four, which is on page six,
what tried to do there is compare how the public college charges
have changed over time as percentage of family incomeWhat you
see, if you look at the top part of each graph on medium family
income, that percentage has obviously gone up in the 1980s, both
the public and private institutions. Now, for example, in private in-
stitutions the private college charges are roughly 35 percent of a
family's income. The percentage is obviously much lower at a
public college.

One of the things I point out on the testimony is we should also
be looking, however, at how wealthier families are doing relative to
costs. The 1980s have been a period of time when the rich got
richer. One of the consequences of that is that their college costs,
as a percentage of income, have not increased as fast.

If you look at the bottom part of that chart, you'll see that for
the 80th percentile income, college charges are roughly 20 percent
of tl.e total income for that set of families; which is certainly
higher than 1980, but not substantially higher than what it was in
1964.

So we should differentiate between what is happening between
the middle income, if you will, and what is happening to the upper
income. I don't think it's the same picture. That also may help to
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explain why enrollments at private institutions were able to be
maintained in the face of high tuition increases because wealthier
students, who do tend to go to private institutions more frequently
than lower income students, do have more income available to
them now to do so.

So in your consideration of middle income, it maybe helpful to
figure out what we mean by middle income and then concentrate
on that set of people.

Alternately, affordability really depends on aid availability, as
well. One of the things that has happened is that Federal aid, al-
though reported to have gone down, actually went up quite a bit in
the 1980s. GSL loan volumes is roughly twice what it was in 1980,
in real terms. PELL Grant loans are up by about 30 percent.

The difficulty is that increasing participation of, for example,
trade school students and increased costs for loan subsidies in de-
faults have essentially squeezed that funding, so, in fact, for college
students there is less ml jie available. It's a real change; it is just
that it seems like a ox to say that funding went up but
there's less money available. But that's basically what's going on.

In terms of why college tuitions go up, I have something in my
testimony here. I won't repeat it. The basic point I make is the
reason that is often given is that the cost forced us to push up our
tuitions. A cost-push economics, if you will. My research analysis
suggests that it's much more of a demand, pull, and a revenue
shortfall function than it is a case of cost-push. In other words, the
revenues are available and that allows, for example, higher sala-
ries to be paid.

The one question that one might ask is: Why is it that the histo-
ry professor today is getting a salary increase that's greater than
inflation and 10 years ago they were not, even though their labor
market is really no different than it was 10 years ago?

One of the basic reasons is that there is more money available to
pay them those salaries. And, one of the tests of the demand-pull
verses cost-push would be this year. When there was a shortfall of
funds this year, especially in the public sector, this is the first year
in 10 years that facility ralaries did not increase as fast as infla-
tion. So I would suggest that it's the revenues pulling the cost, as
opposed to the cost pushing the revenues.

I mentioned that the change in the traditional college age group
to decline in the 1980s also helped to push up college costs for
three reasons. One, schools no longer have increasing enrollments
that allow them to spread their fixed costs over larger numbers of
students.

Second, they've had to pay more to recruit and retain nontradi-
tional students than they would have to pay if there were more
traditionabage students. And, third, the decline in the number of
traditional-age students has, in effect, created a good job market
for 21-, 22-year-olds who are coming out, up until this year. So it's
pushed their salaries up, which made college a more directive al-
ternative.

There have been assertions that Federal aid has led to tuition in-
crease. Generally speaking, that theory doesn't hold water for sev-
eral reasons, I mentioned in my testimony. There is one sector
where I believe that there is a relationship between aid and tuition
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setting, and that is in the proprietary sector, where many of the
schools are very dependent on Federal revenues.

So when there are changes in the Federal rules, that leads to
changes in their tuitions. For example, the Schlitz program loan
limits were cut back a year or two ago, and the tuitions, in many
preparatory schools followed. There's not a lot of evidence on this,
we have to sort of base it anecdotal and whatever's available, but it
does seem to be happening.

I conclude my testimony with a discussion of whether or not
there's a role for Federal cost containment. This was mentioned in
the opening statement. I see eyes light up. Basically, I don't think
there's a great analogy between health care and higher education.

Third-party payments aren't as important to colleges as they are
to hospitals. Technology which drove up the cost in health care
quite a bit is not as much as of a function as it is in higher educa-
tion, with the possible exception of research which is a different
matter and something for a different committee.

I still think that, because the public is concerned about cost con-
tainment, one should take note of that and try to do something
about it. What I suggest is that it should be a strategy that focuses
on cost, not on price. If you focus a constant containment strategy
on price what will happen is that people are going to shift their
subsidies around, but it won't change the underlying cost structure.

If you're going to look to a cost containment, look to what it costs
to educate a student, not what the price is charged at it. What I
suggest is that one form of cost containment might involve tying
the total amount of Federal aid to a cost standard that you folks in
Congress would establish.

So much for vocational training, so much for academic training,
and that would wrve as the limit on how much aid you would pro-
vide. The family contribution would be subtracted from that rather
than the price that's charged. We all agree that need based aid is a
good idea, but one of the consequences of need based is that when
the tuition is raised, that increases the need.

There is an incentive in the system which typically doesn't work
all that much, but there is an incentive to raise your tuitions. And
what you might want to do is just decouple the aid system from a
total need. The basic thing I'm suggesting here is the people who
would be hurt would be upper middle-income students attending
the highest priced institutions who would find that they DO longer
were eligible for a subsided loan, essentially, to do it.

In any case, I'm sorry to have overtaken my time and I'll be free
for questions later.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Arthur M. Hauptman follows]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

1 appreciate the opportunity to testify today on the issue of college costs
and affordability. 1 have been a consultant for the past ten years specializing
in issues relating to higher education finance. But the views expressed here
do not reflect the position of any organization for whom I have consulted.

The weight of a decade's worth of tuition increases at double the rate of
inflation, stagnant income growth for many families, and reported reductions
in student aid availability has left many parents wondering whether they can
any longer afford to pay for their children's college education.

Despite these trends, however, college enrollments have continued to
climb, albeit at a slower rate than earlier decades. According to U.S.
Department of Education statistics, college enrollments in 1990 reached an all
time high of 14 million students. The proportion of high school graduates who
go on to college is also at an all time high -- over 55 percent of all high school
graduates in the spring now enroll in college in the following fall.

if college is becoming so unaffordable. why have enrollments and
participation rates continued to grow? To answer this question, the following
four issues are addressed in this testimony:

First, how fast have college tuitions increased over recent decades?
Second. is college becoming unaffordable for most Americans?
Third, why have college charges increased so fast?
Fourth, is there a federal role in containing college costs?

How Fast Have Thatioru Increased?

In every year since 1980, college tuitions have increased faster than

inflation. For the decade of the 1980s, tuitions grew almost twice the rate of
inflation. In the public sector, the average tuition increased from 5635 in

1980-81 to roughly S1,450 in 1990-91. an annual compound growth rate of 8.6
percent. For private institutions, tuitions grew from about $3.500 in 1980-81 to

about $8.800 in 1990-91. an increase of 9,7 pement per year. Since inflation
increased by 4.7 percent per year in the 1980s, it is obvious that them was
substantial real growth in tuitions during the decadc. The experience in the
1980s is in sharp contrast to what happened in the 1970s, as Chart 1 indicates.

In the 1970s, the weighted average tuitions actually lagged behind inflation
over the course of the decade by more than a percentage point per year.
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CHART 1

AVERAGE ANNUAL PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN TUITIONS AND CPI, 1970-1990
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The historical sense about tuitions is that they tend to incn ase by a
perceotage point or two faster than inflation. reflecting the inability of
higher education to capture much in the way of productivity gains that
typically scow in many other industries. When the experience of the 1970s
and 19805 is combined, the growth in tuitions confornts to the histories/
pattern. Public college tuitions grew by 7.4 percent per yeer between 1970 to
1990. and private college tuitions Increased at an annua/ rate of 8.6 percent.
Inflation incrnased at a rate of 6.2 percent per year during that time.

The patterns of tuition growth have not been uniform throughout the
1980s, as Otan 2 indicates. In the early 19110s, public sector tuitions registered
double digit increases in three consecutive years, primarily the result of the
recession that reduced state funding and led to rapid increases in tuition in the
public sector. For we rest of the decade, the increases in public sector tuitions
declined so that by the end of the decade the incre ees were not much higher
than inflation. The moderation in public college tuition increases in recent
years led to the hope that the high tuition increase years bad perhaps ended.

The experience this coming year quickly will put this hope to rest. Public
college tuition increases nationwide this fall will well exceed 10 percent and
could go above 15 percent for the nation as a whole. The degree of increase
will vary markedly, with tuition increases in many of the Northeast states
exceeding 20 percent, while many other states less hard hit by mcession will
have tuition increases of less than 10 percent per year.

These increases reflect the fact that swings in tbe economy are the most
important factor in determining the growth of public college tuitions. When
the economy is doing well, public tuition increases generally are moderate,
but when the economy hits the skids, public tuitions tend to skyrocket. I

believe the couotercyclical nature of public college tuitions is a fundamental
weakness in the existing system of state finance of public higher education.

The story is somewhat different for private colleges and universities.
In 1981 and 1982, the percentage increases in public and private sector
tuitions were very similar. As the decade progressed, however, private sector
tuition increases did not moderate as much as in the public sector, and at the
end of the decade they continued to exceed inflation by at least several points.

But because their tuitions arc much higher than what is charged in the
public sector, private institutions are more likely than public colleges to
moderate their tuition increases during periods of economic decline. They

- 3
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realize that when parents and students feel more pinchitd they art less willing
and able to pay for large increases in private sector tuitions and it 5ecomes

more likely that these students will shift to lower cost public institu'ions.

In this regard. the maintenance of low tuition policies in the face of

substantial state fiscal restraints may be contributing to a growing

gentrification at many of the leading public universities in this country.

Students from wealthier families appear to be flocking to these schools to
benefit from the combination of high educational quality and relatively low
prices. it appears that many of these students and their parents have grown
increasingly resentful of thc combination of rapid growth in private college

tuitions and their continued ineligibility for much if any financial aid. A

growing number of wealthier students appear to be applying instead to the

leading public institutions in their state which will charge them a fraction of

private sector tuitions and where the education they receive is comparable to

what many private institutions have to offer.
This would be fine if resources were not limited -- every student who

qualified could enroll. But since these public institutions arc constrained by

fiscal realities, they are limited in the numbcr of seats they offer. The upper

income students who come from better high schools and tend to have more

impressive academic credentials arr admitted. Thc lower and middle income

students for whom the low tuitions are primarily intended, but whose grades

do not match up with their wealthier colleagues, arc in effect squeezed out,

These lower income students may enroll in lower cost public institutions

or they may not go to college at all. The silver lining is that some of these

lower income students will cnd up enrolling in a private instituition which

offers them an attractive financial aid package. As a result of this

development, and the fact that many private colleges arc being more

aggressive in their recruitment and retention policies, the private sector of

higher education has become more diverse in the students that it enrolls.

An example of the result of these trends is that the family income of

students attending the University of California is now higher than the family

income of students enrolling in private institutions in California. according to

r. report by the Association of Independent California Colleges and

Universities. A head to head matchup of family incomes on the Berkeley

campus and Stanford would be a close race, with Berkeley students quite

possibly having the higher incomes.

- 4 -
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Has College Become Unaffordable?

There is little doubt that the rapid growth in tuitions in the 1980s
stimulated a great den) of fear among students and parents about the continued
affordability of a college education Is that fear justified?

One answer to this question is that over three fourths of all college
students attend public institutions where the average tuition and fees in the

current academic year are less than 81,500 per year. Despite the fact that
these tuitions increased at a rapid rate in the 1980s. the sticker shock attached

to them is not nearly what it is in the private sector.
Private colleges and universities rightly remain the primary focus of

the issue of affordability. The media tends to highlight the most expensive
private institutions where tuitions now exceed $15.000 per year and where the
total cows of attendance exceed $20000. But there are less than 100 institutions

where the total costs of attendance exceed 820,000, and they enroll leu than
five percent of all college students. The attention paid to these schools tends to
obscure the fact that most private institutions charge substantially less than

820,000. The average private sector tuition is now about 88,800, and the total

costs of attendance are less than $15,000. That'3 certainly not cheap, but it does

paint a different picture than when focusing on thc most expensive options.
The most commonly used measure of college affordability is to compare

the annual costs of attendance to median family income as a proxy for ability
to pay. As Chart 3 indicates, public college charges, including tuition, room.

and board, as a percentage of median family income increased in the 1980s.

from under 11 percent in 1980 to over 13 peirent .in 1988. But tht percentage

in 1988 was roughly the same as it was in 1970 and actually lower than the

figure in 1964. Private college charges art, of course, the more problematic

figure. ahd as Chan 4 indicates. they grew as a percentage of median income

from less than 25 percent in 1980 to almost 35 percent by 1988. It is this trend
which has created conceit] among parents as well as policymakers.

But it is worth looking a little funher at these trends to see how they
apply to the incomes of wealthier families. One of the economic realities of the
19801 was that the rich got richer while the average family bad more trouble
making its ends meet. To address this issue, Charts 3 and 4 also show college

charges as a percentage of income for families at the 80 percentile of the

income distribution. For these families in the upper fifth of incomes, public
college charges increased moderately from 1980 to 1988 Ls a percentage of

- 3 -
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CHART 3
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their income -- from 6.5 percent to 7.6 percent -- but the figure in 1988 was
lower than it was in 1970. The increase in the burden of Ovate college

charges was also considerably less severe for wealthier families than it was
for the median income family. Private college charges as percentage of the

80th percentile income grew from 15 percent in 1980 to 20 percent in 1988, a

figure which was not substantially higher than it was in 1964. To the extent

that students from these families arc more likely to attend private institutions

than students from lower income families, the widening gap in incomes may

help to explain why private college enrollments did not drop off in the 1980s

as the income growth of the wealthiest fifth of thc population allowed them to

keep up more easily with the growth in tuitions and other charges.

Ultimately whether a college education is affordable for lower or middle

income families depends on how much aid is available and who receives it,

Reports of large scale cutbacks in federal student aid have been misleading or

inaccurate. Many of the cutbacks proposed by the Reagan administration

were rejected by thc Congress. The amount of borrowing in tbe Guaranteed

Student loan program nearly doubled in the 1980s after adjustments for

inflation. Funding for Pell Grants grew by about 30 percent in real terms. The

fact that the maximum awards and loan limits in these programs did not keep

up with inflation is a function mostly of the growth in the usc of thefts
programs by trade school students and the increase in the costs per loan for

interest and default payments which ate up much of the increase in funding.

The reports which indicate that federal aid dropped in real terms in the
1980s arc based almost entirely on the 1981 phasing out of the Social Security

college benefit for surviving children and the reduction in the 1980s in

spending for the 01 Bill because of the declining number of veterans using

those benefits in the 1980s compared to the high usage years of the 1970s.

State student grant assistance grew try about 50 percent in real terms in

the 19801, The concern now, though. is that many states are cutting back on

their student grant support because of budgetary tightness at the same time

that public sector tuitions are rising steeply. In terms of affordability, this is

precisely the wrong time to cut back on state grant support.
In addition, most institutions in the 1980s, especially in the private

sector. greatly expanded the amount of aid they provide from their own funds.

In the case of private colleges, it is not uncommon now for Over half of the

student body (o receive aid from the institution they attend. This aid was

- 7 -
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funded in no smal; pan by the higher tuitions being charged. I estimate that

one to two percentage points of the annual increase in private college tuitions

in the 1980s is attributable to the larger amount of aid being provided.
Taken together, however. these increases in aid were not sufficient tc

offset the growth in tuitions and other charges. The price that students face

net of the aid they are likely to receive increased substantially in real terms in

the 1980s. This is the nut of the college affonlability problem. Law and

moderate income students find that the aid they receive is not enough without

taking out loans. Middle income students (which I would define as students
having family incomes of between $30.000 to 860,000) do not qualify for that
much aid beyond subsidized loans at.d some amount of institutional aid and feel
that they do not have the family resources to make up the difference.

Why Have College Tuitions Increased So Fast?

Many college officials in the 1980s got into the habit of explaining that

higher costs were the primary reason why tuitions were increasing so fast.

They would point to the growth in faculty salaries and to rising costs for
utilities, books and periodicals for the library, equipment for the laboratories.

and many other items. Many further asserted that the tuition increases of the
19801 were needed to catch up for the fact that college tuitions did not keep up

with inflation in the 1970s. This view could be classified as the "cost push"

theory of college tuitions.

From my research and analysis. I believe that tuition growth in the
1980s was more a function of revenue shortfall and demand pull than cost

push economics. As I mentioned previously, for the public sector, trends in

state funding are clearly the principal determinant of the rate at which

tuitions increase. Because tuitions tend to act as a plug between what state
funds and institutional budgets, when state funding increases at a healthy

clip, tuitions increase much more moderately than when state funds are tight.

In the private sector, for a variety of reasons it appears that many

institutions in the 1980s chose to compete for a declining number of potential

students, not through restraint in prices as one might expect, but through

enhanced services and facilities. While these choices certainly entailed more

costs, I think it is inaccurate to characterize this process as being cost driven.

One factor which I believe cuts across the growth in tuitions in both the

public and private sectors is the decline in the size of the traditional college
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age population that began at the end of the 1970s. This demographic trend I
believe had at least three effects on coition costs. Fiat, the decrease in the
number of traditional college age youth contributed to the 1980$ leveling in
enrollments that prevented many institutions from spreading their fised costs
over a growing number of students, as had been the case in the 1960$ and into
the early 1970s. Second. fewer traditional students meant that many colleges
had to spend more on recruitment and retention activities directed at
nontraditional student groups. Finally, the declining number of students led
to fewer college graduates of traditional college age, who found their stock
riling in the growing job market in the 1980s for college graduates. This
contributed to the growing gap in the 1980s between the incomes of college
graduates and those without college degrees. thus adding to the attractiveness
of a college degree and pmsumably the willingness of people to pay for it

I would like to address one other reason that has been frequently given
for the growth in college costs -- the ready availability of federal student aid,
A number of observers, including William Bennett. when he was Secretary of
Education, have made the argument that the availability of student aid fuels
the growth of tuitions. This hypothesis has since been generally disproved by
the facts. Tuitions grew the fastest when federal aid availability grew least
quickly, If aid were feeding tuition growth, one would assume a mom direct
and stronger correlation between aid and tuition growth. In addition, federal
aid is only available to about half of all college students; thus it is inaccurate to
assume that most students will feel no effect from increases in tuition. For
those students who are not federally aided, institutions cannot assume that an
increase in tuition will be paid for through the federal government. Finally
the federal aid programs are not structured to yield dollar for dollar increases
in aid as tuition inereases. Far example. for most students in the Pell Grant
program their award does not increase at all when tuitions and other cits of
attrindance rise.

If snything, it appears that decreases in federal student aid may have
led to the rapid increase in tuitions, especially at many private institutions, as
they reik.ted to restrictions ia federal aid by increasing the amount of aiJ they
provided from their own funds. Often, this aid was financed through
increased tuitions charged to -full pay* students.

This "high tuition/high aid- strategy worked reasonably well in the
1950e in that institutions were able to increase their revenues, improve

- 9 -
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themselves in many ways, and increase the diversity of their student body

through the enhanced use of financial aid. What I worry about is that college

officials will look to the past and decide that the strategy which worked well in
the 1980s will continue to serve them in good stead through the 1990s.

But many private colleges are in distinctly different positions now than

they were in the early 1980s. After a decade of rapid tuition increases, they

are no longer viewed as being underpriced relative to value as they were In

the late 1970s. In addition, because they now aid a much larger proportion of

their students, the increase in the amount available from the marginal tuition
dollar net of the aid provided to students is much smaller now than it used to

be. This means that the institutions will have much less available from tuition

to improve themselves further. The apparent moderation in private college

tuitions this year may be a signal that college officials are recognizing the
limitations of the high tuition/high aid strategy.

There is one sector, however, where h looks hire there is a relationship

between aid and tuitions. Trade schools operating on a profit making basis

appear to set the tuitions they charge in line with the changing availability of

student aid. Federal aid for many of these schools represent three-quarters of

more of their total revenues, and they seem to pay much mort attention to

changes in federal student aid policy than do nonprofit institutions for whom

federal aid represents far less of their total revenues. The scant evidence that

is available suggests that when the amount of aid changes for students at these

trade schools, the tuitions charged fend to move in line with the change in aid

availability. For example, when loan limits in the Supplemental Loan for

Students program were scaled back a few years ago, a number of trade schools

reduced their tuitions at the same time. This experience would suggest that

efforts to sever the connection between tuitions and aid availability in the

proprietary seetor would be beneficial.

Is There a Federal Role In Cast Consalniperu?
The rapid increase in tuitions in the 19803 led to comparisons between

higher education and health care ss the sectors of the economy with the

fastest growing costs. It also led to discussions of whether the kind of cost

containment that has been applied to health care would also he good medicine

for higher education. Although the slowdown in college tuition increases

toward the end of the 1980s has created some distance between the growth in

2 r
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higher education prices and health care costs, the notion of using a cost
containment strategy to rein in higher education remains a live issue.

There are some strong reasons to reject the analogy between health
care and higher education. The cost of health care is paid predominantly by
third parties -- either private Insurance companies or the federal
government. Third party payments play a much smaller role in the financing
of higher education. The rising costs of technology snd the hick of
competition among providers of that technology also play a role in health care
which is not matched in the case of higher education, with the possible
exception of the research conducted on campus, an issue which has certainly
had its share of its attention in recent months.

Despite the lack of a strong general analogy between higher education
and health care, however, them would seem to be good cause for looking into
the possibilities for cost containment. The growth in college tuitions is
obviously on the public's mind, and to say that higher education is not ar bad
as health care is hardly likely to resolve the, issue in the public's view.

In approaching the question of cost containment, it is critical to begin
with the fact that in higher education, cost and price art hardly the same. In
the public sector, price in the form of tuition is kept well below cost largely
through state support. For private institutions, endowment income and gifts
are the primary means for keeping tuition pegged lower than cost.

-cause of thc difference between cost and price, a successful cosi
containment strategy in higher education should focus more on reducing the
costs of educating a student than on the price that is chargod. A strategy that
relied on reducing the price without addressing the underlying costs of
providing the education will result in a shifting of subsidies rather than true
reduction in costs.

One cost containment proposal which tr..: heen made in the past would
limit the amount of aid available to students atteoding institutions which raise
their tuitions too fast, say, more than one percentage point faster than
inflation. While this approach has much surface appeal. I believe it would
miss the target in at least two regards. First, it would be the students attending
those institutions which would suffer in the sense that the aid would not be
sufficient to meet their need. The institutions themselves might not feel the
effects of the rule More importantly, the easiest way for an institution to
comply with the rule would be to reduce the aid they provide from tuition.

rl '
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thereby reducing the rate at which tuition would increase. But such a policy

would most likely hurt the neediest students who receive the most aid under

the existing policies. This is a good example why it is important to focus on the

underlying expenditures rather than the pricc charged to students.

I believe that a much more effective and fair form of cost containment

through student aid would involve tying the total amount of federal aid

available to the reasonable costs associated with providing the education and

training. This expenditure-based approach to aid would replace the current

need-based practice of relying on what an institution sets as its tuition plus

other charges as the figure for determining a student's eligibility for aid.

In the area of vocational training, whether in proprietary schools or

community colleges, this would entail setting the amount of aid in relation :o

the reasonable costs of providing the various types of training-- so much for

hair cutting, data processing. auto mechanics, etc. While these data are not

currently available. I do not think it would bc all that difficult to establish the
resasonable costs associated with this type of training. For academic

programs, the natural analog to the approach described above would be to pay

differential aid amounts based on a student's course of study, with engineering

students presumably receiving more than those in the humanities because

mom is spent on these fields of study. I would tend to reject this approach.

however, because the costs of administration and data analysis to determine

differences in costs would exceed the benefit the differentiation.

I would opt instead for a system in which the maximum amount of
federal aid for students in academic programs would be based on the

reasonable costs of providing either a two-year of a four-year college

education. Currently, the costs (not the price) of educating a student in a two-

year institution is about $6000 per studcnt and the average expenditure per

student of a four-year education is over $15,000 per year, Some assessment of

costs based on these averages, plus a component for living costs, would seem to

be a fair way to set the maximum federal aid per student.

If the Congress wanted to encourage institutions to search for cost

efficiencies, it could set the maximum federal aid below the current average

eypenditure figure. For example, thc Congress might decide it was willing to

provide 'federal aid up to $12,000 per student plus living expenses of $4,000.

Thus, the maximum federal aid would be $16,000 and a student's family

contribution :would be subtracted from this figure.

12
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In any case, the amount of aid could not eaceed the tuition plus other
costs of attendance that a student faced. Thus for virtually ill students In
public sector institutions and most students in private colleges the system
would work ss it does today -- aid would be limited to need. The only college
students who would be treated differently under this proposal would be upper
middle income student* attending the highest priced institutions.

Students with family incomes of $90,000. 100.000. or mom can currently
qualify on the basis of financial need for subsidized loans if they attend high
priced private institutions. Under the proposed expenditure-based procedure.
these students might well no longer qualify for subsidized louts since their
family contribution would exceed the maximum- federal aid standard. This
seems to me to be an approriate shift in federal policy. It is not clear that
students from wealthy families should be eligible for subsidized loans if they
choose to go to the most expensive institutions, if they choose to live in a more
eapensive dormitory or participate in the premium meal plan. I would

certainly provide adequate levels of nonsubsidized loans like PLUS and SLS to
these students and their parents to help with cub flow problems, but would
rather see in school interest subsidies reserved for students from more middle
income circumstances.

I do not want to oversell this approach, however. The federal
government can only have limited impact on the cost structure of higher
education because it contributes a relatively small share of the total reveeues.
The responsibilities for cost containment ultimately must fail to the entities
that provide the bulk of the funding. In the case of undergraduat education,

states are by far the largest provider of funds and must bear the brunt of
responsibility for ensuring that institutions are not profligate. I believe a
number of states are fulfilling Mat responsibility. I would like to see further
efforts in this area, including tying compensation of faculty more to teaching

than to research, and encouraging greater use of technology to reduce costs.
In the ease of campus-based research, the federal government is the

primary source of funds, and could reasonably user; its leverage in this
regard. Since the fe:ersi support of campus-based research does not fall
under the jurisdiction of this Subcommittee, and since this is not my area of
expertise this testimony is not the proper place to address this issue at any
length. I will say that my view from a distance is that tightening down on
what espenses are allowed for reimbursement will not solve the problem.

- 13 -
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What is needed, instead, is a review of the principles that underlie the

current system of federally supported research. Such a review should

addresses the adequacy of the current system in funding facilities needs. It

should also ask, in my view, whether the establishment of a uniform rate of

recovery for various categories of institutions woul,', serve the nation better

than the current approach of negotiated rates and the temization of expenses.

The primary federal role In ensuring affordability must continue to rest

with the system of student aid. Expansion of grant eligibility for the most

disadvantaged students is needed, ss is providing the assurance to them as

early as the seventh grade that sufficient aid will be available when they

reach college age. Enhanced support services are also needed to help prepare

students for college level wort and to increase their chances for degree

completion. To address the middle incomc squeeze, more adequate loan

availability is needed for both parents and students, as are enharced

Incentives for saving.

I would pay for much of this expansion through reform of the current

student loan structure, by: reducing the usc of loans by students who arc least

likely to benefit. providing a set of incentives for all participants in the loan

programs to minimize federal costs, relying more on federal borrowing and

nonprofit lenders to reduce federal costs, and providing a mechanism that

helps ensure that all student borrowers have a full range of repayment

options available, including income contingent repayment schedules, once

they complete their education. I am confident that the Congress will be

addressing these and other issues in the upcoming reauthorization of the

Higher Education Act.
Mr. Chairman, that concludes my testimony. I would be pleased to

answer any questions at (his time.

14 -
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Chairman Foam I would like to inform the members of the com-
mittee that, as you probably know, chairmen of full committees are
now elected by a secret ballot vote and a democratic caucus. What
is happening at the moment on the floor is that our friend, George
Miller, is being considered for Chairman of the Interior Committee
and I would like to go and vote for George and I am sure that other
members on my side would also.

I don't want to interrupt this, however. I think what we can do
is, if I could get somebody to sit here while I run over and vote, I
can come back and we can continue without interrupting testimo-
ny.

Mr. GOODLING. I'll either go over and vote for you or run for the
chairmanship, one or the other.

Mr. HAYES. Mr. Stedman
Mr. Simmickri. Thank you, Mr. Hayes.

STATEMENT OF JAMES STEDMAN, SPECIALIST IN SOCIAL
LEGISLATION FOR THE CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE
Mr. STEnbutiv. .My name is Jim Stedman. I'm a specialist in

Social Legislation for the Congressional Research Service. It's a
pleasure to appear before you this morning to testify on higher
education participation rates.

I'm testifying on an analysis that I did for the subcommittee on
the rates at which white, black, and Hispanic young adylts, at dif-
ferent income levels, were participating in college in October, 1989.
This effort is part of a larger series of studies that a colleague, Rick
Apling, and I have undertaken to provide information for the reau-
thorization.

There are two myjor points that emerged from this analysis.
First, college participation is a complex phenomenon about which
these census data can only offer some clues, and this table consti-
tutes, essentially, a first cut or first look. Second, in terms of col-
lege participation rates, the experience of the black and Hispanic
young adults appear to differ. As I will suggest later, much of this
divergence appears to be associated with substantial differences in
the rates at which Hispanics finish high school.

For analysis of recent enrollment rates foi different groups in
the population, the Census Bureau, essentialiy, is the primary or
only source for national data. Please recoglize that because of
these data are derived from a survey of a sample of households, the
are subject to a variety of sampling errors. Some of the differences
you see in the table and the figure are not statistically significant.
As a result, I would suggest that the most important information
to take away from this table and figure are relationships, not spe-
cific enrollment rates.

I'd also not that there should be a line on the table that indicates
that due to rounding some of the totals may not equal the sum of
the individual entries. I'd also note that this table and figure are
but one of may ways of presenting these data, and the most appro-
priate way of doing that depends upon the question being asked. In
this instance, I'm focusing on the participation of 18- to 24-year-
olds in general, derming them as comprehensively as possible.
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What essentially does tills figure in Well, it does show that
in 1989, white young adults were suntially more likely to be
enrolled than were either blacks or Hispanics. For the 18- to 24-
year-olds considered here, the white participation rate was 36 per-
cent, while the black and Hispanic rates were 24 percent and 17
percent, respectively.

It's not surprising that these data also show that in general, at
higher income levels, college enrollment rates are higher. This is
most evident when highest and lowest income levels are compared.
Approximately 17 percent of these 18- to 24-year-olds, and that
would be lookMg at the red barwith family income below $15,000,
were enrolled in college in 1989. The enrollment rates of incomes of
$50,000 or over was 56 percent Similar differences occur within
raeal and ethnic groups.

Race ethnicity does appear to inWract with income in relatively
complex ways to influence participation ratea In the factors alone
don't seem to explain the rates completely. Let me illustrate by
consideriw black and Lispanic rates separately. Analysis of the
black enrollment rate yields what appears to be initially somewhat
ambiguous results.

In general, it's not clear that the black rates in each of these
income ranges actually differed from white rates. At nearly all of
the income ranges, the estimates are sufficiently similar that we
can't say with confidence that the differences are real and not a
function of sampling errors.

Further, at some of these levels, even if the differences were real,
they're so small to be insignificant, I think, for policy purposes.

Nevertheless, as already noted, in the aggregate, blacks enrolled
at a significantly lower rate than whites. enty-four percent of
black young adults verses 36 percent of white young adults. This
might appear inconsistent, but it's largely expWned by the fact
that a far greater percentage of black 18- to 24-year-olds than
whites are found in the lowest income range, where enrollment
rates were low. Fully 50 percent of black young adults are in that
income range below $50,000 while only 20 percent of white young
adults are in that income range.

The overall picture with regard to Hispanics appears to be differ-
ent. At every income level, Hispanic enrollment rates were signifi-
cantly below the white rates. In addition, the gap between the His-
panic enrollment rate and the white rate was larger at the highest
income level than at the lowest. At less than $15,000 income, the
white rate was slightly more than one and one half times as high
as the Hispanic rate.

At $50,000 and over the white rate was more than two times as
high. Thus, it appears that for Hispanics, higher levels of income
didn't have the same positive affect on college enrollment rates as
they did for whites.

Further, the overall Hispanic experience seems to be different
from that of whites, Hispanic rates, in general, trailed black rates
at each income level.

Although not shown in this table, or this figure, another factor
the completion of high school is critical here. When one takes high
school completion into account, many of the Hispanic differences,

3
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identified above, no longer materialized, although there is still asignificant gap between Hispanic and white rates.This minimizing of the function of the differences of the functionis a substantially lower percentage of Hispanic 18- to 24 year-oldswho have finished high school: 56 percent of Hispanics in this agerange compared to blacks or whites; 77 percent of blacks; 86 per-cent of whites. I think when you begin to consider high school com-pletion, it suggests that there are indeed value in cutting thesedata in a variety of ways. To take a look at the issue from a varietycf: perspectives. I trust these data will be of assistance in your de-liberations on reauthorizing the Higher Education Act and I'd bepleased to respond to any questions you might have.Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Jam Stedman follows:}

3 o
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Chairman Ford and other members of the Subcommittee on Postsecondary

Education, tzky name is Jim Stedman. I arn a specialist in social legislation for

the Congressional Research Service. It is a pleaeure to appear before you this

morning to testify on higher education participation rates. I am testifying on

analysis that I did for the Subcommittee on the rates at which white, black, and

Hispanic young adults, at different income levels, were participating in college

in October 1989. This effort is part of a larger aeries of studiee a colleague, Rick

Apling, and I have undertaken to provide information for the reauthorization

of the Higher Education Act by the 1024 Congress.

Attached to my testimony are a table providing an array of specific

enrollment participation data, as well as a figure graphically displaying

participation :Idea at different income levels for white, black, and Hispanic

young adults.

There are two major points that emerged from this analysis of the October

1989 participation rates. First, college participation is a complex phenomenon

about which these Census data can only offer some clues, and for which the

table and figure constitute only the initial look. Second, in terms of college

participation rates, the experiences of the black and Hispanic young adults

appear to differ. As I suggeet below, much of thie divergence appears to be

associated with substantial differences in the rates at which Hispanics finish

high school compared to whites or blacks.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA

Before I offer a detailed discussion of my findings, some information about

the characteristics of the data I used is necessary,' For analysis of recent

enrollment rates for different groups in the population, the Census Bureau is

'An appendix to this testimony provides additional details about these data.
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essentially the only source of national data, in this case unpublished data from

the October 1989 Current Population Survey. Please recognize that, because

these data are derived from a survey of a sample of households, they are sullied

to a variety of sampling errors. Some of the differences you see in table 1 and

in figure 1 are not statistically significant.' As a result, I would suggest that

the most ir2partant information to take away from this table and figure

are relationships, not specific enrollment rates.

These data show what percentage of 18 to 24 year olds were enrolled in

college at a point in timeOctober 1989. Individuals in this age range who

might have had some expoteire to college previously or, indeed, have completed

a degree at some level prior to October 1989 are not included. These data do

not distinguish between individuals who had completed high school and those

who had not.

Further, my comments today apply to It to 24 year old primary family

members, that is, pereons living in a family related by birth, marriage, or

adoption, which includes the person renting or owning the housing unit. This

is the group for which income is reported in the Bureau's October Current

Population Survey. This is not all 18 to 24 year olds, excluding some of the

persons who would be considered independent of their parental families.

Finally, table 1 and figure 1 show data for four family income ranges. The

lowest income rangebelow $15,000is only marginally above the poverty

threshold for a family of four ($12,675 in 1989). The next income range--

$15,000 to $24,999in coajunction with the lowest range comprises the band of

3For example, at an income of below $15,000, approximately 18 percent of
whites were enrolled in October 1989 compared to 17 percent of blacks. Thie
difference is not statistically significant

3 )



income in which students are moat likely to be eligible for Federal need-based

student aid. The third rangeW6,000 to $49,999straddles median family

income for 1989 ($34,210). The last income range--$50,000 and over--constitutes

what I would label an upper income ranp.

PARTICIPATION RATES

Table 1 and figure 1 show that, in October 1989, white young adults

were substantially more likely to be enrolled than were either blacks

or Hispanics. For the 18 to 24 year olds considered here; the white

participation rate was 36 percent, while the black and Hispanic rates were 24

percent and 17 percent, respectively.

It is not surprising that these data also show that, in general, at higher

income levels college enrollment rates are higher. This is most evident

when the highest and lowest income levels are compared. Approximately 17

percent of these 18 to 24 year olds with family income below $15,000 were

enrolled in college in October 1989. The enrollment rate at incomes of 850,000

and over was 66 percent. Similar differences occurred within each of the racial

and ethnic groups. At incomes below $15,000, 18 percent of whites were

enrolled; at incomes of $50,000 or more, the enrollment rate was 58 percent,

The black enrollment rate at less than $15,000 family income was 17 percent;

at $50,000 and over, the rate was approximately 50 percent. For Hispanics, 11

percent of those with family income lees than S15,000 were enrolled in college;

at the highest income level, 27 percent were enrolled.

Race or ethnicity interacts with income in complex ways to influence college

participation rates. Also, these factors alone do not appear to explain



enrollment rates. let me illustnite this by considering black and Hispanic

enrollment rates separately.

Analysis of the black enrollment rates yields what appear initially to be

somewhat ambiguous results. In general, It is not clear that the black

rates in each of these income ranges actually differed tram white rates

for those maws. At nearly all of the income ranges, the estimates are

sufficiently similar that we cannot say with confidence that the differenms

between the white and hie& enrollment rates are real and not a kinetion of

sampling error. Further, at some of these levels, even if the differences were

real they are so small to be insignificant for policy purposea. Nevertheless, as

already noted, in the aggregate, blacks enrolled at a significantly lower rate than

whites-24 percent of black young adults were enrolled; 313 percent of white

young adulta were enrolled At first blush this might appear inconsistent

potentially little statistical difference between blacks and whites in participation

rates =ass the various income ranges contrasted with a substantial difference

in overall participation rates. It is explained largely by the fact that a far

greater percentage of black 18 to 24 year olds than whites were found in the

lowest income range where enrollment rates were low. Fully 80 percent of these

black young adults were in the income range below $15,000, while only 20

percent of these white young adults were in that income range. These aspects

of black enrollment rates are not a new phenomenon. A decade ago, grappling

with similar data on October 1979 enrollment for dependent black and white

high school graduates which showed no differences at each inceme level, the

Census Bureau concluded, 'Mlle data - . are consistent with the hypothesis
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that the overall White-Black enrollment differences for dependent high school

graduates derives largely from Black-White income differences."

The overall picture with regard to Hispanics appears to be different. At

every income level, Hispanic enrollment rates were sAgnifIcantly below

the white rates. In addition, the gap between the Hispanic enrollment rate

ani the white rate was larger at the highest income level than at the lowest.

At less than $15,000 income, the white rate was slightly more than one and a

half times as high ae the Hispanic rate. At $50,000 and over, the white rate was

more than two times as high. Thus, it appears that, for Hispanics, higher

levels of income did not have the same positive effect on college

enrollment rates as they did for whites. Further, the overall Hispanic

experience seems to be different from that of blacks. Hispanic rates in general

trailed black rates at each incor. level.

Although not shown in the table or figure, another factorthe completion

of high schoolis relevant here. When one takes high school completion into

account, many of the Hiapanic direrences identified above no longer materialize,

although the significant gap between the overall Hispanic and white rates

remains. This minimising of the differences is a fUnction of the substantially

lower percentage of Hispanic 18 to 24 year olds who have finished high school

(58 percent of all Hispanics in this age range) compared to blacks or whites (77

percent of ail bliwk 15 to 24 year olds; 86 percent of ali white 15 to 24 year

olds).

VS. Bureau of the Census. Current Population Reports. School
EnrolimeniSocial and Economic Chan3cteristica of Students: October 1979.
Series P-20, No. 360. 1981. p. 6.



I trust these data will be of assistance in your deliberations on

reauthorizing the Higher Education Act. I would be pleased to respond to any

questions you might have.

4 4.?
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APPKNDIX

To calculate recent college participation rates of some segment of the
general population, one is essentially faced with a single option: to use data
from the Bureau of tle3 Census. The most current set of estimatea available for
the kind of analyais I undertook here is provided by the Counts Bureau's
October 1989 Current Population Survey (as yet unpublished). The Current
Population Survey, in October of every year, eurveys a sample of households.
A household I. made up of all of the individuals living in a housing unit. In
recent years, between 50,000 and 80,000 sample households have been used.
From these sample survey data, national estimates are calculated by the Bureau.
These estimates are subject to sampling errors of various sorts. Not all of the
diffbrences shown in the table or the figure are statistically significant. For the
difference. I cite specifically In this teutimony, there is at least a 90 percent
certainty that observed differences are not a ftmction of sampling variability.

These Census Bureau data descwine enrollment in higher education, not
poetaecondary education. Enrollment in 2-year colleges, 4-year colleges,
universities, or profile/Ilona' schools is included; enrollment in programs at for-
profit (proprietary) trade schools is not.

The 18 to 24 year old age range is the focus here becauee a braed age range
helps to lower the chances that differences are due to sampling tainrs. Also, a
majority of higher education students fall into that age range. Finally, the 18
to 24 year old range is a staple of most analyses of college participation rates.

The only racial and ethnic groups for which these data are reported are
whites, blacks, and Hispanics. These data have been austed to eliminate
overlap between Hispanics and either whites or blacks."

The Census Bureau reports family income data from its Current Population
Survey for primary family members. Family income consists of all money
income, for example, wages from a job, dividends, or interest, for family members
14 years of age or older for a recent 12 month period. A primary family is a
group of two or more individuals living together and related by birth, marriage,
or adoption. This family also includes the person renting or owning the housing
unit in which the family lives. As a result, the data below apply only to 18 to
24 year olds (1) who are dependent family members, (2) who have married and
are living with a sPollso, or (9) who are maintaining a household, but who are
not married or are not living with a spouse. For the first group, the income is
that of the parents; for the second and third groups, the income is that of the
individual and spouse, if present. Nevertheless, the data in the sable and
graphics below do not include a significant number of the individuals win) would
be considered independent of their parents, for example, unrelated independent
'individuals sharing an apartment.

'For details on this a4justment, see Koretz, Daniel. Trends in the
Postsecondary Enrollment of Minorities. RAND, Atig. 1990.



In the table and figure, four income ranges are describedbelow $15,000;
$15,000 to $24,999, $25,000 to $49,999; and $50,000 and over. These ranges
were chosen fbr a number of reasons. Importantky, relatively broad ranges help
to reduce the degree of statistical impreciaion in these survey data. The lowest
income range was selected because it is only marginally above the poverty
threshold fbr a family of four ($12,875 in 1989). The next income range, in
conjunction with the lowest range, appears to reflect the band of income in
which students are moat likely to be eligible for Federal need-based student aid.
The $25,000 to $49,999 range sergeants the middle income portion of the
income spectrum. Median family income in 1989 was $34,210. The last income
range shown constitutes what I would 'abet an upper income range.

These data measure college enrollment et a point in time, October 1989.
That is, they show what portion of young adults were enrolled at that juncture.
They do not include those in this age range who might have had some exposure
to college previously or, Ladeed, have completed a degree at some level. Further,
the table and figure include individuals whether or not they have completed
high school.
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College Enrollment of 18-24 Year-Olds
By Income and Race/Ethnicity

October 1989

Below $15,000- $25,000- $50,000
lbtal $15,000 24,999 49,999 and over Unreported

All Races
Total (thousands)
Percent in college

White, Non-Hispanic
Total (thousands)

20,482
31.7%

14,424

5,352
16.8%

2,697

3,258
21.1%

2,184

6,388
33.2%

4,976

4,052
55.9%

3,573

1,431
36.0%

989

Percent In college 35.6% 18.3% 21.9% 34.2% 57.8% 40.4%

811 Cki Nan-Hispanic
Ibtal (thousands) 3,023 1,388 531 698 177 233

Percent In college 23.8% 17.0% 25.0% 28.3% 49.5% 27.9%

Hispanic
Tobl (thousands) 2,347 1,059 448 537 1 55 148

Percent In college 16.6% 11.4% 11.4% 27.7% 27.1% 16.9%

Note: White and black data have been adjusted to make the three racial/ethnic categories mutually exclusive.

Source: CRS estimates based on unpublished data from the Oct 1989 Current Populabon Sway by the Census Bureau.
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Higher Education Enrollment Rates of
18-24 Year-Old Primary Family Members

October 1989
Percent of 18-24 Year-Olds Enrolled
60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%

All Races

I White, Non-Hispanic

I Black, Non-Hispanic

Hispanic

s.

!

Total Below $15,000- $25,000- $50,000
$15,000 $24,999 $49,999 and over

Family income Level
Source: CRS amelniatae band an Gansu, Bureau data
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Mr. HAllts. The next witness is Peter Smith, a former member of
this committee and well-known friend of mine.

Please go right ahead, Pete.

STATEMENT OF PETER SMITH, DIRECTOR, COMMISSION ON RE-
SPONSIBILITIES FOR FINANCING POSTSECONDARY EDUCA-
TION

Mr. Sisurx. Mr. Chairman, it's nice to be with you again.
I am going to take the opportunity now in the next 5 minutes to

introduce the subcommittee to the C4mmission in which I current-
ly direct the Commission on Responsibilities for Financing Postsec-
ondary FAucation to tell you the priorities we have picked and tell
you why. It bears diredy on the subject of last week's hearing and
this week's hearing also,

Let me begin by saying that I know you took testimony from two
individuals last week, Mr. Scott Hughes and Ms. Carol Frances. I
would tell you that the information they were reporting, that as
far as I understand they understand, I'm sure, based on the work
they did for the National Association of College University Busi-
ness Offices. Two reports that they have put together on the evolv-
ing demography of the work force and the impact of demography
on college cost, I think is the best current census that exists. A
broad range of information that should be very useful to this Com-
mittee as it looks out over the next 3 to 5 years; 4 to 7 years, what-
ever it is for the reauthorization.

Our C,ommission's purpose, really, is to look at the year 2000 and
beyond and to make recommendations to this Congress within 2
years on how and if the responsibilities for financing Postsecondary
Education ought to be restructured. We have chosen two priorities,
first, is what I would say is the large area of school to work transi-
tion or how to better integrate an education, not only at the sec-
ondary and immediate Postsecondary level, but the life long learn-
ing with the needs of the work force and the workplace workers
throughout their lives and the second is the general qiestion of af-
fordability, that is plaguing everybody not simply middle income
families, but everybody.

The findings that we are operating off of, and 1 will just run
through them briefly, because I think it sets up an imperative that
takes the question of not only quality of what we do with young
people or adults when we get them in our institutions. The move-
ment from being an affair of the heart, what got me involved in
the next 25 years.

It appears to me that the situation of the work force, workplace
and the demography is that you put them together is that, we will
have slow growth in the workforce in terms of adding to the work-
force over the next 10 years, but with a corresponding low turnov-
er. In other words SO percent of the people in the workforce today
will be in the workforce in the year 2000. That will be followed by,
from what I can tell, continued slow growth and the birth rate has
gone up a little, but it's going to be followed by a period of high
turnover, because in fact, all the people who are roughly my age,
or a little bit younger now, the baby boomers are going to be leav-
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tag the workforce the further out you go into the twenty first cen-
tury.

So you are going to have slow growth coming into the workforce,
but with a high turnover going out and the quality of skills needed
to do the jobs being created will have in the process changed dra-
matically. We can project it right now, that the jobs that are going
to be created in the next 10 years alone, are going to require sig-
nificantly higher and more specific skills at the postsecondary
level.

I believe they are going to cluster disproportionately, and what
we would currently call the first 2 years of postsecondary educa-
tion, the community or technical college area, whether or not those
institutions or other institutions or priority institutions speak to
them. But when you put these forces together what you have about
15 years out is an increasing rate of people leaving the workforce
with not a huge infusion of people to follow them to replace them.
Unless we dramatically change the quality of what we do in our
workforce, in our education and re-education program for people in
the workforce, we will literally have a skill drop.

For the first time in our history we could face the potential to
export jobs or import workers, not because we've been out compet-
ed in the marketplace, but because we have failed to do a better job
of bringing young and older students to the workplace, to the work-
force, through education retrainingwell equipped for the jobs we
hold. As we looked at it, the Qmimission felt that the workforceI
would call your attention to the interplay, we talk about demogra-
phy and the diversity of this country and what we have to do about
it. 'We do have to act on it. I know this Committee knows it.

We talk about the information revolution, we talk about the
global economy, but I would urge you to consider those three
things together, because what the changes in demography are
doing in this country, are raising expectations on the part of the
people, in terms of who's coming in and who we've got to do a
better job with. The bottom line is, they're increasing numbers of
students that we have not done the kind of job with we should
have done and must do in the future.

The implications of the information revolution are that more
people have higher expectations of what they should and want to
expect from our higher educational system. Whether they are the
parents of student or students themselves of all ages. People be-
lieve that they deserve more than what they are currently getting
in terms of quality, access and persistence.

The consequences of the global economy are that the risk of fail-
ure and the conwquences of our failing to educate our workforce
have gone way up. We can no longer skim and turn successful high
school g.raduates and other people who have come out of high
school through our workforce taking our talented and throwing the
rest away. I'm not saying that was a plan on anybody's part but it
is in skimming and churning, that is what has hal pened in the
workplace. What the demographics and the economics of the situa-
tion suggest is that we can no longer afford to do that.

The kind of recommendations, and I know you want to hear
about nontraditional as well as traditional students, and I will re-
spond to your questions. We are validly not involved, as a Commis-

4
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sion, in the reauthorization, having said that and we are merely
looking out to the year 2000 and beyond. If there is any, as you go
through this process, if you see questions that you believe, or would
like to have looked at in a longer term, our Commission is ready to
hear those and to try to build them into our work plan and to cor-
respond.

°Obviously if you believe we can be useful to you on a question by
question basis, or I can, I would be happy to. I hope that you will
look at, especially to regards to nontraditional students the follow-
ing things. Regardless of what you hear from the Department of
Education or from staff or from anyone else, and I'm not imputing
motives at all, but if there is a general set of mind, that in fact, we
make provision for part-time or nontraditional students.

When you are out at the other end of the system it doesn't feel
that way at all. Whether you are a displaced homemaker, or a
worker trying to come back to school, or a poor black, or a Hispan-
ic worker it doesn't matter. If you are part-time or on welfare, or
in a JTPA Program, or on food stamps, or with child care and in-
volved on other kinds of those situations, when you try to get
PELL money or you're trying to get financial aid money, all of
those other pieces of your life are negatively affected.

I would tell you if we are serious about moving numbers over
here, what we have to do is begin to break down the walls between
those program. What we have to do is allow a person to be on
JTPA, maybe get a little welfare money, not loose their food
stamps, hold on to their child care and still be able to go to school
too. Now, that should be very attractive to you, not bureaucratical-
ly politically, because you've got big constituencies out there, but
fmancially bemuse there's big bucks in those programs. I think we
can, not only without undoing the purpose of them, can challenge
Postsecondary Education to do a different and a better job, and the
job that needs to be done. We can use some of those existing re-
sources to do it.

With that, I'll slow down and cool off and take any questions you
have. It's nice to be with you.

[The prepared statement of Peter Smith folio ws:}
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nirt..N2PEPLICLIZLAp_99 _T/1=2=
1. High school graduates will decline for the next several

years and then begin a small increase late in the decade. The

overall growth of the work force will be 25 million positions above

the rate of replacement. filiziagZSECEDI_MMULA

2. 00* of 2000 workforce is on the job today. lim_Tunam.
3. All age cohorts in the work force will be smaller except

for the 35-54 baby boom *bulge*.

RDEROCU.

4. White women and minority man and woman vill comprise over

80* of the workforce growth. Immaing_mmaln.

raWaaraDIEELT9__AUM

PROFILR

1. Steady shift throughout the decade away from

clerioal/eanual and towards trained *know:eels" workers. Wet

effects growth in Pasociatak Degree and Technical jobs, growth in SI

and above Jobs and upgrading of other jobs and sectors to SA level.

2. Balance between WI Jobs and AA holders at about 230 will be

maintained. t `?:

9. Of the one in 12 workers who will be displaced in the

1990's, 1/3 won't mew back and 1/3 will tato Jobe at lower wages.

Renisountimacizaztinal-ZILKUM-

5 A..
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MALIBU

Thera are three conclusions that this work force and job

skills information support.

First, the slow growth and changing composition of tha work

force reveals a pig problem in filling the skIll/produotivity gap

left in the wake of the boomer bulge. We must replace retiring

workers with higher skilled workers tc meet the new skill

requirements.

Second, unless educational results improve in terms of both

quality and student persistence up to the Associate Degree lave',

this will lead to a structural labor shortage as low skill

replacanenta fail to meet the emerging higher skill demands

generated by new job creation

Finally, the projected educatiod/skill gap cuts negatively by

race and gender against ths emerging labor force education profile

if current pervietence and completion rates hold.

fillama: Higher standards in high sdhool and the first two year* of

college, higher completion rates, training and education

opportunities through life, displaoad workers programs.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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28=11:1.-11.2.0Q_0 lig3

3

2. Tha basic living ituation for American children is

changing. By 2000, 474 of ell housaholde will be either single

parent (150 or nOn-fandly (324); over on* of four children will be

born to an unmarried sothar; two of three will have a world-mg

mother; and over 70% will not have livad in a continuously intact

2aff,_ffizaz4R1zux./fLoca_smuiLia jumnumaiumuutztuits.

2. The structure of poverty is changing; children living in

female-headod houssholds are at the graatest rialt of being poor of

any group. guuniguogimajigemmaphy.
3. Continuod income stagnation in middle and lower income

families will increase their percnived and real inability to afford

higher education. Families and students currantly fund between 25

and 30* of the coat of college. Over 80% of all studente would need

sone form of financial aid to attend if wa continue to uae currant

assumptions about ability to pey. WOLKJEWILLIAMPLE_AM_LOIO2

FURcHABliag 22=-

4. If current trends continuo, tho gap betwean earnings for

high school graduates and college graduatna will continue to

increase.

5. Tbora la a direct and ascending relationship botween income

and educational perseverance and between educational leval and

income earned.
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MAMIE
1. Over the last thirty years, the poverty cluster has shifted

from the elderly to single parent families with children. Although

tbere is still an enormous amount of fear and anxiety about tbs

financial consequences of aging, the existing combination of *octal

security benefits, pensions, effete, and earnings have lifted the

elderly collectively out of poverty and put children in their

place. The single greatest reason for this is the inability Of

simpswent families to juggle economic and family considerations

successfully.

2. As tec-worker couples evolved, wages stagnated because of

the tremendous growth in the work force, but standards of living

continued to increase because more money was miming into the

household. Middle class families &retooling the pinch because over

time income levels began to stagnate, leading to decline in

purchasing power. If wages continue to staguate, college

affordability will bocoms en incrsaeingly big problem for middle

income families.

3. There is a vicious circle in which educational failure

drives lower family income; in which there is a growing gap between

the earning cmpacity of people with a high school or a college

decree; in which increasing numbers of poor Amerioans are going to

be coming intt, our schools and the work force; and in which new

jobe are going to require higher skill levels'.
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HMCO:

A national policy which addresses the graving need of middle income

families for financial relief; of poor families for financial
support for children; of elanentasy and socondary tudents for
higher standards and batter results; and of postsecondary education

for work forcajwarkplace and lifelong learning programs far adults.
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OLLEGIS_0_1019m-WRINGA

If current trends continue;

1. Traditional enrollments will drop by one million. Any

growth will be driven by increased enrollments of women,

minorities, and people over thirty five. Natal demogrsphically

driven projections ars historically lass optimistic than actual

enro l "mentos normusgras_ramozzaJzarm_saLszasamta_noza.
2. College expenses will take a higher percentage of family

incOMO for both private (currently 21%) and public (currently 50)

colleges. 92MANLINak1litAgilLIE1ZUMIAJLTILLINCEMAL

3. There will be a constwit dollar increase per P72 in college

costs and tbe proportionate shares taken by competing expenditures

and incase sourcs will not Wive changed. sguagaziggimunnuss
N2T...2211122CVSILZLIMA1tES.

4. Financial aid will grow faster than inflation, but not as

fast as tuition and fees. zamicaLLAID_Afinfaaniumsksanisz

ESULTNEUOLMERASSR.

S. Znrollment will continue to be CHF sensitive. =Ago=
IIILIZEICEZWICLUSGEMI.

mum
The scenario for 2000 is boxy because tuitions ars sensitive

to enrollments which, in turn are sensitive to the demography and

the economy. In addition, weakened state economies may well weaken

state sUpport for scholarships and public institutions. College,.
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because they are mature inititutions, have nowhere to hide when it

coma to saving nosey. taxless there ars significant changes, there

vill be increasinu pressure to shift costs to students through

tuition increases during the decade. The only sure vay around this

eventuality is prograa and cost cutting at the institutional level

and increased enrollments to spread the remaining colts across a

broader student base.

Incentives, models, and ssoftemre* to pull colleges towards

new clienteles, different service delivery patterns, and resource

reallocation strategies. Targeting of national resources and policy

incentives to reinforce higher standards, better results, and

encourage nsv and non-traditional enrollments.
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I. TEX FORCES AT WORK

NUCh hex bean written about the dramatic changes in American

demography, the information revolution, and the eMergenos of a

global economy. Taken singly, eadh of these Changes is having a

significant impact on American society, our policies, and our

institutions. It ie tha collective impact of these three forces,

however, that needs greater recognition and understanding. 21Man

tweitter_Slua_ara tran2f2Kaing--tika-m2EkLitround_oatALogialAnd
educational inntitutiIIIILLcbfinging_ths_vontext_itithine
Institutions Operate, When the urrounding world changes

marginally, institutions can adapt by altering programs in response

to the changes. But when it Ohanges radically, institutions must

recast their services :.nd reorganize their resources to serve the

changed reality. That is tha challenge faced by mudh of American

postsecondary education today.

The dynamic impact of these three forces on our educational

and social institutions, the work place, and tha family is

triggering a need for extraordinary Change in the structure and

eoetent of educational and social SerVices. Policy makers and

administrators must move beyond merely recognizing of these forces

to assessing their oolleotive impact if they hope to make the

necessary statutory, policy, and regulatory *themes.

Let's review the bidding.

1



DENWRAPEY: AN END TO SKINNING AND CBURNINO

The face of America is changing. We are getting steadily older

and more ethnically diverse. Projections show that while by the

year 2000 the overall labor force will have increased, only the

baby-boomers (35-54-year-olds) will have increased their share of

the total labor force.(1) Equally significant, by the year 2000

three out of every five new workers will be nrn-Anglo and 50

percent will te either Hispanic or black.(2) Both trends have

enormoussignificammafor social, educational, and economic policy.

As America ages, our professional and skill basso age alio. In

real terms, thia means that over 80 percent of the work force

projectedfor the year 2000 is aireadyon the job. Employers simply

cannot continue their traditional workplace practices and remain

competitive in the twenty-firet century. In the past, when th work

force WaS largely male and geographically stable, employere could

take a different view. There were more people entering the work

force than were seeded which allowed for skimming the more talented

people for top positions and letting the rest find their own

employment level. With secretarial and other lover level jobs, it

vas cheaper and easier to deal with high levels of attrition than

to train and retain young workers for the longer term. Those

practices--akimalog for highly akilled labor and churning for the

lower skill levelsware tolerable in an environment where the

2
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ekills of :tie fatLer were atlAilar to tbe Skills needed by the son

and where there was a reedy supply of new labor ovary year.

But the times are changing, with it highly mobile skilled work

force, increasingly covples skill domande aed sophisticated work

organizations, and workers who may pursue eight or more different

jobs or occupations during their work life. in this context, the

aging of America, when combined with the divorsification of the

work force, has serious implications for both our educational

system And our ability to retrain and retool the work force.

Secaune of this changing demograrday, we need not only do a

better job, but a different job for our children. Amidnt a rate of

ohange that mocks our traditional notion of preparing children for

the work force of the future., our denography as a nation and the

background of young peopl entering kindergarten are ahanging

radically. An increasing percentage of the youth who will make up

our work force in the year 2000 have not prospered in our social

services and our schools: the rural poor and ethnic minorities.

When coMbins4 with the aging of the work force, this demographic

diversity brings um to a unique moment in our history. Xere than

ever before, a failure to educate all of our children well will

affect our social, civic, and economic capacity in the years ahead.

These demographic shocks are creating severe new pressures on

families to raise children well, on social services to succeed with

fa:millet' and children, on schools and colleges to do a far better

job, and on employers to completely rethink thsir human resource

development and retraining strategies.

3
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sue the esesnirapkie changes bays a financial side as well. The

assurvtion that there will boa steadily increaaingnumber of young

workers finanoing the services and structures of government is

outdated. AA the ratio of service beneficiaries and recipients to

taxpayers narrows, we must find new ways to fund and structure

critical government programs. It we fail to educate a productive

twenty-first century work force and citizenry, cur tax revenues

will decline wbile the need for social earvioss will increase. But

even if we uccoed, we face an unavoidable choice between

undarfunding government prograns end rethinking, restructuring, and

improving them.

Despite dramatic improveaeets in soma areas, the facts remain

that the poor and ethnic minority population& chances for success

in our society aro severely compromised. We must succeed with Jul

children, not only because it is humanely right, but also because

it is economically and eocially noceesary. Without a human resource

policy that maximises every person's capacity, we will not be able

to support the structure of government servioss we have built over

the last 30 years, nor will we be able to continue our leadership

in the international eccumeio arena.

if we fail to respond appropriately and effectively to them,

these trends pose a long tors threat to the economic and social

viability of American democracy. Our constitutional guarantees of

rights and the separation of power between the branches of

goverement are the skeletal structur of democracy. But our

lifeblood, our heart and eoul is the promise of opportunity, the

4
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conviction that life can be improved. When that dream dies for an

individual, his or her future is imperiled. When it dies for as

increasing number of our citizens, not only is the promise of

deem:racy corroded, but the institution itself is threatened.

TME GLOBAL ECONOMY: THE KNOWLEDGE/NAGE CYCLE AND PRODUCTIVITY

Taken alone, the challenge paned by the divaroification of our

society translates to a long and compelling agenda of work that

must be accomPliehed. Mt_tftiLmictlizp_iiitiatiter_sseslicatts1...ktAbit
amernonoa of_g_gliztal_egyanctansigunly_sclanalug_ths

.. (0 at Salim'.
Now, suddenly, doing as well as our parents did is not enough. Ws

have to prosdde a different and a better education for all of our

learners than we have historically for our "best and our

brightest1.(3) The challenge has become to do better than ever with

children whoa ve bave failed in the past.

There is a long history of jobs chasing low wages in America.

ono has only to remember the woolen sills in New Emgland. In less

than 150 years, they evolved from prized innovations in industrial

technique that drew on a ready work force of women and children to

decaying hulks of empty buildings. As the knowledge vas created,

it could be exported, dons cheaper elseWhereshers costs weren't so

high. Tbe job lose in the early part of this century was regional,

5
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within our borders. now, thanks to the information revolution, the

job lons is international to third and tourthworld countries where

people work for a fraction of the wagae demanded in America.

AA the cycle has gone international, it ban also gained a new

dimension - productivity. Lew woges are no longer the sole key to

coupetitiveness in the global economy. A knowledge/vage cycle that

used to take 100 years now has been reduced to just a few yews.

Consequently, the keys to coepetitiveness no longer revolve simPly

areund the cost of goods and wugus. Now they include competence,

information, and productivity as well. As Marshall and Brock

pointed out in ',anierica's Choice°, the high performance workplace

will drastically reduce the tine between knowledge creation and

inplamentation, totally changing the equation for success and the

definition of competitiveness.

As a result, our schools are being pressured to become high-

performance learning sites. A dramatically better education will

be necessary tor our future economic and social success. First, we

naad to redefine the basics; juAt what it L. that we expect every

young parson to know by the tine they leave high school, or the

tenth grade. In ohort, they've got to know more, a lot sore.

Next we need to do a far better jab at educating for the

highly technical jobs of the future. Schools must bring students

to a far higher level of technical consetance before graduation.

And schools and employers must create and manage effective school-

to-work transition programs that include explicit connection*

between the knowledge that 'students acquire and the tasks they aro
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assigned in the private sector. PinallY, there needs to be

lifelong version of sschool -to-work transitions through which

members of the work force are continually reeducated and upgraded

throughout their lives.

The global economy has changed the rules, and education live

at the core of the new ruins. A redefinition of the basics, higher

and better technical skills for all le rarnas, the ability to learn

throughout life, and an ongoing schcol-ta-work transition progias

are critical elements if Americans are going to prosper under the

new rules.

Against theme imperatives wo place our current record and our

evolving population and student body. Just es the dezarul for skills

14, increasing, vs are faced with increasing populations of young

people with whom we have not bean successful historically. In

addition, we ars facing declines in our historically auccessful

school and worker populations. If we fail to succeed with our

diversifying student body and workforce, America faces the prospect

of losing jobs to other countries--not becaune of low wages, but

because we've bean out-educated, out-thought, and out-coupeted.

The consequences of failure in theme sweepstakes is the

national security issue of the twanty-first century.

7
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TR! INFORMATION REVOLUTIoN: SPREADING THE POwER

Denographic trends are changing the face of &mimics and the

global economy in changing tho rules for econamic success and the

conseqnonces for educational failure, but the information

revolution in the catalytic agent for cLange in our society. TOO

oftan we think of ths information revolution in terms ot the

hardware and teChnical innovations that it has croated. This is the
"stuff", the new tbitgs we can do, interactive telecommunications,

high peec. conputers, genetic enginnering, and usex-frinndly

aoftwaro that lets people bank without seeing a teller, or a hank

for that nottar.

Rut

r,gmciatigaguinsuattiadsLidAmosu an iti lLahauLakuunditto_thaix
canscitv. This rovolution in expectatioaa, while subtler and hardar

to pinpoint, is equally if not more significnnt than the hardwars

that created it. Wa are in the midst of a dynanic equation of

change in which knowledge creation is generating new expectations

and those new expectations era, in turn, driving institutional

change of a vexy high order.

As Imarica rustics; from an information-poor society to nn ever

more informaticm-rich society, we must undaretand the inaxorable

pressure that aburn.:ain. information is placing on people and

institutions to bahavg differently. Information, in thin cane, is

data, oorvicen, techniquos, news, and applications. InntituLionn

historically have Wan tho translators of information to the larger

46-447 0 - 91 - 3

I ' I
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society, teking whet is scarce, organising it, and making it

available to a larger public. In an information-poor society, the

institution stands between the consumer and the knowledge. But in

the rising tide of abundant information, previously scarce

resourcembecome common. And the role of institutions ia redefined,

accetimes in degree, sametines in totality.

Abundant information has a powerful and inherently

decentralizing effect on both the power and the structmre "of

institutions and organizations in a democracy. Mora people know

mere and can do sore than ever before. The role of institutions

changes as they search for the new oscarceo commodity. And people

become fruetrated with forme of institutionalized power that they

perceive is no longer serving them appropriately or well. In the

law, health, and education fields - just to name a few - the

expectations of the clients are changing in fundamentel waye.

Paralegals conduct research and people mediate rather than

litigate their divorces in an increasing numbers of cases. Most

learners are not under 22 and they do not coeplete college in two

or four years. They are lifelong learners. And the wellnese

movement is growing as people spend more time and energy an the

keys to stayimhealthy, radically dhallenging the view of madlcin

as the profession of illneus.

Abundant information =thane major change for domestic human

resource development policy in general and for postsecondary

education institutione/ structure end policy in particular. The

increased capacity and changed expectations are creating pressure

9
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for new roles. lathe years ahead, institutions of higher education

will not only provide services, they alio will broker and evaluate

new services and the resources of other institutions. And new

institytions - -proprietary, non -profit, end public7,-willcontinueto

be created to fill any void left by those institutions that ars

unwilling to change.

Perhaps most importantly, learners, paxmata, and policy makers

are going to insist on a clearer aense of what they are getting for

their education. People will ba =ore concerned with the gnality,

value added, and results of education and less concerned with where

it happens, when it happens, or with whoe. These pressures will be

compounded as colleges are pressed to sucomed with the dramatically

increasing numbers of anew" students --racial and ethnic minorities,

older men end women, and learners in the work force.

The informatLon revolution is transforming our capacity to

educate at the same time that it is radically altering the public's

expectations of what and for whom an education should be. But to

get tile full picture of the mounting pressures, we must also

ccnsiaer tbe demographic and economic changes in concert with the

information revolution. These three forces interacting in

contemporary America directly challenge oar current human resource

policy and service delivery structure.

10
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II. THE DISCONNECT: LACK OF FIT

We have all seen the picture of two children with their noses

pressed against a candy case. Boxes of candy and gum lie inches

from them. But the sign says, *five cants,' and they only have a

penny each. Or, we've peen the image of the lonely person at

Christmas time, leaking tram the street into a brightly lit room

filled with comfort and friendship ghere a family is gatheted

around the fire.

In these images, the thin pane of glass in the window

separates two worlds, leaving the people on the outside looking in

at the objects they desire, so near yet so far awny. This is the

problem for Many Americana today, separated from opportunity at

work and in college because there is no hunan resource development

policy which helps them bridge those worlds. We can't affardte let

it continue.

Colleges and universities need to ask themselves how they ars

going to respond to the nev learner', and their situations. Let's

meet a cosple of tnam.

BUSX_HILL

Betty &hares a background that is similar to many Americans.

Sim never considered college seriously. Instead she married shortly

after high ochool and raised a family. Through the years, Betty

gained acme experience as a file clerk and a typist, as a farmer,

13.
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and through organizing nec community's library. Mut when her

husband suffered a serious injury that left him bedridden, Betty

had to think seriously about going back to work.

Ws were kind of coasting along without too many
waves when my husband gad a bad accidant that put
him in the hospital for almost seven masks. Ea
broke his hip falling off a horso.

We had always assumed that at some point I would go
back to work. But we didn't know quite when and z
didn'tlomas quite What. I didn't know what I wanted
to do, but I knew that I didn't want to work in a
library system becaune the openings were few and
far between 4.nd ths play was low. And I didn't want
to go back into the business world. That WS fins
and it filled tha gap whan I needed it, but it
waan't something I needed to do any more. I was
tired of being paid to do someone else's thinking.

I've got a lot of strikes against ma. Probably a
lot of thou Jobe that I go in to talk to people
about will be occurring when I am forty and beyond.
I'm thirty-eis right now. I have to have an
education behind 20 00 thAt no one can question me
wbe z coma in and say,*I can do this.*

I like the ads I'm seeing right now that are aimsd
at oldor women that say,'You can do this, you can
do that. You raised a family all of thosa years.
Wow go out and put your talents to worl-..* So many
times people feel that life is over when it should
tut just beginning.They hays so much more that they
can do. But they are not, on a broad basis, told
thin. What a waste.

110_04a2M1012

After years of struggling, first in high school (III 00.0 a

loser, a high school Oropout.*), then in the army, and fizAlly as

a member of the Jersey City police force, Bob DePrato found

satisfaction working as a fireman. But a:our several years an the

force, Including a pramotion to Lieutenant, Bob hit tho odocation

wall. Without a college &agree, he was at a dead-end in his job no

12
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mutter how good ho Toms at it.

When you're programmed to he a loser for seventeen
years, you don't stop being a loser just because
someone says you're not a loser. It doesn't work
that way. It doesn't happen that way. You think
about it and you say,*Sey, maybe ha's right. I hope
he's right,' but you just don't know what to do.

What happens is that at some point soutane
identifies that you have untapped skills and no one
knows a better way to develop them than school. You
never heard anybody grab anybody and talk to hie
like a Dutch uncle. Nut their arm around him and
say,*Listen kid, you've got what it takes, you
ought to take a correspondence course.* Nohmdy says
you should go to the library and get a hook -
people just don't say it.

What they do say is that college will gat you
ahead. Like ay boss told me,*You need this. It's
the only way out. You're going to ha wasted if you
don't get this. You have to hove it.° Ne's telling
ms that they're not going to let me in without it.
I don't care how bright you are, you don't get into
the club unless you wear the ring. Cut of all tho
all-stars, about 99% are going to weer the ring.

So I finally dragged myself over to the Community
College and took two courses. I vas scared to
death. I had been at wer, in police riots, and a
firefighter and that was all right. Nut now I'm
going to this oollege end Ifs soared to death.
literally had stomach cramps - got physically sick.
I really don't know why I was scared. I had no
idea...no reason...it had nothing to do with
anybhing...thare was no consequence to pay...I
could have gone therm, flunked out, and nothing
womlid have happened. I still would have been a
Lieutenant in the Fire Department. As it turnad out
tad fins. Nut When I went through the door, I Vail
dying.

Al and Dotty are the face of the problem confronting American

society and our institutions of postsmcmodaxy education. If

learners are going to get their hands On the candy* we have to

break tha pane of glass that separates people from educational

13
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opportunity and accomplishment. America needs a new human resource

development policy, whialt harnesses the forces of change,

strengthens fanilies, restructures govarnmantservices, and focutos

postsecondary education policiee and energy on the problems of

diversity, assessment, work force/work place educaticn.

There is a crisis of confidence in American postsecondary

education. Nark Twain once said, °If you're going to get run out of

town, get in front and sake it lock like a parade.° While this tag

have been a good strategy for survival in 19th century America, it

is not nuch solace for America's boleaguared colleges and

universities in the turbulent 1990s. Increasingly, political

leaders and parents want to know whet they're getting for their

=may. Colleges are accused of being wastsfUl and inefficient and

of delivering a product of questionable quality. Faced with

skeptical politicians, urgent needs from new constituencies, calls

for higher standards, tight budgets, and a changing vor7-4, American

postsecondary education is on ths defensive.

Nvidence suggests there is stress and strain all along the

interface of postsecondary education with the new populations and

mansions whieh it has accepted over the last 30 yearn. The

perceived and actual °fit° betimes) Feats of postsecondary education

and their several publics has become awkward at best and

dysfunctional Lt worst. Issues such as diversity, persistence,

quality, cost, and affordability %re symptomatic of the

dysfunction. thIestions about the budget from legislators, the

growing debate over standards and neasurement, and the cries far
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mor* responsiveness and greater productivity are neither random

events nor pernicious attack/1 on higher education. They aro

spaptoms of the worsening fit between bigher educational

institutions and society, spawned by the phenomenon of change in

the surrounding environment.

Recently, a group of postsecondary education leaders held two

meetings at the Aspen institute and the Brookings Institution to

discuss the apparent growing dissatisfaction witb postsecondary

education voiced by business and political leaders, social

advocates, and parents. The discussions identified *widening gap--

a °disconnect or wlack of fit"--between many in postsecondary

education on the one hand and their several constituencies on the

other. Participants discussed a variety of cauees ranging from a

recurring lack of confidence on the part of budget-pressed

legislators to the need for new language and new policies to

respond to an emerging set of imperatives for much of postsecondary

education.

History reminds us that this bas happened before. Some

example/roof America's response to earlier wdisconnects" include the

Merrill Act, the C.I. Bill, the meteoric riga of community

colleges, and the creaticm of a federal financial aid policy. Each

of these milestones in tha history of American postsecondary

education was more than a political event or a cultural phenomenon.

Indeed, each was a response to a significant perceived societal

imperative. But at the flame time, each vas also a email part of a

much larger, long-term change in our society and our economy from
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a manual skills base to a knowledge base.

Senator Morrill knee that the growing problems of rural

America could be olved only through a partnership between new

students and a special kind of university. The participation base

of higher education had to be expanded. The Merrill Act, built on

the Jeffersonian commitment to the value of education in a

democratic society, was the first of a series of expansions in that

participation bane as the Industrial Age matured and the eociety

moved toward the Information Age. This expansion, which vas

followed b many others, began to pull higher education avay from

its sole focus on academic education to a broader focus that

included skills development, professional training, and other

economic interventions: a AAA change in institutional aspiration

and purpows.

And now We happening again. Again we have a growing

"disconnect° between the practices of sons institutions and the

emerging needs of the society. Criticisms of higher education are

increasing and new alternativesproprietary sobools and brampuse

corporate trainingare booming. The world around our colleges and

universities is Changing and vith those changes coma new

aspirations and expectations in the community surrounding

postsecondary education, as well as a whole new set of problems and

opportunities for our institutions.

Too many educational leaders dismiss these criticisms aod

developments, attributing them to the budget problems of states,

the alleged latent uknow-nothingismw of legislator., or to a

PI
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reaction to the rising costs of education. Eut this kind of

explanatJon implies that the problem is one of perception and

situation with postsecondary education playing the role of handy

victim in a time of stress.

Instead, the criticica_are symptoms of_the fruutratio4,a_a

acmitti_ttati-liaigmiEartdemax_theaci
pooloogsnultua_clusatisaLINt_oonsooLthat_otone ports of it arq_not

workimmottor_okAmorwriatills_el±tuoy_oboaid, The growing

clamor for cost controls, higher quality, more measurable rauults,

better teaching, and more success with a diversifying PoPulation is

the inevitable 'shakeout" that comes when, after decades of

advocacy and expense for greater access, the customers want to know

what they are getting for their money.

The 1990e will not simply be "leaner and meaner* times for

postsecondaryeducation; they will be times of dramatic and painful

change for many institutions as programa retrench and expectations

chtiugn. We have moved from elitism to pluralism, from the classroom

to tIle field, and from the lecture hall to sultimedia canter. we

aro caught in a sea of change. And, in the process, the accepted

definitions of the relevance of pcmtsecondary education ere

changing also. onststcondary education is faced with new and

multWeexpectatione frcm, the communities, the constituencies, and

the society it serves.

The profile of the currant college-studnt population reported

by the Department of Education's 1990 enrollment report offers

clear evidence of the continuing trend toward part-tima mnd lower-
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division learners. Of the nearly 14 million students enrolled in

eeptember 1990, the two most rapidly growing student sectors aro

part-time learners and students in tvo-year programs. tn

addition,the number of students ever the age 24 is approaching 50

percent of all learners.

These developments are quietly el:taking the foundations or our

institutions. And, despite our best intentions, the evidence

indicates that we aren't doing very well at meeting the needs'of

our evolving student body. We lose far too many students and we

lose then for the wrong. reasons. Of the approximately 80 percent of

our young people vho graduate from high school, fewer than 30

percent receive a baccalaureate degree and/or continua on to

graduate echool . Oespitesignificant improvements at the community

and technical college level, many students either never go to

collage or leave without obtaining either a degree or a

certificate. This is not 4 record designed to win either the

students' or the public's confidence.

As Thomas Martenson's researCh for American College Teeting

found, "there is a very large, pervasive, persistent, and grovinge

disparity in educational attainment based on the family income

background of the learner. The data show that over the last 20

years, we have not improved our record with poor children. The

failure begins in high school where there is still a 30 percent ggp

between the graduation rata of the poorest quartile of students and

that of the wealthiest. And the gap in participation rates

continues at the college level, where it has stayed steady at about
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32 percent between the poorest and wealthiest quartiles.

Regrettably, the same trends persist through the attainment of the

baccalaureate degree.

By the numbery, children and adults from poor families still

have a far more difficult time accessing and then suceeeding in our

institutions. Until this record changes, political trouble for

colleges and universities will continue. Furthermore, when played

against the backdrop of our changing demography and work fettle

needs, this record, if continued, spells disaster for our country.

Similar concerns exist for lifelong learners who aro returning

to postsecondary education after years in the work force or ethane

raising familien. Too often, these adults find college

environments more suited for la-year-olds, environments that are

unfriendly', to lifelong and nontraditional learners, both intemwe

of tLe support they offer and in terms of the accommodations they

maks to meet the particular needs of older learners.

These forces may well wreak havoc with existing institutional

structures and politics, organirationalcultures, and institutional

relationships- They are tugging and pulling at establiehed

practices at many institutions, creating riptides of anger,

confusion, apd alienation within and among them. As higher

ducation responds to changes, we need to develop a common

language, create better incentives for excellent teaching, end

establish near standards for assessing learning, the quality of

teaching, apd institutional performance.
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Womodels, the major researchuniversity and the small select

liberal arts college, dominate the espeetatione of postsecondary

education's constituencies. Neither of these models, however, fits

the needs of nowt new learners, nor do they respond to the new

demands being placed on instruction, assessment of learning, and

definitions of institutional succese. Although they educate a emall

minority of American students today, their language, tradition, and

example continue to dominate both the culture and the debateln

higher education.

The vast majority of American postsecondary students attend

community, junior, and technical colleges; state colleges and

regional state universities; proprietary schools and some private

colleges; or private eector education and traieing. Meny of these

learnere are likely to be older, part-time, working students.

The constituencies of our institutions, as well as the

institutions themselves, need models of quality and 8110068f that

are appropriate to the nev mission. We need new language to

describe diverse educational systens. We need to celebrate the

value added when a program transforms a high school dropout into t

skilled technician, or a welfare mother into a physical therapist.

Aed we need to sake room for new policies and new techniques that

will radically change what we can teach, where ws can teach, and

how we can determine what was learned.

The current system, awash in a sea of change, still determines

value the old fashioned way, through the lens of tradition and

perceived prestige. But if the broad spectrum of postsecondary
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education Is going to be as successful as America needs it to be,

it must create its own status and reward its own excellence.

CONVZOSION

Significant policy issues ars haping the criticism that

postsecondary education is receiving today. Our publics are

uncomfortable with us. And, looking at it from their point of view,

they've got some good reasons. If we want to turn the vigilante

atmosphare into a parade, then we must lead, bolding on to what

works, understanding and speaking to the needs of our new learners,

and describing our quality in ways that connect powerfully and

directly with the expanding diversity that is America.
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Chairman Foal). Congressman Good ling.
Mr. GooDuNo. I only had one question. On the chart, I found it

interesting in the $15,000 to $24,000 bracket, black non-Hispanic
are out-pacing all others. Is there an explanation for that?

Mr. Sum. No. Actually I didn't give an explanation for that but
I suggested that given the fact that this is a sample, it's not abso-
lute y clear that that's a real difference. It may be exactly the
same and may be marginally low. I think the significant thing that
you are suggesting there, though, is there isn't necessarily a differ-
ence between the black rate and the Hispanic rate and the white
rate. Actually, there is a difference for the Hispanic rate at that
point. The black and white rate at that juncture, we can't say with
confidence, are in fact different.

Mr. GOODLING. Well, I was pleased to see it, I just wondered
whether there was some reason for it.

Mr. &turn. Not that can come out of these data, although
Mr. HAUPTMAN. Well, I was just going to say. The one thing you

miss in this is when you control for ability, for example, what
kinds of differences in race, there will be different composition of
ability levels and so different participation based on that, which
won't show up when you're doing it on a simle variable. It is only
limited data available. However, to do that kind of dual variable
control, of both income and ability. Objectively what you want to
do, is say, what is the difference in rate between two people who
are of the same ability level within an income bracket or between
income brackets.

Mr. GOODLING. Would it be correct, perhaps, to say that there
were more black non-Hispanic high school graduates in that
income range than white or Hispanic.

Mr. HAUPTMAN. There might be, I mean that's what you want to
find out before you jump to too many conclusions on the basis of
this, I would say.

Mr. STEDMAN. Right, and part of this, these are rates at which,
and in this case, this figure is for, as biladly as I could define
them, the 18- to 24-year-olds, not just high school graduates. The
point here is it is the participation rate, so if there is changes in
the underlying number of individuals, who might be high school
graduates, who are born black.

The actual numbers might be changing, in terms of enrollment
to college, although the participation rate could be staying the
same. So that this is really just the first glance. One needs to take
a look at how income has bee distributed across these bands and
how many students are in each of these bands and one should
pursue the analysis in that direction. When we looked at enroll-
ment across a period of about 1976 to 1988, what we found was that
there was some growth in black enrollment in general, but there
was substantially larger, in percentage terms, growth in Hispanic
enrollment.

Welt, coupled here with relatively low Hispanic enrollment rates,
you begin to raise some questions. It's partly a function of the fact
that the Hispanic population is rising so rapidly, that even if you
hold the participation rates the same, there that many more stu-
dents going into our higher education institutions.
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Mr. GOODLING. One other question, with respect to reauthorizing
Higher Education, what are you telling us we should be thinking
about with that chart?

Mr. STEDMAN. Well there are a couple of places where I think
this suggests you shouldn't think that the Higher Education act is
only student aid. This does suggest that income is powerfully asso-
ciated with enrollment. It also suggests, as I mentioned, for the
Hispanics, you have to think about Iiigh school completion, as well.

That seems to be the hurdle, if you can get over that. So that
looking at th:a Higher Education Act as a multi faceted apprcech to
the pipeline, other than simply student aid, you begin to look at
the trio programs. For example, where the teacher programs in
Title V actually do reach down lower into the pipeline and ma_ybe
influencing the high school graduation rate, which in turn will feed
college enrollment as well. I think that's one of the messages that
comes out of these.

Mr. GOODLING. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. REED. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, This is a question to the

panel, sort of like college bowl, a toss up, if they refuse, they can
field the question. You h.ave been talking essentially about making
college affordable, a question that has occurred to me is; to the
extent that college is relying on tuition it is rather obvious we have
to provide more resources to assist students, but have you given
any consideration to the other Federal assistance that we give to
colleges in terms of research grants?

In terms of that type of spending, and to what extent that would
help make college much more affordable, if we could increase the
Federal role in providing research and those types of grants that go
to the institution directly to subsidize their programs?

Mr. STEDMAN. I have not addressed these. Research and develop-
ment in fact do end up supporting graduate students as they work
on those projects. There is a linkage. I haven't explored it specifi-
cally, though.

Mr. HAUPTMAN. If I might, one of the ironies in what's now going
on, on the indirect cost issue, is if you do cut payments that's one
less, somewhat less, revenue that theoretically might lead to higher
tuitions as a consequence. But, there has probably been too much
connection between the research enterprise and the tuitions which
are charged to undergraduates. Most specifically, it does seem that
at research universities some tuition that an undergraduate is
paying, is being used to subsidize the graduate fellowship that a
graduate student is receiving. I think that's not been a terribly
healthy development, so, I'd be kind of rAuctant to start arguing
that we should change the research function in order to help out
undergraduate.

The fact of the matter is that if you put out X-million dollars in
fellowships or research assistantships, that would be that much
less money that a research institution would need to find from tui-
tions or some other source, in order to attract students.

Mr. SMrrIL I would just tell you that if you really looking to help
tuitions, I'd look at the other end, I'd go where all the people are.
Because if you look at the 1970s, where student body Increased dra-
matically, costs weni up but tuition increase, I believe, less rapidly,
because you had more people to spread it over.
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Then in the 1980s you hit exactly the inverse of that, you hit a
growth curve in terms of cost, we ran out of students and bang. the
tuitions went up.

Now the question, if you look at where the national security and
the human need lies and you're talking about scarce resources, we
give about half to research, don't we, Art? It's about a fifty-fifty
deal, so I think that's fine, you ought to maintain it. If you really
want to kill as many birds with one stone, you've got to get the
partnership with the high schools, you've got to get kids coming or
people coming back out of the workforce, coming back in. I think
fresliman and sophomore year level. however old they are, doesn't
matter to me, and they have to be ready to do the work that is
there and needs to be done in college to qualify them for the work-
force or for continuing study.

The more qualified people you can bring in, and I think private
institutions, pay more attention to this in some regards, than
public, and keep them there, help them persist, not just to survive,
but to prosper, in that academic or training setting. Then you will
mote to keep tuitions down and get more mileage out of your
money, becautr you've got more people in the system, and you're
doing the right thing for the society.

Mr. REED. So in effect you're advocating that there is a positive
social goal to get as many people into the school, not only for their
own education, but for spreading the cost, lowering tuition, and in
effect providing more opportunity.

Mr. SMITH. It's a consequence. I'm not sure I would have put it
that way, but it's one of the consequences of it and we got fo do the
front end and if it happens to help at the back end, alleluia.

Mr. REED. Thank you. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
Chairman FORD. Mrs. Roukerna.
Mrs. ROUICEMA. Thank you Mr. Chairman. I sensed that Dr.

Hauptman looked at me when he talked about cost containment, I
don't know what I said that prompted that. It is, however, a ques-
tion that Mr. Goodling, that all of us on the Committee, and par-
ticularly, on our side are confronted with. I don't think there is an
act analogy to medical cost containment movement. We won't go
into that. 'That will be another leeture and I lectured the Secretary
of Education long enough yesterday, so I'm not going to lecture you
today. I'm going to limit myself to a question.

Mr. HAUPTMAN. No. I said there wasn't an apt analogy.
Mrs. ROUREMA. No. I know you did. I didn't want anybody to

think that I thought there was. I was just absolving myself of any
culpability here. Tilt. question I have is really directed to Dr.
Hauptman, but of course, particularly, Mr. Smith, if he has a per-
spective from his organiuttions view point, I would like him to add
it. It's a question ! had as you were talking, It's one that comes to
mind, in many conversations that I've had, particularly in people,
some people, in the Administration, but then you added your com-
ments about cost-push.

I'm going to ask the two questions and they may be different as-
pects of the same issue. How do you respond to the assertions of
some people, that loans and grants are really fueling the tuition
hikes? In other words there is some, and I don't know how to re-
spond to them, who feel that because we're paying and supplement-
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ing and subsidizing the costs through loans and grants, we're really
fueling the spiral of lunation? Now, that's one question.

The related one is your commenta concerning cost-push, because
I didn't quite understand exactly what you were saying, I think we
need a little bit more in depth understanding of it. Because I think
if true, it's rather a profoundmg point that we should come away
from this hearing with. Are they, in fact, two sides of the same
question, or are they different questions, Dr. Hauptman?

Mr. HAUPTMAN. I just wanted to put a tag on. I'm not a Doctor, I
know it says that, but I'm not. Let me treat them separately if I
might. If you look on page nine, I address the first question you
ask, which was the connection between availability of aid and tui-
tions and basically the answer is, No there's not very much of a
connection between Federal student aid increases and tuition in-
creases.

One reason that I say that is because that when you look at the
data, the Federal Student Aid went up the fastest when the tui-
tions increased the least,. So that just on a pure statistical observa-
tion basis, it does not appear to be the case. Then it's worth looking
at how do the programs work and try to figure out why would it be
the case that there is or is not a connection.

There's two parts about the way the programs worked that I
would suggesti_ that there is not a strong suggestion. One is, not ev-
erybody gets Federal Student Aid, and so if half your students re-
ceive Federal aid, that means every time you raise your tuition, the
other half are still out of pocket that much additional. This goes
back to the fact of the inaptness of the analogy of the health care,
third paity payments do not represent as much a share of higher
education revenues as they do in the health care industry. So
there's not the same kind of insulation of the consumer from price
increases, at least directly, if they feel that if on day one, as there
is in the health care industry.

The last point in that paragraph is probably the most important.
You really need to look at the Federal programs and see whether
or not they are structured in a way that would lead to that connec-
tion. If you look at Pell Grant, for example, for two thirds or more
of Pell Grant recipients, every increase in tuition or public charges
that they have will not result in additional nickel in the Pell Grant

Pr
, because of the way the formula works.

arrolne area where there's the potential for a connection be-
tween the two is in the student loan area because that is a need
based program and so there is a potential for linkage. The thing
that prevents it from happening, is that the maximum loan
amount is such that for many of the students that are attending
those institutions, again, when the tuition goes up, their loan eligi-
bility doesn't increase, because they're already at the maximum.
You would have to increase the maximum loan somewhat in ac-
cordance with changes in cost in order for there to be a conr

As I mentioned in my testimony, there is one sector where I do
think there is a connection, that's in the proprietor sector. I think
that should lead to some consideration of the coupling, I also think
it might be worth the while to decouple, regardless of whether
there s an initial linkAge to establish a principle that the programs
will not increase in eligibility when tuitions go up. I think from the
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publics point of view that would be some comfort. It might have
some good affect. If anybody else wanted to comment on that, then
I would go to your second point.

Mr. &arm. Just briefly. I think that ifyou ean figure out how to
do the decoupling, it's something that is worth thinking about. If
you keep going the way you'r, .ing and current trends continue, 8
out of 10 students in the yftr are going to need financial aid,
they're going to be eligible for it. Whether it's there for them ornot. I think you've got to create a situation, as difficult as it is
going to be for some institutions, where they have to figure out
how to evolve and change and develop new policies and new struc-
tures and be in a market place not only of ideas but also of new
kinds of aspirations and expectations.

I think that notion may encourage it. Maybe there's another wayto do it. I see one of the things we're headed for in this country, is
a real distinction in the future between the prestige of an institu-tion, because the research shows we still pay for prestige, as op-
posed to the quality of the work it does, in terms of the value thatit adds to a person's life through knowle and skills. Eighty-five
percent of what we do maybe now is really professional and skill
oriented. It is not academic. That's not either good or bad, that's
just the way it is.

Somehow we've got to continually be encouraging and enhancing
consumers to put their money where they're going to get the great-
est value. We've got to be able to recognize that and reward it. If in
fact were going to get the best impact, not only for the Federal and
State, but in terms of individuals whose lives we want to change
and enrich.

I think it's a dangerous question, but one you ought to think
about.

Mrs. ROUKEMA. Now the cost-push could you elaborate.
Mr. HAUPTMAN. Sure. There's also an issue of Federal Student

Aid and how it relates to the institutional aid that's provided by
institutions themselves. The evidence there suggests that it's really
the decreases in Federal aid that lead to increases in tuition be-
cause, especially, in the private sector, the private institutions aregoing to try to make up for restrictions in Federal aid for there stu-
dents, and I guesstimate that in the past, somewhere between 1
and 2 percent of the 10 percent increase per year in the private
sector institutions, in the 1980s was attributable to the aid institu-
tions provide their own students from tuitions or endowments or
whatever revues they get.

So when you start pushhig down on the Federal aid that creates
the pressures that increase your tuitions eventually. There is a fur-
ther discussion about that in the testimony. In terms of the cost-
push demand polls. Let me give you two examples by way of trying
to make my point. One, is in the public sector it really is pretty
clear that the basic determination of what happens to tuitions is
how much the State is providing. Your faculties could be demand-
ing 10 percent faculty increases and your employees could be goingout on strike and whatever else, in terms of cost-push, but if youdon't have the money, either from tuitions or in the case of public
institutions from the State, you are not going to pay those kmds of
increases.

St )
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The pattern of public sector increases is very clear. When the
State funds aren't there, that's when the tuition increases come
down. And that's the basic reason why I think faculty salaries, this
year, did not go up as frt as inflation for the first time in a
decade, because the State moiey wasn't there.

That was one way of trying to demonstrate the point. It's actual-
ly both ways because if it was a cost-push situation, and I'm over-
stating the cvse somewhat from what the evidence is, but for trying
to make the point. If it were a cost-push point, you would have still
expected the cost and the tuitions, for example the faculty salaries
to have gone up this year if, I mean there's nothing different about
their needs this year verses last year, so why didn't they go up as
fast as inflation. The money wasn't there. That's why I come to
that conclusion.

Mrs. ROUKEMA. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman FORD. Ms. Molinari.
MS. MOLINARI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have nothing to say relative to today's topic, but I would like to

take advantage of this opportunity to personally congratulate our
former colleague, Pete Smith, because yesterday's victory on the
Brady Bill was largely due to former members like Pete, whose
courage and conviction kept that issue alive.

Peter, while you weren't there to cast that vote, that victory was
yours and we all appreciate it.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I've come to the conclusion that you're one of the smarter panels,

in terms of finances and all that, that we're ever going to have
here in front of us. I've got a question for you that we haven't been
able to answer. I hope you can answer it for us. Now that I've
given you the accolade the pressure's on.

Can you tell us how much money is in the system for loans,
scholarships, grants, et cetera? I mean, we can look at the $9 mil-
lion on higher education we spend at the Federal level, we try to
get a handle on wha. the States do and we absolutely can't get a
handle on the amount of private scholarships and foundation
money.

How do we really know how much money is available to help all
those students and all those different categories and how do we
find this out?

Mr. HAUPTMAN. There are data sources on that, I'm not sure
that, maybe I'm missing part of your question. I mean roughly
speaking there is about $30 billion of aid available. The figures
that are not very much available are the private funded oper-
ations. But every evidence that I have is that that's a relatively
small share of the pie. Maybe a couple of billion dollars. I mean,
we've had a tremendous shift in this country over the last 40 years,
I mean, it used to be that philanthropy was the major source of
aid. As the Federal Government came into the game more, and as
the State governments came in some, that role did not shrivel up,
it just never grew as fast what we're doing on the Federal side.

As a percentne. of the total, when maybe, 90 or 95 percent of all
aid, before the GI bill to 5 percent today. Basically speaking there
is about $30 billion of aid available. The total cost of attendance, if
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you add all the students, you took their tuitions and their whatever
would be somewhere in the neighborhood, including their room and
board charges, and some regional amount for expenses, would be
somewhere in the neighborhood of $101 billion. So essentially, stu-
dent aid is pickfmg up about 30 percent r)f the total bill, if you will,
for college.

Now the thing that ignores is the $40 billion of State aid that's
being provided to reduce the tuition levels In the public sector. If
you are looking at the total amount of mo vy in the system, you
would be talking close to one hundred and fifty to $140 billion. 13ut
if you just take the bill as given, the sticker shock that was being
discussed before, roughly about 30 percent of the bill is being paid
for by aid, of which roughly half is loans.

Some people would question whether or not that should be called
aid, in the sense that it's repayable. Fifteen percent for loans, 15
percent for other kinds of aid, 70 percent from the parents or the
students, in some form or the other, there is some concern about
whether or not that proportion has changed over time. That it has
moved away from the parent towards the student. One reason isthat you have more independent students now, but those are the
rough figures. College Board puts out a nice little publication every
year on the total aid available from different sources and is gener-ally reliable and is the basic source.

Mr. GurnmssoN. i3ut the endowments have grown tremendously,
in the 1980s.

Mr. HAUPTMAN. Yeah, I said they've nearly doubled in terms of
real terms. It's a mistake to say that loans, Federal aid, has shriv-
eled up. One of the things I mentioned, is testimony is the reason
why there are reports of declines of Federal aid in real terms, is
that you have the phasing out of Social Security Education benefit
in the 19808 and you had the decline in usage of the G.I. Bill, and
those two things, if you count that as Federal aid, you shouldn't
count it, that's where you get the decline.

But if you're just looking at the Pell Grants and GSL, Pell
Grants have gone up roughly about 30 percent, in real terms and
GSL loan volumes, I'm not talking about the cost to the Govern-
ment, but the amount of loans made have about doubled in real
terms.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Peter.
Mr. Swim. I think one of the citations that the staff could get

formy memory may be fa;ling me, but a report was done recently
for the Office of Education by Pelliman and Associates oil the costs
of college, and I think a lot of the information in there is pretty
clear, straight forward, synthesis of a whole lot of information. I
think those Natcoubo studies, just good data.

The other thing, if you're looking at that structure, you know,
what's there, I would urge you to look at really what the cost of
college is. Because it doesn't change the problem. Those numbers
show there's a problem and we know there is a problem, anyone
whose campaigned in any parking lot in this country knows there
is a problem with the costs of college. But in fact, you will find
when you look at the structure of the costs of college, public and
private alike, that fewer than 15 percent c our students go to a
college that costs over '.:,000 or $9,000 a year. Is that about right?
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Mr. HAUPTMAN. Less than 5 percent of the people go to schools
that charge more than twenty.

Mr. Smmi. The point is the average is about six or seven and
that's public and private put twther. It's just helpful to get it
clear so that when you put it against this, you see the role the pro-
prietaries are playing, the role the community and technical col-
leges are playing, and the role that a lot of private low cost colleges
are paying. It's just good to see it. There is a book that's got some
of that data in it too.

Chairman Foam Will the gentleman yield? When you look at
projections that I've been paying attention to, and saying that all
together it costs $150 billion per year and about $30 billion comes
from various forms of aid directed to the students, another $40 bil-
lion is the State kicking into the pile. The difficulty with looking at
that chart and looking at those numbers, is that, my State of
Michigan's share of the $40 billion that they're putting in higher
education, goes to the University of Michigan.

Without regard to that chart, only the thirty billkin in aid is
likely to have any sensitivity to any problem you perceive 011 that
chart. The aid that goes from States to colleges and universitieb, is
institutional. It's the institution that gets the money and decides
how to spend it.

Isn't that a part of the problem in trying to relate what one may
think is an optimum target that should be showing and isn't show-
ing on that chart? With all these dollars you have to recognize that
there are different kinds of dollars. From my perspective, it's been
our objective to send the money based on the characteristics of the
student, rather than the characteristics of the institutions, except
in the Pell Grant, where the cost of the institution becomes an im-
portant characteristic.

It doesn't matter what you are studying or where you're going,
or what the length of the program. It's the student's characteristics
that draw the money. While a bigger part of the money coming
from the outside comes in blind.

I strongly suspect that the institutional portion, at least they
claim this to us, both publics and privates are pretty much track-
ing what we've been trying to do over the years with Federal
money. Some slight difference in the characteristics, but generalb
they're looking at some perceived way of providing more access to
people who would otherwise be lost to the system, talented stu-
dents who would never be developed.

I just wanted to make the observation that I don't think there is
a simple answer to how much this costs and how much ifs going to
cost people.

Mr. HAUPTMAN. May I comment on that.
Chairman FORD. Sure.
Mr. HAUFFMAN. I mean, if this is a chart we're worried about,

and I think it should be the chart we're worried about, there are
certain things we should be doing, both at the Federal and at the
State level. I mean at the Federal level we should to continue to
try to put as much money as we can in the Grant systems to low
income students to try to get up those lines, to try to get the lines
on the left hand side of the chart close to the lines on the right
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hand side of the chart, in terms of their height for all ethnic and
racial groups.

The State system of higher education fmances is very efficient.
We are providing large subsidies to higher income students and my
own personal preference in that is to raise the tuition at the flag-
ship universities and to keep the tuition at community colleges low
as an access program,_ and to put a lot more money into student aid
so that you equalize the chances a lot better.

A low income student whose got a $1,000 of tuition but only $500
of aid, I think, is a lot worse off than a low income student whose
got $1,500 of tuition and $1,500 of aid. So trying to get more, look-
mg at the net price, the tuition minus the aid, rather than just the
tuition, I think, is really the key characteristic.

I would guide one other thi , Mr. Chairman, this column, theright hand column, the $50,111 column and over and even the
$25,000, let's say the last two, that's your middle income group that
I gather there is a great deal of concern about and I share it. That
total group of the twelve million undergraduates, that are in col-
lege today is probably, two million of that twelve, if that.

So before we get too carried away with the middle income issue, I
think we do need to address it, we should understand that it is not
the biggest share, by far, of the people who go to college. Non tradi-
tional, older, part-time students are by far the majority, the majori-
ty student is now the minority, if .you will.

Chairman Foxu. Well, you're right that there is a lot of concernin this committee on both sides aWut middle income, but I don't
think you're defining middle income the same way we are. I put
together, the first year that I was the Chairman of the subcommit-
tee, in 1977, 1978, something called the Middle Income Student As-sistance Act. At that time we were told by all the experts that
middle income omit families up to $25,000, because only 25 percent
of the families in the country had a family income above $25,000,
so you could sort of generalize that if you had three quarters of the
people, you were hitting the middle income and not getting to the
wealthy.

That $25,000 number has moved up, we don't know how far, it
has moved up, and what we're really shooting at is not, calling
middle income, all the way up to the eightieth or ninetieth percent-
ile, but probably maximizing it out at the bottom three quarters
and we figure that would do it.

We never had a chance really to find out what that was going to
do in the mix in college, because we asked that in 1978, and then
in 1981 we passed the President's budget and it was called Graham
Ladda, and one of the wonderful things it did was wipe out the
middle income student assistance act. We never got it back, we've
beer chipping away. I think there's the same kind of feelingaround here that there was when we did it in 1978 and it's likely
that we'll see some movement.

Legialation has been introduced on the Senate side, it's going to
be introduced on this side. I would be co-sponsoring it on this side,but for the fact that I've weed with my colleagues on the commit-
tee not to put a Chairman's bill out in front of them. A counter bill
to the Chairman's bill and administration bill. So my reluctance to
co-sponsor it has nothing to do with my conviction. It's right. But
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you could be helpful if you could help us define this cohort. Now
when you say that cohort represents using 00,000 as a figure, only
two million of the 12 or 13 million people, you may be proving why
people are concerned.

I don't think you can look at the people in college and take a
measure of the income and say that since only a small number of
people in any particular group are going, it's because they don't
want to go. It's because they tend to be the kind of people who be-
lieve the wise guy on the corner, who says, "If you'ixt not on wel-
fare, you can't gee, any help to go to college, don't bother." That's
the biggest problem I have in my congressional diatrict with blue
collar kids is that they listen to too much street talk that tells
them that the program isn't for them because daddies working.
That's part of what we were aiming at when we took the load linut
off.

In 1978, we said you could borrow money, no matter how much
money you made, from the Guaranteed Student Loan Program.
Now, one of the nice things about doing it that way is that al-
though it costs the Government more money, it doesn't take any-
thing away from the poor kids and give it to the middle class.

e didn't have a chance to see how many more middle class
people that brought in, or retained in the system, because it didn't
last long enough. Most of us intuitively believe that there would be
a lot more of them at the colleges and universities if the aid was
not cut off at a $30,000 family income.

I have a strong suspicion that when we are talking to business
people about the future needs of our workforce and so on, that we
aren't yet willing to concentrate on potential growth in pockets of
our population. And while all of us put an awful lot of attention on
reacWng into the lower income group to get as much development
as we can get and help to justify it, at least, by saying this is going
to make a better workforce.

I have a very strong feeling of suspicion, maybe a cultural bias,
coming from a blue collar family, that there is a big pool of people
going to these trade schools that could be in the colleges and uni-
versities and succeed there, who, because of the background they
come from are choosing a short term trade for a career and not
taking a shot at college education.

People have been writing ever since we used the G.1. Bill after
World War IJ, that we made a difference in the mix of the most
educated popi lation in the country. We had blue collar doctors,
lawyers, and what have you after the G.I. Bill, prior to that, it was
a rare exception for anybody to be able to breakthrough and while
it's not quite as bad as it was, I observed with the Secretary, yes-
terday, that when I was starting high school before World War II,
only the wealthy went to college, and nobody in our neighborhood
aspired to go to college, because it just wasn't our role in society.
We were going to be the ones to run the factories. Now we're get-
ting_ back to the same sort of position.

We've got a strange paradox, we're working on trying to develop
a national health system. If you are poor enough to get Medicaid,
you can get some medical care today. If you cn afford health in-
surance, you can get medical rare, but if you're in the middle, like
about thirty million families are, you don't get anything. We're get-
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ting, it seems, to be more and more to that sort of a rnix of who is
going to be going to colleges and universities. I'm very fearful, I'm
not talking about a question of fairness to the students, I'm fearful
when you look at this and try to justify this investment in the
future. I'm fearful that you're passing up a potential pool of people
who would succeed.

Peter, when you were on the committee, remember we were
struggling to try to find money for one of the budget cutting ses-
sions and reconciliation? Tom came up with a great idea. That we
deny loans to people for the first 2 years of college and :eplace that
with Pell Grants, and we got the Congrmional Budget Office to
cost it out for us, that over a period of a few years, we would be
saving 75 percent of the loan default costs from the simple mathe-
matics of lending more momy to people who were more likely to
get good jobs and pay it back.

That's still kicking around here. More people than we expected,
as time has gone by, have looked at it and said, maybe this isn't a
bad idea, because virtually everybody realizes that we're creating a
whole bunch of indentured people out there who are coming out of
college with so much debt, compared to the kind of job that they're
likely to get, that for all intents and purposes, they have no real
life options ahead of them.

I don't know where we're going to get social workers and legal
services attorneys and people that have to work for a little bit of
money and a lot of effort when they've got to pay student loans off.
The people with the biggest loans and the least ability to pay, are
the people most likely to be motivated to take those jobs.

e're working at cross purpose in a lot of ways and it seems to
me that we're going to need a little bit of consultation from you
people on how to target whatever we do in the name of capturing
this middle class population. It's hitting what we think we want it
to hit and not getting into a problem that will exacerbate that
chart. That chart cannot be justified in terms of any sense of fair-
ness or any sense of enlightened self interest about what we are
doing to invest in human capital in this country.

Yes sir, Mr. Stedman.
Mr. STEDMAN. Mr. Chairman, part of what you are discussing

here is the incentive, the role that the financial aid plays not just
immediately in providing access but motivating students as they
come up throegh the pipeline. I think as I discussed in my testimo-
ny, with the Hispanic population and a very low high school com-
pletion rate, we really are talking about some incentive to move
people through that part of the system.

Financial aid obviously does play a role. There are model pro-
grams out there of how packaging aid with some other support, in
fact, to move people through the pipeline. So I would agree that
the issue of looking at financial aid as an incentive rather than as
a barrier to get over. If what you are faced with are loans, you may
in fact consider the financial aid to be a barrier to your access.

Chairman FoaD. I don't think there is any question that we turn
off students from low income backgrounds when they hit the end of
their second year and find that they are already owing more
money than that family has ever owed before. The family never
bought a new car on credit. The family didn't buy a house on
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credit. The family doesn't have credit cards. All of a sudden, here I
am; I am going to be a big hero and help my family and I already
owe more money than the whole family hu, ever owed. If I keep on
in school, by the time I get out of here, I am going to owe $10,000
or more dollars. That Wwines an incomprehensible kind of a
hurdle to get over and we lose them.

So I don't think we just discourage people from starting. I think
we lose them. T think we lose them in part because we started lend-
ing them mom too soon instead of giving them grants.

Mr. HAtirrmix. Mr. Chairman, could I just make a comment on
the issue about low income and goiwto college?

I would agree with that entirely. The concern I have is that we
are creating a segregated system by which low income and minori-
ty studenta go to trade schools and wealthier students go to college.

One of the aspects of this chart is thatJim, correct me if I am
wrong, but this doesn't include people who go to trade school. So a
lot of the people in that be1ow-$?;,000 category have gone to post-
secondary education, but it is not college. So I would like to say I
would like to t .,e that whole set of columns go up.

Chairman Folin. Does this chart take people in community col-
lege?

Mr. HAUPTMAN. Yes. It is community college.
Chairman Fowl Well, we know that 75 percent of Hispanics who

are in any kind of a postseFondary institution are in community
college. We know that a majority of blacks who are in any kind of
a college are in a community college. They become very much the
population centers for those two groups. They are people that are
generally associated with economic problems that go with their
race.

We are wondering it is that we are driving so many of these
people toward the proi deter): sector. There are people here that
suggested more peopleare going into the proprietary business be-
cause we are provicli student aid. But we don't provide Rtudent
aid to schools. We provide it to people and they go mopping. They
are out there selling and not always producing what they adver-
tise, but sometimes they are producing very well indeed.

We have proprietary schools in Michigan with a better student
loan default rate than any of our community colleges and some of
our State colleges. We have some that are worse than anything we
have in any other part of the system. We haven't figured out how
to sort that out, but we really don't know what is causing the phe-
nomenon of this large concentration of people seeking education
outside the regular educational system.

We have been gradwAing more kids from high school year after
year after year ever since the turn of the century. in spite of what
everybody says, the numbers show each year a higher ptrrcentage
of the cohort that should be graduating that year, does in fact grad-
uate. While we have been doing this, we have been creating a tre-
mendous market of people who fall through the cracks and finci it
necessary to go buy education that they can't get through the regu-
lar system. We don't know quite why it is accelerating the way it is
now.

Maybe, in fact, we are succeeding in telling people that they
shouldn't just give up when they lost their first job; they ol ght to
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go and learn how to do something else. dust is a form of success
that creates a new market a new demand to be met.

But if you have some ideas about why this trade school popula-
tion is grovring as fast as it is we would like to hear it.

Only half of the trade schools for Federal student aid.
There are two times as many t e schools as there are of all of
the colleges and universities of all types in this country. Only half
of them even qualify for student aid. So you can't say that they are
all in business because of student aid. I don't know if anybody whohas made a s, ady about the ones who don't qualify for student aid

to make a profit, but if they weren't makmg a profit, theywinotagt be in business. Somebody out there is selling a pretty
product for a price to a ready, willing and able customeruying it. Then what we are seeing since the only places we getnumbers to look at are the ones that qualify for student aid. We

are probably seeing places where the biggest concentration of low
income people are.

Mr. HAUPTMAN. My only comment, Mr. Chairman, and I don't
disagree with anything you just said, but I think it would be
healthy for society to have more low income people in college and
more middle income people think about going to vocational train-ing, whether it be in a community college or in a trade school be-
cause I think there is a general perception around that there are afair number of middle income students who are going to college be-
cause that is sort of where they have been pushed to go. They
might well do better being trained for a vocation.

So I arn just saying that I think society would benefit from ahealthier mix of both low income students in collegc and middle
income students in vocational training.

Chairman FORD. Well, you know, we just fought a little war in
the Middle East with the most highly educated troops that have
ever fought for this country. There were no illiterates in the Gulf
because you can't get into the Service as an illiterate any more.
There were practically no non-high-school graduates because youhave to have a high school diploma to enlist in our all-volunteer
Army. At one point, we equalled the peak build-up of the VietnamWar, but in the Vietnam War, we had a very high percentage of
illiterates out there doing the fighting and dying. That wasn't the
case in the Gulf. We have something to say for education doing alot better than the former President gave it credit for when you
realize that we sent people that we had educated before we sent
them to war. My generation was sent to war and then came home
and got educat. This was different.

But if you want to see what happens to the middle class, look at
the make-up of the all-volunteer Army. In my kind of a blue collar
suburban district, people wait a year to enlist. That is a very highpriority option for training for a high school graduate.

Do you know what the Army picks from my district? You can't
have a blemish of any kind on your record for discipline. One puff
of a marijuana cigarette is plenty to keep you out. They are takingthe pick right off the top of classes of kids that clearly would scorewell on college entrance exams.

They don't perceive college as being an attainable goal, so theytake the alternative of going into the military. Some of them are
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being induced into the military because at the end, they say, "We'll
give you some college to go along with what we do to train you to
be a mechanic or whatever."

Yes.
Mr. SttrrH. See, I think you are putting your finger on some-

thingyoung men and young women. It is between the ages of 16
and 20. I mean I am a little bit off t. n this, but if you can make it
to the junior year of colleg.., the odds of you being economically
and socially and civically successful and making it in this society
go up. You are going to finish. You may go to graduate school or
whatever. There is a break point there.

There is another break point at age 16 at the other end where
kids start to leave school without graduating. We don't manage
those 4 years well at all in terms of the relationship between those
children, their perception of what is available to them, their per-
ception of work and their need for education. We don't integrate
them at all. What the Army, I think, has done is created one of the
best integrated employmentand look at the guarantees they
make. You'll have a job. You'll get trained. You go to school. You
get paid.

N,en you come out, you have a credential that most of society
trusts as saying you are competent and you are well-disciplined.
Not bad. Just a couple of downside risks along the way. But look at
it. Take a look at it in terms of it being the best integrated training
and work model.

Chairman FORD. Peter, that masterful understatement would
equip you to be a briefer at the Pentagon. You would be right up
there with General Kelly. You would be a recruiter.

Mr. Simrrii. Thank you. I would rather be the briefer for the busi-
ness proprietary community college and/or trade or university
school that decided that they could create an educational model
that employed people and trained them at the same time and then
gave them a credential that they could take out into the society
and that it was worth something and other employers trusted it.
That being my point, I think that is one of the models we ought to
be looking at taking the military side of it.

They have created something that I think a lot of people need to
look at closelyvery closely. What happens is that kids tune at age
15 or age 16. They have bad information. They think they can't
afford it. It is not for them. They tune in to trade schools, proprie-
tary schools, the military because the message is that it is for
them. I think what we are beginning to find is that some of the
kids come out of the streets and do okay.

We double the number of BA holders in this country. I think it is
23 percent or something like that that get BAs and go into college.
The number of jobs that take a BA or a BA plus is going to stay
about 23 percent. The number of jobs is going up with the same
percentage of the population. So if you go to 46 percent, all you
have done is reduce the ecom nic value of the baccalaureate
degree. If we are going to sell it as an economic value. We want to
sell the bacc.:41aureate as an intellectual value, which is the meth-
odology. Then one ought to go get one. But in fact, if you put twice
as many baccalaureate holders as a percentage of the total popula-
tion out there, what you are going to do is reduce their pay.
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At the same time, all the job growth is at the other end of the
spectrum or in the middle of the spectrum It is at the senior year
of high school. It the first 2 years, a little bit of two plus two. That
is where the action is.

I would like to think that one of the other things you folks might
look at is that experiment in Minnesota where when a child has
fmished their 16 credits or taken all the courses they can take in
French or Science or you-name-it, that the school district has to
pay for them to go to the nearest college to continue their study if,
in fact, the high school doesn't offer the next step. So the kids stop,
frankly, frittering away their senior year. Because if you are look-
ing for a lot of money and frankly, just wasied time, there is a lot
of it in the senior year of highschool. There really is. So that is
another place where some link' will g et you a lot of bang for the
buck.

Chairman FORD. Thank you very mut. Li. It is obvious to me that
we aresoing to have to consult with these people again.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Mr. Chairman, I did have some questions.
Chairman Fowl I took more than my fair share of time, so I

won't ask any more questions. But can you submit them for the
record?

Mr. GUNDERSON. Sure.
Chairman FoRD. We will call up the next panel now.
Sister Mary Andrew Matesich; Mr. Dennis Martin.

STATEMENT OF SISTER MARY ANDREW MATESICH, PRESIDENT,
OHIO DOMINICAN COLLEGE, ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT COLLEGES AND UNIVERSI-
TIES
Sister MATESICH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Good morning, Mr.

Chairman and members of the subcommittee. I am pleased to be
able to come before you today to offer testimony related to the re-
authorization of the 1-1*.her Education ACt.

My name is Sister Mary Andrew Matesich. I am president of the
Ohio Dominican C.ollege in Columbus, Ohio. Ohio Dominican is one
of the private colleges that a couple of our earlier panel members
were referring to that serve students who are first generation in
the fevrily to go to college, college of modest tuition and a great
diversity of students.

I am here to represent the National Association of Independent
Colleges and Universities. So I am speaking on behalf of not only
Ohio Dominican, but of more than 800-member institutions that
are as diverse as our Nation itself. They iaclude traditional liberal
arts colleges, major research universities, church and faith related
colleges, historically black colleges, wornen's colleges and profes-
sional schools.

We acknowledge you, Mr. Chairman, as the author of the Middle
Income Student Assistance Act. With respect to a question that yuti
asked earlier today about: What is a mid.dle income student today?
As you pointed out in 1978, $25,000 was considered to be that cut-
eff point for the definition of a middle income family. If ,e simply
apply the deflators that the increase in the cost of living would
produce, that $25,000 in 1978 now in 1991 would be $49,615.
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In the written testimoay, we present an analysis of another way
to look at how to define middle income. I am not going to take time
in the oral testimony to refer to that, but it is another way to cut
that particular pie. If we consider $49,615 just the current dollar
figure that would have been $25,000 in 1978, all three of the stu
dents I am ffoiLg U. talk about today would have been eligible for
Pell Grant in 1978 if we backed up that family income and put
them in that middle income student environment.

At Ohio Dominican, we have about 1,300 students. Fourteen per-
cent are minority students. Two-thirds of our students are women.
We have a fairly large number of low income students. So what the
following panel has to say about minority and low-income students
and nontraditional students would certainly apply to a portion of
our student body. Only 29 percent of our freshmen come from fami-
lies where the father has a college degree. Only 23 percent where
the mother has a college degree. That is usually the same family
unit. I believe students are attractti to us because we are small.
The average class size is 20 students. Because we place a strong
empharis on the quality of teaching and on individualized academic
development. The students we serve come from working families,
farm families, single parent families, families where the parents'
lifetime dream has been to have their children graduate from col-
lege. Generally, these are families that have not been able to save
for their children's college expeese Their parents earn enough to
cover the family's housing and other basic needs, but not college
tuition, room and board, and other expenses. About 85 percent of
our students receive some type of financ;a1 aid. Over the past
decade, the kind of student we have served has stayed about the
samethis first general student. But the resources available have
changed dramatically. In 1980, the median family income of our
new freshmen was $22,100. Of every ten aid recipients, six got Pell
Grants; only thre- of every ten aid recipients were borrowing
under the Perkins or GSL program. Now 10 years later, the picture
is quite different. The median family income of new freshmen was
about $38,000 or $25,700 in constant 1980 dollars. Of every ten aid
recipients, only three now are getting Pell grants where 10 years
ago, it was six. Loan participation has climbed to six out every ten
aid recipients whereas 10 years ago it was only three. So it has just
completely flipped in terms of the relative proportion.

That is the s'stistics; but what we are talking about are real stu-
dents from real families who are trying to afford college. So I
would like to talk to you about three of these real students.

Our first student here is Ail ly Burns. Let me tell you a little bit
about Amy's family. She is a sophomore. She is from a small Ohio
city. She is a resident student at Ohio Dominican. She transferred
to Ohio Dominican from Ohio State University. Her father is an as-
sembler in an appliance factory. Her mother is a CRT operator. It
is a typical blue collar family. This is the first child in that family
to attend college, the first generation to go to college.

Her father was laid off for a while last year. The appliance facto-
ry is in a rough period. It is not at all sure that the father's job is
going to survive. The father is 50 years old. There is another child
at home, a 16-year-old child, who will be hoping also to go to col-
lege.
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Ohio Dominican's tuition and fees this year is $6,660. Room and
board is $3,680. The other expmses that we budget for a student is
$1,515. So the total costs the', we s ould budget for the student as a
resident at the college wou'. d be $11,855. The parents' income was$35,312. We recalculated that a -.lumber of times in the needs anal-
ysis because the father was laid off and then he was called back
and then he wasn't sure whether his job was going to last. But this
is the way it came out.

The family owns a home, $20,000 home, in which their equity is
$16,417. So according to the financial aid needs analysis, from the
parents' income of $35,000 plus, $1,389 should come for Amy's tui-
tion. From their assets, the modest house theybecause the father
is 50 years old, that modest asset in the house in this particular
case is not contributing to what the calculation shows the family
should contribute. In fact $282 is taken off the family contribution
because of the age of the father and the modest value of the house.

This is a hard-working student. She is a cashier at K-Mart. She
earned $6,190 last yes-, which is a lot of hours at the cash register
at K-Mart. That also is looked at as part of the family contribution
to college. Now if it weren't for the special circumstances of this
family, with the father being laid off and having some difficulties
with the job, 70 percent of that would be ',Aiken as part of the
family contribution. Our financial aid administrator, using discre-tion, has taken a little bit less than that because of the situation of
the family.

But we still come up with a total family contribution of almost
$5,000. Now that family didn't have $5,000 to contribute towards
tuition under these circumstances. Most of what the student
earned at K-Mart went for her own personal expenses at home and
towards family needs. So she didn't have the $3,791 the paper said
she should have had to pay towards her tuition. So this family in
that precarious employment situation has taken out a $4,000 PLUS
loan. That is not counting all of the other loans the student has
taken out in order to go to college.

The family now has the burden of LI $4,000 PLUS loan on which
they are paying interest. They don't have the option of taking out a
home equity loan because their litfie house is worth $20,000 and
nobody wants to lend them any money on it. So they are not able
to deduct the interest payments On the PLUS loan, but that is the
commitment they have to this youngster's education.

How did we come rp with the other $6,957 that this student
needs in order to pay her college expenses. Here is her financial
aid package down here. Ohio Choice grant of $578. If the Ohio leg-
islature continues on its present course, next year that will be $390
or zero. We don't know which. We have got a budget bill in the
House, a budget bill in the Senate. Ohio is in economic problems
like most of the States and these programs are in jeopardy.

She gets a small Ohio Instructional grant which is a need-based
grant from the State of Ohio. That one is probably safe. The college
is giving her a $1,000 grant. The rest of it she is borrowing. She is
borrowing $2,000 under the Perkins program and $2,625 under the
Stafford program.

Now this study, by the time she graduatesshe is now a sopho-
moreis going to owe about $20,000. This student wants to teach
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retarded children. Her major is education for the developmentally
handicapped. She is a very fine young lady. I am certain she will
be a wonderful children. Her starting salary will be somewhere
around $20,000 in Franklin Qiunty, Ohio. So here is a debt we are
building up for the student herself that is going to approach
$20,000; a debt in the family, which has a younger child to go to
college and a father in a very iffy employment situation, if they
continue to borrow under the PLUS program of $4,000 per year.
This is our first case of a middle income student.

The next student I would like to talk about is from a little differ-
ent situation. Her name is Le Ann Carter. Le Ann is a first semester
senior. She is a business administration major. She transferred to
Ohio Dominican from a proprietary business school feeling that a
four-year degree was more appropriate to her talents and objec-
tives. Certainly that is accurate because she is a very bright stu-
dent and we are very pleased to have her. Le Ann is a commuter
and so her total costs are a little less according to the budget of
$10,120.

Her father works for a construction company and he is 57 years
old. Her mother is a homemaker. The family income is $43,754.
There is one younger child still coming up for college. Their home
is worth $35,000, and it is paid for because the house is a modest
home and the father is 57. There isn't any contribution from assets
in this particular case. But the interesting thing on this chart is
that out of a $43,000 incomean income level that back in 1980
dollars would have qualified for a Pell grant in 1978that family
is now expected to contribute $1 out of every 6 they earn in the
parental contribution towards the college costs for this particular
student.

Because Ohio Dominican is a private institution with a relatively
modest tuition level, her remaining need after taking out the calcu-
lated parental contribution is only $2,000. Again, she gets a $578
Ohio Choice grant which is up for grabs in the legislature right
now and qualifies to borrow $1,430 in tie Stafford loan p

Our third student that I would like to ta is. about shows r Efril--
ent kind of a picture and a different kind of a challenge that a
number of the committee members and staff will be interested in
seeing. This is also a resident student, so the college expense
budget for Ohio Dominican is $11,855. This is a farm family. There
are five children in this family. This is the oldest child, Megan
Holde, at Ohio Dominican College. She is a senior. The day after
tomorrow, I will give her her diploma.

Her parents' income is only $19,722 which is what happens with
a farm income as the farm income goes up and down. There is this
family of sevenfive children and two parents with a $19,722
income.

You may want to say: What are we doing with this student in a
presentation on middle income students. The reason we are looking
at this is because of the parents' ownership of the farm, this stu-
dent cannot qualify for any Pell grant aid and for most of the aid
programs that the college would have available. This farm is
valued at $350,000. They owe $190,000 on it. They also have a small
equity in a modest home. So the parents' assets here at $188,500
are knocking this student out of consideration for a Pell grant even

b
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though the debt on this farm is greater than the family has in it
and even though the income for this family of seven was under
$20,000 in this year.

This, too, is a hard-working student. She works at a specialty
store. She hopes to enter the management training program of this
store after she graduates this week. She earned $2,969 and money
was taken from those earnings to apply towards the family contri-
bution via the student contribution.

But the part of her earnings that she did not have to set aside
for her tuition payments according to the needs analysis methodol-
ogy, this student saved. When she saved it, the neecb analysis
turned right around and said, "Yes. Maybe you saved the 30 per-
cent of your pay that we let you kc-ep, but now we want 35 percent
of what you saved." So this is the way the current needs analysis is
written. It is a kind of a double hit on the student so that you take
a substantial part of what the student earns and then if the stu-
dent saves the rest instead of spending it, you come around and
take a piece of that as well, too.

So the total family contribution here, $3,279 from a family that
had parents' income of only $19,000. This student is also heavily
loan dependent. I will point out that the Ohio Instructional Line
which is the needs-based Ohio grant, she is actually getting a
pretty needs-based grant from the State of Ohio of $1,650. That is
because Ohio refuses to use the Congressional methodology and has
its own needs analysis which does not penalize the family for the
home or the farm.

In our case, it is a more complicated situation because we have
got two forms now that the students have to fill out, but because in
the State of Ohio, the needs-based program does not penalize for
assets, the needs-based Ohio program is a big help for these kids
from these farm families. So the financial aid package is again
heavily loaned: $4,000 of Stafford, $1,300 of Perkins. But this stu-
dent will get her diploma this week. She is a very hard-working,
responsible student. I have no doubt that those loans will be
rtpaid. She will owe over $14,000 at the point of graduation.

So these are the kinds of middle income students that we see at
Ohio Dominican College. What should be done about it? There are
a number of suggestions at the end of my written testimony, which
will mesh with other testimony the committee will be hearing
later.

I wilt just summarize by saying expand the eligibility for Federal
grant aid for these kinds of families, address their need to pay
direct educational costs, improve the balance between grants and
loans and modify the treatment of home and farm assets in the
needs analysis.

Thank you very much. I will be happy to answer any questions.
[The prepared statement of Sister Matesich follows:j

C r
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Good morning Mt. Chairman and members of the subcommitte.

I an pleased to be able to coma before you today to offer testimony

related to the reauthorization of the Nigher Education Aot of

1965. 11 name is Sister Nary Andrew Natesich and I am president of

Ohio Dominican College in Columbus, Ohio. I am here today

representing the National Association of Independent College. and

Universities (1laam), I am speaking on behalf of more than SOO

member institutions that aro as diverse as our nation itself. They

include traditional liberal arts colleges, major research univer-

sities, church- and faith-related colleges, historically black

crllegee, wonan's collages, junior colleges, and schools of law,

medicine, engineering, business, and other professions.

The extraordinary diversity in the independent sector of

higher education offers students a criticel choice in terms of the

size, governance, location, academic program, and mission of the

institution that will help shape their higher education experi-

ence. Students are well eerved in the independent sector.

Independent colleges and universities enroll 21 percent of the

nation's student., yet they award 33 percent of all baccalaureate

degrees, 40 pfArcent of all master's degrees, 36 percent of all

doctoral degrees, and 60 percent of all first professional degrees
in areas such as law, medicine, engineering, isAd business.

The average tuition cost of an independent institution in

1990-91 is $7,685. Three times as many independent institutions

have tuition arA fees of less than $6,000 than have tuition and

fees of more than $12,000.

11V
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Our institutions have demonstrated an overwhelming commitment

in the form of financial aid from their own resources to ensure

that students from all walke of life have the opportunity to choose

the institution that best suits their needs and aspirations.

Federal student aid (loos not help students attending independent

colleges and universities as much as it did ten years ago. Neither

appropriations for the student aid programs nor award amounts kept

pace with inflation in the 1980e. The maximum Pell Grant for the

neediest students, for example, was scheduled in the 1986 reautho-

rization to rise to $3,100 in 1991-92. Yet appropriations for FY

1991 increased tho maximum Pell award to $2,400, just $300 above

the 1986 maximum of $2,100. In the face of declining federal grant

support, independent colleges and universities have increasingly

turned to intitutionally funded financial aid.

Adjusted for inflation (in constant 1987-86 dollars), federal

grant assistance to undergrafuates at independent institutions grew

from $1.184 billion to $3.421 billion between 1970-71 and 1975-76.

This aid than began to decline dramatically through 1987-88 when it

reached $1.101 billion -- less than the amount awarded in 1970-71.

Our colleges and universities, on the other hand, have been

steadily increasing the amount of student financial assistance they

offered from their own institutional resources in the form of

grants. In 1983-84, they surpassed the federal government in the

total dollar amount of grants awarded to undergraduates. By
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1987-80, independent colleges and univereities were awarding el

percent more grant assistance to undergraduates than the federal

government was providing to students in independent higher

education.

In the past tan years, our institutions have increased their

commitment of institutional funds to tudent aid by an average of

almost 25 percent a year, to a level now well in excess of $3

billion annually. This funding comes at a high price: if taken

from the operational budget, it decreases the funds available for

science labs, for the library, and for academic programs: it

contributes to increases in tuitions: it strains the very capacity

of our institutions to operate, and it drains endowments that, for

the vast majority of our meebers, are ex'zramely limited.

Much of the financial aid generated from our institutional

resources has gone to help students who come from working families

of moderate income, many of whom can ro longer count on any federal

st,pport -- either from grants or loans. For others who may qualify

for some federal aid, the amount of grant or loan eligibility is

not enough to make a real difference in their ability to meet

college costs.

These are the folks who thought their government would he a

partner in helping to educate their children. These are your

conotituents. Those are the students and familiea that I want to

talk to you about today. Several issues are important to middle-

income families regarding their ability to finance a college
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education -- expanding the eligibility for federal grant aid,

Addressing their need to pay direct educational costs, improving

the balance between grants and loans, and mcLifying the treatment

of home and farm assets in the calculation of financial need.

First, I hesitate to use the term "middle income" in

describing these families without offering a further definition of

terms. Middle income is often used as a relative term; vhat one

person thinks of as middle income, another might define as,"working

class" or "lower income."

In an attempt to come up with a working definition of middle

income, we have looked back to the objectives of the Middle-Income

Student Assistance Act (MISAA) which the Congress passed in 1978.

When Congress adopted the legislation, $25,000 vas specifically

cited as the family income at which a student should receive at

least a minimum Pell Grant. using a $25,000 income in 1978 dollars

as tho basis, a family with an income of $49,615 should be served

by the federal aid programs in 1990.

Families at this inccme level should be helped, but they are

not. Under the current Pell Grant program, eligibility is

effectively limited to stueents with family incomes below $35,000

-- and students with incomes much above $28,000 generally receive

only a minimum grant of $200. Just 5 percent of the Poll Grant

recipients in academic year 1988-89 (the last year for which

recipient data are available) came from families with incomes of

more than $30,000.
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We can look at our definition of middle income another way to

illustrate further the ineffectiveness of the Pell Grant program in

serving a broad range of dependent students who need help in paying

for college.

Ws looked at data from the Census Sureau/s 1989 Current

Population Survey for married couples with the head of hOusiehold

between forty-five and fifty-four -- a likely ego range for parents

of students between eighteen and twenty-two. W than evenly

divided the families into five groups according to .ncome levels.

Roughly speaking, one could describe the groups as representing

lower- (less than $29,450), lower-siddlo- (batsmen $29,450 and

$43,879), siddle- (between $43,890 and 058,662), upper-xiddle-

(between $58,663 and $79,632), and upper-imam (*ore than $79,633)

families. Surprisingly, the vast majority of students from

lowr-middle-income families (not to mention middle-income

families) have almost no chance of receiving e Pell Grant.

There ars several reasons why the currant student aid pro-

grams, and the Pell Grant program in particular, no longer serve

students from Aserials middl-income families.

First, the maximum Pell Grant award has not kept pace with the

rate of inflation, due largely to tha extraordinary increase in the

number of grant recipient/1k enrolled in short-term programa in

vocational schools. The number of Pll Grant recipients in the
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proprietary sector increased by 172 percent between 1960 and 1989,

while the number of recipients in the collegiate sector rose only

by 10 percent, from 2.4 million to 2.7 million.

Second, the congressionally mandated need-analysis formula

enacted in 1906 rendered the Children of miany middle-income

families ineligible for federal assistance. In contrast, other

changes to the congressional methodology have made it such easier

for independent students who are married and do not have children

to qualify for federal assistance.

Third, the current independent student definition can be

exploited, and it is. Families who want to avoid responsibility

can hems their children establish what our aid administrators call

°independence of convenience° for the purpose of gaining eligi-

bility for federal assistance.

Fourth, the sheer nuMbers of older and legitimately

independent students seeking federal student aid have increased

dramatically. The number of Pall Grant recipients who ere

twenty-four or older has tripled, from 568,000 to 1.5 million, in

the last tan years. These students are sore likely to have low

incomes (since parental income is not counted for independent

students) and qvalify for maximum awards. Thus, it is not

surprising that more than 60 percent of current Pell Grant dollars

now go to students classified an independent.
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These changes have shifted grant funds to independent

students, effectively rationing the level of grant aid that is

available tO dependant students of traditional college age from

middle-income families. Needy students are essentially competing

with each other for limited funds.

We are also concerned about declining congressional support

for the federal campus-based student aid programs. Historically,

Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants (SEOG), Perkins Loans,

and College Work-Study (CWS) awards have been critical in meeting

the needs of dependent students in collegiate programs. These

programs have not fared well in the past decade.

Between 1981 and 1991, funding for the SEOG program declined

by 11.9 percent, funds for CWS dropped by 32.3 percont, and Perkins

Loan appropriations plunged by 67.5 percent (in constant dollars).

Funding for the State Student Incentive Grants (SSIG) program also

decreased by 48.1 percent over the slams period.

The lack of funding support for these programs has compounded

the problems of middle-income students who were edged out of the

Pell Grant program in the 1980e.

Perhaps most importantly, the children of middle-income

families who want to go to college -- especially to an independent

college or university -- must have broader access to ubsidized

loans.
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Mr. Chairman, As I look at the schedule of witnesses that will

appear before you today, I realize that you will probably hear a

good deal about the growing imbalance between grants and loans.

This is something about which you have expressed personal concern.

It is a subject that deservs focused and lengthy consideration by

the committee.

We share your concern. We are alarmed at the extent to which

loans have replaced grants au the primary source of federal student

aid, especially for very low-income, at-risk students. Ws strongly

support an increased emphasis on grant funding As a major priority

in reauthorization.

At the same time, we simply must recognize that students from

middle-income families need subsidized loan programs to finance the

costs of higher education over the long term. These students have

been virtually disenfranchised from federal grant programs.

Furthermore, many no longer qualify for Stafford Loans on the basis

of congressionally mandated need tests.

Unless ve want to promote a system that limits opportunities

and choices for studenti who happen to be born into moderate-

income working families, we must keep the door open to loan capital

to students and families that are willing and able to borrow -- and

pay back their loans. The Lational default rate for students at

independent colleges and universities is lees than 6 percent. Our

1
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students graduate at higher rates than their counterpart. at public

institutions, and they leave our colleges with substantially

increased future earning power.

While we urge you to consider expanded borrowing opportu-

nities for eiddle-incons students and their parents, we aro keenly

aware of the level of debt that many r:0! these students will incur

over several years of successive borrowing.

Ono of the students that I will talk to you about in just a

moment is a case-in-point. kmy Burns is a sophomore at Ohio
Dominican. She has received grant aid each year from the state and
from the college, but never from the federal government. She has
had to borrow the maximum Stafford student loan each year, and has

also borrowed heavily from the Perkins Loan program. In addition,

her parents have taken out maximum PLUS loans. Sven if changes are
made in the reauthorization process to make students like Amy more

eligible for grant funding, those changes would not likely be
implemented until after she graduates. It is reasonable to assume
that she and her parents will have to continue to borrow to cover

expenses for her junior and senior years. she is looking at

student loan debt in excess of $20,000 when she graduates.

This debt would obviously
seem more manageable to her if she

were planning a career in a high-paying field. But she wants to

teach developmentally handicapped children. If Amy begins her

.r
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teaChing career in Colutbus, she can expect to receive a starting

annual salary of around $20,000 -- approximately equal to her

cumulative student loan debt.

Some of the debt burden I'm describing could be alleviated by

extending grant eligibility higher up the family income scale to

reach students from moderate-income families. For students who

have to borrow, debt could also be better managed by a more

expansive system of loan pay-back mechanisma. We ars very

concerned that the relatively limited repayment options now in

place have the effect of encouraging default. Further, limited

pay-back options clearly discourage our graduates from pursuing

careers in public service.

I have offered a number of general comments and concerns today

about the nature and extent to which current federal student aid

policy falls short of the needs of our working families. In a

moment, I would like to talk to you about three students from Ohio

Dominican whose situations, I believe, will better illustrate the

points I have tried to make.

First, I would like to tell you briefly about ohio Dominican

College. We are a fully accredited, coeducational, liberal arts,

Catholic college located in Coluribus, Ohio. Perhaps most

significantly, Ohio Dominican College provides a distinctive

service to students who aro the first in th ir families to graduate

from college.
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Of ur 1,300 students, 14 percent ars minorities and more than
two-thirds ere women. Just a9 percent of our freshmen come from
families where the father ham a college degree. Twenty-three
percent come from families where the mother has completed college,
and these are often the same families with college-educated
fathers. -

I believe students are attracted to us because we are small --
the average class size is twenty students -- and because we place a

strong emphasis on the quality of teaching and on individualized
academic development.

The students we serve come from working families, farm
families, single-parent families -- families where the parents'
lifetime dream has been to have their children graduate from
college. Generally, these are families that have not been able to
save for their children's

college expenses. The parents earn
enough to cover the family's housing and other basic needs, but not
college tuition, room and board, and other expenses. About 85
percent of ow- students

receive some type of financial aid.
"itr the past decade, the resources available to these

studer.tq have changed dramatically. In 1980, the median family
income of new freshmen was $22,100. Of every ten aid recipients,
six were receiving BEOG (Pall) grants. Three of every ten aid
recipients were borrowing from the NDSL (Pe:kins) or GSL
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(Stafford) Loan programs. Of the federal dollars going to to Ohio

Dominican students, less than half (48 percent) were in the form of

loans..

Ten years later, the picture is quite different. In 1990, the

median family income of new freshmen was $380750, or $25,700 in

constant 1980 dollars. Of every tan aid recipients, only about

three were getting Pell grants. Loan participation had climbed to

six out of every ten aided students. Grants had dropped to 16

percent of all aid, and loans had jumped to 74 percent.

Our students from families of moderate means aren't getting as

much aid, the aid they are getting is predominately loans, and the

amount of aid they do qualify for doesn't go as far. But the

statistics, even from a single campus such as ours, don't really

tell the story. I would like to share with you now the stories of

three of our students.

Ws tried to identify students from Ohio Dominican that

represented common situations and problems faced by families all

over the country that find themselves in similar economic

circumstances.

Each of these students and their families has faced different

financial obstacles as they have struggled to put together the

needed resources so that their children can attend college and

complete a higher education. Yet, as we hear resoundingly from our

colleges, they are typical of thousands of other students across

I
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the country. I wish they were hers to tell their own stories. (1

have changed their names in the following illustrations to protect

their confidentiality.)

WANE=
Amy is a sophomore at Ohio Dotinican whom she is sajoring in

Education for the Developmentally Handicapped. She comes from a
family of four, and both parents aro both employed -- bar mother
works as a CRT operator and her fathar is an aseembler in an
appliance factory. Their oombinsd income is $35,312. They own a
home worth $20,000, with a mortgage of 03,503. They have no other
assets. Any worked during the summer and part-tie. during the
echool year as a clothier at IC-Wirt and earned around $0,200.

Under the comgressional
methodology's system of need analysis,

Any's parents are expected to contribute $1,107 to their daughter'.

educational expenses. Amy ie sapected to contribute up to 70
percent of her earnings: her contribution is $3,791. 'Thus, the
total family contribution towards Amy*. educational wetness is
$3,791 plus $1,107, or 04,090.

The total educational costs at Ohio Dominican for a student
living on campus are $11,055. This includes $6,660 for tuition and
fats, 63,600 for room and board, and $1,515 for books and supplies,

personal expense., and transportation costs. The family's expected
contribution is subtracted from the total costs, yielding a
calculated financial need of $6,957.

aII
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Tuition & Peas
Room & Board
Othar Expanses

EisailL_Cantrikatign

Any Burns
Ohio Dominican College

$6,660 TOtal Costs: $11,855
3,680
1,515

Parents' Income $25,312

Parents' Assets $16,417

Student's' Income $6,190

Student'. Savings $ -0-

ELLUVICIAILLAill.laclmstat

Ohio Choice Grant $ 578
Ohio Instructional Grant 6 600
Ohio Dominican College

Grant $1,000
Perkins Loan $200'O
Stafford Loan 62,625

Parents' Contribution
from Income $1,389

Parents' Contribution
from Assatia 6-282

Student's Contribution
$3,791

XinUgs

Total Family Contribution: $4,898

1 i

Itoma

Financial Need: $6,957

Financial Aid: $6,803
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Amy's financial aid package is comprised of a $570 Ohio Choice

Grant, a $600 Ohio Instructional Grant, a 01,000 Ohio Dominican

Collag Grant, a $2,000 Perkins loan, and a $2,625 Stafford loan.

Wer* than two-tilirds of Mr nesd is set through loans. As

mentioned earlier, if she continues to borrow at or mar the

maximum levels in both the Perkins and Stafford programs during her

undergraduate years, she will graduate with a cumulative loan debt

of around $20,000 as she begins a job teadhing the developmentally

handicapped.

The combination of her parents' expected contribution from

their incoma and the high percentags the is expectad to contribute

from her earnings render Any ineligible for a Pell Grant. And,

because of the provisions in th 0E00 program restricting awards to

studants with xceptional financial need, she cannot :waive an

S00G grant. Her grant aid comes fro* the college and fros the

state of Ohio, which ia subject to annual appropriations.

LeAmp Carter

LeAnn is a senior at Ohio Dominican. Her father works for a

construction company where he made 043,754 last year. Her mother

works in the home. The Carters' own their homs, which I. valued at

$35,000 and is paid for. They have $s00 in saving.. LaAnn was not

able to work last year.

f
1. k.)
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Tuition & Foes $6,680
Room & Board 1,500
Other *sponse* 1,060

Lallans Carter
Ohio Dominican College

Parents' Income $43,764

Parents' Assets $36,500

$tudent's Income $ -0-

ZillnnOisa-aifLIRCADDI

Ohio Choice Grant
Stafford Loan

Pareats, Contribution
from Income $7,212,

Parents' Contribution
from Assets 8 -0-

------ Student's Contribution
8900

Total Costss $10420

Minus

Total Family Contributions $8,112

149Asa

Financial Needs 02,008

$ 579 Financial Aid: $2,008

$1,430
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Based on the congressional metholodogy, her parents are

expected to contribute $7,212 toward LeAnn's expenses. Because

Leann's father is fifty-seven years old, the family's modest assets

ars "protected" from assessment in the formula -- the protection

allowance increases with the age of the oldest parent. Thus, her

parents' contribution is derived solely from theiroincome. LeAnn

is expected to contribute a minimum of $900. The family's total

contribution, then, is $8,112 -- $7,212 from the parents and $900

from the student.

Since LeAnn lives at home, her expense. it Ohio Dominican

College this year are expected to total $10,120 -- $6,660 for

tuition, a 61,500 room and board allowance, and $1,960 for other

expenses, such as books, supplies, and transportation. Subtracting

the total family contribution of $8,112 from her expenses yields

calculated financial need of $2,008.

Lehnn's estimated need is met with an Ohio Choice Grant of

$570 and a $1,430 Stafford loan. If LeAnn returns for a fifth

undergraduate year, she may have to do so without the Ohio Choice

Grant, which is in danger of being phased out for families with

incomes above $40,000. She doesn't qualify for any federal granta,

nor does she qualify to borrow even half of the maximum Stafford

loan to which she would be entitled if she demonstrated greater

need. Her parents have found it extremely difficult to come

Le
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come up with $7,200. LeAmn would be happy to take out eddttionas

loans, but the in prohibited from borrowing more under the Stafford

program to help meet the family's expected contribution.

Regan Heade

Megan is senior at Ohio Dominican College in fashion

merchandising. She comes from a rural area of Ohio where her

father is a farmer and her mother is a homemaker. There are seven

in the Holds family -- Megan's parents and four siblings ranging in

ages from nineteen to nine-year-old twins. The nineteen-year-old

son worke on tha farm to help tho family.

Her father earned $19,722 last year -- not what we would

ordinarily define as *middle income.* But the family's

circumstances are typical of many of our students that come from

hard-working farm families. The family owns a home worth $35,000,

with a mortgage of $3,500. They owe $193,000 on tho farm, which is

valued at $350,000. Megan worked as a sales clerk during the

summer and part-time during the school year, earning $2,969. She

also has $1,050 in the bank, saved from summer and school-year

earnings.

Under the congressional methodology's system of need analysis,

the parents are expected to contribute $424 to their daughter's

educational expenses. Megan, however, io expected to contribute 70

percent of her earnings and a percentage of her savings, to total

$2,855. since her savings represent a portion of her reported
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earnings, her vegeta ars effectively double-counted and assessed

twice in the need analysis formula. Tbe total family contribution

towards Megan'e educational expanses is $424 plus $2,855, or

$3,279.

Mogan lives on caepus, and her expense. for the currant

academic year will total $11,855. The family's expected contri-

bution of $3,279 is subtracted from the total costs, yielding a

calculated financial need of $8,576.

Megan received a $578 Ohio Choice Grant and a $1,650 Ohio

Instructional Grant. The college mat her remaining ned with a

$1,000 college grant, a $1,300 Perkins loan, and a $6,000 Stafford

student loan for a total aid package of $8,528. Megan ie not

eligible for a Pell Grant or an SEOG grant, which the college must

reserve for exceptionally needy students wbo ars Pell-eligible.

She borrows from two loan programs to meet her need for fund's, and

must borrow at the maximum level in the Stafford program.

Mr. Chairman, we have spent time today focusing on the

difficulties faced by middle-income families in meeting the costs

of poetsecondary education. We would not come to you and your

committee with ths kinds of problems we have discussed without

offering corresponding solutions.

I will state our recommendations briefly. Some of our

recommendations I am sure will be echoed in other testimony you

will hear, since the issues involving middle,income families

1
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affect students in all sectors of poetsecondary education. Ws

would be pleased to work with you and the member* of the ubcom-

mittee and your ',toffs to further explore any of the concerns we

have touched on today or to further develop any of our recommen-

dations.

Following are our suggestions for changee to the Higher

Education Act to address the needs of middle-income students and

their families. We continue to actively explore a number of

proposals with our membership and our colleagues.

Increase the maximum Pell Grant to $4,000 and, in subsequent

years, adjust the maximum award annually based on the Consumer

Price Index.

Expand eligibility to familiou with incomes up to $43,000 by

changing the formula used to determine individual awards in

the Pell Grant program. The maximum award of 64,000 would be

composed of a $2,300 component for living expenses and a

tuition component -- 25 percent of tuition, not to exceed

61,500. Future adjuetments in the maximum award would be

split equally dollar for dollar between the living coat and

tuition components of the formula.

Review the statutory need-analysis formulas for dependent

students to assure accuracy and reacionableness in the level of

expected contributions they produce for both students and

parents.
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Modify the treatment of married independent students withomt

dependents in the congressional methodology so that these

studints are treated similarly to single independent students

without dependents.

Simplify the statutory definition of an independent student by

eliminating current conditional criteria and extending

independence only to students who are twenty-four years or

older, graduate and professional students, students with legal

dependents, veterans, orphans, and wards of the court.

Revise need-analysis formulas to exempt at least some portion

of college savings from the computation of expected family

contributions.

Increase authorization levels for the campus-based programs

and the SSIG program.

Leverage additional funds for the campus-based programs by

establishing an overall matching requirement for the three

programa of 25 percent. (The current match rate is 10 percent

for Perkins, 15 percent for SEOG, and 30 percent for college

Work-Study.)

Provide greater flexibility for campuses to meat individual

student needs appropriately and prudently by expanding the

authority for institutions to transfer up to 25 percent of

campus-based funds among the programs.

1 0
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Broaden eligibility for loan programs to middle-income

students by eliminating nonligeid assets (such as equity in a

home, family farm, or family business) from statutory

need-analysis formulas.

Raise Stafford loan limits to levels that restore the value

lost to inflation over the past ten years to the following:

$3,500 for freshmen: $5,000 for sophomores, juniors, and

seniors: $10,000 for graduate and professional students.

Facilitate parental borrowing to meet expected contributions

and recognize the increased cash-flow needs of middle-income

families by removing the current $4,000 borrowing limit on

PLUS loans.

Crests expanded loan pay-back alternatives and consolidation

options to provide students with the most flexibility to meet

their repayment Obligations. A number of proposals uerit

renewed attention, such as those that offer loan forgiveness

for public service, plans that tie loan repayments directly to

the increased lifetime earning power provided by a college

education, and proposals that tie repayment to service in

critical jobs.

Even with these changes, parents with moderate incomes must be

encouraged to plan ahead and save for the education of their

children. While we recognize that the proposals that follow fall

outside of the subcommittee's jurisidiction, we include them here
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because we also need your Leadership OA these issues. They are

critical cosponente of a comprehensive strategy to address

middle-inoame family medal

1. Establieh specific tax inoentives for college savings.

2. Restore the tax deductibility of interest paid on

education loans.

3. Expand the ability of gamilies to establish IRAs and

allow families to withdraw funds to pay the college

expenses of their children or grandchildren.

This concludes my testimony, Kr. Chairman and ambers of the

subcommittee. I thank you for the opportunity to testify, and I

would be happy to answer any questions you may have.

12
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Mr. SERRANO. Thank you very much, Sister.
Let me first say that Chairman Ford had to go to a very special

meeting to begin the work on passage of the civil rights bill. He
needed to be excused for a while so I will sit in for him.

We will now hear from Mr. Dennis Martin.

STATEMENT OF DENNIS J. MARTIN, ASSISTANT PROVOST AND DI-
RECTOR OF FINANCIAL AID AT WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY, ST.
LOUIS, MISSOURI

Mr. MARTIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Dennis Martin. I am an Assistant Provost and Direc-

tor of Financial Aid at Washington University in St. Louis. I would
like to thank you and the members of the subcommittee for both
the opportunity to be here, and also for the real contribution that
has been made in transforming our society with the commitment to
student aid programs over the last decade. It is a real opportunity
to thank you for that on behalf of the students who I have seen
who have benefitted directly from these programs.

Listening to the panel this morning and contemplating the panel
this morning, it is clear that there is no shortage of challenges
before this group and that this reauthorization takes on great sig-
nificance and great challenge. It presents an opportunity for
needed improvements and for change. As we look ahead, I hope we
can recognize that although the basic structure for Federal student
aid does, I think, work very well, new pressures, new challenges
and new demands create an impetus for change and perhaps even
a conseneas for it.

One of the priorities that are new involves the needs of middle
income families who are struggling to manage the costs of college
today. Today's middle income families find that their purchasing
power has been much eroded over the last decade. Many econo-
mists have pointed out that it is only because of the advent of two
working parents that middle income families over the last 10 years
have been able to keep pace not just with college costs but with the
basis costs of living.

I suppose i.he question to think about since this option has al-
ready been exercised for so many families is what lies ahead for
the next 10 years. How will middle income families cope inasmuch
as in many cases, most are already represented by two parents who
are working.

A recent study by the consortium on financing higher education
helps suggest how some of these trends impact on the college en-
rollment decisions of today's students. I will just point out a couple
of findings from that study. It is describing some depth in my writ-
ten remarks. I suppose the key finding is that over the last decade
there has been a steady and predictable drift of middle income
families away from high tuition colleges and universities. Interest-
ingly enough, this drift is not isolated just to independent colleges,
but also at the State flagship universities across the country, we
are seeing these trends as well. So it clear as we see this drift that
middle income families are finding it more and more difficult to
manage the expenses that are before them.

5
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I must tell you that there is not a day that doesn't go by in my
life where I do not see firsthand and appreciate in real terms the
enormous sacrifice that parents are =king to send their children
to collwe today.

At Washington University, about 60 percent of our students are
receiving financial aid. Most of these students are receiving assist-
ance through the Federal programs. Significantly, most of them
are also receiving university-provided assistance, which over the
last decade or so has increased exponentially in the face of the
demand for assistance and the relative flat h of Federal and
State programs. About 90 percent of our stuleTtivitreceived universi-
4-y scholarship funds that complement the Federal programs that
they are utilizing. We view the cost in providing this assistance as
an educational expense that is important for us, for our students
who in turn become one of our greatest assets. So we are investing
in them but to a significant extent as is demonstrated on a chart in
my written testimony that shows over the last 10 years how our
program has grown in relation to the Federal and State programs.
On page 10, you will see that institutional grant dollars have
givwn from $5 million in 1980-81 to nearly $20 million in the
1990-91 academic year.

Despite this enormous commitment to student aid, the universi-
ty's resources are limited, the demand for them is intense. Even
with the scholarship program briefly described, we are unable to
fully meet the needs of a.l students who come to us for assistance.

Given this backdrop, I think there are several priorities that I
would urge the Congress to consider as it contemplates this reau-
thorization.

First, access to student and parent loans under attractive terms
with increased borrowing limits is essential for today's students
and their parents. Unlike the aggregate data that I know troubles
the members of Congress which suggests the enormous grant loan
imbalance at place overall, the fact is that at a place like Washing-
ton University, there is no grant loan imbalance. Our students are
borrowing at levels very consistent over the past 10 years and have
not seen their loan levels increase nor has the relationship of the
debt burden to their income increased over time.

In great part, this is due again to the significant commitment of
grant dollars that we provide to our students in order to make it
possible for them to enroll and in our efforts to package assistance
that is sensitive to the debt obligations that students will incur.
The fact is that student loans work for students at Washington
University. They are the single most important form of Federal
student assistance for our students.

The second point: The nature of the Federal student aid system
must continue to be needs-based. The needs assessment must re-
flect the unique diversity in college and the differences in college
costs as well. One could envision that within an overall needs-base
structure, there might be refinements and new ways to think about
program eligibility for such programs as Pell grants, the campus-
based programs and the Stafford loan. In fact, one definition of
middle income students would be that middle income for Federal
student aid purposes begins where Federal eligibility for the Pell
grant program ends. In this sense, one would think of the Pell
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grant program as it has traditionally been viewed as the basic level
of assistance for the most needy students in our country and that
once that level of need has been addressed, other programs would
be created, other eligibility would be created for programs that can
impact the needs of other kinds of students. In this regard, for in-
stance, it would be useful to consider a change in the Stafford loan
program eligibility that would indeed exclude the treatment of
liquid assets, nonliquid assets, home especially, and farm assets
from the calculations of a student's eligibility to borrow. As has
been pointed out, many middle income families with assets of this
kind have been clewed out of this p when students of this
kind are often best served through thinloraaraprogram.

The third point: The campus-based programs must be main-
tained. These are the document programs that make the most dif-
ference for our students seeking to enroll in high tuition schools
and improvement in SCOG to contemplate would be to give institu-
tions who have demonstrated strong retention and graduation
records increased allocations in order to provide larger grant
amounts from the Federal Government for students in their junior
and senior year. In this year, it is to recognize the academic per-
formance, academic persistence and success.

Finally, if there were only one recommendation for middle
income families that I could make, it would be that Congress take
the leadership in developing a meaningful, well-planned national
college savings program. Such a program would offer families
secure investments, a reasonable rate of return in relationship to
the inflation and college costs, unlimited college choice.

One idea which admittedly is perhaps controversial, perhaps falls
under the category of radical reform, would be to try and fold the
problem of the guaranteed student loan default costs into he prob-
lem of a need for college savings. To blend these two proolems to-
gether and to create a long-term solution that would address each
problem. In such an arrangement, parents and other investors
would finance loans to needy students utilizing the Federal subsidy
structure now in place for the Stafford loan program, introducing
institutional risk sharing would do much, I think to restore some
integrity to the program and to limit the costs of the Federal Gov-
ernment for defaults. Federal subsidies, rather than flowing as in-
centives to commercial lenders to provide commercial credit to stu-
dents would instead flow to families and students to encourage
them to stay for college.

I have attached a discussion paper to my written remarks that
go into this at some greater depth.

These are some thoughts on middle income families and the diffi-
culties they are facing in sending their children to college. A mean-
ingful Federal response can be focussed on immediate and I think
short-term issues as well as longer-range aspects of this.

I am finished and very pleased to answer any questions that you
have.

[The prepared statement of Dennis J. Martin follows:]

1 ) r-.1
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REMARKS BEFORE IRE ROUSE SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

HEARINGS ON THE REAUTHORIZATION OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT

MAY 9. 1991, WASHINGTON, D.C.

I am Dennis J. Martin, Assistant Provost and Director of Financial Aid at

Washington University. in St. Louis, Missouri. I am very grateful for the

opportunity to appear before members of the House Subcommittee on Post-

secondary Education its part of the aeries of hearings on the Reauthorization

of the Higher Education Act. my 16 years of experience in administering

student financial assistance programs has allowed me to see, first hand, the

leadership this body has brought to educational policy in this country. To

(hairman Ford and Congressman Coleman in particular I express my apprecia-

tion on behalf of the countless students who I know to have henefited

greatly from the student assistance programs you have supported over the

years. In the current climate we too often overlook how instrumental

federal student assistance has been La transforming our society. Despite

well documented problems, the basic configuration of student aid in this

country works.

Introduction

For reasons that I believe become clear as we listen to the panelists called

before the Subcommittee today. this Reauthorization presents the occasion

for ouch needed change and improvements in student aid. As we look ahead,

-1-
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we nust recognize that although the basic structure of federal student aid

has worktd in the past, new pressures, new challenges, aew demands create an

impetus, perhaps even a consensus for change. The challeese befare the

Congress, it occurs to se. is to marshal a vast, comprehensive agenda that

touehes upon a wide variety of economic, domestic and educational priorities

that demand our attention.

One of these priorities involves the needs of niddle income families who now

struggle to manage the costs of college. The higher educatioval pursuits of

children from iddle income families,
the traditional college-goima student,

are now greatly influenced by concerns about the cost of going to college.

Today's middle income student typically comes from a family with two working

parents, who have had little opportunity to have saved for college, who have

limited investment expertise, most often more than one child, and who are

likely tr have modest retirement benefit plans.

in discussing the needs of middle income families it is important to depart

from this premise: there is no question that the federal ewOhasis (particu-

larly in a program such as the Pell Grant) should be on the most needy and

economically disadvantaged students. We should also stand firm on the

fundamental policy objective that no student be denied access to his or her

higher educational pursuits an the basis of financial factors alone. This

ideal has long guided public and institutionsl policy efforts. It is not

always attainable, given the limits of resources and the intense demand for

them; but I believe it is the ideal to which we should ccatinue to aspire,

-2--
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Issues Facing Middle Imam Families

With respect to the needs of middle income families, there seems little

doubt that sending s child to college can be a financial hardship. Articles

with titles like these call attention to the problem "Working Class

Students at Selective Colleges: Where Have They Oone7" ("College Board

Review", Winter 1987-88, Hassan and Reynolds) and "Caught in the Squeeze:

Financial Aid and the Emotional Middle Class" ("College Board Review",

Wiater 1990-91, Quinn). The popular media, be it television, radio. news-

papers and such periodicals as 'Money" magazine, have seized upon this

subject. Perhaps one of the clearer articulations of this problem comes

from Dr. Frank Levy, professor of economics at the University of Maryland's

School of Public Affairs. In an article published in the Summer 1989

"College Board Review", Dr. Levy makes this point;

From the end of World War II through 1973, median family income

grew steadily, never goiag more than three years without setting

a new record (in real teems). In 1947, it stood at $14,868 (in

today's dollars). By 1973, it stood at $30,966. In the inter-

vening years, income inequity was not changing much . but the

middle class was growing becauee the whole income distribution

was moving to a higher ground. My income doubled; your income

doubled; inequality betwren us (and the shape of the income

distribution) was not changing dramatically, but we were both

better able to afford a single-family home, a car, two cars,

-3-
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a washer and dryer, and the other trappings of a middle class

life. The middle class was growing because more people were

elle to purchase a middle ctass lifsetyle.

Atter 1973. incases staanated. Being in the middle of the

income distribution no longer guaranteed a middle class life-

style and fears of a vanfshing middle class began to spread.

nr. Levy goes on to point that since 1973 individual wages and salaries

indeed stegnated, but living standards did not. importantly. the demagraph-

ics of the work force .,hangefi, OR "large numbvre at WORM entered the labor

force; the biggest baby-boom cohorts case of age and entered the labor

force; and these later baby-boomers married relatively late and had small

familiee."

Despite the seemingly tranquil period of low inflation and low unemployment

in recent years, middle income families find their purchasing power is much

less then that of saddle income families in the early 1970e. This rings

*Specially true in terms of paying for college. Many economists have

pointed out that the only way families have been able to make ends meet over

thy last ten years hag been to rely upon second income. indeed, among

Washington University financial aid recipients the majority of student, come

from household' where both parents work. The earning power of these

household" has suffered a good deal in the last ten years, but more

importantly, what prospects do the nest ten years hold? How will middle

-4-
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income families, many of whom already hems both parents working, cope in the

future?

A recent study conducted by the Consortium on Financing Higher Education

(COME) illustrates how these trends impact upon college enrollment deci-

sions of middle income students. The report, "Tracing the Economic Back-

grounds of COME Students: Has There seen a Middle-Income Melt?" includes

an examination of national income distribution data for families whose

children are in the college going age. In comparing 1979 data with pro-

jected incomes for 1989, the researchers "find an increase in the proportion

from below middle income families of 8 percentage points, a decline in the

middle income proportim of 2 percentage pcints, and a decrease in the

proportion above middle income of 6 percentage points." (Schapiro,

O'Malley, Litton, 1990)

We have a compound problem. Not only has the purchasing power of tbe middle

class diminished; in more recent years, upward mobility ham been halted and

oven declined. These trends *pact the college decision asking process in

very evaningful wsys as the COFNS report points out:

(1) Over the lest decade the percentage of students from middle income

families enrolling At ths high tnitiom independant institutions has

&relined. (Family incomes a $40.000460,000 are the focus of this

finding.)

-5-
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(2) A substantial proportion of this decline is dUi to the decrease in sucb

families in society at large.

(3) State flagship universities, 40 opposed to smaller state regional

colleges and universities, hove also elperienced decreases in tudents

from middle inomme families, thus paralleling the trend at the higher

tuition independent institutions.

(4) Despite the fact that current financial ald programa are effective in

asking high cost education affordable for middle income students, many

do not apply to these institution. because they orer.stimste the costs.

In my opinion, information about the availability of financial aid and

making the case for higher education in cost/benefit terms for students and

parents is a job for colleges and universities, not the federal government.

However, beyond this basic informational level, the reports described above

document the economic strain middle income families confront in sending

their children to college. This is a very real factor that requires federal

attention.

A Brief Description of Financial Aid at Washington University

There is not a day that goes by without my realizing the enormous sacrifice

students and parents make to fulfill higher educational pursuits.

Washington University is a high cost school, Chir tuition in the coming

-b-
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academic year is 515,950. Our total coots range from 522-124.000 per year.

Despite these costs, our enrollments have held steady. Ln part this is due

to a successful financial aid program that combines federal and state funds

with significant institutional reisonrces. In the 89-90 academic year,

approzimately WO% of our undergraduates received some kind of financial

assistance. Of thoee who received any kind of aid, 15% received an SHOO,

1814 a Pell Grant, 41% a CWS job, 55% a Perkins Loan and 55% a Stafford Loan.

Most of these students receive assistance from more than one federal

program. These data euggest the importance of the federal programa in

enablins students to help themselves meet our costs by working and

borxowing.

?he maiority of aided undergradnates (nearly 90%) receive Washington

University scholarship funde. 'kne partnership between federal rtudeet

401110tAnce and institutional support Is the key underpinnind of our finan-

cial aid program. We view OW Colt in providing financial aid AO An educa-

tional expense and An investment we make in our students, who in turn become

one of our greatest assets.

At Washington University, because of our institutional commitment to schol-

arship aid, the grant/loan imbalance tbet is well documented in national.

aggregate terms does not exist. Despite increases in our costs, the

Stafford Loan borrowing level (in terms of numbers of students and amount

borrowed) has remained flat and has actually declined over the last ten

years as shown to this table:

-7-
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Washington University

Academic Year

Undergraduate Stafford Loan Activity

of
Students Total $

80-81 1.924 $4.2 million
81-82 2,380 $5.7 million
82-83 1,957 $4.7 aillion
83-84 1,973 $4.7 million
84-85 2.166 $5.2 million
95-86 2,064 $5.0 million
86-87 1,948 $4.7 million
87-88 1,816 MI million
88-89 1,670 $4.8 million
89-90 1,684 $4.9 million

More importantly, our analysis of cumulative undergradgate debt of our

students relative to projected starting salaries demonstrates that, OA

average, the debt/income ratio of ou graduating seniors is unchanged over

the last sir years. Our low default rats attests to the integrity of our

students, the quality of their undergraduate esperianoe and suggests as mell

a greater capacity for student loans to help them amd their faiths. meet

pur educational costs. Above all else, these data remind us that the

Stafford Loan program, from the perspective of Washington University stu-

dents, ts the single sort Isportant form of federally sponsored assistance

today.

The critical factor in maintaining manageable debt levels and the grant/loan

balance ia the dedication of institutional resources in the furs of scholar-

ship assistance to our students, It is well known that the purchasing power

of federal grant aid hap steadily declined, especially fron the perspective

-8-
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of independent colleges and universities. To maintain enrollments and

especially to promote eradiate quality and diversity in oft tudaat body. we

have oo choice but to increase our feeding of erhoLarehips for needy

*rodents. As the following chaste illustrate, Washington Uelversity new

dedicates igoificaatly more of its own resources to its stideat aid proves

then mos the case a decode ay. when federal grant support had greater

impact tor our students. In the currant academic year. 90% of the grant

support Washington University undergraduates receive is from University

controlled sources Federal want support (Pell sod SMOO) makes up TM and

Missouri State Greet support about A. In the 90-81 academic year,

Wicshingtoo University fun& represented bit% of the total, Pell and SMOG

repro/coated 21%, sad the Missouri State Grant represented 11%.

DISTRIBLMON OF souRas FOR LIKEIRGRADUTE GRANT AID
FEDERAL, STATE AND WASI-INGTON UNIVERSITY SOURCES
ACADEMIC 'TARS 80-81 AND 90-91

1980-81
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Arrived in thia manner, these data reflect the relation of institutional.

federal and state great assiBtange at an institution like Washington

University. A more dramatic representation of the institutional commitment

to financial aid is seen in the following chart which plot' the dollar

volume (in current dollars, unadjusted for inflation) of these aid sources

over the same timeframe. Over the period examined, federal and state aid

sources are relatively flat while institutional funds climb from nearlY

$5 million in 80-81 to nearly $20 million in 90-91.

20
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In addition to these features of our student financial aid program, the

University nas developed and expanded an tnnovative financing plan that can

be need by parents to manage our costs over a ten year period with added

Protection against yearly inflation. Our Cost Stabilization Plan has become

the model for similar programs at other high tuition institutions.

Importantly, CSP has become a financial vehicle for many middle income

families.

However, despite this enormous ccumitment tl student aid, the University's

resources ACC limited and the demand for Assistance ia great. even with the

scholarship prOSITAR described above, there are some students whose financial

needs cannot be fully met. Middle income students are especially hard hit

by the fact that annual and aggregate student loan levels have not been

increased in several years while, over the ease time, eligibility criteria

has tightened. Not all middle incoare parents can participate in innovative

financing programa; not all have adequate assets for college needs as well

as retirement and other family needs. Families with multiple children in

college, especially those who value the education offered by independent

colleges and universities, face significant difficulties And often

demonstrate high levels of need. The frequency ot divorced and single

parent households presents a host of unique and difficult problems for

students from middle income families.

1 3
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The Federal Role in Assisting Middle Income Students;

Immediate, Short Term Policy Issues

GiVen this backdrop, there are several immediate, short-term priorities I

believe the Congress should consider in Chis Reauthorization. These are

listed below, in the priority order I believe appropriate;

(1) lows, to student and parent loans, under current, attractive borrower

terms with teoreased annual And Aggregate amounts, to essential.

Whether the vehicle for this is the current Stafford Loan/PLUS

structurewhich has the obvious appeal of using federal funds to

leverage mach greater amounts of commercial credit for needy college

students--or a new direct loan prc.rengiven the opportunities pro-

vided by credit reform legislation--is an important policy question

requiring further consideration and debate. Either way, the fact is

student loans, ea they are currently configured, work for students

atteading Institutions like Washington University. Students need

access to loans under reasonsble repayment terms; they show great

willingness to invest in themselves and their education; Almost all of

aur students rePSY their loans (the latest USED Stafford default rate

for Washington University Is 1.81); when Asked, our borrowers express

apprcciation for the opportunity to have borrowed. As mentioned

earlier, Stafford Loans in particular have become the most effective

form of federal assistance for our undergraduates. We cannot afford to

lose this ground.

-12-
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(2) Me nature of federal student aid must cantinas to be wnsed-baiwtdw and

tbe need assessment =Let reflect our unions divervity in college going

ePticns am well the difference. in college costa. Within the overall

need analysis system, specific program eligibility criteria can and

should be developed to better target federal programs. It could be

argued, for instance, that Pell Grants as the foundation level of

assistance should be directed to neediest students. This is the

lone-standing tradition of the program. A working definition of

"middle income" for federal student aid purposes might be that middle

income begins where Pell Groot eligibility ends. In this way, remain-

ing in a need-based context, programs like SEOG and Stafford GSL in

particular can be most effective.

(3 )

Considering program eligibility to terms like this might be useful in

creating new opportunities. For instance, in the case of Stafford OSI,

the removal of boss and farm assets from the computation of eligibility

would provide such needed and significant relief to middle income

families who often find themselves excluded fro* the current federal

student aid system' dUe to the asoessment of non-llquid assets.

Ths Campug-Based programs, SZOO, CWS and Perkins =ST, =At be main-

tained. These are the federal programs that Make the most difference

for students seeking to enroll at schools like Washington University.

Recent data compiled by ACE from the 1990 National Postsecondary

Student Aid Study demonstrates that, overall. 27% of Campus-Based funds

-13-
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go to students from families with incomes above $30.000; at indliumndent

colleges and universities 46% of these funds help middle income

families. An/ federal policy interest in assisting middle income

families must incorporate the longstanding and effective Campus-Based

prograns.

Not surprisingly, disproportionate numbers of our disadvantaged and

minority students benefit from SEOG which allows us to package greater

levels of grant assistance (each year) than we would otherwise be able

to provide. These students, who have stromg academic credentials,

typically receive total grant assistance in the area of $10,000 with

$2,000 of this being an BEOG and the rest comprised of a smaller Pell

Grant and the balance being institutional assistance. Many of these

students come from middle income families.

An improvement in MG to be considered would be to give institutions

with strong retention/grachiation records increased Allocations in order

to provide larger grant amounts for students in the junior and mentor

yearbackloading, if you will--to recognize and reward persistence and

academic progress.

With our loan collections under the Perkins program and annual federal

capital contributions, we generate approximately $4 million each year

for needy undergraduate and graduate students. If this program werr

-14-
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eliminated. what form of assistance would be available to replace these

funds/

College Work-Study promotes retention, offers students much needed

termrtime earnings and maintains en age old principle of working your

way through college. Given the increases in costs it is no longer

feasible to expect stmdents to do so entirely on their own ... but in

fact many students work hard to finance their college costs, in large

part thanks to the federal support available under CWS,

The Federal Role in Assisting Middle Income Students:

Longsr Range Policy /ssues

If there were only one recommendation for middle income families I could

make for this Reauthorization, it would be that Congress take the leadership

in developing a meaningful, well planned national college savings program.

Since the days of Duquesne University's effort to offer a tuition guaranteed

payment plan, to the state of Michigan's attempt to do ao on a state-wide

basis, we have learned a great deal. Institutional and state-specific plans

have sputtered and failed because they are by definition too narrow in focus

wad counter to the wide reaching options and offerings fmndamental to higher

edazation in the United States. The notion of guaranteed tuition--specific

to certain inatitutions--has also been a troubling part of these programs.

-15-
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Despite the publiC am:eel, such guarantees often impose severe risks on

tates, institutions. and ultimately taxpayers.

What's needed then is a national college saving]; program, offering families

secure investments, reasonable rates of return in relation to college cost

inflation, and unlimited collage choice. Families, especially middle income

families, need incentives to save. With a nation-wide program, one could

envision a college fund that would invest large pools of money, which could

be hiyhlY diversified and well managed.

We labor about how we might deal with college sevines of this order on the

need analysis side of the equation, but I'm convinced this is putting the

cart well before the horse. Once the baitiative is seized to develop a

national college savings plan, how we deal with its results will become a

much more tangible issue to resolve. Clearly, some incentives should exist

to encourage college savings.

There are many ways to think about a college savings plan. One idea would

be to fold the problem of Stafford GSL costs and defaults and the problem of

collegt savings together to create a long-term solution that speaks to each.

The attached discussion paper outlines such a proposal in greater detail.

The concept calls for the creation of a national student loan bank that

borrows from parents and others (who are encouraged to invest in a college

savings program) and lends to students under terms similar to those of the

current Stafford GSL. We believe such a program could be implemented
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w ithout any new federsl costs. and that introduction of institutional risk

sharing for student loan defaults would be one important memos of *proving

the overall federal student aid system.

These ere some ideas about the challenges middle income families face in

* ending their children to college. A meaningful federal responae can be

focused both on immediate. short-ranse issue* and longer term solutions.

Fortunately, we do not need to start from scratch but can build instead upon

the solid foundation of federal programs that have helped millions of

students since the Higher Education Act was first conceived. The time is

right for improvesent. change and innovative leadership. I very much

appreciate the opportunity to discuss the needs of middle income families

and how a federal response might be directed. I'd be happy to address any

questions. Thank you.

ILIN/127
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Nay 1, 1991

USING COLLEGE SAVINGS TO FINANCE STUDENT LOANS

&song the toughest questions in higher education finance are
how do we reduce defaults in the expensive and seemingly
intractable federally guaranteed student loan program and what
can be done to encourage families to save for the growing costa
of a college education. The answers may lie in a coordinated
solution.

THE CONCEPT

Ths Loa; Problem. The number of borrowers who fan to repay
their Stafford guaranteed student loan program continues to soar.
Consequently, federal costs escalate. To reduce federal costs
related to defaults greater risk sharing is essential. The
federal goverment alone can no longer be expected to shoulder
the sole burden when borrowers tail to repay. Recent efforts to
tighten program regulations may, in time, produce marginal
results. But, regulations, as detailed as the government tries
to make them, will never replace appropriate self-interest. It
is critical that lenders have a financial stake in the security
of the loan. Representatives from these financial organizations,
however, are uniform in their rejection of the notion that they
should share some of the default risk. They complain that the
profit in the program is only marginally sufficient to keep them
involved and if they were forced to assume some part of the risk,
students from the poorest families would have less access to
capital.

Thm Saving_Rroblem. Not all families can afford to save fcr
higher education. For those families whose current income lust
meets current expenses, a public college savings policy can do
little. However, for many families the major obetacle to college
savings is the existence of an adequate savings vehicle -- one
which is safe and offers a rate of return that will exceed
inflation after taxes are paid. Surprisingly, it is not very
easy for the average saver to find such an investment. Bank
accounts, for example, now return about 5 percent. If a family is
in the 28 percent bracket and pays a 6 percent state income tax,
the net return to passbook savings is only about 3.4 percent.
After subtracting an inflation factor of 4 percent, the families
real return is LESS THAN ZERO. The recent revislons to U.S. EE
Savings Bonds are welcome and demonstrate a real interest on the
part of policymskers to address this concern. However, for most
middle income families, the opportunities are limited. In spite
of the addition of a tax subsidy to sone savers, the return is
modest. And even with this extra tax advantage, the appreciation
of the bonds is not likely to keep up with college costs.
Historically, families would still have been far better eff
investing in their homes.
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In fact, by examining the financial markets from 1926 to
19901 it is clear that no fixed income investments -- even
corporate bonds -- keep pave with inflation after 25 to 10
percent is taken out for taxes. Is it necessary to subsidize
college savings if we want to offer families an attractive yield?
In general the answer would be yes except that the Stafford
Student Loan program may offer a unique opportunity.

gallium. The creation of a student loam bunk that barrooms
from wrests and lends to students could help resolve both
problems without any additional cost to the government. The
first step would be to charter a national college savings bank.
The bank's mission would be to loan money to students. Ita
source of capital would be families who want to save for college.
CUrrently, the federal government guarantees that financial
organizations participating in the program will earn a rate
equivalent to T-Bill + 3.25 percent and the government fully
insures tha loan. This proposal calls for that same rata of
inter-Jet but participating colleges and schools would co-insure
15 percent of the loans. Although connersial lenders have
rejected sharing the risk, educational institutions have an
interest which extends beyond the loan transaction. Schools tnd
colleges went to impure that qualified atudents have access to
capital. Consequently, these institutions should be willing to
co-insure some reasonable part of the loan.

If the bank earns T-Bill plus 3.25 percent on its loans, it
could pay parents T-Bill plus 2 percent on their savings. Today
that would be about 8 percent -- 3 percent over bank deposits and
2 percent over US Savings Sonde. After factoring in a 4 percent
inflation rate and taxes the net return would be about 1,4
percent. From the 1.25 percent spread that the bank earns (T-
Bill + 3.25 minus T-Bill + 2), 1 percent would be used for
administrative expense* and .25 percent would be used to create a
default reserve.) This default reserve would be pro-rated on an
institution's specific basis to be used in meeting the
institution's 15 percent share of default commitments.

The new loan program, could be essentially transparent to
student borrowers. That is, the terms could remain exactly as
they had been under the Stafford Loan Program. However, it would
probably be worthwhile to use the momentum of reform to make
modest improvements. For example, the length of the loan could
be extends,: and an option for "balloon° payeents could be offered
to graduates who expect their repayment ability to grow with
time. These changes would permit much needed increases in the
yearly and maximum loan limits for qualified students.

If a saver withdraws the funds for non-postsecondary
education expenses, the rate of return they would earn would be

1. ALsicla.._Iimicia.Jailla_aaiLlialiktleILL-1.92.024eaKbaeli
Ibbotson Aseociates, Chicago: 1991.
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lower than that earned for college saving', say T-Bill - 2
percent. The windfall profit that the bank would have earned can
be re-directed into a need-besed student aid plan for
participants. This provision would raise the return earned by
faaUiea leaet able to pay for college expenses and would help
deflect the criticise that parents who save for college risk
losing student aid.

CONCLUSION

The above discussion just sketches the plan. All of the
parameters can be changed including the possible addition of tax
advantage. The essential notion is to make greater use of
current goverment funding, and to provide both greater access to
credit financing to current students and meaningful savings
incentives to parents and others in anticipation of future
college needs. All of this can be done while creating some
significant savings for the federal government by reducing loan
defaults.

.1 -;
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NATIONAL COLLEGE SA1aNGS/LOAN RANR

The following discussion begins with the assumption that the described
National College Savings/Loan Sank would aerve as a replacement for the
current Stafford Gueranteed Student Loan program. In this scenario.
Stafford Lomas would be phased out, without penalties to borroweri or
institutions. and the new program would be phased in. Other approaches
could be taken. It's conceivable, for instance, that the current Stafford
Loan program and the new program could co-exist. If this were the case.
further elements in the new program would be required. These would include
incentives for colleges and universities to participate and sore attractive
terms for students in the new program. For parposes of this discussion,
however, we assume that the new program is Wended as a replacement.

QUESTIONS/ANSWERS

(I) Row would the jprogram be phased in?

In the year the new proeram is established, all first time borrowers
would be directed to the National College Savings/Loan Sank. Renewul
borrowers would continue ED receive loans through prior established
lenders until such time as the student's educational program is com-
plete, or farther borrowing is not required. In four to ten years,
commercial lenders would be phased out.

(2) How would capital be raised for student loans. estimating a need of
&bout il0B-S1511 at a steady state level, four out (estimate 338
in yesr one, SSS in year two, $78 in year three ?

Deposits by savers would be the primary vehicle for raising capital for
loans. Assuming rates (and tax benefits for college N.,"ers) are
attractive, savinss activity could be adequate to aro- ehe demand for
loans. In addition. student loans could be made on the basis of a line
ot credit in which institutions of higher education would be invited to
invest in the progras. Ln this arrangement, institutiots would provide
workine capital, earning interest on the investment at T-bill +2%. As
an example of how this might work, a consortium of independent private
colleges and universities, with adequate financial reserves and a
social commitment to slake financing of higher education accessible to a
wdde range of students at all institutions of higher education (public
or private) could provide significant capital, up front. Thirty such
institutions, investing SSOR per year would generate loan capital of
$1.511 per year.

Public institutions interested in joining in this 'ndesvor could use
their "foondatione" for the purpose of investing in student loans.

-1-
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(3) How would the IS% institutimal default coversge_work?

Under this preueeel. institutions agreeing to participate would commit
to finance up to 15S of the loco dollars of borrowers in default. in
calculating this mount, the institution would be liable onlY for the
amount of loans in &dealt used by che borrower at that institution.

The 15% represents the maximum institutiomal exposure. A small portion
(.25) of the routine Special Allowance Payment the Natiooal College
Savings/Loan Sank *erns would be used to create an ongoing default
reserve that would be proportionally available to institutions (based
on the current percentage of borrowers they enroll) to cover default
costs before the institutioo is required to cover any of these
expense. ,

This offeet would enable a wide range of institutioms to participate.
although any institution could select not to participate in the pea,
gram. The 15% default exposure is a small price to pey, even for the
lowest coot (most highly subsidieed) institutions. Por peblic institu-
tions, to the extent it ia necessary, state appropriations can be
earmarked for this PorPotie-

(4) In the case of private colleges and universities. would estimates for
defaults be booked as coutingent liabilities?

Tea. Each institution would have to determine the likely default rate
of its students and establish an appropriate reserve.

(5) Does a national College Saviggs/Loan Rank create a huge, federal
bureaucrecyl

Quite to the contrary, a structure can be envisioned that would operate
most efficiently. Lmportant delivery features such as electronic funds
transfers. the establiahment of a line of credit for drawdown of funds
to inatitutioes before the loan application process is complete. and
other feature, such as those would permit students to have access to
loan funds for tuition payments when they are needed, without long
delays and frustrating procedures.

(6) What would the role of state GSL agencies be in such an arrangement?

There is nothing in this proposal that would prohibit state GSL agen-
cies from functioning as they do now. Indeed, while the lending would
be centrslited at the federal level. ieportant operational efficiencies
are possible utilizing the strengtha of state agencies end their
localized attention to students and institutions.

-2-
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What about the current origination and insurance pTemium fess?

At the outset, such fees to students would remain in place in order to
guarantee adequate capital reserves to the National College
Savings/Loan Sank. In time. perhaps after only one year, such fees
would be eliminated and students would realize significant cost
savinas.

DMI:mcb
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Mr. SEsamio. I have no questions. I want to thank you both for
your presentation. The picture you gave us accurate.

I do have one concern. It is probably a question that we should
be asking ourselves. Vhat do you think will be the reaction to
secure more support for the families that you are talking about?
What do you then think will be the reaction on the campuses, and
in State organizations, and communities throughout the countr7 as
we move in this direction, if that is what we attempt to do? Since
we, in this country always seem to somehow manage to either in-
tentionally or not intentionally pit one group against the other. If
we move more and more in this direction as many of us feel that
we should, do we run the risk of running into trouble with other
segments of the community which will claim that we are dealing
with a community that should not be dealt with?

Mr. MART1N. I appreciate the question and the problem. The way
I look at it would be to suggest that it need not be an exclusive
solution that you craft. That instead we must recognize that the
fundamental role of the Federal Gcvernment's programs really
should be directed to studenta who demonstrate financial need.
There should be a great effort to help the lowest income and disad-
vantaged students in this country. We should not shirk that re-
sponsibility. But we should recognize that there are other chal-
lenges and other dimensions to this problem as well.

My own view is that by carefully crafting the Federal programs
in a way that speaks to these various problems, we can do a better
job with some significant new money, but perhaps with better reor-
ganization of the current money in ways that help a wider net of
students who have financial need and accomplish multiple interest
that the Federal Government has.

Sister MATEmcn. We do have some suggestions that you will be
looking at in more detail later. For example, for a restructuring of
the Pell grant prcgram, yes, it will cost some more money, but not
as much more money as one might anticipate giving the more ef-
fective way it will address the needs of students. This restructured
Pell grant would help some of the families that I am talking about
here. Removing the nonliquid assets, a certain significant portion
of a family farm or a family home from the needs analysis would
have an effect that would be of assistance to a broad range of fami-
lies.

So it is difficult in a time of limited resources to figure out how
to allocate those resources in an appropriate manner. But I think
what has happened over the pad 10 to 12 years is that this whole
segment of the population has been cut out of access of assistance
that they desperately need. This is kind of the core of the popula-
tion. I think if you look at some studies, it is really the first gen-
eration college students in many cases. The students from middle
class, lower middlf class that are the school teachers, the social
workers, the people who are committed to helping other people like
their own families move ahead and move on up farther into the
middle class. I think we are going to lose a lot if we make it diffi-
cult or impossible for these families to have their children in col-
lege. f7,, it is a tough problem but I think you have to tackle it.
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Mr. SF.RRANO. Even though it is a tough problem, you both, agree
that if we craft it properly, if that is what we choose to do, we do
not need to get into a competition between two people in need.

Well, thank you very much. Thank
Our next panel is panel three: Dr. Reggie Wilson, Senior Scholar

of the American Council on Education, Washington, DC; Mr. Cesar
M. Trimble, Vice President Hispanic Association of Colleges and
Universities, Washington, DC; Dr. Ann L. Bryant, Executive Direc-
tor of American Association of University Women in Washington,
DC; and Dr. Robert A. Corrigan, President, San Francisco State
University, San Francisco, California.

Thank you so much for joining us and for your patience in wait-
ing. We will begin to my left with Dr. Wilson. Keep in mind, of
course, that your comments go into the record so that if you have a
55-minute presentation, you do not need to read every word of it.
In fact, we will applaud you loudly if you do not read every word of
it.

STATEMENT OF DR. REGGIE WILSON, SENIOR SCHOLAR OF THE
AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. WI Isom Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you for the opportunity to appear again before this corn

mittee on the important issue of Higher Education Reauthorizatior
and to be able to speak on behalf of minoriAv and disadvantagec
students, particularly focussing my remarks ort African-Americar
students because my colleagues on this panel will be speaking tc
other issues.

The American Council on Education has an office of Minoritiet
in Higher Education as well as an Office of Women to look at those
protected groups who are under-represented in a number of areas.
In that regard, we represent all minority groups. But on this par-
ticular occasion, we have been asked to focus our remarks on Afri-
can-American students. I might mention that the American Coun-
cil on Education does issue an annual status report on minorities
in higher education. The documentation of much of my remarks is
contained in that report. I have brought some copies of that report
for the committee. Others in attendance are welcome to write ACE
and purchase those reports for $10.

In spealdng particularly to the concerns of African-American stu-
dents in higher education, it is important to recognize that there
has been progress. I think in order to balance my remarks, it is im-
portant to recognize that progress while understanding that Afri-
can-American students have overcome substantial socioeconomic
obstacles and have continued racial discrimination in American so-
ciety.

Some of that progress can be stated very succinctly. High school
graduation rates, for example, have improved from 60 percent to 77
percent. Some of that has been mentioned in the earlier testimony
of Art Hockman and Mr. Stedman.

Dropout rates have diminished considerably. However, they still
remain high in inner cities. The national assessment of educational
progress scores have steadily improved. We are very pleased with
that. SAT scores and ACT scores are at their highest level for mi-
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norities, so that the quality of the student body has improved.
Blacks are now taking more high school math and science courses
than previously, although that is still below the national average.
Blacks in college are majoring more in math-based fields than
before. Those are all indications of progress that has occurred
during the past several decades. Nevertheless substantial barriers
continue to exist for African-Americans' higher education. We
want to focus on those barriers because they address directly the
concerns that have been expressed by other participants in previ-
ous panels.

Black college participation rates have declined over the past 15
years, and need not detail that since the first panel talked in some
detail about the decline. Art Hockman talked about tuition and
economic barriers that prevent minority and low income students
to participate. Mr. Stedman talked about college participation rateswhich agrees with the data that we document in our American
Council on Education report. We have also done an analysis by
income levels. One of the things that was distressing to us was to
find a substantial number of middle income blacks with low par-
ticiw.tion rates contrary to those of some other groups.

The decline of black males has been Warningly low. That has
been a lower participation rate than for any other group than
higher education.

The decline of blacks in teacher education has been particularly
startling because that was the one area where African-Americans
were represented almost commensurate with their numbers in the
population. But that has declined from 12 percent to 5 percent par-
ticipation rates. Poverty and unemployment rates have increased
at the same time that college tuition has nearly doubled in the past
10 years making access for minorities even more difficult. The in-
creased use, and this was not mentioned in the previous panels, butI think it is an important consideration. The increased use by
States and institutions of standardized tests has had a significant
impact on access for minorities to higher education and the compe-
tition for college slots as a consequence of more people applyin# for
college. As Art Hockman talked about, the bumping down consider-
ation that many higher income students because of the increasing
cost of education are bumping down into the public flagships which
then pushes the competition for low income and minority students.
We are also concerned and have spoken to previous panels of the
Congress on the increasing incidence of racial harassment.

Finally, our concern about the retention and Faduation rates
which are below average. We make a number of significant recom-
mendations that are in the testimony and as a consequence, I won't
go into all of them. But certainly we support the concerns of others
speaking to the increased availability of student aid grants, the ne-cessity of those to cover more of the tuition increases that have
been going on for the past several years above the inflation rate
and also recognizing that many indeed a substantial plurality of
minority students are part-time students and are nontraditional in
that sense and not completing degrees in 4 years. In fact, the aver-
age that we now we is a six-year graduation rate to be more accu-
rate to the reality of student lives. We support the awarding of mi-
nority targeted scholarships. I have testified on the Senate side to

r.)
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this same issue. We echo the sentiments expressed by Secretary
Designate Lamar Alexander that he is for inclusion and not for ex-
clusion. We hope that he maintains that posture in looking at this
issue. We are submitting recommendations on minority scholar-
ships to the Secretary. He has asked us to assist him in making
those determinatior Continued support for expanded Federal pro-

gns, such as the trio programs, the EOP programs, which have a
ear track record of increasing college participation. We know

that those programs have had more to do with increasing participa-
tion of high-risk students. Also, we think that there ought to be
provided incentives for institutions that are making progress and
improving retention and graduation rates. Access is not enough.
When you find that African-American students on average after 6

asztoif
undergraduate study, only 27 percent have completed a

ureate degree, access is not sufficient. We need to concen-
trate on retention and graduation. Encourage the partnerships be-
tween 2 and 4 year institutions that will increase minority student
graduation. An excellent example is the partnership, for example,
between LaGuardia Community College and Vassar College. That
has significantly improved student completion of 2 year programs
and graduation from 4 year programs.

I know you want to move on to the other members of the panel
and the other recommendations that we have and the testimony, I
think, will be corroborated by some of the other comments. Thank
you very much.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Reggie Wilson tallowy]
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U. S House of Roper-sidsoves
Subcommittee on Po'. secondary Etucation
May 9,1991

Reeinekt Mon, Ph 13
Sensor &how
Amon= Council on Education

MINORITY ACCESS TO POST5ECONDARY EDUCATION

African American Progress and Barnert

bistoncal Background

Black participation in higher education in Amenca's majority institutions, in

any substantial numbers, is a relatively recent phenomenon. As recently as two

decades ago the majority of Blacks In college were in Historically Black Gallops

and Universities (HBCUs). However, two revolutions in Federal initiattves.

Supreme Court actions and CongressiOnal laws gave oonskterabia impetus to

Black and other rninonty participation in higher education that dramatically

changed both the number of those participants and their geographic distribution

throughout Amencan higher education institutions

Black participation, however, desp4te its dramatic increase was more

tenuous that permanent during this period of expansion. Wilson and Melendez

(1988) note most of the increase in Black undergraduate student enrollment was in

community colleges from which transfer rates to lour-year schools and unimate

attainment of degrees Is minimal Moreover. many 3lack faculty were in ethnic

studies and compensatory programs which were not tenure track position Many

administrators were directors of TRIO programs and special services.

!-
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HSCLis played a unique roar; in the education of Black Americans that had

not been expertenced by any other ethnic group, and therefore their history is

deserving of separate elaboration to augment the revolutions in Black higher

aadocation discussed in the preceding section. Historically Black colleges and

Universities (HBCUs) have for OWN 125 years provided higher education access

tor the avenvhelming majority of Blacks.

Before desegregation Mese institutions educated the overwhelming matority

of Black college gfadisater in the nation including the majority of physicians,

lawyers, and teachers

During their over orte hundred year history, HBCUs not only avere the nanny

exclusive avenue ot access to higher education but, with their nearly open door

policies, took in both the best prepared students and many who would not have

wan readily admissible to any college. And, by dlsregarcling customary admission

citterta, were able to successfully educate scholars in defiance of the predictrve

validity of traditional standantized tests.

g.gdmiudgy_aggsgds.

The substantial portion ot the dramatic enrollment increase of Blacks during

the 1960s and 1970s had been in the community manes. The most astonishing

2
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development in post-World War 11 higher education, the community colleges grew

from approximately 200 to nearly 1100 institutions by 1975. Because of their

traditionally 'open admissions policies, community colleges were more accessible

to minorities whose primary and secondary educational preparation was often not

competitive for entrance Into selective four-year colleges. Moreover, since a

majority of these Institutions went developed In the northern and western United

States, the trend of Biadt enrollment during the past two decades has increasingty

been outside of the south and into community colleges.
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Community colleges, while significantly increasing access, did not

substantial contribute to increasing baccalaureate degree production because of

low transfer roles of Black students to four-year schools. Despite most Black

community college students expressing a desire to complete a BA degree. less

than 1 5 percent transf Or to a four-year school and fewer still graduate.

When Judge John H Pratt's order to dismantle 10 previously y segregated

state higher education systems was upheld by the U.S Court of Appeals in 1973

(Adams v. Richardson), plans were required to be filed indicating how these states

3
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would intete the student boctleit, ;acuities, and administrations of their public

colleges and how they would 'enhance" their historicaily Black colleges. In the

newly 17 years since that order, the stales have moved with various degrees of

compliance to implement tricre plans.

The NAACP Legal Defense Fund (LDF). which filed the anginal lila suit,

maintained that "on virtually every measure. [the) states have failed to meet their

desegregation targets' and their goals for enhancing traditionally Black institutions,

"goals they themselves set in plans approved by [EDis] Office of Civil Rights."

Moreover, LEW charges, 'the die4xarity in college-voing rates between Blacks and

whites have consistently worsened in the last decaie." Black participation has

declined at all levels and that decline is compoundud by the 'stales aggressive

efforts in reform at elementary and seccmdary leveis [which] has hurt Blacks'

college erudllment; the retorm movement has escalated high school graduation

requirements without emphasis on getting Black end disadvantaged students into

college preparatory tracks." (Edwagon Daily, 1987)

Comparison of total enrollment figures in public institutions between 1980

arid 1984 in Adam states indicates that only tour states had increased the overall

Black enrollment al both two-year and four-year mstitutians. Those states were

Georgia, North Carolina, Oklahoma, and Texas. Alanama and Louisiana had

increased enrollments at four-year institutions but those at two-year schools had

declined.

Black participation in faculty positions between 1977 and 1983 decimed in

ait but seven Adams states Flonda, Georgia, Kentucky, North Carolina, Oklahoma,

Ohio, and Pennsylvania. Black participation in administration tor this same penod

Increased in 1 lot 19 Adams states - Arkansas, Delaware, Flonda. Georgia,

Louisiana. North Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Texas, and West

Virginia

IrI) ..1.)
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Ffigher education desegregation did mat provide the solution to btackaccess

to higher education that some optimists in the 1910s had expected. indeed, more

stringent requirements tor access to higher education (higher lest scores, more

academic courses) have been enacted In the AdamR states than in all other states.

The imposition of these standanis, combnad with the Reagan administration

assault on equal opportunity programs, has had a substantially delitertous effecton

minority participation in higher education during the 1980s. it is important to

remember that the Adams ruling on higher education desegregation was handed

down in 1973; after litigation most state plans were approvad by 1980, with

Implementation begun in 1982 and 1983. Thus, the actual impact of Adams

enforcement in higher education was only felt for about five years before Judge

Pratt dismissed the case.

CUMELS1E11116.121.111aa.farlicinallia.

In addition to the impact of the Reagan administration policies, certain other

measurable factors have contributed to the declining participation of Blacks in

higher education including the following facts:

Fad: There are more American Indians, Hispanics, and Blacks below the

poverty line today than there were ten years ago.

Fad: Hispanic unempioyment is about SO Foment higher than the rate for

whites and Black u lempioyment is two and one-half times as high.

Fad: The gap in life expectancy between Blacks and whites has grown

worse tor Blacks since 1984.

5
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Fact: Infant mortality tor Blacks has grown worse in the past ten years.

Fact: Despite increasing high school graduation rates tor both Hispanics

and Blacks, both groups proportional enrollment in higher education

has itharply declined since 1976.

The impact of the declines in undergraduate enrollments over the past

decade are now having similarly devaslating effects oo degrees granted to Blacks

at the undergraduate. graduate. and doctoral levels.
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The only area where Slacks have shown mOdest degree Increases in et the

first professional degree level. However, these increases were Insufficient to offset

losses at the lower degree and doctoral levels.
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What factors must be addressed in improving Black academic achievement

in elementary and secondary schools that will enhance collegiate access?

First, we know that minorities take fewer high school academic courses in

preparation for college than do whites.

Second. the quality of education in inner-city and in predominatty minority

schools is maduidly inferior to that in suburban and middle-class schools. It is still

true, as It has always been, that those with the most resources aro provided the

best education, and those requiring the most help are given the poorest resources

and have of them the lowest expectations.

Not only educational practices but teachers attitude and expectations of

students diffar between schools which are effective and schools which reinforce

subordinate status and expectations of failure. TtesajeciLifteiaaltueslaaelle,lte

14 : gg g gg g : g Is I *. 10 I t; Sok ; S ; 1 ;
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Elementary and secondary schools which are edtrcationally effective adopt

a comprehensive appruach in which there is collaborative invotvement of

administrators, parents, teachers and support stilt oil committed to imProving the

school climate, pupil academic performance, and teaching staff development. This

includes:

1) A learning model is established that Is characterized by a set of high,

purposive and accelereted goals

2) Time devoted to teaming is increased by eliminating such chores as

school announcementS, attendance taking, unnecessary room

changes and other tasks which do not contribute to learning.

3) Contracts are established with parents to assist in school governance

by identifying acceptable school behaviors and allowing them, while

also identifying expected after-school activities that parents will

monitor,

4) A heavily languaged-based curriculum undenies all subjects,

Including mathermatics, to increase student conceptual and analytic

5) Periodic and systematic assessments are carried out to assure thal

students are achieving goals and to assure accountability of school

staffs,

8
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0) In-serviCe training of teachers is established in classroom

owinIzation and management, and in techniques of positive

reinforcement to increase desirable classroom behavior el pupils.

CONCLUSION

E13100112:

It is important to recognize the progress that has been made by AIntan

Americans in education while overcoming substantial socioeconomic obstaclee

and continued racial discr minnow

o High school graduation rates have improved from 50 percent to 70

percent since 1970.

o Dropouts have diminished while still being high in inner cities.

o National Assessment of Education Progress scores have steadily

improved.

o SAT and ACT scores are at their highest level.

o Blacks take more high schoo1 math and science courses than

previously, though still below the national average.

o Blacks in college major more in math-based fields than before

Likunara;

Nevertheless, substantial bamers confinue to exist for African Americans in

higher education.

o Black college participation Totes have declined in the past 15 years

o Participatkv:i by blavf:k males is alarmingly haw

o Decline at Blacks in teacher education is al its lowest level.

o Poveity !ovals and unemployment rates have increased.

9
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O College tuition has doubled in the past 10 years making minority

access even more difficuft.

o Increased use of standanzed tests and more competition for college

admissions has also restricted access.

o Incidents of radel harrassment have also increased

o Black college retention and graduation rates are far below average.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The national leadership of the Congress in supporting Increased access for

minorities to higher education has been a courageous beacon to the nation in

these times of economic stringency. The Congress needs to continue to send a

strong signal that it supports increased access and "inclusion not exclusion in the

words of then, Secretary of Education designate. Lamar Alexander. tt needs to

make apparent to the nation that it supports chversity initiatives. without quotas, but

with clear goals to remove the historic barriers of racial discrimination arid poverty

to improve the participation of African Amencans in higher education in that spirit,

we make the following recommendaitons;
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Mr. SERRANO. Thank you, Dr. Wilson.
Mr. Trimble.

STATEMENT OF CESAR M. TRIMBLE, VICE PRESIDENT HISPANIC
ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES, WASHING-
TON, DC

Mr. TIUMBLE. Thank youlMr. Chairman.
My name is Cesar Mario Trimble. I am the Vice President of

HACU, the Hispanic Association of Colleges and Universities.
In order to perhaps provide a little bit more perspective to the

comments, I would like to share with you
Mr. SERRANO. Incidentally, I say Czar, but I would never say

Cerano because the stenographer would never get. So I do not roll
my R's in my name

Mr. TRIMBLE. I would like to provide some comments about the
association and who we are and perhaps who we are not.

The Hispanic Association of Colleges and Universities is a rela-
tively young national association of colleges and universities. We
are a coalition of public and private, nonprofit 2 year and 4 year
colleges and universities where at the institution the minimum
Hispanic enrollment overall is 25 percent.

ere are about 112 of these institutions. Typically, they are
your less visible tyw institutions, the community colleges, the
Lamar College in New York, the Florida International University,
the Texas ANI in Kingsville, the California State University, Los
Angeleslower wealth type a institutions and you can find them
in the nine States where you'll find the Hispanic population from
California to Texas, Florida, Illinois, New York and New Jersey,
the Island of Puerto Rico.

These 122 institutions represent about 4 percent of the colleges
and universities, but we enroll almost one-half of all the Hispanics
and higher education.

The association exists to promote the development of the
member colleges and universities and to improve the educational
opportunity for Hispanic students. Part of the way that we attempt
to do this is by meeting the needs of business industry and Govern-
ment to the kinds of resources and products If our institutions.

The reauthorization of the Higher Edu ,ation of 1965 is taking
place, we think, within a brilliant window of opportunity when
many demographers and many economists and many futurists
have really offered us a challenr that as we proceed into the 21st
Century that it is in the Nation s best interest to produce more en-
gineers, scientists, technologists, teachers, health professionals. The
challenge has to be mixed with the reality that of the 21st Century,
about one-third of the population will be a minority. The reality of
the demographics into the 21st century is that that has already
happened in some parts of the Nation. In some parts of the Nation,
some regions can pretty well be described as being predominantly
Hispanic as it is in South Texas and in other States.

The demographics of the Hispanics, I think, have been pretty
well documented. I do recommend to all of usthe publication of
the American Council at Education, Minorities and Higher Educa-
tion, it has a special section this year that focusses on Hispanics in
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education and the demographics of that Hispanic. Most of the sta-
tistics that are in my written comments were referenced from that
publication.

I think we all pretty well understand that the Hispanic is the
fastest growing minority group. Sometime early in the 21st centu-
ry, it will be the largest minority group in the Nation. That reality
has already happened in some parts. We are a young population. In
being young, the birth rates are such that combined with immigra-
tion and migration patterns, we will continue at a much quic er
pace than the non-Hispanic part of the population.

As this demographic reality continues, there will indeed be more
Hispanic serving institutions of higher educationthose having the
minimum 25 percent Hispanic enrollment.

The Hispanics still exist quite a bit in poverty, low income be-
cause as in the Nation, there still remains a close correlation be-
tween economic disadvantage and cultural difference. The Hispanic
is, in terms of high school graduation, almost one-half do not grad-
uate from high school as compared with about 21 percent of the
non-Hispanic population that are non-high-school graduates.

As we take a look at the almost half drop-out rate and we take a
look at an almost half or a half graduation rate, we at HACU take
a look at drop-out rates and graduation rates with a great sense of
concern in that from what we have heard from AT&T and IBM,
the Department of Defense, is that many of the high school gradu-
ates of today are not ready for the workplace.

Many of the high school graduates today are under-prepared.
They are not ready to attempt a college education. If that is the
case, then I will submit to you that perhaps the success rates of our
schools might be closer to 20 or 25 percent.

The Higher Education Act of 1965 and the reauthorization, the
summary comments and recommendations that HACU would like
to make is that as a national association of colleges and universi-
ties that are Hispanic serving, we strongly encourage precollegiate
focus. The failure of Hispanics and other groups in the Nation are
not failures that happen at the 10th, 1 lth, 12th, 13th, 14th or 15th
grade. It is because of something that did not happen or something
that did happen at the lower grades.

So precollegiate programs are strongly recommended by HACU.
Along the same lines, HACU itself has committed itself to a pre-
dominantly precollegiate type activity called the Hispanics Stu-
dents Success program. I have offered a description of that along
with my testimony.

Student financial assistance is critical to the types of students
that are served by our member colleges and universities. Loans
versus grant kind of issues will be coming before you. Also the in-
creasing of the minimum types of grants and the maximum grants,
I think, are going to be very challenging in a time that we are
faced with addressing program integrity rind the kinds of things
that we need to do to decrease fraud and abuse. I would caution
that as we proceed with those two, that we be careful not to over-
react with some issues that might tend to inadvertently hurt a cer-
tain group that WSB not intended by the Congress as we experi-
enced last year and as we are trying to weed through some of the
legislative proposals that currently have the potential of affecting
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negatively a tremendously large number of limited English speak-
ing citizens and recent immigrants. That is the ability to benefit
kind of issue.

Title M. Our recommendation is that you strongly consider initi-
ating Hispanic serving institutions part of Title III. The specific
$30 million appropriation to fund that particular initiative. The
fdstory of targeting resources within Title III has been there from
the very beginning. The original intent of Title M, and I think that
the Hispanic serving institutions initiative and the recommenda-
tion is a great complement to the Higher Education Act of 1965.

TRIO. As stated earlier about when failure tends to be experi-
enced is not the reality of where it took place. It is that TRIO in
(Fr opinion must be expanded to reach the lower grades. At the
very least, the middle schools. Many of the that are in
place today tend to identify academic successesPr=ourage that
changes be considered that will help us create academic successes.

Again, I offer that the process that we are all engaged in is
taking place within a brilliant window of opportunity for all of us
and for the Nation.

I suggest, as in my written remarks, with the closing comment
that is a quote from "Workforce 2000." That perhaps if we don't
move ir the direction of addressing the needs of the Nation, that
the brilliant window of opportunity that exists in the 1990s might
be missed as we go into the 21st Century and we have to deal with
the types of results that that would mean.

Thank you very much from our member colleges and universi-
ties. I will be glad to answer any questions that you might have.

[The prepared statement of Cesar M. Trimble followsj

1 i';/
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Testimony
to

The Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education
Nearing on the Reauthorization of
the Higher Education Aot of 1965

Washington, D.C.
May 2, 1991

by

Cesar Mario Trimble
Vice President

Hispanic Association of Colleges and Universities

Mr. Chairman and members of tha Subcommittee, I am Cesar Mario
Trimble, Vice president of the Hispanic Association of Colleges ands
Universities -- NACU. he director of NACU's Washington, DC office,
I appreciate this opportunity to speak with you about some of the
critical issues that impact the reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act.

To place my observations in perspective, I think it best to first
offer an overview of the Hispanic Association of Colleges and
Universities. HACU is a national association of colleges and
universities where Hispanic students constitute a minimum of 25

t of the institutions' overall enrollment. The 112
17sTrtutions that currently meet this membership criterion aro
located in Arizona, California, Colorado, Florida, Illinois, New
Jersey, Mew Mexico, New York, Texas and Puerto Rico. These
"Hispanic-aerving institutions,' (HSI.), which are two-year and
four-year, public and private, nonprofit colleges and universities,
enroll about 45 percent of all Hispanic postsecondary students in
the United States.

HACU seeks to establish working partnerships between the member
colleges and universities and corporations, governmental agencies
and individuals. The HACU goals aro:

1. promoting the development of member colleges and
universities;

2. improving access to and the quality of postsecondary
educational opportunities for Hispanic students; and

3. meeting the needs of business, industry and government
through the development and sharing of resources,
information and expertise.

HACU was established as a collaborative effort of institutions of
higher education to more effectively address, at the national
level,the needs of Hispanic students and those institutions Which
serve them. However, my comments today address not only the needs
of Hispanic students and their institutions, but also those that
the public and private sectors -- for example ISM, the U.S.
Department of Defense and AT&T -- have expressed to HACU as being
crucial for the nation to remain competitive in a world economy.

1 7 )
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We simply mist produce more scientists, technologists, engineers,
teachers, and health professionals as vs approach the 21st century.

Ars was reported in One-Third of a Nation, *A decline in educational
attainment by any substantial population group ia cause for deep
concern - especially at a time when technological advances and
global competition put a premium an trained intelligence, advanced
skills, and a high degree of adaptability.*

MSMQMIARbien

Hispanics have emerged as one of the fastest-growing "population
groups* in the nation. It is estimated that between 1980 and 1989
the Hispanic population in the United States increased by 39
percent; during the same period, the non-Hispanic increase was 7.5
percent. The total Hispanic population in 1989 was estimated at
about 20 million; however, as has been reported, it is difficult to
achieve an accurate count of the U.S. Hispanic population. Many
who work with Cansua data argue that Hispanics have been under-
counted.

It is important to note that as a population group, Hispanics are
younger than their non-Hispanic counterparts. The eedian age of
Hispanics is 25.9 years, while the median age of non-Hispanics is
33.2 years. An important relationship exists between youth, future
workforce needs in the nation, and formal schooling requirenents.

Hispanics can be found in almost every region of the U.S.; however,
by and large, the major concentrations of Hispanics can be found in
nine statea and Puerto Rico, the same regions where HACUle member
institutions are located. These Hispanic-serving institutions ars
unique in that most were not founded initially to serve Hispanics.
Instead, they became "Hispanic-serving' as a result of changing
demographics, immigration and migration patterns, and the
availability of federal financial aid.

It is predicted that Hispanics will become the largest minority
population group early in the 21st century. Likewise, the number
of HSIs is expected to increase during the same period of tine.

In the United States, there is a close correlation between economic
disadvantage and cultural difference, which certainly is the case
for many Hispanics. Recent studies report that 11.8 percent of the
nation's non-Hispanics live in poverty, while 26.7 percent of
Hispanics exist in poverty.

Zducptippal Achievement

The American council on Education reports that for Hispanics *among
adults age 25 and older in 1989...almost half (49.1 percent)...had
not finished high school, compared with one fifth, or 21.2 percent,
of non-Hispanics."
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Nunerous corporations and government agencies have communicated the
relative importance of high school success to HACU. The issue of
academia success in our schools ifs much more severe than drop-out
rates alone would lead us to believe. A 55 percent graduation rate
does not accurately reflect a school's academic success rate. It
does not account, for example, for the great number of studenta who
graduate fro= high scbool, but who ars underprepared. Reny reports
have documented that high act:01 graduates are often not adequately
prepared for the work plara or to pursue a higher education.

Although the number of Hispanics enrolled in higher education has
increased in the last ten years, the overall Hispanic college
participation rate has declined. The enrollment patterns of
Hispanics continue to be such that they are proportionately in
greater numbers in two-year collegve and lower-wealth institutions.

We at HACU believe that the Higher Education Act, through its
various titles, is well positioned to meet soma of the unique needs
of Hispanic students and instititions. Radical changes to current
legislation would not be required to achieve progress among those
population groups that are in greatest need of improving academic
achievement. Toward that end, we recommend the following:

A. Student Financial Aid (Title IV)

The number of Hispanics living in poverty is on the rise; this
situation can have only a negative effect on efforts to improve
Hispanic educational attainment levels. In fact, the recent
decline in Hispanic college participation rates call be attributed
primarily to economic factors. In the same decade in which the
numbers of Hispanics living in poverty increased, collegiate
financial aid programs shifted in emphasis from grants to loans.
Tuition rose- faster than inflation and, in terms of constant
dollars, financial assistance did not keep pace. Economically
disadvantaged students had a more difficult time paying college
expenses with financial aid.

To assist Hispanic families in finding ways to pay for college
educations for their children, HACU supports the revision of
federal financial aid policies. specifically.

1. the establiehment of the Pall Grant program as
an entitlement or of proposals which would
allow for more grant aid and less loan aid to
the more economically disadvantaged students;

2. the evaluation and modification of current
formulae for determining individual student
need, to eliminate those features that place
undue financial expectations on low-income
students and their families;

3. the certification of eligibility for financial
aid should be automatic for those who have
qualified for Aid to Families with Dependent
Children (AFDC) and other federal programs.
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HACU recognizes the need for the BEA reauthorization process to
address the critical issue of "program integrity.° Our umber
colleges and universities are conmitted to the eiimination of treed
and abuse in the various Title IV programs. However, ws recomnend
that as certain proposals are being considered, the higher
education oomnnlitybe consulted. It is possible that a particular
proposal might have a negative impact to a group of Students that
the original legislation had not intended. I offer one case in
point. Last year, we experienced the results of several proposals
which were intended to reduce loan defaults and abuse. In
particular, the "ability to benefit° reguimmentsthat are a result
of the 2991 budget reconciliation process have the potential to
adversely affect many limited-English-speaking (LEP) students.

NACU member colleges that enroll and assist large numbers of LEP
and lesser-prepared students are of the opinion that the original
intent of the Congress was not to exclude this very important
student population from participation in the student aid programs.

Many NACU community and junior colleges enroll large numbers of
students in English-as-a-second-language, vocational education, and
remedial progress. These students often do not have high school
diplomas; some probably could not pass tee tests approved by ths
Education Departeent right now. But, es a result of their
participation in college -sponsored programs, they have the
potential to become productive members of society in the future.

B. Developing Institutions (Title III)

Because most Hispanics are products of low-wealth environments,
resources ars of key importance in meeting the future work force
requirements of the nation and in improving the educational success
rates of Hispanic youth. Programs to train, educate, recruit and
hire Hispanics will have a positive inpact on the ability of
Hispanic-serving institutions to prepare Hispanic students so they
can help the United States advance and prosper in the 21st century.

To enable the Hispanic-serving institutions to meet this challenge,
HACU recommends that an HSI initiative within the current Title III
program be enacted with a concomitant authorization and
appropriation commitment that would result in minimum funding for
the HSI initiative of $30,000,000.

C. TRIO

The various programs under Section 417 (TRIO) are essential to
reaching out to low-income, disadvantaged students. Ws fully
support these programs. However, we recommend that their focus be
expanded to include students in grades 6-9. The college failure or
dropout was not created at that grade level. The Iith grade
dropout was not caused at that level. Most school failures are
created at the lower grades; therefore, our focus should be at
those lower grades.
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SAM believes that outreach programs are the means of maintaining
Hispanic students in the school systems. Attached to my testimony
is a brief report describing the uszmacAlsaineuswzrzumgEm
(Min-- a comprehensive outreach program designed by HAM that
providam services to thousands of students in grades K-14, as well
as their parents, their teachers and the community. Although the
ESSP is primarily a precollege program, it provides services that
encourage school-collage partnerships.

W at HACH comx.-14 you for fAcilitating these hearings as we move
through the Higher Education Act reauthorization process. W ars
of the opinion that not much =edification is needed in the current
legislation; however, we strongly encourage the °strategic
targeting* of resources toward economically disadvantaged students
and the institutions where those students attend.

These are not issues unique to Hispanic and other minority
population groups. They are the issues of economically
disadvantaged communities and they are critical to ensuring that
the nation achieve its maximum potential in human resource
development to meet the challenges of the 21st century.

Given current demographic projections and the future needs of the
nation, the process of reauthorization of the Higher Education Act
of 1965 is taking place within a window of opportunity. I would
like to close today with a quote form Workforce 2000:

o If the policies and employment patterns of present continue,
it is likely that the demographic opportunity of the 19905
will be missed and that by the year 2000 the problems of
minority unemployment, crime, and dependency will be worse
than they are today. Without substantial adjustments, blacks
and Hispanics will have a smaller fraction of the jobs of the
year 2000 than they have today, while their share of those
aaaking work will have risen.

* Each year of delay in seriously and successfully attacking
this problem makes it more difficult. Not only will the jobs
become more sophisticated and demanding, but the numbers of
new workers entering the workforce will begin to increase
after 1993. Now is the time to begin investing in education,
training, and other assistance...*

Members of the subcommittee, I urge you to consider the
modifications to the Higher Education Act that I have suggemted
hare today to ensure that Hispanic Americans will have access to
the nation's highereducation system. Tbrogh education, Hispanics
can take their places as productive members of American society.
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Chairman FORD. Thank you very much.
The sound that you heard is that we have to vote. We are going

to take a short recess to allow members to go cast their vote on
sending some aid to the Iraqi refugees. Then we will be back and
proceed.

[Whereupon at 12:10, a recess was taken.]
Mrs. LOWEY. Dr. Bryant, we welcome you to this hearing. You

may go ahead.

STATEMENT OF ANNE L. BRYANT, ED.D., EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY WOMEN

Ms. BRYAN. Thank you. I was wondering about how the pecking
order went on this, but now that a woman is in charge, I am glad I
am next.

I am Anne Bryan, Executive Director of the American Associa-
tion of University Women. In addition to our educational founda-
tion, which funds over $2 million to women in graduate education
and also research in K through 12.

Congressman Lowey was referring to our poll and roundtable
that we held recently which I am going to get into because I would
like to talk a little bit about the Title V elements of this Higher
Education reauthorization.

AAUW has 135,000 members in the 50 States and the District of
Columbia and a number of other areas. The reason we are happy
to be here today is because similar to 6 years ago, AAUW has had
a great interest in the Higher Education Act. Our work on the in-
clusion of part-time students, although that was many years ago,
think it has benefited not only women but adults in higher educa-
tion.

At that time, we really looked at four major issues. Thanks to an
enlightened Congress, we did get into the Higher Education amend-
ments of 1986. There are really some key pivotal issues, and I
would like to address them today.

One was extending eligibility for the Pell grants and campus-
based aid to part-time students, modifying the needs analysis for-
mula to provide a child care allowance in the cost of attendance
and allowing displaced homemakers to waive the value of their
home in the calculation of expected family contribution.

Finally, altering the definition of independent students to make
single parents living in their parental home eligible for the new
child care allowance. Since those hearings, there have been two
major studies. They have both been done by the National Center
for Education Statistics. The first study in 1986 and 1987 couldn't
really measure in essence the effect of those higher education
amendments because they had just been passed. So the recent data
of 1989-90 which has yet has not been thoroughly analyzed, but
our Staff did do a sample from that analysis. That subsample is
cutlined in the paper that I have presented to you in writing. I am
going to touch on some of those statistics because I think they are
terribly interesting.

The comparison of the 1987 and 1990 data suggests that there is
a slight trend toward parity between men and women and the
amount of financial aid awarded. I am going to be focussing my
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comments on what has happened to women in financial aid and
what is important to continue to watch and to support.

The gap between the average award to men and women has liter-
ally almost disappeared for P;c1)10Arrants, college workstudy and Per-
kins loans. That is the very news. However, the gap between
the average award for women and men has more than doubled for
the supplemental education opportunity grants which of course
goes to the neediest students.

The gap between men and women increased from men earning 7
percent more than women in 1987 to 22 percent of men earning
more than women in 1990men earning 22 percent more. So I
think this gapand we can go into it a little bit before, some of the
uestions asked in the first panel about why this award level is

changing, I think we could adfiress. Our feeling is that the critical
issue here is that particularly for Hispanic women and black
women, they are choosing to go to institutions for vocational educa-
tion and community colleges where the tuition award is lower.

The interesting variations in the race patterns of the ones I want
to go to now is that Hispanic men generally fare much better than
Hispanic women. The average total Federal aid to Hispanic men
was 34 percent higher than the award to Hispanic women, The av-
erage Title IV award was 37 percent higher in the supplemental
education grants.

The average awards to black men is 80 percent higher than the
average award to black African-American women-80 percent.

Asian American women tend to borrow more than Asian Amer-
ica men. The average total of Title IV loans is 36 percent higher
for Asian American women.

There are some interesting comparisons which I am not going to
go into but which are in the paper about institutional aid versus
Federal and State lid, Again, the comments this morning about
the distinction betw,en those two areas, I think is important. Insti-
tutional aid tends again to favor the male as opposed to being a
more equal level.

One of the issues that we have talked about before which I know
is controversial and thank heavens the University of Michigan con-
gressman has left because it is a big issue for universities of Michi-
gan. But one of the issues that we think needs lo happen is that
athletic scholarship aid needs to be broken out. The disparity for
men and women certainly could well be contributed by that.

The 1990 data also reveals that the average calculation of the
cost of attendance is lower for women thar, for men and that this
difference is due almost entirely to the lower allowance for tuition
and fees for women. Because women's average tuition costs were so
much lower, their aid awards covered a slightly larger prol;ortion
of their cost of attendance.

The single exception occurs in the case of Hispanics where 73
percent of men's cost of attendance are covered by total Federal aid
compared to 42 percent of women. This data raises some intriguing
questions about the relationship between tuition costs, availability
of financial aid and the choice of colleges and future cateer expec-
tations of women.

Further analysis is needed to determine the causes of this pat-
tern of higher tuition expenses for men. Again it goes back to that
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vocational school versus community college versus four-year insti-
tution.

Overall, this analysis suggests that the changes made in the 1986
higher education amendments have resulted in some increased
equity in student financial aid for women, particularly in the Pell
grants, Perkins loans and college work study prcsrram. We contin-
ue to be concerned, however, about the various disparities in other
programs and particularly for student, Hispanic women, black
American women and Asian American women who seem to be as-
suming a disproportionate debt load.

The recommendations that we submitted are more numerous,
but I am going to highlight just a few. First of all, we recommend
that the equity in student financial aid for women should be main-
tained. The continuation of the kind of data collection that is hap-
pening is terribly important. We believe that most of the gains m
equity for women and student financial aid have resulted from a
far more realistic assessment of their cost of attendance; particu-
larly child care and that the change we would recommend here is
that we base the allowance for child care on actual expenses rather
than leaving the child care allowance for institutional discretion. I
believe now the current mit is around $3,500 as the average cost of
child care.

In addition to preserving and strengthening provisions of the
Higher Education Act that have a direct affect on women entering
are already enrolle,d in postsecondary education. AAUW urges Con-
gress to pay attention to the factors that affect the educational ex-
periences of girls in elementary and secondary school.

Last fall, AAUW commissioned a nationwide poll of 3,000 girls
and boys between the ages of 9 and 15 or 4th and 10th grades. A

between math and science and their future career expecte-
key findindAour poll was the existence of a circular relationship

Lions and aspirations and self esteem. As they grow, girls experi-
ence a dramatic decline in self-esteem and a corresponding drop in
girls' interest in math and science. The combination of that has a
devastating consequence for workforce issues.

I think Peter Smith in the first earlier talimd about the work-
force issues and the math-science relationship.

Two out of three entrants in the workforce in the year 2000 we
know are going to be women. We know that there a numb c:. of
jobs, particularly higher paying jobs, management level jobs that
will require math and science skillsanalytical, problem-solving
skills. To meet those needs, we need to focus on certainly the K
through 12 arena.

With regards to that, you have to look at who is responsible with
certainly all of parents and school board members and administra-
tors. But the primary group of people who can help us in this
arena are teachers. The Title V program within the Higher Educa-
tion Act is what I would like to focus my final comments on.

Teacher recruitment, retention and development are all within
the Title V programs. There remains relatively little funding and
shockingly little attention under the Higher Education Act. We be-
lieve that it is critically important for this committee to look at
strengthening the Title V section and to look at strengthening the
gender equity provisions under Title V.
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Mid-career teacher training programs should include training in
both gender fair and culturally sensitive teaching practices. Train-
ing in gender equity and then teaching a multi-cultural student
population should be a required component of professional develop-
ment programs for educators that are flinded under the Higher
Education Act.

Special attention should be paid to the need to recruit, retain
and retrain women and minority teachers in fields in which they
are under-represented and to increase the bumbers of women and
minorities whi., nuld administrative positions at all levels of pre-
school, elementary and secondary.

The latest data that I looked at says thatand this is 1989 and
1990 data, only 4.2 percent of all superintendents of K through 12
institutions are women-4.2 percent. Reggie and I were joking a
little bit earlier. It has been a dramatic doubling since 4 years ago
where it was 2.8 percent. What you can do with data.

Two-thirds of all the public school teachers are women, but only
20 percent of all the principals are women. Now you have to ask
then who are these young girls and then college students who are
thinking about going into education as a future career? What are
they looking at? What is their future potential?

We were also sharing a little bit about the great need for minori-
ties to go into education. As we know, there has been a drop in mi-
norities going into especially K through 12 education. Clearly, it is
about a salary issue. If you could earn more in another profession
and you get all the way through college, it certainly is not a temp-
tation to go into a field where salaries are lower.

We really commend the MCES for making available the data to
us to give you these findings today. We encourage further efforts to
resolve the problems that I have outlined. We think it is terribly
important that the data that is collected desegregate between race
and gender so that we can continue to track what is happening to
women, Hispanic women, black women, particularly minority
women within higher education.

We used in our poll report and in the roundtable that Congress-
woman Lowey attended a wonderful quote from my colleague,
David Satken It relates to the whole issue of math and science edu-
cation. He ponders that if the cure for cancer is in the mind of a
girl, we may never rmd it.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared stntement of Anne L. Bryant, Ed.D. followsj
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2.

I am Anne Bryant, executive director of the American

Association of University Women, the AAUW Educational Foundation,

and the AAUW Legal Advocacy Fund, and vice-chair of the National

Coalition on Women and Girls in Education. It is a privilege to

represent the 133,000 members of AAUW in testifying before this

Subcommittee on the very issue that is our core mission:

education and equity for women and girls.

Six years ago, AAUW testified during the last Congressional

reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. At that time, we

presented a picture of the status of women in higher education and

outlined some of the factors that prcvent women students from

having the same educational opportunities as men. The key issues

for women that we identified at that tine included the fact that

the pattern of women's educational experience too often resulted

in less access to financial aid at every level--federal, state,

and institutional. Most part-time students are women, for

instance, and regulations that excluded part-time students from

receiving financial aid disproportionately affected women

students. Congress addressed these inequities in the Nigher

Education Amendments of 19$6; changes made at that time in the

financial aid system included extending eligibility for Fell

Grants and campus-based aid to part-time students, modifying the

needs analysis formula to provide a child care allowance in the

costs of attendance, allowing displeced homemakers to waive the

value of their home in the calculation of expected family

contribution, and altering the definition of "independent student"

to make Single parents living in their parental home eligible for
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the new child care allowance.

Since those hearings five years ago, the National Center for

Education Statistics has conducted two studies of postsecondary

student aid, providing advocates and policymakers with detailed

information about student assistance that had been previously

lacking. The first study, far the 1986-1987 academic year, was

published three years ago. I am particularly pleased to be oble

to share with you today some preliminary analysis of the data from

the most recent of those studies, for the 1989-1990 academic year,

recently made available to us by NCES. Although it is too early

to evaluate the entire impact of the changes in the student

financial aid system mandated by Congress in the 1986 Higher

Education Act reauthorization, our preliminary analysis provides a

snapshot of the current status of women financial aid recipients,

and comparison with the 1967 data suggests certain emerging trends

that warrant further analysis. I would like to reiterate that

this analysis is preliminary, and is based on a subsample of the

entire study; these results are therefore suggestive, rather than

definitive.**

Comparison of the 1987 and 1990 data suggest that there is a

slight trend toward parity between women and men in the amount of

financial aid awarded. The gap between the average award to

women and men had essentially disappeared for Pell Grants, the

College Work-Study, and Perkins Loans. The gap beween the average

award for women and men has more than doubled for the Supplemental

Educational Opportunity Grants, however. In 1987, the difference

between women's and men's average award was 7% of the average

I II
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award to women; in 1990, the gap was 228 of the average award to

women. Partly for this reason, the gap between the award for

women and men for total federal aid hai declined by only one

percent.

Analysis of the 1989-1990 data suggests that while a higher

percentage of women students are receiving financial aid than men,

their average awards are smaller in every program except the Pell

Grants, College Work-Study, and Perkins Loans (where the

differences are statistically insignificant). (See attached

sigure, "Federal Aid"). There are interesting variations in this

pattern by race, however. Hispanic men generally fare much better

than Hispanic women; the average total federal aid award to

Hispanic men was 34% higher than the award to Hispanic women, and

the average Title IV award was 378 higher for Hispanic men than

women. In the Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants

program, the average award to black men is 80% higher than the

average award to women. Asian-American women tend to borrow more

than Asian-American men; the average total of Title IV loans

(encept PLUS) is 36% higher for Asian-American women.

Comparing the pic."-re for federal student aid with that for

state and institutional aid also provides some interesting

insights. ( See Table 1 below). The 1990 data show virtually no

difference in the average amount of state aid awards overall to

women and men, while average awards of institutional aid to women

remain lower than those to men. As a result of these patterns,

tae average total aid packagecombining federal, state, and

institutional aid--is lower fot women.
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Table 1. Average Total Aid (Federal, State, and Institutional)

Total Aid Total Grants Tote, Loans

Womens 3605 6 2247 $ 2707Men: 3843 2398 3047

The 1990 data also reveal that the average calculation of the

costs of attendance is lower for women than for men, and that this

difference is due almost entirely to higher allowances for tuition

and fees for men. In the Fell Grant program, women's overage

costs for room, board, books, and other non-tuition expenses were

essentially equal to men's, while their child care costs vere 50%
higher than men's child care costs. Tuition and fees were the

only expenses that were lower for women than men, resulting in

lower total costs for women. (See Table 2). Because women's

average costs were so much lower, their aid awards covered a

slightly larger proportion of their costs of attendance. The same

pattern holds true for the calculation of costs of attendance
using the Congress.konal Method, which applies to the other Title
IV programs. The single exception occurs in the case of

Hispanics, where 73% of men's costs of attendance are covered by

total federal aid, compared to 42% of women. (See attached figure,

"Congressional Method."). This data raises some intriguing

questions about the relationship between tuition costs,

availability of finam7ia1 aid, and choice of colleges for worqn.

Further Analysis is needed to determine the causes of this pattern
of higher tuition expenses for men.
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Table 2. Pell Grant Costs of Attendance

Women Nen

Tuition $ 2206 $ 2515
Room, Books 954 840
Child Care 25 16

It is impossible to tell whether these results ieflect

permanent changes or a random variation for the 1989-90 academic

year only. Overall, this analysis suggests that the changes -.ode

in the 1986 Higher Education Amendments may have resultse; in some

increased equity in student financial aid for women, particularly

in the case of Pell Grants, Perkins Loans, and the College

Work-Study Program. We continue to be concerned about the various

disparities in other programs, and for particular groups of

students--particularly Hispanic women, who are receiving a much

lower proportion of their costs than Hispanic men; Asian-American

women, who seem to be assuming a disproportionate debt load; and

black, low-income women, who are receiving 80% less SEOG aid than

their male counterparts. Our recommendations based on this

analysis are:

* The provisions of the Higher Education Amendments of 1986

that were adopted to ensure equity in student financial aid for

women should be maintained. The results of these changes, as they

evolve over the next few years, should be closely monitored and

evaluated. The Postsecondary Student Aid Studies are providing

invaluable assistance in this area, and should be continued.

S
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* We believe that most of the gains in equity for women in

student financial aid have resulted from a more realistic

assessment of their costs of attendence, particularly child care.

We recommend that the allowance for child care be based on actual

expenses rather than leaving the child care allowance to

institutional discretion.

In addition to preserving and strengthening provisions of the

Higher Education Act that have a direct effect on women entering

or already enrolled in postsecondary education, AAUW urges

Congress to pay attention to the factors that affect the

educational experiences of girls in elementary and secondary

school. We know that educational and career aspirations take

shape well before a student begins postsecondary education. All

the financial assistance in the world won't ensure truly equal

educational opportunity for female students if we don't instill

girls with the confidence to pursue any field of study that

interests them.

Last fall, AAUW commissioned a nationwide survey of 3,000 4th

through 10th grade girls and boys. A key finding of our poll was

the existence of a circular relationship among liking math and

science, self-esteem levels, and career aspirations. As they

grow, girls experience a significantly greater drop in self-esteem

than boys. The resulting "self-esteem gap" and a corresponding

drop in girls' interest in math and science have devastating

consequences for the future of girls and the future of the nation,

Two out of three new entrants to the workforce in the next

decade will be women. The number of jobs that require training in

)t
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matb and science will continue to grow as we enter the

twenty-first century. To meet our employment needs and maintain

our economic competitiveness, we must end patterns of gender bias

that discourage moie than half of our nation's students--our

nation's girls--from continuing interest in the careers of the

future.

Congress can address this issue through the programs funded

under Title V of the Higher Education Acts Educator Recruitment,

Retention, and Development Title V programs receive relatively

little funding, and shockingly little attention, under the Higher

Education Art, but we believe that they are,critically important

to increasing the number of female students who aspire to higher

education. We recommend that Congress consider the following

strategies to strengthen gender equity provisions of Title V.

* Midcareer teacher training programs should include training

in both gender-fair and culturally sensitive teaching practices.

* Training in gender equity and in teaching a multicultural

student population should be a required component of professional

development programs for educators that are funded under the

Higher Education Act.

Special attention should be paid to the need to recruit,

retain, and retrain women and minority teachers in fields in which

they are underrepresented, and to increase the numbers of women

and minorities iho hold administrative positions at all levels of

pre-school, elementary, and secondary education.

Another area needing increased attention is the collection

and analysis of data about students. Efforts to define critical

s
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issues for students and to assess the effectiveness of Higher

Education Act programs are hampered by inadequate information.

The data that is available in published form is often not

tabulated by gender. We commend NCES for making available to us

the data to do the above analysis, and encourage further efforts

to resolve this problem.

Inadequate data analysis is especially harmful to minority

women. Unless Congress requires that data be disaggregated and

reported by both race or ethnicity and gender, we will continue to

have an incomplete picture of the status of minority women in

higher education. As a result, issues critically important to

ensuring that those women have equal access to postsecondary

education will be ignored.

On behalf of the American Association of University, I thank

you for this opportunity to testify, and for your interest in

ensuring equitable educational opportunities for our nation's

women and girls.

Note

**These results should be regarded as preliminary and
suggestive for three reasons% First, most of the changes in the
financial aid process mandated in the 1986 amendments did not 90into effect until 1988 or 1909. The 1989-90 data therefore
represent, at best, the first year with all the changes in place.
Second, the populations in the 1987 study and the 1990 study are
not entirely equivalent; the 1987 data does not include students
who first enrolled in the spring semeter, or students from PuertoRico. In comparing 1987 data and 1990 data, it is assumed that
deviations from the observed patterns will be randomly distributed
among these populations. Third, the calculations were done on a
subsemple rather than the full sample of the study in order to
speed the analysis.
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Mrs. Low Ey. Thank you very much, Dr. Bryant.
Dr. Corrigan.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT A. CORRIGAN, PRESIDENT, SAN FRAN-
CISCO STATE UNIVERSITY, BOARD CHAIR, ASSOCIATION OF
URBAN UNIVERSITIES, REPRESENTING THE COALITION FOR
ADULT AND PART-TIME STUDENTS
Mr. CORRIGAN. Thank you, Ma lame Chair. I am Robert Corrigan,

I am President of San Francisco State University. I wear several
other hats in being with you today. I am also chairman of the
board of the association of urban universities and one of the 26 co-
chairs of the coalition for adult and part-time students. I am also
very conscious of the fact that it has been a long morning and that
you do have my written testimony. I win just touch on a couple of
k.ey points and move on to some illustrative material.

It seems to me that one of the things that this panel so clearly
indicates is what your committee was pointing to many, many
years ago. That what we had thought about as the typical tradi-
tional student population is no longer. Even at a time in which
your committee was wrestling with what we thought was a great
problem then, that there would be a decline in the number of
people in higher education.

Of course, we have seen that rather than a decline, we have seen
a very interesting and important shift in the mix. Indeed, some of
us in the urban sector, so to speak of public higher education, have
come to talk about not the minority population in our universities,
but we talk increasingly about the new majority. In point of fact, if
you are looking at the population that we are serving in the United
States now and particularly in the large urban public institutions,
it is exactly the population that is being described in this panel. It
is the black population. It is the Hispanic population, It is a female
population.

Of course, it is also the population that I want to talk to you
about for just a few moments. That is the ridult and the part-time
student population. Not so many years ago and indeed when I was
an undergraduate at a university in America, the notion was that
college students was somebody between the ages of 18 and 22 who
came to a four-year education that was completed in eight semes-
ters. Normally they took four courses a term and even rarely in
those days did people go to a summer school. It was considered
quite unusual for somebody to drop out for any period of time or to
go beyond the 4 years. What we see now, as Dr. Wilson has pointed
out, is that we are more used to talking in terms of 6 years as op-
posed to 4 years for the completion of a degree.

I think perhaps getting to a point that Peter Smith was grap-
pling with a little bit earlier this morning, it may be that one of
the reasons that we don't have quitf, the data that some of you are
looking for in terms of completion of degrees and this sort of thing
is because that even the longitudinal data that we have now is not
adequate. I would submit to you that places like San Francisco
State University, we ought to be looking at 8 years and not even at
6 years if we really riant to understand.
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Secondly, we need to understand that a student does not neces-
sarily any longer Ifraduate from the same institution that he or she
starts with. That is not just simply going from the community col-
lege to the four-ymr institution; it alw suggests going from the pri-
vate to the public or the public to the private.

When I was the chancellor of the University of Massachusetts at
Boston, I used to joke a good deal with President Kenneth Rider
about the population that we were serving jointly.

Statistically, the single largest source of transfer students that I
had at the University of Massachusetts, Boston, were students who
came from Northeastern University. Similarly, the largest single
transfer group that Northeastern dealt with were students who
came from the University of Massachusetts at Boston. In other
words, even in that community, there weJ a, great deal of moving
around. If we added into it what would haotten with a student who
chose to go for the first 2 years close to 14...-e, the Boston campus
of the University of Massachusetts and the., move on to the amo-
rous campus for the more traditional experience, you see that we
have a population that is moving around.

It is also interesting to see the extent to which this population is
outside of what we think of as the standard age group for college
students, what we have been taught, I think, in the movies of our
youth and even in the television programs of today-The old images
are no longer true.

Fifty-eight percent of America's college students are indeed out-
side the one standard age group of 18 to 21. Forey-three percent are
over 25. Eighteen percent are 35 or older. As has already been indi-
cated, 53 percent of our college students are women, and that per-
centage increases. At my institutions, 55 percent of the students
are women. I should also point out thA at my institution, better
than 50 percent of the students are considered to be minority stu-
dents. As I have said, I think that that is a term that is fast losing
its usefulness because minority students are indeed the majority
population on my campus.

One of the most striking statistics is that 43 percent of the stu-
dents that we are serving in hig.her education now are attending
school part-time. In other wos, the traditional student is no
longer the norm. Two-thirds of our enrollment now is nontradition-
al. I th:- if there is any committee of the Congress that under-
stands this, it is your committee. It is like preaching to the convert-
ed to remind you what I feel that I mustthat far too often we
think in terms of outmoded norms about students.

We would like to see obviously legislative policy and funding to
support higher education more clearly reflect the fact that that
population is changing rather significantly. I V:ink it is too bad in
a sense, too, that we come here to testify before you. It could be so
mach more dramatic if we could take you to one of our nontradi-
tional campuses and give you a sense of what that population is
like as you see it on your own grounds.

If I can for just a moment or two, what I would like to do is to
describe several students who aze indeed t:Tical of the students
thet, I have at San Francisco State University but who we would
define I think for purp: of the panel such as this as nontradi-
tional. If we were walking across the campus, you might have the
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opportunity to talk to Cassandra Brown. She is a black woman in
her 30s. She is now the head nurse in the pediatric intensive care
unit at San Francisco's Mt Zion Hospital. She earned both her un-
dergraduate and her masters degrees at San Francisco State. But
as a student, she was already the mother of twins. While a student
with us, she gave Cirth to a third child. She did work and she stud-
ied full time while earning a masters and writing her thesis on
nursing administration.

I could introduce you to Wesley, 36, also black who hopes to com-
lete his bachelors degree in electrical engineeriw. in December.

While taking a heavy course load each semester, he has been work-
ing part-time as a technical assistant at an engineering and archi-
tectural firm to support his wife and three children who range in
age from 4 months to 15 years.

In order to continue his studies this term, he haP had to take out
a student loan to help with the expenses.

Or Hilda Fleming is a retired public xhool counselor. At age 72,
she is an example of an individual enriching her own life through
higher education while at the same time making a contribution to
the world in which she lives. For the last 5 years, while taking
classes, she has been part of our university's community involve-
ment center, which places hundreds ,uf students eAch semester in
internships throughout the Bay Area. She is a now a part-time su-
pervisor trainer on that staff. She centinues to take classes for her
own enrichment. Having received her masters degrec in counseling
cnl guidance from our institution back in 1:164, Hilda now feels
that through her work at CIC, she has given back to the institution
what it has given to her.

There is LaShaa Gatlin, 56, working toward her undergraduate
degree in radio-television. She got married right after high school
and raised a family. It wasn't until she was registering her son at a
community college th t she decided to take a class herselfa video
class. Now she knows exactly what she wants to do as she ap-
proaches the age of 50. She wants to teach junior college students
how to make a living making industrial videos rather than prepar-
ing them, as she says, for channels 4, 5 or 7. At the moment, she is
providing housing for her three children, a son-in-law, and two
grandchildren. She said it hasn't been easy, especially since she is
no longer eligible fcr student aid. But she supports herself working
20 hours a week Nimpiling a data base of Bay Area agencies in-
volved in homelessness, to eventually link them with students from
Bay Area colleges and universities interested in doing interns:lips
with wncies dealing with the ho neless.

Finly, let me mention to you Jamesetta Smith, a single parent
of a 13- and a 6-year-old who expects to complete her master of
social work degree next spring. At 37, she works full time as a sec-
retary irA our psychology dertment. She has been a key partici-
pant in setting up a highly successful volunteer prcgram at a
senior center in a black neighborhood in San Francisco designed to
deal with the problems of isolation of elders in the community. She
also served on the Human Relations Commission that I appointed 2
years ago, and made a substantial contribution to that.

I couid give you many, many more of the illustrations of the kind
of student that we consider to be the normal student at our institu-

4.0
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tion that not so many years ago would have been easily defined asunusual and nontraditional.
In my written testimony, I pointed to the need for our financialaid packages and the funding that we ga from different programsto recognize the fact that this student population is increasinglythe norm and we should break down the barriers that now existthat keep them from getting access to the kind of aid that theytruly need to complete their studies.
I, too, am prepared to answer questions.
[The prepared statement of Robert A. Corrigan follows:]
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Mr Chairman, members of the Subcommiuee on Postsecondary Education. I am

Robert A. Corrigan, president of San Francisco State University, Chairman of the Roard of the

Association of Urban Universities. and onr of 25 co-chairs of the Coalition for Adult and Parttime

Students.

I thank you for invitmg nie to be a part of this panel on the non-traditional student

populationwhich more and more, we are learning to think of as the 'new majority" I have, like

more and more university presidents these days, had the opportunity, and the pleasure of presiding

over campuses where the new majority was very much in evidence. That experience is shared by

more and morb of my presidential brethren, at both public and private institutions.

Let me expand for a minute on the concept of the New Majority. There w*As a time,

not long ago, when college attendance was taken for granted by the childrenespecially the sons--of

those who had themselves attended college, and was largely outside the expectations of those whose

parents had not. Economic status was a major determinant. And that meant high economic status.

Students were largely male, and almost exclusively white. On many campuses, Jews and Catholics

were made to feel unwelcome.

non' practicessome format many more simply "understandines`, deliberately and

with malice aforethe'Aght, kept the numbers of Jews and Catholics down The numbers of blacks and

Hispanics virtually non-existent.

Those prejudices began to erode with the GI Bill, and as the world's experience in the

1940'5 showed us where that kind of thing could ultimately lead.

The battle against that kind of exclusivity was not easy But the practices and the

attitudes that needed changing were easy enough to spot and to combat.

5",
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Not so with our deeper assumptions about who 'ought" to be going to college- -

assumptions which are rooted, not in malice, but in habit; not in prejudice, but in rational-seeming

assumptions which appear valid, orimar lv because they are 50 familiar.

Mr. Chairman, when you first joined this subcommittee, the consensus anions higher

educators was that the 18-22 year old cohort of full-time students was diminishing in size, and that

as a direct result, college enrollment was going to shi ivel, and the higher education enterprise would

be in for tough times indeed.

A few people, including memhers of this subcommittee itself, kept saying, -wait a

minute. There are other people out there ss hom ion i:an educate, You don't perpetually have to

replicate the freshman class with which Andy }lard% went to college.- But for the most part, people

in my business said to people in your business. -no .1hat's who we have educated, and that's who we

should educate, and let's try to do more of the same". Finally, in 1465, you and your

colleagues wrote a Higher Fducation Act. assuming that new kinds of people would want to go to

college.

Well, Mr. Chairman, you were right, and we were wrong. The 18-21 year .old cohort

has indeed shrunk, but the classrooms have not Today, 58% of america's college students are outside

the once 'standard age group. 43% Are over 25, 18% are 35 or over. Today, 53% of our nation's

college students nre women, and the numbers ale growing not only in the long-time co-educational

institutions, but in schools which once feared the tread of a woman's footstep. 9% Of out college

students are Black; 5%_are Hispanic, 4% are Asians
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And a growing number---43.4%---Are attending school part-fime. In fact, mr.

Chairman, if you want to assume that the °traditional student' is an 18-21 year-old attending school

full time, then 2/3 of the student enrollment is non-traditional, either going part-time or outside that

age group, or both. Alm..i 15% of the 18-21 year-olds are going part-time; 37.8% Of the 22-24 year

old group. and 73% of those over 25 are attending part-time

These numbers, or some of them, make sense when measured against the society our

colleges and universities should be serving. In the total populat on of slightly under 250 million

americans, 51.2% Are female, 89.6% are outside the 18-24 age cohort, 12.1% are Black, 9% are

Hispanic and 2.9% are Asians. In short, what you tried to do in the 1965 Higher Fducation Act has

begun to work.

It could work better. The enrollment rates of minority students, in part cular , could

be higher than they are. It is true enough--and much to your credit, that the numoers of Black

Americans and Hispanic Americans and older Americans on campus are higher than in the past,

But the college-going rates of those three populations have riot increased. More blacks

and more adults of all races are on campus. But the population includes more blacks and is generally

older, and the rate at which blacks and older students go to college has not increased hand-in-hand

with the total numbers. Part of that is the problem of the universities and the colleges. And the

universities and the colleges are doing the, r best to meet those problems, to encourage people of all

races and all ages to enter our ever-nv.re-open doors. Part of it--a small part of it- -can be

addressed legislatively.
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One part of the problem lies in the barriers--some statutory, some based merely on

practice. and on the unconsidered assumptions of people who would be rightly offended if they were

criticized as practicing discrimination. In 198h. sour committee identified and eliminated one such

barrier when you removed the requirement from the act that students had to attend at least half-time

to even apply for student aid.

We at the Coalition hope you will retain that provision when you reauthorize the act.

And there are other barriers you ought to note. and for which the solutions are less obvious.

In many states, those who administer Unemployment Compensation simply look upon

a student as someone trying to avoid work, rather than someone trying to prepare for a better job.

The LSI system ought to take clearer note of the way in which our workforce more and more demands

high skills and technical competence, and a student making satisfactory progress toward a degree or

certificate should be expressly held to be involved in work training for Ul purposes.

In some states, welfare recipients are required to abandon college courses and take

low-paying or menial jobs instead, or else lose their eligibility for welfare benefits. it is ironic. but

true, that the very welfare iecipients who are trying the hardest to improve their prospects by their

own efforts should be deemed to be less interested in self -help than those who will accept a desd-end

job as an end in itself.
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Your agenda today is packed, and I will not expand on that point. I have attached to

my testimony an outstanding recent study of barriers to adult higher education opportunities. which

covers most of this ground in detail. I recommend it to you attention, and for your action.

There is a view, that tht growth of the new majority population on our campuses is

pan of a problem--that it is somehow linked with loan defaults, with rising costs. and with the other

ills that afflict campuses.

Mr. Chairman, part-timers, by definition, do not contribute to loan defaults. since

part-timers, by a statutory provision we are not urging be changed, are ineligible for guaranteed loans

altogether.

Mr. Chairman, the new majority has been described in some analysts' work and in an

occasional editorial, are pan of the problem. It is not. The new majority is not part of the problem.

It is evidence of a panial solution It is not, as some would have it, evidence of the failure of our

higher education system. It is evidence of our--and your --most important triumph of this half-

century.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman,. Let me say that higher education today is a far more

accurate reflection of the population the country and the economy needs to have it serve than it has

ever been in the past, That accuracy is in no small pan a direct result of the legislative actions of this

subcommitteeunder your leadership anti that of your distinguished redecessors- --Mr. Williams,

Mr. Simon, Mr. O'hara and Mrs. Green, and with the support in most cases of the members on both

sides of the aisle. You have gone in the right direction You still have miles to go and promises to

keep, but follow your instincts and your precedents and you cannot go far wrong

(5 ,
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ixamples of Nontraditional Students at

Man Francisco State University

Examples abound of nontraditional students who are returning to

school, starting over, struggling to make changes in their lives.

At San Francisco State university, there ars such Jai:Sento as:

emends& Brows, a black woman in her 30$, who is now head nurse

in the pediatric intensive cars unit at San Francisco's Mount

Zion Hospital. She earnd both her Undergraduate and master's

degrees at San Francisco State. As a student, already the mother

of twins, she gave birth to a third child. She worked and

studled full-time while earning her masters and writing her

thesis on nursing administration.

Then there's Wesley white, 38, also black, who hopes to complete

his bachelor's degree in electrical engineering in December.

while taking a heavy course load each semester, Wesley has been

working part-time as 4 technical assistant at an engineering and

architectural firm to support his wife and three children, who

range in age from four months to 15 years. In order te continue

his studies this semester, Wesley had to take out a student loan

to help with expenses. Me says it can be difficult at times, but

getting an education is worth the sacrifice.

Miles Fleming is a retired public school counselor. At 72, she

is an example of an individual enriching her own life through

nips" education while at the same time making a contribution to

the world in which she lives, ror the last five years, while

taking classes, she has been part of SF State's Cammunity

Involvement Center, which places hundreds of etudente each

aemsster in internshipa throughout tho Bay Area. She is now a

p.
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part-time supervisor-stainer on tha CIC staff, and continues to

take classes for her own enrichment. Raving recived her

master's degree in counseling and guidance from SP State beak in

1964, Hilda now feels that through bar work at CIC she ill giving

back to $F State what it has given to her. nitfe very gratifying

far me to be part of CIC,n she says. "It gives me a chence to do

something tor people and for State."

Laabea (pronounced La-sHAY) Gatlin, 46, is working toward her

undergraduate degree in radio-television. LaShea got Married

right after high school and raised a family. It wasn't until she

wee registering her son at a community collage that She decided

to take a video clams herself. Mow she knows exactly what she

wants to dos teach junior college students how to maks a living

making industrial videos, rather than preparing them, as she

says, ',for Channels 4, A or 714 At the moment she is providing

housing for her three children, a son-in-law, and two

grandchildren. Ohs soya it hasn't been easy, speOiAlly since

she is no longer eligible for student aid. She supports herself

working 20 hours a week compiling a data bees of Say Area

agencies involved in homelessness, to eventually link them with

students from say Area colleges and universities interested in

doing internships.

Jamesetta Smith, a single 1.,ront of a 13- and a 6-year-old,

expects to complete her Master of Social Work degree next spring.

At 27, ens work. full-time as a secretary in the Psychology

Department at San Francisco State to support herself and har

family. She has been a key participant in setting up a highly

successful volunteer program at a senior center in a black

neighborhood in San Francisco, designed to deal with the problems

of isolation of elders in the community. She also served on the

Human Relations Commission I appointed two years ago, and made a

substantial contribution as secretary to the commission.

r) 1 .%
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ameberto Seltran, 22, and his family came to the U.S. eight years

ago from El Salvador, seeking a batter life. Still work1ng to

improve his English, Ausberto says his mother wanted tha family

to come to the U.S. because of the educational opportunities

hams. Now a junior, he is studying mechanical engineering,

taking 13 units this semester and working at two Jobe -- tutoring

students and working as a parking lot attendant. B says, "I am

nat alone in having to work and go to school at T'is same time.

Some engineering students have to work as many as 30 hours a

'Fmk. It is hard but we do it because education 10 00

important." ausberto also finds time to serve as vice president

of the campus chapter of the Society of Hispanic Professional

Engineere.

Jill gellagaer, an accountant and tax preparor in her 40e, came

heck to school, Oho says, because she hungered for a more

humanitarian occupation. She became inspired after meeting

immigrants who had reoently moved to the United statas, and She

decided tO enter NW for a master's degree to teach English as a

second language. Jill supports herself working part-time as an

accountant, and nag applied for an internship to teach English to

international students.

2Udith Pam:lash. a 44-year-old mother of 11-year-old twins, had to

try twice to earn her undergraduate degree, which she will do

next month a commencement exercises at SF State. Judith first

enrolled at SF State in the 1970s, but had to leave in 1979 after

only three semesters because of family matters -- a marriage and

the birth of her children. It wasn't until 1988 that she was

able to return to tinish what she had set out to do more than 10

years before. But her studies won't end with graduation. She

plans to begin work on a English composition teaching certificate

and than ultimately go on for a doctorate in English literature.

0 1
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sea wolasts, 41, has returned to achaol after a successful

first career as vits and mother. Ann attended kiobigan State

Tient out of high sonool, loft after tvo years, moved to

California, and got married. sow that her daughter, 10, and ion,

7, ars olter, aka Ass decided to return to sauna tO became a

nurse. She began taking mime classes at City C011sgs in San

rrancisoo three years ago. She transferred to San Francisco

Otate fez the spring 1990 samestor. Nov a senior, che bad bopsd

to begin taking nursing glasses this spring, but the waiting list

is long tar studants wilding nursing classes at SSW. She's nov

on tbs top of ths list to begin alas* work in Os fall. knn's

husband is an electrician. lbs oontributss to her education by

waiting on tables on vlfrakandr.

r).
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Mrs. LOWEY. Thank you very much, Dr. Corrigan. I want to
assure you that although I look forward to visiting your particular
institution, I do represent Westchester County where we have a
wide range of in *. tions of higher education, from the private
schools such as Sf Lawrence to Westchester Community College
to King College.

So I am very well aware of the fact that there are a lot of differ-
ent types of students out there. Certainly as we reauthorize the
Higher Education Act, we welcome all of your input so we can ad-
dress the individual concerns. I do thank you very much.

I would like to begin with Dr. Bryant. Perhaps we could expand
upon your testimony. I was particularly privileged to participate in
that forum, which you hosted. I welcomed the results of the wrvey
and I welcome the input from the experts who testified and pre-
sented information that day.

I was particularly interested in the conversations that I had with
Carol Gilligan, concerning the fact that two-thirds of our teachers
are women. She felt that there was an incredible opportunity
through sensitivity training and through small group discussions to
influence them. As you probably know, I am very concerned about
how we get more young girls in science and math, and how we en-
courage women as they are proceeding along in their education to
enter the fields of science and math. As you also probably know, I
have introduced legislation, H.R. 2142, to address this issue, be-
cause it is a great concern to us. Certainly as we look at our recent
experience in the Gulf, with 27,000 women participating in all
phases of that operation, I think it is more important than ever
that we now look at ways to encourage more women to enter these
fields.

I wonder if you would give us any additional comments by way of
elaborating on your recommendations in that area. Do we focus our
efforts on the elementary level? Certainly my bill takes care of the
whole spectrum, beginning with elementary and in the upper
levels. We hear of experiences of young women, certainly on the
postsecondary level, who met an exciting teacher that encouraged
them to enter the math and science professions, or a particular
women who was offered a wonderful stipend in that regard.

I wonder if you could comment on the whole spectrum of oppor-
tunities that we could address in legislation?

Ms. BRYAN. Absolutely. We are thrilled with the legislation that
you have introduced because it does get out so many important
issues. You have touched on a couple of areas. One is teacher train-
ing.

As you look around the country at teacher colleges and schools of
education within institutions, one of the issues that we think is ter-
ribly important is this issue of gender, sensitivity and multi-cultur-
al sensitivity training. One of the fascinating studies that has been
done by the Satkersyou met Myra at that roundtablewas to
videotape teachers and what happens to teachers in the classroom.

Even the most feminist teachers have no idea of what, after
years of her own enculturation, not to mention male teachers, just
some of the items that we have become aware of: that is, that
teachers call on boys three und four times as murk.' as they call on
girls.

kt.,
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You ask the question why? Well, it is because boys raise their
hands first. Actually, boys raise their hands before they know the
answer to the question, which we have always thought of as amus-
ing. Girls think they are supposed to know the answer before theyraise their hands.

When you say this to any adult woman she will smile because
most of us have rehearsed the question five times over in our head
before we sver the question.

So it is little thirigs like that. I was talking to a teacner the other
day who said, "You know, I heard that comment. Now I train
myself to call on a girl every other time in my classroom." She said
it took 2 months and suddenly all the girls' hands were going up.
So it is a behavioral issue that literally doesn't take millions and
millions of dollars to solve. It does take consciousness.

I thiak in response to your question about where does the train-
ing need to take place? It certainly is in this retraining package.
We don't want to wait and then have a whole new generation of
teachers to have to come into our system. We would lose so much
talent. So one of the iesues that we really think is important to ad-
dress is the retraining issuegetting the funding there Lo help
teachers now become more aware of these issues.

The second leg of your question was: Should it be elementary?
Should we focus on middle school or high school?

I think that clearly the elementary and middle sghool in terms of
our research and Carol Gilligan's research would be the focus. It is
around the age of 11 and 12 that these girls start dropping in self-
esteem, dropping out of math and science.

But I will say that in the collegiate education, the teaching ofmath and science is probablyand I am sure I am stepping ontoesis the most appalling we have. Sheila Tabias, in a book
called, "They Are Not Dumb; They Are Different," talks about
what is going on in college teaching of math and science. It is, un-
fortunately, being taught by "the experts" who are teaching it in
the same, quite-frankly individualist and not cooperative learning
way that it has been taught forever. So I think we really need toget at the way math and science is taught in higher education aswell.

Mrs. Lowxy. How about the counseling services that are being of-
fered on the high school level?

It seems to me that we have to create more collaboratives, more
partnerships, get women role models into the high schools, give the
women the idea that, yes,they can enter these fields. As we all
know, we have a major problem because of the paucity of womenin those fields.

How much emphasis do you think we should place on that effort?
Ms. BRYMC One of the areas that the American Association of

University Women is really looking into is that whole issue of the
guidance counselors. It was mentioned earlier this morning that itis a terribly critical role. Those guidance counselors were either
urging women to go into college or to go into technical fields.

I think it is very important that it is a partnership with guid-
ance counselors and administrators and teachers. I think that quitefrankly teachers have more influence in a lot of ways than even
the guidance counselors or good teachers. I think it is terribly irn-
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portant that we work together with guidance counselors because
they do have tremendous mfluence.

Mrs. LOWEY. The other area that I think we have to address, and
I mention it in the bill, is really making an effort to recruit our
best students in these areasa talent search. I think that this has
to again be a collaborative effort. I would like to be able to create
those partnerships where we bring industry in, where we bring the
business sector in, and not only train our counselors and our teach-
ers, but I do feel that we have to be very sensitive to that.

I wonder if any of the other panel members would care to
expand on this before we move forward?

Mr. CORRIGAN. If I could for just a moment? It is very interesting
to the extent to which teaching had once been a most respected
profession and for different immigrant groups or minority group
after minority group had been seen as an important step up, so to
speak, in the social ladder, then for a long period of time--particu-
lady in terms of that so-called captive market of women, it disap-
peared.

I think we are seeing a coming back and an interest in teaching
the same way we are in nursing. That people now see teaching
again as a profession that they can devote themselves to. It is inter-
esting that in some communities we are finding family resistance.
For example, the largest, I think, Filipino population probably out-
side of Manila is in Daley City adjacent to San Francisco. The last
I heard there were only four Filipino teachers in a Daley City
school system.

The San Francisco school must be about half Chinese at this
point in time; yet the number of Chinese women teaching in the
public schools of San Francisco is terribly small It is not just
simply because they can go into computer careers or something
like that, but because a population that so treasures teaching in
one environment has been led to believe that it is not a treasured
occupation in this country and that it could even be a threatening
occupation. So I think there are things that we can do together to
make this seem a more inviting profession for populations that
have not really risen to the challenge in the way that they had,
let's say, in a previous age.

It is interesting, I would say finally to note, the number of young
people that I see nowfreshmen and sophomores in colleges and
universities who are now looking towards careers in elementary
and secondary education and the quality of the students who are
now looking at it has risen significantly.

Mrs. LOWEY. Dr. CArrigan, I am delighted to hear that. I must
say that my own informal sample as I travel around my district
daes not testify to that. Unfortunately, speak a group of 300
youngsters. I ask, "how many of you want to be a teacher,' maybe
I get three or four hands. Yet, I keep hearing that it is turning
around.

Just to pursue that for a moment, let me say that we are all very
concerned about that. In the long run, we talk about higher sala-
ries, greater self-esteem, greater images for teachers. In the shovt
run, if you were to suggest three things that we could dowell, one
thing that we could do, in the Higher Education Act to encourage
our best and brightest to enter the teaching profession, given the
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realities of the United States of America in 1991, and our budget
deficit, what would you suggest?

Mr. CORRIGAN. The thing that comes to mind immediately, of
course, is either a new or expanded loan forgiveness program. It is
something that is over and over again that you have heard testimo-
ny on today. It speaks to the burden that low income individuals
have when they decide to go into professions that are low paying.

But I really do think that you are talking some long-range. The
reality of it is really long-range. I often talk aboutI wish Con-
gressman Ford were here.

My background is blue collar, as well, and so I say this very de-
liberately. I often describe teaching as the only profession in which
the people who are in the profession are treatee like blue collar
workers. In other words, teachers in the elementary and secondary
schools do not control their environment the way other profession-
als do. They do not get the respect.

In school system after school system: they can't control the class-
room; they can't order the text; they can t see to it that broken
light bulbs get replaced. They have no control over their lives. The
more that you can do to encourage school systems and superintend-
ents and school boards to think about teaching truly being a profes-
sion, that can be as important from my point of view as the mone-
tary rewards.

By the way, your comment that Michael Dukakis often times
used to talk about having gone back to Brookline High, his old
high school, to give the high school graduation speech and asked of
this bright group of people who were graduating how many were
going to be teachers, one person in that high school classI think
as Michael tells the storysaid that she was going to be a teacher.

I must tell you, what I am seeing, at least on the West Coast, is a
resurgence of interest n the part of young people in teaching as a
profession.

Mrs. LOWEv. I don't want to belabor the point, but I would be
interested to kn whether the major factor there is the current
economic times and whether that is causing more and more of our
young people to look at teaching or whether there are other rea-
sons. Could you address that?

Mr. CORRIGAN. It would only be a guess, but I suspect that it is
not the economic factors. I think that we go throLgh cycles with
young people. Sandy Astin's reports and other materials tend to
suggest a student population that is much less, shall we say, narcis-
sistic and more other directed to use a different kind of terminolo-
gy and looking for ways of being of service. I would like to believe
that that is one of the things that is bringing them back into teach-
ing.

Mrs. LOWEY. I hope so. I thank you.
Dr. Wilson, I do want to say that the bill which I have intro-

duced also addresses the issue of under-represented minorities in
the fields of reoh and science. I wonder if you would care to com-
ment and add to the discussion?

Mr. WILSON. Certainly that is an area where we have some con-
siderable concern. Those are areas where minorities are typically
and traditionally under-represented. A good deal of that has to do
with prior preparation in what characteristically are inferior
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inner-city schools. Indeed, in some schools, we observe that ad-
vanced curricula in trigonometry and calculus are not even offered
in some of the high schools. So even those students who are capa-
ble of succeeding with higher level math don't have the opportuni-
ty. Therefore, when they get to college, even assuming they have
graduated and have a high school diploma, without having that
prior preparation, they are already a step behind.

Even in institutions as prestigious as the University of Califor-
nia, Berkeley, students who come from the top of their class in
order to be admitted to Berkeley, coming from schools in which mi-
nority students predominate are often at a disadvantw in major-
ing in math and science because they haven't taken the prerequi-
sites in high school. So the failure rates in calculus and other ad-
vanced classes tend to prevent them from majoring in those areas.

In fact, one of the focusses on the curriculum in math and sci-
ence at Berkeley has been a very exemplary program in increasing
the success rate of black and Hispanic students in math and sci-
ence by improving their participation in calculus and in trigonome-
try. That has increased the number who are majoring in math and
science.

So we are very grateful and supportive of your introducing that
element into your legislation in order to increase those numbers. It
is very critical.

Mrs. LOWEY. Thank you. Dr. Trimble, do you have a comment on
that?

Mr. TRIMBLE. I would like to echo what my colleagues have men-
tioned. I applaud your initiative.

I don't have real hard data on the number of Hispanic teachers
and whether there are a greater number of Hispanics studying the
teaching to become teachers. I will offer, as you have, a very infor-
mal survey that I have conducted over the past 12 months. Every
Hispanic friend or colleague that I have that is about my age, I
asked them if they have a college-aged child. If the response is yes,
the second part of the question is: Are they in college? If the
answer is yes, I say: What are they studying? I have yet to get a
response that any of my colleagues have a child in college studying
to become a teacher.

I think that is very telling in terms that the colleagues that I
have mostly are all college graduates. We were first generation.
The second generation doesn t want to become teachers. Most of
the first generation graduates got into education at one level or an-
other.

Also, in terms of the training and retraining, we don't have
really the luxury of time to grow a whole new crop of teachers. I
will share a true story with you. A friend of mine is the Director of
Personnel at Laredo United. Laredo is about 90 percent Hispanic.
It is in Texas along the U.S.-Mexico border. He gave me a call be-
cause he was getting ready to go out of State. He had a personal
question and a personal issue that he needed to deal with.

I was curious. I said, "Why are you going out of State?"
He says, "I am recruiting teachers.'
"Where are you going?'
"Iowa."
I said, "What about Hispanic math teachers?"
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He said, "We don't even try to get Hispanic teachers any more.
We'll take what we can. Iowa seems to be a good place this year."

About a week later, I got a call from a friend in Dallas who had
been in a school district who said that he was on his way to Laredo
to recruit Hispanic teachers because he was hired specifically to go
out and recruit His' panic teachers.

What I suggested to him is that my two friends meet at Dallas-
Fort Worth Regional Airport and have a cup of coffee and save the
Dallas Independent School District a lot of money.

I would a. ,W like to comment about the teaching of math and sci-
ence and the potential that that has for the lower grades. Our ex-
perience has been through the Hispanic Students Success program,
that by and large if you take a look at when a child takes algebra,
it is probably die best single predictor to academic success. The
younger or the lower grade that the child attempts algebraic con-
cepts do strengthen indeed the potential. I recommend that those
who might be interested in learning more about that, the Educa-
tional Testing Service, the College Bwrd, I think have a program
that they developed called Algebridge, which is specifically to help
lower grades become more used to the algebraic kinds of concepts.

At the College of Engineering at one of our member institutions,
the dean there in terms of recruitment and retention at the univer-
sity level in the College of Engineering, his comment is: If there
was one program and one proKram only that he could fund, it
would be to have a summer institute for middle school teachers in
the region that is served by the university because the kids who
come to the College of Engineering are under-prepared and lesser
pre

ow there are two things to look at that: Number one, it takes
longer and it takes a greater effort. It tends to be expensive, but
the other issue that was mentioned in the first panel is the issue of
value added at our types of institutionsif you take a look at the
engineering products or the graduates in the Caeges of Engineer-
ing, and you take a look a the type of characteristics that the
person brought with them, it is that the value-added issue is that
the results are probably much greater at our types of institutions
than at the more visible institutions.

Thank you.
Mrs. LOWEY. I thank you very much.
Dr. Wilson, in your testimony when you talking about barriers,

you referred to incidents of racial harassment; that they have in-
creased. I am particularly interested in his area. I have been fa-
miliar with various programs that have been put forth by some pri-
vate organizations to encourage racial harmony. I wonder if you
could address these issues? Are there programs of which you are
familiar, with which you have worked, that you could share with
us?

Mr. WILSON. Yes. I am on the board of the National Violence
Prevention Center which is housed at Towson State University in
Maryland. I also work with the National Institute Against Preju-
dice and Violence in Baltimore, which has been a primary organi-
zation attracting data on race related crimes that have occurred
both in the general public and on college and university campuses.
A good deal of their data, by the way, we cite in our annual status
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reports on minorities and h*her education. Part of their documen-
tation indicates that from 1975 to about 1989, the number of inci-
dents increased from an average of about 31 a year to over 300 inci-
dents of racial violence on college campuses.

In speaking in 1989 at the hearings on the establishment of the
Crimes Statistics Act, I addressed our concerns. As you know, we
were Ipleased Crimes Statistics Act was passed. We will now be able
to collect more accurate data.

As I travel around the country to various colleges and universi-
ties, we do see the beginning of the establishment of programs to
try and increase stability on college campuses. Some of those pro-
grams have, unfortunately, just tried to do a kind of quick fix of
prohibiting certain kinds of behavior. That is not the way that is
most successful. Indeed, most institutions that have attempted to
establish codes prohibiting certain kinds of speech and behavior
have found those codes knocked down by the Court because they
tend to restrict First Amendment rights of free speech.

I think the institutions that are making the most progress are
those who recognize this is an educational issue. It is not a prohibi-
tion issue. You don't stop racism and hate crimes by just prohibit-
ing their expression. You stop them by educating students, by sen-
sitizing students and institutions like U. Mass Bwton and like U.
Mass Amherst that have instituted some programs to bring stu-
dents into those kinds of situations where they deal with various
cultures and understanding the differences or have had consider-
able success.

Dr. Corrigan in his previous life at U. Mass Boston made sub-
stantial progress in increasing diversity on that campus and in
doing an exemplary job. I think he is doing the same thing at San
Francisco State.

U. Mass Amherst has an exemplary program. Unfortunately the
program was not established until they had a riot on campus. Too
often institutions don't recognize the need to deal with racial ani-
mosity until some incident occurs. We have been trying to educate
educators that you don't wait until something happens.

You recognize, in fact, that conflict is a fact of life in American
society and that you prevent that by establishing educational pro-
grams, sensitivity p a.rns, programs in multi-cultural awareness,
having students int uced to various cultural sensitivities. Unfor-
tunately in some of the climate today, institutions that have done
that have often been criticized for doing it. Stanford University in-
troduced a multi-cultural requirement in its curriculum and found,
including the occupants of Pennsylvania Avenue, criticizing them
for doing that.

I think if we are going to deal with the society that these various
panels have talked about, including Cesar Trimble, that we will
have an increasingly minority population over a third by the end
of this century that we are going to have to recognize that institu-
tions of higher education have to establish multi-cultural sensitivi-
ty that will allow people to be civil to each and to live together in
this society.

Mrs. LOWEY. Thank you, Dr. Wilson. I know the committee
would appreciate your giving us information concerning the best of
those programs. VVe will be looking at them as we reauthorize the

2 1.
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Act. I would appreciate any information you have. I wonder if youwould care to add to that, Dr. Co ?
Mr. CORRIGAN. I would be pleased to. I think there are a number

of different elements, and Dr. Wilson has spoken to it.
First of all, one needs to think very, very seriously about the cur-riculum to which we are exposing both majority and minority stu-dents at the institution. Far too often in the past we saw ethnicstudies type of programs as being there simply for ethnically mi-

nority students. What wz had to learn very, very quickly was thatwe had to change the nature of the total curriculum.
Secondly, and this is my favorite hobby horse, I guess, I havebeen imolved in this sort of thing since 1968. I helped to develop

an Afro-American program, actually, at the University of Iowa in1968. Our focus then and our focus today tends to be heavily on
undergraduate programming and teaching. We continue to ignorewhat goes on in graduate schools; to wit, we are producing the
same kinds of teachers. But the people who are going into the pro-
gram are going through the same kinds of curriculum now thatthey were going through 20 years ago.

That means if they have the Ph.D. in English, they are likely tobe teaching American literature as if the writings of blacks and
Hispanics and women, for example, were not as plentiful as they
are. They may still be teaching American History as if it were thehistory of a white middle class male, anglo-saxon population. Thatis the exaggeration, but in point of fact, I think we have spent lesstime focussing on what the training of college teachers should befrom a multi-cultural situation.

The final point I would make is thatand others have comment-ed on this as well. Some of our biggest gains were made at a pointin time when the economy was moving ahead in which the gainsthat we made in human and interactionsthese kinds of relation-
ships were really incremental gains. They were made on the incre-ment, so that nobody was in a sense paying for what somebody else
got.

The most dramatic thing that I discovered when I got to U. MassBoston in 1979 was that white students from South Boston andDorchester felt that they were being discriminated against by ourfinancial aid office. I looked into it. They weren't, but all of our lit-erature spoke as if people for whom we were providing financialaid were black and Hispanic. But the whites from South Bostonand Dorchester had exactly the same kind of economic and social
profile as the blacks and the Hispanics.

Once we recognized that, and began to deal with that, then anawful lot of the hostility that was there disappeared, but they werecompeting for the same dollar. One group thought the other was
advantaged.

I suggest as we go into extraordinarily difficult times now inhigher education in California where we are not as bad as Massa-
chusetts, but we are getting there. There is going to be a lot morepeople going after the same resources. I think some of the conflict
that is going to come about as a result of people really feeling that
they are being deprived of something that is their due because an-other group appears to have a special advantage.

2 1 i
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Mrs. LOWEY. Let me just sayand then certainly I would like to
hear from you, Dr. Bryantcertainly I feel that in my district all
the time.

This committee is certainly looking at ways to address the needy
students and the middle income students. I personally think that it
is a tragedy that in the United States at this time, that we can't
afford to provide an opportunity for every youngster. The low
middle income and the middle income student are definitely being
squeezed. They are caught in a vice. They don't necessarily want
the needy student or the minority student not to get what they de-
serve, but they are feeling that they are not getting what they de-
serve.

I know this committee would like to work to insure that as many
youngsters as possible get that opportunity.

Dr. Bryant.
Ms. BayAwr. I just wanted to echo that the issue of race harass-

ment and sexual harassment are very closely aligned on college
campuses. It is also a two-pronged strategy. One is that when you
bring men and women together and you enable them to talk about
sexual harassment, the barriers begin to come down. Just as in the
curriculum area, if you can being to look at wao that the impor-
tance of women as role models and as authors and as scientists and
engineers are put into the curriculum, then again that feeling of
being put down goes away.

I think it is important for us to remember that all the experi-
mentation in math and science curriculum when we have attempt-
ed to teach minorities and girls better, the resulting curriculum
teaches all students better. That is so important to reinforce. We
are finding it over and over again.

But we have to get that message out, because otherwise it is the
feeling that the poor white child and his or her parents is saying,
"Oh, well, all the attention is being given to these special groups. '

In fact, we learn better as we look at how to better reach these
traditionally under-served groups.

Mrs. LOWEY. Thank you. I know that we would like to continue
the discussion, but unfortunatel: we are going to have to bring
this distinguished panel to a close. We certainly welcome your con-
tinued information, your continued input, as we move forward in
reauthorizing the Act. I specifically would welcome individual suc-
cess stories on the issues which we discussed today.

I thank you very, very much for your participation.
[Whereupon, at 1:25 p.m. the subcommittee was adjourned to re-

convene at the call of the Chair.]
[Additional material submitted for the record follows.]
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DONALD N. PAYNE, MEMBER OF CONGRESS

MAY 9, 1991

OPENING STATEMENT:

HEARING ON THE REAUTHORIZATION OF THE
HIGHER EDUCATION ACT AND COLLEGE COST

MR. CHAIRMAN, LET ME COMMEND YOU FOR
CALLING THIS HEARING THAT WILL FOCUS ON
THE COST OF ATTENDING A COLLEGE OR
UNIVERSITY IN THIS COUNTRY.

FOR THE PAST TEN YEARS, COLLEGE TUITION
HAS INCREASED FASTER THAN INFLATION.
THEREFORE, IF WE WANT TO ENCOURAGE
AMERICANS TO SEEK A POSTSECONDARY
EDUCATION, WE MUST BE PREPARED TO PROVIDE
ADEQUATE FINANCIAL AID PROGRAMS.

ACCESS TO A QUALITY EDUCATION WILL BRING
INCREASED OPPORTUNITIES FOR ALL AMERICANS
AND ESPECIALLY TRADITIONALLY
UNDERREPRESENTED GROUPS -- LOW-INCOME
PEOPLE OF COLOR AND WOMEN.

WOULD LIKE TO WELCOME THE WITNESSES AND
I LOOK FORWARD TO HEARING THEIR TESTIMONY.

2 I
, .
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SUBMITTED STATEMENT OF THE
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR AND

CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS
TO THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR.

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
ON REAUTHORIZATION OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT

July 29, 1991

The AFL-CIo is pleased to have this opportunity to share its views with the
Committee on Education and labor on the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act
(P.1.. 89-329).

This law has beconie an issue of growing importance to the AFL-C10 and its
affiliates. Two specific trends have contributed to this development:

Widespread recognition that the current system no longer prtwides
students with genuine access to postsecondary education. For poor and
middle class families alike, Federal student financial assistanee has
shifted from grants to loans. In curlier years. the Higher Education
Act funded about three times as much in student grants rather than
student loans; today, the proportions are nearly reversed, with S12
billion in loans being made annually to 4.5 million students. In
addition, the program ha.s failed to keep up with rising educational
costs.

Ineffectiveness of the current system to serve the needs of the growing
number of 'nontraditional" students. This group includes students who
are 25 and older, independent from parental support, or head their
own househo ds.

organiied labor has ;in important stake iii making the I ligher Education Act
more responsive to the et.lucational needs of union members and their families

Within this framework we have several key issues:

1. Expand grant aid to middle Income students

l'he onion program limits Pell Grants to families with annual incomes below
S3.0110 and the Bush administration is seeking to target the program more
nat Fos% ly to serve the neediest students. The All.-CR) believes that program
eligibihtv should he extended to f amities v. it h annual incomes up to $4,100.
Thh, would restore the Middle Income Student Assistance Act passed in ltl7s
hut gutted by the Reapn adimnistr alum.

2 1 .1.
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There is widespread agreement that the current arrangement ot Federal grant
and loan programs to postse -tmdary students is not performing as originally
planned. For instance, an unacceptably high number of students default on
their loans, especially among those enrolling in trade or proprietary schools.
Many believe that any reauthorization of the Higher E.ducation Act requires
"righting the balance" between grants and loans, or ensuring that a greater
proportion of financial aid is given in grants rather than loans, particularly to
students from low-income families, Also, most agree that the maximum Pell
grant should bc increased considerably from the current maximum of $2,400
to $4.000 per year. rising each year with the cost of living.

To achieve a fairer and more effective program, the American Federation of
Teachers, (AFT) has pror tsed a renewed commitment to the original vision
of the plogram. In cant; ,st to other higher education proposals, the An is
advocating a 'clear and simple goal: that a reauthorized Pell Grant program
provide geni,ine access and full support for every eligible student to attend
college. 'This would he accomplished by coupling the Pell grant formula to
the total cost of attending a public institutitm (a state college or university)
for a full-time commuter student. Under the formula proposed by AFT, the
most economically disadvantaged student would be eligible for the maximum
VAX) annual Pell grant to pay for thr following:

up to $1,5(X0 in tuition (The average tuition at a state college is
$1.500.), and

a $2,500 educational cost allowance to pay for hooks, transportation,
and board (The average cost of a commuter student at a state college
is $2,558 and does not include dormitory costs.).

Thus, students from the poores, families would he able to attend a college or
university without student loans, fully supported by theit Pell grants. Eligible
students from middle income families would receive $4,000 per year, minus
,he expected family financial contribution.

In contrast to the AFTs proposed formula, the current Pell Grant formula
and the new formula proposed hy many higher ,.ducation associations is
"tuition sensitive" and limits grants to pay for only 25 of tuition. Under
these formulas, nobody is provided full access to higher education. All
students would he required to pay for 75% of their tuition -- including the
most economically disadvantaged student who chose to enroll in a state
college or community college with the most affordable tuition.
In addition, the AIT proposal would not penaliie any eligible student who
chooses to attend a private college with higher tuition costs_ The amount of
the Pell Giant would he ideutieal for this studcnt using either of the proposed
formula.. 'The AF1 proposal would remove the penalty from students who
choose to attend more affordable public institutions.

2
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Any effort to strengthen the Higher Education Act will cost more money. By
returning to the original vision for the program, the AFT proposes a s'imple
and straightforward plan which provides a more compelling rationale to rally
support for the major increase in funding that will be required. This plan
offers basic and genuine access to a four-year college program at a public
institution.

3. Better serve the Deeds of "nontradItIonar students,.

The profile of postsecondary students has changed dramatically. For instance,
more than 409b of college students are above the age of 24. and at the
community college the average age is 30. The number of part-time students
continues to increase, and more students are independent of parental support
or head their own families. Finally, the restructuring of the economy has
resulted in many experienced workers returning to school for additional
education or training.

Several specific modifications would enable the Higher Education Act to
better serve the needs of these *nontraditional" studencs. These include:

i. Provide more equitable support for less than hall-time and less than
half-time students.

All part-time students, including those who are attending less than half-
time, should be eligible to receive Pell Grants as authorized in NMI
but subsequently suspended due to budget constraints. In addition.
work/study programs should he allocated more evenhandedly to part-
time as well as full-time students.

b. Modify the system used to analyze the financial needs of
"nontraditional' students.

Three modifications should he made:

Permit financial aid officers to use an individual's "expected year
income" rather than past "base year income" for students who have
become recently unemployed or whose income will be significantly
reduced by attending college. Although authorized in NM%
financial aid officer discretion has been discontinued since NM.
Restoring this provision would assist many displaced workers
seeking to return to school.

2. Include kinld or dependent care etsts as one of ihc faciors used to
determine the family's abilitv i, toluttbolc, A masimum of S3,000
should he allowed. which conforms to the average yeat ly cost tor
diild care.
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3. Exclude federal student aid as personal income in determiMng
eligibility for food stamps or public assistance. Students should
not he forced to choose between feeding their fantities or pursuing
their eduatiort.

c. Strengthen high school equivalency programs at postxeondary inAltutioas.

Many postsecondary institutions accept students who enroll without their high
school diploma but have been determined able to benefit. Rather than
restrict these students from admission or eligibility for Federal financial
assistance. the institutions should be required to pnwide an approved high
school equivalency program as part of the educational program of all ability-
to-benefit students.

4. Strengthen oversight of student financial aid programs by the U. S. Department
Of Education, state governments, and accrediting agencies.

The unacceptably high rate of loan defaults is largely concentrated among
proprietary schools that operate short-term, narrow, job-hased training programs.
'The Federal government should assume primary responsibility for ensuring that
all panicipating postsecondary institutions maintain standards of administrative
and financial integrity; state governments should be required to implement a more
stringent and effective licensing system for sch.iols; and voluntary accrediting
agencies should enforce more specific published standards of educational quality,

S. Support expansion of cooperative education programs.

Cooperative education programs at colleges and universities represent an
exemplary approach to combining paid work experience and classroom learning,it also provides students from lower-income as well as middle class families with
another al:et-native to financing college costs. Financial and technical support
should he continued and enlarged to institutions seeking to expand ptaasecondary
cooperative education opportunities.

6, Expand teacher recruitment and dmlopment programs.

To respond to an expected national teacher shortage, there should he a significantexpansion of teacher recruitment and professional development efforts authorizedunder the current Higher Educatinn Act. Specific proposals include a specialTcacher Corps program for paraprofessionals already working in schools and
veterans returning front the Persian Gulf or retiring from the military.

We believe. ?slr. Chairman, thnt implementation of these proposals a ill make the II %herEducation Act min e responsive to the needs ot all Americans.
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How Federal Policies
Make It Difficult For

Adults To Go To College

By Lawrence N. Gold, Public Policy Advocates, Washington, D.C.
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CAMPUS ROADBLOCK:

HOW } i.DFRAL POLICIES MAKE IT DIFFICULT FOR ADULTS TO GO TO
COLLEGE

"(In the past, the goal of industry) was high volume, standardized
production in which large numbers of dentical items could he
produced over long runs. Every step along the production process
was to be simple and predictable, so that it could be synchronized
with every other step. Not any longer. Speed. innovation, diversity
and information are today's weapons and thry are turning the
traditional role of labor on its head. From the factory floor to the
corner office, the way Americans work is being over-hauled.
Bureaucracy is giving way to teamwork. Central planning is
succumbing to frontline decision-making. And the mind numbing
repetition of factory work is yielding to shop floor workers who
must work with computers and robots to solve complex problems.

To work in such an environmem, workers must have far different
skills than they needed in the assembly line era, In an automated
factory, a worker doesn't tighten bolts. A worker operates a
computer console controlling millions of dollars worth of complex
machinery. That makes the individual worker central to the whole
production process."

Rohert Reich

443 I
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IIS1'RODIJCI1ON

This study is based on the premise that federal policy should en.courage. not impede, adults who
have if ; ability and motivation to go to college. .rhe study will identify roadblocks that federal laws
and regulations now place in the path of adults trying to make their way through college, and will
recommend concrete s.ps the government can take to enhance the productivity of the American
Workforce.

COLLEGE OPPORTUNITY FOR ADULTS IS IMPORTANT

Providing collt.T oppoitamties tor adults is important to the economy, to highei education, and to
ot inchs iduals iving at the economic margin.

Econumk benefits

Recent Department of Latxn studies demonstrate that the American workfoice will grow more
slowly and w ill he older, more female and more disadvantaged. At the same time, the new jobs
created will require much higher skill levels than today. While 40 % of today's jobs are in
low-skilled occupations, only 27% will fail into that category in 2000. At the
same time, jobs in highly-skilled occu-pations will rise from 24% to 41% of the
workforce.

Similarly. the mean years ot education required tor employmnt in the year 2000 will itse to 13.5.
and, as ranted in a 1987 committee for_ Ecof Num Des's:lug-1w aport. occupations requiring
postscomdary cducat ion are eweeted to account for h.1 million of the 16 million!jottS prOjeCted no

be addOtt ihe et onomy fr1 mi1q84 to1995.

At the same time. these studies indicate that a growing share of the new skills needed in industry
will have to he met tiv retraining existing workers. And, because tomorrow's Jobs will rely on
workers with general analytic and decisionmaking skills, on.thevh tech-nical training sit ill became
less important. Business K ill often have to shift the locus of training to (Nast& institutions.

Meier tAucatiou ticudiLl

lust as industly needs mine college educated adults. so must higher education Increasingly
respiind to the needs ot adult students Already, less than half of today', college students fit the
"traditional- toll tune, IS to 22- ye;ir.old nioid More than five million students, over 40% of the
college-going population. arc older than 24. and the average :ige of community college students is
29. About a thud ot the adults in college attend f ull-ume and the test a:tend part time.

Given the decline expected in the IS to 24-year-old population In yearti 10 come. colleges must li.nok
to adults to maintain enrollments. As Harold Hodgkinscm notes in an inaguic jyr tatAcitosawi
Isadcrship stud*, "The haby boom is now in the peak middle years of canning and !canting. Adult
education is the only growth component possible In postsecondary education."

r
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Benefits to the Inavitkal

Despite the enormous difficulties of returning to school the difficulties in handling academic
work, the financial difficulties, the extraordinary family dislocations-- adults in ever larger
numbers are looking to upgrade their education. The reason is clear; education pays. The earnings
of college graduates are nearly double those of high school graduates. Unemployment rates for
high school diopouts are about five times that of college graduates, and the trend toward highly-
skilled jobs means more joblessness among the least skilled and less among the well-educated.

Those with the toughest obstacles to overcome in this changing workplace are people such as
welfare recipients, displaced homemakers, dislocated workers and workers whose skills are
rendered obsolete. Researchers Nancy Schlossberg and Ivan Charner, at a 1989 conferenee
sponsored hy the American Council on Education and the National Governors Association, call
these people "at-risk adults-- those who are not employed at or near their productive capacity
because of their personal circumstances or changes in the workplace,"

In the past. the federal government has too often ignored at-risk adults, treated them as untrainable.
and depended upon transitory. low-level work and public subsistence to "warehouse" them while
efforts Were coneentrated on rescuing their "at-risk" children. But this strategy has proved both
sell -deteanng and ineffective. The challenge of bringing at-risk adults into the economic
niainstteam-:ind the payoff for business, higher education, and for the indivi-duals and youth they
air raisingis enommus and cannot be home by the private seetor alone. The federal government
must be a lull partner

Every major human fesolgUe study in recent years emphasizes and re-emphasizes the importance of
the federal role in encooraying education for adults. Workforce 20a1calls for -a greater federal
role in -improving the dynamism of an aging work-force" because -andlite, midcarrer retraining
laces so many personal. institutional and financial obstacles, yet offers such significant payoffs to
thr national economy." Similarly, the 1987 Human ResoureesCommiree Repot Lel the Pre'iiknt'5
commiyonn_ cvnipetinyerim maintains that federal "investments in human
resources previously toeused on basic preparation ot new entrants through the elementary and
secinidary school system, must inereasingly shift to address the needs of the adult population-, and

tortheomine C'ED report calls for public p Hey reforms 'to create more incentives for employers
to invest in human capital."

The federal government. of course, operates a variety of programs aimed at providing financial
assistance to needy college students, offering tax incentives for employer-paid trainIng. and
supporting adult education and training, Too often, however, federal taws and
regulations actually place obstacles in the path of adults-- particularly at-risk
adults-- who might turn to college for their education and training.

Sometimes the obstacles are unintended, other times, they may serve a program purpose but turn a
blind eye to the educational impact. In either case, many of these obstacles have a
chilling effect on adult college attendance and might be torn down without
signifkantly damaging other policy interests.

5
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This study examines roadblocks in a wide variety of federal pro-grams. and offers policy
recommendations aimed at facihtating rather than discouraging adults from attending college. The
policy areas which will be investigated arr.

Student financial assistance;
Unemployment insurance;
Welfare;
Food stamps:
Vocational rehabilitatiM
Dependent cam:
Employee educational tvnet its;
Adult education;
Vocational/tedmical education; and
The,iob training partnership act.

The study brings together ieseamh in disparate areas. supplemented by interviews with policy-
makers, employed and unemployed adults, and the people who work with them in schools.
hoc inesses and unions Our hope is that the irport will highlight the practical effect of a broad array
ot policy anomalies. show divergem policies in a new light, and thus help pwemment leaders
develop policies that fulfill the economic and edueational potential of the adult workforce.
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EXECLITIVE stivinARYI FIS)1NGS AND IMCOINWND&IIONS

The study has tOund ten program aieas, administered by five federal agencies. in which the law.
regubtions or pop:1m practice place serious obstacles in the path of adults who might turn tr,
colkgc tor their education and training. We believe that these obstacles could he torn down without
damaging other legitimate policy interests.

Administenng Agency him-awn Departmein

Finding:
Pell Grant eligibility is determined in part by lixilong al the I amily's "base year ineoine However.the study lords that -base year Income- h not a reliable iwdictor of the financial capability of older.
independent student,. who may be recently unemployed or who may be displaced homemakers or
w hose income will be significantly reduced by attending college. ln Rif", Congress recognized this
comern by permitting campus financial aid officers to exercise discrebm in determining Pell Granteligibility I his discretion, llowcver, V. as ss thdiav.n by appropriations legislation in FY Ng andFY ntl.

R ecom mend at io n:
Congiess should lesion. I imam mat aid otticet discretion. Among the factors triggering the use Of
such discretitm should be a projected reduction of Income during the enrollment period by ten
pert.ent compared to the base year. The tl.S rchicanon Department should encourage financial aidott tiers to employ this discretion.

Finding:
Congress in Mb piosided that students attending college less than half-time are eligible for Pell
Grants if they meet the program's need requirements. However, the eligibility of lehti than half-
time students was withdrawn in FY O.

Recommendation:
Pell Giant aid to students attending college less than hall,time should he restored

Finding:
Colleges rawly sprnd then federal campus-based student aid allotments on part-time students. To
COMO thh, COngiths iii I986 mandated that institutions devote at least a "reasonable proportion"
of then campusbased student aid funds to part-time students. However, subsequent federal
regulations have, in effect, negated the provision and released schools from having to fulfill thisobligation

7
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Recommendations:

I. Congress should alter the campus-based application to assure that enrollment status is cross-
referenced to income and dependency in the following manner

aNndrin_undcamittatm
alLtimt Eari Aims:

$0-$2.999
$3,000-'55,999, ctc.
Independent Uncle rsratinale5
SO-$999
$1,000-S1,999. etc.
Dependent Graduate students
$0-$2,999, etc.
Independent CtraditateAMientS
SO-5999. etc.

2. To begin to effectuate the 'reasonable proportion" principle. Concress should ledinre that
institutions provide aid under their campus-based program allotment to at least ot their part-
time students in the lowest income cohort.

Finding:
The new Congressional Methodology for evaluating student eligibility for campus-based student
aid fails to account for differences in the financial situation of adult heads of household in the low
income range.

Recommendation:
!he Congressional Methodology should be amended to assure pealet 1ClIsitivity to differences in
the income and assets of adults sk ith dependents, and tinnily expenses should be fully counted at
their actual 1,vel in assessini2 tmancial need.

Finding:
The Pell CI, ant formula only permits students to count SI.000 of din care costs. rregardless of the
number of children oi other dependents. This artificially low allowance reduces the grams ot some
students at low-cost mstitutions because Pei Crants cannot exceed 60Cii of total attendance costs

Recommendat ion:
Dependent can: costs based on a full-time maximum of at least S3.000 per care recipient should he
allowable educational costs in determining eligibility tor Pell Giants. campus-based and loan
programs.

Finding:
Students who must attend school fess than half-time are in-eligible tor either a Perkins or a Stafford
loan. They must ako begin loan repayment as though they were no longer in school and earning a
living.

Recommendation:
All borrowers should he informed by the time they would enter repayment of their right to apply
for deferral or forbearance in making repayment. Specifically, continued attendance on a less than
halff ime basis should he a criterion for granting deferral or forebearance.

2
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Finding:
Federal student aid not directly attributable to tuition and fees is often counted against an
individual's eligibility tor welfare and Food Stamps, and beneficiaries of these programs are put in
the impossible position of choosing between getting an education or feeding their ehildrea.

Recommendation:
All student financial aid under the higher education Jet should he clearly defined as contribution to
the education-related costs of those who receive aid. Such aid should not be counted a.s personal
income. in whole or in pan, in determining an individual's eligibility for food stamps or welfare,

Finding:
Financial aid information habitually fink to reach part time and evening students, who makeup the
bulk of the adult student population.

Recommendations:

I. A doubling of the Educational Opportunity Centers program would iLssure greater outreach to
this population

2. Financial aid training that the government currently conducts fur high school counsellors should
be expanded to include professionals who deal with adults-- human resaurce officers in business.
labor counsellors and unemployment and welfare counsellors to name a few.

3. Easy to- read. well .highlighted informational materials spe-cifically targeted to adults should be
required of all colleges that serve a large adult population.

IlitIESLUSLIMEN11111LSAISICE
dminXstering Agency-- Department of Labor

Findings:
The study found that too many states treat thr idea ot education and training for UI recipients as a
highly suspect evasion of the responsibility to work. rather than a way for individuals to assume
control over their own lives and careers. Claimants are ofwn lett unaware of the training option,
decisions are made in an inconsistent, almost hapharard manner and postsecondary education is
treated with suspicion.

Recommendations:

I. The Department of Labor should undenake a new and truly com-plete, state-by-stale survey of
state practice from the kinds of notification the states employ, to the types of training they
approve. to their manner of making decisions. It is nme to stop pretending that the law is being
administered properly. or thin it doesn't matter what goes on in the field.

2. The Department of I .abor. hy regulation. should insist that the states clearly notify beneficiaries
of the training option, and that they develop and employ objective criteria for evaluating training
providers and approving training requests.

3. Federal unemployment law should be amended to place the hurden on the state to prove that
training proposed by the beneficiary is not satisfactory, rather than placing the burden on the
individual to justify the training.

4. Finally, federal unemployment law should be amended to Tecify if the claimant is making
satisfactory progress toward a recoenned degree. frIstituirs approved training for the purposes of
the LI program.

"
46.447 0 91 8
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WELFARF
Administering agency Department of Health and filin1311SeeVit'es

Findings:
The studs tound that welfare recipients ale typically informed hy their local caseworker that
postsecor .iry education is not an allowable training activity, and that the recipient cannot continue
to meets subsistence henefits unless he or she abandons college for a menial job or short-term
training. Furthennore, federal financial aid in excess of tuition and fees is routinely counted as
income and thercfore reduces welfare eligibility.

Recommendations:

I. Welfare legislation shouM be amended to require ttuit the states allow wellaic recipients to fulfill
then education and training requirement in college. it they so choose, as long as satisfactory
progress is being made m school and the course of study is consistent with the individual's career
goals.

2. The law should be amenticd to assure that student financial aid is not counted as personal
income. in whole or in pan. m determining an individuals eligibility for AFDC.

FOOD SITAMPS
Administering Agency Department ot Agriculture

Findings:
Adults %ho want to attend college must meet special eligibility requirements to receive food
stamps, including a requirement that they worf. 20 hours per week no matter how many courses
they are taking They may not deduct educational expenses from their income in applying for food
stamps. but the student aid they receive is often deducted horn their food stamp allotment.

Recommendations:

I. All federal student assistance should not be counted as personal income. in whole or in part, in
determining an individuals eligibility for food stamps,

2 Documented education-related expenditures matte hy food stamp applicants should be made
excludable from personal income in determmmg hxxi stamp eligibility.

1. The policy or imposing a 20-hour per week work requirement oncollege students who otherwise
qualify for food stamps should be abandoned. The requirement is extraneous to financial need, and
only serves to unnecess.arily prolong of interfere with the indidividual's ability to complete his or
her education.

VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION
Adminisaering agency-- Education Department

Findings:
The states and local VR caseworkers, hungry for quick closure of cases and perhaps
underestimating the potential of their clients, often disallow or discourage VR beneficiaries from
attending postscconthuy education, especially individuals with severe handicaps.

1 0
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Recommendations:

1. The Education Department should immediately begin to compile data on the employment and
recidivism rates of VR clients rehabilitated through postsecondary education compared to other
types of training. (Overall, one in eleven VR clients return to the program within three years of
their initial rehabilitation).

2. Rather than focusing all program enereles on case closure. Congress should ensurr by law that
evaluations of VR program performance are expantkd to include the nature of the clientele served
and the quality of the training in terms of career development and upward mobility.

3. The VR legislation should be amended to specifically require thestates to approve college as an
allowable foim of training for VR recipients, as long as satisfactory progress is being made in
school and the course of study is consistent with the individual's career goals. Furthermore, it
should be required
:hat all prospective clients be informed of their right to choose postsecondary education.

IMPLUENT_CARE
Adnunister inc agencles Deparment of Health and fium:m Services lucat on Department

Findings:
The lack ot accessible. affordable child care is a considerable obstacle to adults seeking a college
education. We've found that Title XX state social services block grants rarely help adults meet day
care costs, that the future ot child care ptovided by welfare reform is questionable. and that other
sources of potential federal support. including a higher edlicallon act program, are ember
Onaathortred or unappropriated

Recommendations:

Child care support under tale XX sooal servit'e block ,ki.rants should he continued and rmhaneed.
and the taw should he amended to prohibit the state.s front disqualifying eligible recipients 1;mply
hetiatist* thes are attendava colleye

c;impus chrld care program authorized under title IV ot the htOier education aCr to provide
tundill'.' kin ,,r1 campus dav care centers should be reauthorized and funded,

;. The Senate Finance Committer. the House Ways and Means Committee and the House
Edur alien and Labor COMMinee should caretullv monitor thr implementation ot welfare reform to
assure that postsccondarv education is not heruig unduly restricted by the states arid that child calf-
services are made available as man-dated to eligible beneficiaries

4. New child care legislation should be enacted to suppkment federal suppon services to low -
ineOrne adults trying to pUrSue a college education.

5. The higher education at I should he ainended to allow dependent Carr costs, based on a f
maximum of $ t,(XX) per care recipient, to be considered in determining eligible for PellCram and
other federal programs.

1 I
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FNIPLOYEE EDUCATIONAL BENEFITS
Administering Agency: Internal Revenue Service. Department ot the Treasuly

Findings:
Section 127 of the tax code. which makes cmployer-paid educational benefits tax free to the
employee, has been found in constitute a significant financial itwentive for genuinely needy
individuals to attend college. at relatively low cost to the federal nrasury.

Recommendation:
In order to assure continuity of employer initiatives to promote the education and training of their
workers. Section 127 of the tax code should be extended on a permanent basis.

ADULT EDUCATION
Administering agency. Education Depannient

Findings:
Many states use then discretion in awarding giants under the federal adult education act to largely
bypass community colleges. while the federal law fails to buttiess the role of community colkges
as key provickN of education for adults,

Recommendations:

I. The House 1-:thication and Labor Committee and the Senate Labor and Human Resources
Conintince should direct the U.S. Education Depanincru to undertake a comparative study of
different adult education providers-- including elementary and secondary schools, colleges,
libraries and community agencies-- to see which produce the best results. The study should
measure quantitative outputs like GED completion, job placement. subsequent participation in
college and long term removal Om public av.istancr. If some types of pmviders are found to
perform systematically better than others, steps should he taken to encourage their participation and
remove any obstacles to it.

2. Congress should remove the twenty percent cap on funding CED programs under the adult
education ail, because that cap limits the extent to which working-age adults can use the adult
education program to meet the rising educational trqulrements of today's job market.

3. The law should be changed to assure community college participation in stale adult education
advisory councils, and to requite that local school districts solicit comments by colleges and
community agencies on school district profsosals to conduct adult education programs

VOCATIONAL/TECHNICAL EDLLAIWN
Adminintstermg agency: &location Depanmem

Findings:
Despite evidence that community colleges arc especially good prmiders of vocationul/technical
education for adults, the states vary tremendously in how much the) employ federal vocational
education funds at the postsecondary level. Further. the study found that M.1171e states appear biased
against postsecondary education, and the monies reported as "post-secondary" in nature may not
really reflect postsecondary-level education. Despite all this. proposals have surfaced in Congress
to impose a 30';`t- cap on postsecondary spending.

1 2
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Recommendations:

I. Congress should reject any proposal to place a cap on postsecondary spending under the Perkins
act, especially a cap that falls below current spending levels.

2. Instead of a cap. Congress should enact a floor for past-secondary funding of 30 percent. This
floor-- and all accounting of postsecondary spending-- should be based upon community college
and other postsecondary credit-bearing programs. not area vocational school programs.

3. The Education Department should conduct a study to determine and secondary programs are
most likely to promote Iong-term self-sufficiency and productivity.

JOB TRAINING PARTNERSHIP ACT
Administering agency-- Department of Labor

Findings:
The Job Training Pannership Act rarely supports training for adults in postsecondary instinnions
because local decision-makers appear to distrust college programs. because federal performance
standards tail to reward educational achievement, and because providers are often restricted to
short-term. nun-credit, open entry/open exit programming.

Recommendations:

I. The U S. Department ot Labor should conduct a study to determire the circumstances under
which daft:rem kinds ot provideos arc most likely to promote kmg-term selt-sufficierwy and
proclutiolry. 'Mc federal covemment should immediatelv hcgin In compile systematic data on the
employinent and recidivism rates 01 3TPA clients named throuch postsecondary education
comparcd to other types tit training.

2. JIPA performance standards should be amended by k-gisLition to count educatiomd
ftivancement as a successtut outcome for adults under the same terms as it is counted tor youth

.ro assure that somew hat longer-term training options are not shut out of ITPA participation,
FTVA lepsiation hould he amended to prohibit local authorities from restricting /TPA participationto pc ii ClIff fOperl es it proLzialnITIMC tir to non credit pro.granntlinc. ispCcially is hen [edit Nout('
otherwise he :11:coi tied tor similar trammr.

A detailed cs.1Mn1.1(10n of each oi Mese priTrom ,irea, 1105k 101(7v, 5
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IILDENT_LliteCIAL_ASSJAILLNLE

"Numerous problems face the adult who wants to return to college, sach as
ability to pay, calculation of financial aid eligibility, discouragement to apply and
availability of information. Older students are not being sufficiently helped with
their expenses, so they often hove to either take one course at II OM or not go at
all."

--Financial Aid Officer. Maryland

"Priority is gisen to full-time students for financial aid; the application process is
designed for 18-year-olds."

--Financial Aid Officer, PennsylvatUa

The federal government invests all-MISt $10 billion annually to help financially needy individuals
attend college 'there ate four types of federal aid programs

(It the Pell Grant program. which pr-ovides direct government grants to the neediest students:
(2) eampus,hased aid programs, under which professionals on campus asstss thr financial needs
of students and offer them grants. loans and work-study jobs;
(31the State Scholamtnp Incentive Grant pmgram, which provides grants eneouraging the states to
set up their own financial aid programs;
(41 hank loan programs.

Pell canny The $4.411 billion Pell Grant program IS the foundation of aid for the neediest students
- usually those with family incomes below $25JXX). Students apply directly to the federal
gmemment, which uses a standard formula to assess the student's financial situation and produces
a giant eligibility number. or Student Aid Index (SAlt. An SAl of 0 indicates maximum Pell Grant
eligibility, as the SAt increases. eligibility decreases. The SAl is compared to the student's Cost of
Attendance to determine the actual award amount. The maximum award for academic year 1989
'hi was $2. WO or 60 percent of the student's cost of attendance, whichever was lower. The
average award was $1,45q.

cartliTs...Bas+Arrogs ams: t nider the cainpusbased programs, the federal government allots funds
dmectlx to the colleges based on the number of needy students and costs they report. The aid is
then distill-Ink:4J to students h), financial auf trfficers at the colleges hissed on federal guidelines,
t:ainpus priorities and professional lodgment. Funds rarely go far enough to serve all students in
need. ot to provide them with nearly the level of auf they could use

There are three i.-ampus-based programs. Supplemental Filueational Opportunity Counts tSEOG)
go to students demonstrating "eNception41 I mancial need'', with priority given to Pell Grant
teilpients. The maximum annual award is 1+4.(XX), hut thr average amount awarded is only 57(X).
Thc College Work.Study program provides jolts for stu-dents, usually on campus. The average
award ts $9( fl. Perkins Loans are tow-interest 15 percent) loans, up to a maximum of 59.000 over
a four year period. which niast shirt being paid hack nine months after the student graduates.
leioes sehi.xd. or drops below halt ttnw.

Fligihrlity tor campus-based programs. as Well as Stafford loans, is determined hy a sct of needs
analysis foimulas mandated to law called the Congressional Methodology i,CM1 CM produces

1 4
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an "expected family contribution" which, in conjunction with a "cost of attendance° allowance
based on statutorily defined components, determines the student's apptuved level of support

StaltaiehtlIallihialnicativeaCumnla: This program makes matehing grants to the states to help them
establish their own need-based student grant and work-snaly programs.

sank Loewe The largest program is Stafford loans, which am made by a lender such as a bank or
cmdit union and have an interest tate of 8 percent. Repayment begins six months after the student
leaves school The maximum a first ar second year undergraduate may borrow is $2,625, with
94,000 allowed the last rwo years.

Students may not borrow more than their need less other aid. PLUS loans-- for parents helping to
finance their children's educationand SLS (Supplemental Loans for Students) are variable interest
loans without the favorable repayment conditions that apply to Stafford loans, Financial need is not
a crilenon for receiving a PLUS or SLS, but loans cannot exceed the cost of education minus other
financial aid.

OBSTACLES_ TO FINANCIAL AID FOR ADVLTS

For a variety of reasons. adult, independent students have a much harder time obtaining federal
financial aid than younger. dependent students. For example, the latest data available from the the
government's National Postsecondary Student Aid Study NPSAS) show that:

-- Proportionally fewer older students than younger students and fewer part-tirne students than full-
time students received grant aid, loan aid, or workaaudy aid. (70% of the adults in college attend
on a part-time basis.) About 40% of sudents 23 or younger could rely on federal aid. while only
25 percent of students 30 and older meeived aid:

-- While the average college-going expenses of pan-time students are at least half as high as the
expenses of full time students. the percentage of part-time students receiving aid was only one-
fourth that of full-time students.

-- The averace grant aid received by yoanger studerts was higher than the average grant aid to
oldt. Audents. while older students had to take on rger loans than younger students to stay in
school.

We have identified eiLan factors in federal student aid law and program practict which appear to
work to the disadvantage of adult students, especially adult students who themselves have
dependents. These are:

Criteria such as "base year income" for determining Pell Grant eligibility that do not take the
financial circumstances of older students into account.

-- Exclusion of students attending school less than half-time from Pell Grants.

-- Disproportionately small distribution of campus-based aid to older and pan-time students.

Use of a "Congreasional Methodology" that does not adequately
take into account basic family maintenance expenses nor adeouately distinguish degtres of need.

-- Inadequate accounting of dependent care expenses in determining student costs of attendance for
student aid purposcs,

1 5
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Lorin ineligibility and payback requirements for students attending less than-half-time.

-- Conflict among welfare, food stamp and student aid eligibility.

-- Lack of financial aid information reaching adults.

"BASE YEAR" INCOME. PELL GRANTS_ AND AID OFFICER D'SCRETION

The Pell Grant formula draws on an individuafs financial data for the calendar year preceding the
calendar year in which aid would beg.n: this is called the "base year." The idea is that the haw year
serves as a reasonable predictor of the family's financial circumstances when aid begins. For the
parents of a traditional college student. this assumption may be valid because the earning power
and assets of the parents can be assumed in most cases to be relatively consistent over the two
years Even for dependent students, however, the base year may be an inaccurate predictor as
many students abandon the pan-time jobs held in high school when they become college freshmen
or sophoniores.

In the case of an adult trying to start college. however, the "base year" income will probably nial
reflect the financial condition the individual would face when he or she hefins taking classes. If the
individual is starting college because he or she became unemployed, the base year" income may
well be considerably higher than the income the student will actually have at his or her disposal
when classes begin. If the individual is newly widowed. the "base year" income may reflect a
deceased husband's earnings. If the individual has been wtrking full-time, or nearly full-time, he
or she may now need to reduce work hours and earnings will decline. According to a just-
published CSIRcpcith (Number 3, February.1990), the estimated school year income reported to
the College Board by independent students was 26% lower than the base-year income.

In the years prior to academic year 1987-88, after the Pell Grant aid determination was initially
made, the program allowed students to submit information about certain "special conditions" to
adjust thcir awards. Those condaions included loss of employment, loss of earnings due to
disability or natural disaster, loss of untaxed income or benefits, separation or divorce, and death
of spouse.

The 1986 higher education reauthoruation act replaced the speeial condition prevedure with a new
provision under which college I inancial aid tifficers were given authority to use "expected year"
income rather than "haw year" income in assessing financial need, and in general to exercise
professional discretion. "I-his system was used for one year. academic year 1988 89

It war+ taken out of the EV $9 budget, supposedly as a cost-cutting move, although there is no
evidence that financial aid officers were actually nsing this discretion any more extensively than the
-special conditions.' had been used in the past. In fact, some believe the fmancial aid officers may
even have used discretion to hike grants jos than under the old system, out of fear of audits and
questioning federal officials. Whieh system will be used in future years is still in doubt.

The system of financial aid of 1 icer discretion offers greater flexibility than Ow system of special
conditions tor the peculiar circumstances adults face in financing an educational change. For
cum*, the special conditions system can be unfired to change the need assessment of adults who
will reduce their workload from full-time to parttime when they attend eollege. However, the
system has rm accomodatert persons who were under- employed, even working as much as 40
hours per week, hut W'S'R' not 14 niking %s hen they have to rednce their work hours to
attend college
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Recommendation:

Financial aid officer discretion should be restored. Among the factors triggering
the use of such discretion should he g protected reduction of income during the

. A standard of thisnature is more sensitive than ar "all or nothing" trigger (such as "loss ofemployment"), and is more appropriate than a trigger not tied directly on
finances. The U.S. Education Department should clearly encourage rather than
discourage financial aid officers from employing this discretion.

1 11 1 11 ,1 1 1

ATIENDING

A woman with a husband and three children has been working full-time and taking nine credits a
term toward her B.A. during evenings when her husband is home. The husband and wife together
earn $28.000 and she is halfway donc with her degree. The couple divorces. The woman needs to
earn more money and takes a second job nights. As a result, al least until she can find a better job
or get back on an rven keel, she is dmpping her course load to three credits a term, one-quarter
time.

Until the 19119-90 school year. no matter how much financial need was exhibited by students
attending school less than half-time, no matter how great a gap existed between their financial
resources and college going expenses. they were ineligible for a federal Pell Grant. In 1986,
Congress passed a provision opening Pell Grant eligibdity to udents attending less-than-half-
tone, but only for direct educational expenses and only for those in thc greatest category of
financial need. Since the provision wei:: into effect:150.000 students have received aid, over 40%
of them over the
age of 30,

In late 1989. however, as a cost-cutting easure, Congress suspended Pell Grant eligibility for
students attending less than half-time. ,Students who have already gotten their grunts may keep
them in Iff119-90, but no new grants were made after January 1. IOW and no less-than, half-time
students will receive grants in AY 1940-91,

The students whose aid is being cut mt, like the woman cited above, are in the very neediest
financial aid catcgors people whose -expected family contribution-, as determined by nie
government. is icro. (Full-time students could hwe a family contribution as high as $2100 and stillqualify Neither are they continuing education students: everyone eligible tOr this provision has to
be making satisfactory progress toward a degree.

Recommendation:

Pell Grani aid to students attending college less than haif-time should be restored.As U.S. Secretary of Education Lauri?) Cavasos reported to Congress, "suchstudents deserve our encouragement and support and should not be denied accessto training that may better their job skills or employment opportunity solely
because they are unable to enroll for more than one or two classes at a time."

1 7
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Adult students, CCItuinly those attending part-time, find it very difficult to obtain campus-based
student aid funds According to th_: NPSAS report. nearly six times as many students 23 or
younger received SEOG funds as snidents 10 or older. Twdve times as many younger than older
students received college work-study funds. Perkins loans were made to eight times as many
students 23 or younger av students 30 or older. And, based on U.S. Education Department data for
the l987-8S school year. students attending less than half-time received just .045% of SEOG
funds, .1% of work-study and .0351% ot Perkins loans.

To assure tau treatment of part-time students in the campus-based aid programs. the 19841 higher
education reauthorization act included the following requirement in Sect on 4 13C(d):

"If the institution's allocation under this subpart is directly or indirectly based in part on the
financial need demonstrated by students attending the institution less than full time, a reason-able
proportion of the institution's allocation shall be made available .o such students."

The U.S. Education Department issued a regulation to implement the provision which, in effect.
required colleges to do no mote than continue business-as-usual. Institutions are required simply to
submit a priority ordei list of the categories of students to which it intends to provide funds. If
part-time students are not high on the list, the institution is under no obligation to give the part-
timers a penny even it the school has hundreds of pan-time students with comparable need to
full-time students: even if the institution was allocated campus-based aid in part on the basis
of its needy part-time student population.

Also. current application procedures fail to highlight the fmaneial need demonstrated by part-time
students. In applying for campus based aid funds, institutions now list: (I) the number of
dependent undergraduates eligible for aid, listed in 53.(XX) income increments; (2) the number of
independent undeigraduates eligible for aid, listed in $1.000 income increments: (3) dependent
graduate students, listed in $3.(0C) income increments: and (4) independent graduate students.
listed in $I,(X)0 income increments. Although part-time students are included in these counts, their
is no
cioss referencing of dependency. income and enrollment status Without that information, it is
difficult to assure that the neediest students in all categories are targeted for aid,

Recommendations:

Stronger steps must be taken to ensure that the neediest part-time students in fact
receive a "reasonable proportion" of campus-based aid as mandated by Congress.

I. Congress should alter the campus-based application to assore that enrollment
status is cross-referenced to income and dependency in the following manner:

Dependent Undergnbiadcs

SO-S2.999
$1,000-$5,994), rte.

lndepodent Undergukttilkk
SO-$999
$1,1100-Sl.999, etc .

25 ;
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Dependent Graduate students
$0-52.999. etc.

jndependent Graduattstudents
$04999, etc.

2. To begin to effectuate the "reasonable proportion" principle, Congress shouldrequire that institutions provide aid under their campus-based program allotmentto at least 5% or their part-time students in the lowest income cohort.

CONGRFSSIONAL NIET1j000LOGY

Another hurdle for adults with children seeking campus-based aid is the Congressional
Methodology (CM) system. which college aid officers use to determine eligibility for campus-bawd funds. Under the system used prior to the 1986 reauthorization-- called the Uniform
Methodology (UW-- the actual costs of tuition. fees, and room and board were an counted asstudent costs. Income and assets were computed to determine the expected family contribution(F.FC). Cost minus expected family conmbution equaled the student's financial need.

The new Congressional Methodology, however, has shifted some of what used to be viewed ascosts into the family contribution formula. CM now only .pennits the use of costs for a single
person with the presumption that the costs of maimaining the family are covered in a 'standard
maintenance allowance" in the pan of the formula used to compute the family contribution. This
"standard maintenance allowance", however is based on the lowest maintenance amounts in the19t7 Bureau of Labor Statistics measurement.

The result is. foi families with incomes slightly above or below the standard maintenanceallowance. the Congressional Methodology does not properly reflect gradations in the !amity'sactual ability to meet its needs. As art example, if a person heading a household of four wereearning $.1!+0 a week with the following costs, the calculated need under the two difference
methodologies shows greatel inseosnivity in the new methodology

Costs-

Old New

Tuition and fees $ 1.0(X) $1.01X)
'Room & Board 9,900 4,500
Books 300 MX)
Transportation 5tX) 500
Pemonal & intsc 675 §a

Total $12,.375

Calculated FC 4,502 198

Need S 7.873 S 6.777

New formula only counts individual costs.
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As Mark Heffron, financial aid analyst for the American College Testing service notes. the new
system "represents a major shift in federal financial aid policy t which will be) particularly severe
on low-income single parents." For esampk. he notes, students in the $0-52,999 income range
will be expected to spend an average of 510.740 to maintain the families. over 700% of their
income.

Partly for this reason, thc NPF 15 report concludes that, as would be expected. "on average.
students with the lowest family incomes received the largest Pell awards, while those with the
highest family incomes received the smallest Pell awards. (But for thc campus-based aid pmgrams
that use the new Congressional Methodology). no consistent pattern ot average award by family
income emerged,"

Recommendation:

The Congressional Methodology should be amended to assure greater sensitivity
to differences in the income and assets of adults with dependents, and family
expenses should be fully counted at their actual level in assessing financial need.

As elaborated in another chapter, one of the key factors adults rnust consider in going to college is
child care. Acciading to a Washingtszafsza article on child care, the national average day care bill
for a 3-year-old in a private center is $66 a week, or $3.432 a year. Costs for infant care arr
usually higher. The cost of child care is now a typical family's fourth largest expense. while low-
income families spend 25% of their income for child care. Those costs, especially when multiplied
by more than one child, present serious obstacles foran adult returning to school.
Despite these costs. thc Pell Grant formula only allows students to count $1,000 in day care costs,
regardless of number of child-en or other dependents (such its aging or disabled parents.) This
artifically low allowance reduces the grants of some studerns at low-cost institutions because Pell
Grants cannot exceed 60`4 of total attendance costs.

Recommendation:

Dependent care costs based on a full-time maximum of at least $3,000 per care
recipient should be allowable educational costs in determining eligibility for the
Pell Grant, campus-based and loan programs.

Because of the c../mpeting responsibilities that face adult students, they SOMelifiles have to attend
school less than half-time, at least for a tcmt or two. However, students attending less than half-
time are ineligible for either a Perkins or Stafford loan.
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Also, if a student already has a loan and then drops below half-time attendance, he or she must
begin repaying the loan after a short grace period, just as though they were no longer in school and
were earning a living. The only way to avoid repayment is to apply for and be granted special
dispensation by the lender-- or to let the loan go into default.

Recommendation:

Defaults should not triggered for borrowers who are likely to repay their loanswhen they are employed and can afford the monthly loan payments. Thus, all
borrowers should be informed by the time they would enter repayment of theirright to apply for deferral or forbearance in making repayment. Specifically,
continued attendance on a less than half-time basis should be a criterion for
granting deferral or forebearance.

CDNFLICTS AMONG FWD STAME, WELT:AKE AND STUDENT AID
ELIGIBtLiTY

As elaborated in the chapters on welfare and food stamps, adults receiving public assistance
through AFDC or the food stamp program face special problems. although they are clearly in the
most severe financial need. Basically, any student aid that cannot be directly attributed to
educational costs 11 counted as income by the welfare and food programs, and therefore student aid
can and does reduce the food stamps and welfare received by poverty-stricken families.

Counting student aid against welfare and Food Stamp eligibility even applies to government-
hacked hank loans. A counselor who explained this to one of her students received the ineiedulous
response. "You mean I lose tree Food Stamps for borrowed money?"

It is hard to imagine a greater disincentive to college than haying to choose between feeding one's
family or staying in school. The problem with this policy is that student aid does rwt-:, either
theoretically or in actuality-- provide recipients with general income. Rather, federal student aid
provides funds for the extra expenses. including living expenses. incurred by recipients because
they are going to college. Student aid by law cannot exceed the costs of attending school
detemuned under gosemment formulas. To treat welfare and food stamp eligible individuals as too
"rich" lot subsistence bsi %Mlle of their student aid is thoroughly unfair.

As a student trthn Dos er. Delaware repotted. -When 1 started at the community college, I lost S50in welfare benefits Tle only explanation they gave me was that I was overpaid bccau.,e I was
gettme money to go to school. But the grant money I receivedonly paid for tuition: it was nes er ii
my hands. I also lost S50 a month in food stamps. The rationale was that my children and 1 didn't
eat three square meals a day because we were in school and so we chaff need as many food
stamps. My kids and I go hungry at the end of the month because I have to pay rent.. (Many
think) it's more feasible in stay home and have a baby every two years and be on welfare than to
go to school

Another typical student response was received from a Minnesota woman with children, who
reported that her Food Stamps will be reduced to $15 a month if she beems school, and at this
writing she was undecided whether the burden was worth it. As a financial aid officer in Pasadena
reported. "Many people who would like to go to college are afraid to apply because they think their
public assistance will he eliminated." Aid, as a Minnesota counselor pointed Out. "The government
is lust concerned with eetting people oif welfare, but not with gemng them out of poverty. People
shouldn't have so live on the edge all the time."

2
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Recommendation:

All student financial aid under the higher education act should be clearly defined
as contributing to the gducatiott-Telnled costs of those who receive aid. Such aid
should not be counted as personal income, in whole or in part, in determining an
individual's eligibility fur food stamps or welfare.

LAS:li OF SUFFICIENT UNANCIAL ALP INFORMATION

Finally. adults who might consider college generally face a more subtle. but equally great obstacle-
- a lack of basic information about how to get the aid to which they am entitled. Many never make
it to the financial aid office because they are not in the mainstream infomiation pipeline: the
financial aid information system focuses on the traditional 18-year-old. While still in high school,
students receive extensive information and guidance regarding financial aid and deadlines.
Because adults often must search tor the infonnation on their own, they am more likely to assume
that they air not eligible for aid or to miss funding deadlines.

improjr,;_tinauc,jA ijd tiervices, a program guide published by the College Board and the
College of New Rochelle. identities some of the concerns adults may have: "While financial aid
officer, can expect adult students to he responsible. they cannot expect them to be knowledgeabk
or experienced about all matters relevant to fimuicial aid... Adult students who first enter a college
program olten come with confusion about their relationship with authority and their abilities in the
college setting.-

Them is a federal program that provides funding for Educational Opportunity Centers. which are
community-based centers that disseminate infomiation about admissions and financial aid, and can
also provide assessment and counselling. However, there are only 4(I such centers thioughout the
nation, with an approximate clientele of I I 2,000.

Recommendations:

I. A doubling of the Educational Opportunity Centrrs program would assure
greater outreach to this population.

2. Financial aid training that the government currently conducts for high school
counsellors should he espanded to include professionals who deal with adults--
human resource officers in business, labor counsellors, and unemployment and
welfare counsellors to name a few.

3. Easy-to.read, well-highlighted informational materials specifically targeted to
adults should he required of all colleges that serve a large adult population.
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A 10-year factory worker is thrown eft' his job permanently in May, after repeated
layoffs, when his employer shuts down. He has a high school diploma. Eligible
for up to sis months of unemployment compensation, be begins collecting
benefits and looking for a job, only to find after three months that there is no
work he can get without moving his family.

The local community college offers an associate degree in medical technology,
which can lead to employment in the area. Hs decides to enroll and is admitted.
He needs to see his unemployment officer for a weekly review. If he reports that
he looked for a Job that week and couldn't find any, his benefits will continue.
lf, however, he reports that be enrolled in the community college, his benefits
will usually be cancelled immediately. Why? Because be is supposed to make
himself available for "work" each week-. whether or not there is any "work" in
thr area to be available for.

The federal unemployment insurance program (UI) is designedto insure people against wage loss
due to involuntary unemployment UI provides an average of $149.16 in benefits per week,
depending on salary, usually up to 26 weeks, to 2.1 million out of 6.6 million unemployed
workers. 111 is funded by an excise tax imposed on every employer. Under general federal
guidelines set by the Department of Labor, the states pass laws whkh establish grotmd rules fur
operating UI programs in their jurisdictions.

In older to receive weekly Ul benefits, unemployed individualsmust generally demonstrate to their
local unemployment officer that they have sought work or are, at least, "available for work_ This
is clIlled the "wait test."

In 1970, Congress passed an exception to the work test far individualswho participste in a training
program approved by the state 111 office. The 1970 provision was passed as Ran of the federal
Unemployment Act and provides that "compensation shall not be denied to an individual for any
week because be is in training with the approval of the state agency (or because of the application.
to any such week in training, of state law provisions relating to availability for work, active search
for work, or refusal to accept work)." (1)

This provision was passed because Congress knew that it often makes sense to encourage
chronically unemployed people to obtain education and training, rather than propel them into an
endless succession of dead-end jobs.

However, Ul practice at the federal and state levels has not lived up to thepromise of the law. This study has found that the federal government has notpra ed standards to the states in administering the training mandate; that there
has been no enforcement at the federal level; that the states have downplayed the
provision in a variety of ways; and that higher education, in particular,has been frowned on.
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LACILL/LEEIZERALIALUDELINES

There arc no real federal standards implementing the 1970 training provision. and, therefore, the
states have to do little to comply. Under the latest F..ral Commentary (Section 4 (b)(8)) each gate
"is free to determine what training is appropriate for a claimant, what criteria are established for
approval of training for an iniividual, and what safeguards ate established to assure that the
claimam for whom the training has been approved is actually attending such training." (2)

No test has been established by the Department of Labor to approve or disapprove a state's
compliance and, consequently, the states, according to labor analyst Paul Barton. "do nm have to
like it or do more than technically meet it." According to Barton's 1986 National Institute for Work
and Learning study called Between most
states only comply at a basic level with the training pmvision.

Barton writes, "[States] may have complied on paper but do not agree with the goal behind the
1970 amendment, and do nothing to give effect to it...The federal law, as currently written and as
minimally implemented. does little more than establish a basis for successful appeal if a claimant is
denied benefit because he or she is enrolled in training and as a result does not meet the work test."
(3)

Shortly atter the training provision was enacted, former Secretary of Labor Willard Wirtz
concluded in his 1975 study. The Baundless licaurcel A Prospectus for an Educatton/Work
Policy. that "While state laws have been changed, there has been no follow up to see whether the
spirit of the federal initiative is being carried out, whether individuals vre being informed of the
new opportunities. and how many, in fact, are enrolling in training courses as a result." 14)

Fourteen years later. Ivan Chamer and Nancy Shlossberg concur with Wirtz's view in their I9S9
study. Options ailyLtlegorainittcs: ( vercomitte Barriers to Workhfr Educanon and Training, 'They
point out. "Despite a 197(1 provision in the Federal law that permits workers to enroll in tramine
without denial of benefits due to application of the work test, most states do not inform claimants
of the provision and the U.S. Department of Labor has done little beyond instructing states as to
what constitutes compliance." (5)

STATE PRACTICF

We have reviewed written materials and conducted personal inter-views conducted with UI
officials in twelve states. Alabama, Arizona, Cahforma. Illinois, Massachusetts, Nebraska,
Pennsyl-vania, Rhode Islam!. Texas. Virginia. Washington state and South Carolina.

We have found that the lack of federal guidelines and enforcement has led to dramatic differences
among the states in the extent to which they inform people about the training option, in the training
they allow, and in the procedures they employ to allow it. Overall, though. it is clear that 131
recipients are noi sufficiently informed about the training option and are aos often allowed to avail
themselves of it.

Clatmants Rale Iy Infannex1

While federal guidelines required the states to incorporate the national training mandate in their slate
unemployment laws, the states have not been required to make this information readily available to
beneficiaries. As a result, our study found that 5 of the 12 states have no statewide notification.
(Some of these say they rely on local Ul officers to mention the blurring option when they consider
it relevant: others have even less interest in notification.) Seven of the states provide written
information to all claimants. but the prominence and accessibility of the information differed widely
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from state to state. Fur example, while Nebraska pmvides information through brochures,
interviews and video tape. Virginia's information is presented in four short lines on page II of the
state bruchure.

This is confirmed by Barton, who also found that, "In some states, probably many, the
information is buried in the fine print of the little hook given to claimams defining their rights and
respan-sibilities. It becomes one more item in the fine print. while it puts the states in compliance
with the Federal law. it does little to make the opportunity come alive for claimants." (6)

lia11111.4131-Miamunmaking

Acconiing to the Unemolovment Insarance.Rwortet. a Department of Labor-funded comparison of
state Ul laws found that, "Although some state laws have set forth the standards to be used, many
do not specify what types of training are approvable." (7)

This was borne out by our researvh. Few of the states we surveyed have established concrete
criteria for training approval and individual assessments. Five of the 12 do not have statewide lists
of approved training agencies or even state standanis for approving such agencies. In these cases,
if training is approved at all. detemiinations about acceptable training providers are made on a
subjective basis by individual Ul officers.

And when an unemployment beneficiary asks to take pan in a particular form of training, only five
of the 12 states employ objec-tive criteria to approve or disapprove the request. Seven of the 12
states leave the decision entirely in thc hands of the local Ul officer with no state guidance. As Tom
Vaughn. Arizona state Ul Director. commented. 'There is no uniform approach and the interviews
are tairly subjective, based on the knowledge of Department employees."

To illustrate the variability m state Ul practice

In Calikinua. one of the states wc reviewed, every claimant is given a brew:hum outlining what is
approved traMing, ranging from .TTPA to postsecondary education. To qualify, according to the
brochure, an individual ''must be out of work and unlikely to return to your usual occupation
because of plant closure, mass layoff, technological changes. automation, competition from
foreign impons, or a mental or physical disability which prevents you from using your existing job
skills.' $t Persons interested in training complete standardized evaluation forms, the information
on which is compared to the Dictionary of Occupational Titles.

-- By contrast, in his 1985 study, Paul Barton found one state that refused to approve any training
at all. Barton wrote, "The author visited one state that reported itself as being in comp-fiance.
However. state officials said that no one was given 'approval of the state agency for training and
that the state had discretion to refuse approval...It is hard to say whether the Department of Labor
would rule the stale out of compliance, for no test has been made." (9)

As the Department of Labor noted, in a 191(5 survey conducted by the Interstate Conference of
Employment Security Agencies, there is "no consistent pattern in approvals of training for UI
compared to applications." (10) And therefore, as the United Auto Workers testified before the
House Ways and Means Human Resources Subcommittee. "The law has not been effective." (Ii)
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fly _STATES ALLOW tOSECONDARY IEDUC4TION(

A commentary to the states released by the U.S. Department of Labor said that the objective of the
federal training provision is "to assure that the unemployment insurance system is not an
impediment to the training of claimants in occupational ddlls." (12)

Certainly, however, for people with the potential to establish new careers for themselves through II
college education. Ul as it is generally administered constitutes a most serious impediment because
training at the postsecondary level is allowed rarely, grudgingly and at the lowest level possible.

As the Vagina lomeoLgsonci noted concerning the 19135 labor Department UI Training Survey.
"appmved training is limited to vocational or baste education training, thereby excluding regularly
enrolled students ftwri collecting benefits under the approved training provision." (13)

The survey found that 25 states allow no academie training while eight others have stringent
restrictions on such training. The 17 states that allowed academic training did not necessarily
approve a degree program and often imposed stringent time limits on the training.

Our study found only three states out of 12 that allowed post-secondiuy education for claimants
seeking a degree from an insti-tution of higher education. These were California. Washinpat state
and Rhode Island, which offers fiee tuition at state colleges for unemployed persons. This is not
to say that college level train-ing. particularly at the baccalaureate level. is always or even usually
approved, It is not. however. automatically dilatator:A in these states. California. for instance.
will suspend the work test requirement if a claimant meets specific eligibility criteria lie.. out of
work due to plant closure, mass layoff, technological changes. etc.). Massachusetts and Arizona
will allow tr.iining in a postsecondary setting. but not for degree programs that exceed one year.

RECOMMEIRAILL/IIS

Analyzing unemployment problems in the foreward to Paul Banon's study, former Labor
Secretary Willard Wirtz observed that. "More persons are now remaining unemplo' ; ' for longer
periods of time and are exhausting entitlement to Ill due to jobs lost because changing
technology, foreign competition and other shifts in the economy," (14)

Because of this. Wirtz advocates increasing options for the unemployed. 'Tiding displaced
workers over a few weeks isn't enough. A lot of them are going to have to be retrained in new
skills so that they can find and fill new and different jobs. If they aren't, the consequences will be
both human debilitation and an increasing drain on the economy,' (15)

Too many !MIMS treat the idea of education and training for UI recipients as a highly-suspect
evasion of the responsibility to work. ruther than a way-- and a difficult way. at that-- for
individuals to get control over their own lives and careers. We have seen that claimants are often
left Unaware of the training option, that decisions are made in an inconsistent, almost haphazard
manner, and that postserondary education is heated with great suspicion.
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Rerommendations:

1. The Department af Labor should undertake a new and truly complete, state-by-
stale survey of state practke: from the kinds of notification the states employ, tothe types of training they approve, to their manner of making decisions. lt is time
to stop pretending that the law is being administered properly, or that It doesn'tmatter what goes on in the field.

2. The Department of Labor, by regulation, should insist that the states clearlynotify beneficiaries of the training option, and that they develop and employobjective criteria for evaluating training providers and approving trainingrequests.

3. Federal unemployment law should be amended to place the burden on the stateto prove that training proposed by the beneficiary is mu .latisfactory, rather thanplacing the burden on the individual to justify the training.
4. Finally, federal unemployment law should be amended to specify t hatattendance at an accredited institution of higher education. if the claimant ismaking satisfactory progress toward a recognized degree, constitutes approved
training for the purposes of the 1.11 program.

This does uoi mean that Ul benefits will he continued for tour years of college. Ul benefits wouldcontinue tor the same time peilod as oil's:misc, usually about six months. This simply means that a1.11 recipient can choose training and get it. for example. at a community college without losing hiror hrr bsenefitsWe kno,i% enough about the economic value ot a college education to encourage its
pursuit. rather than to treat it as suspect.
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AELLAKE

"People think welfare mothers don't go to college because they arc stupid, lazy
and don't want to get off the dole. That's nonsense. The problem Is that
everybody tells them they can't do it. Somebody has to tell them they can I
was a seventh grade dropout and an unwed mother on welfare. People told tut Iwas either stupid or crary. Hut I made it through college and got my master'sdegree." 1 l

-- Carol Sasaki, the director of HOME Ourselves Means
Education), 2 grout providing support for welfare
mothers, in an interv ew
with L' eapk magazine

Aid to famihes ith Dependent Chiktren (AFDC) is a program under which the federal
government pio%ties matching tunds to Me stales to make subsistenee payments to poor families in
which at least one parent is absent or incapacitated or thr main wage earner is uncm-ployed.
Authorized under Tale IV-A of the Social Security Act, the pr ;gram is administered by dee
Department of Health and Human Services, hut there is a great deal of state autonomy concerning
eligibility and benefit levels.

lii FY 10{. AFDC %eruct! 3.7 million flambe. or 11 million people. two-thirds of whom are under
age IN AFDC benefits totalled Sr billion, of which $9.3 billion was federally paid. PotentialAMC recipients apply for the program at state welfare offices, where caseworkers assess
digihihity and set the conditions under whit h aid may he received.

Daring the and 19tas, observers and politicians on both sides ol the aisle began to realize
that tunneling only small subsistence payments to welfare mothers would not help them, (Tr theirchildren, break the cycle of poverty permanently. A consensus developed that he welfare system
should br re:organized to fostet long term self-sufficiency by placing AFTY' :criptents directly inpills (genera)ly favored by conervatives), 12 in cducawn and training t favored by liberals,/

Those favoring cdue. anon and training were bolstered by studies which showed that the most
ImPortara charaeleristic of women able to cam an adequate income was a high kvel of education.
121 As Martha Acketsbeig observed. "The kinds of jobs which allowed unskilled or low-skilled
workers to 'make it' m the United States in the earlier years of this century are rapidly
disappearing, Poorly. skilled %strikers, %hefts male ur female. increasingly find themselves at the
margins of the ecimomy. Wien the would, he worker is a woman with children to support,
poserty ligures soar

The Family Support Act of 19XS, an omnibus welfare reform hill that passed Congress with
Reagan Administration support, signicantly expanded funding to provide education, training. jobs
and child care for wellaie recipients 'Dte new law, which is in the process of implementation at the
state and federal Icvels. tor the last time specifically mentions postsecondary as an allowableframing achvity.
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However, there is good reason to doubt whether welfare reform will make much difference to
AFDC recipients who waM to get a college education. This is because:

I. The states have usually discouraged AFDC recipients from going to college in the past:

2. The new law still leaves it up to the states to decide whether college will be allowed;

3. New federal regulations clearly discourage the states from approving postsecondary education;
and

4. Federal student aid is still being counted against welfare eligibility.

t

Regarding jobs. education and training, the new welfare law is essentially a bovadened and better.
funded version of the federal WIN program. For years under WIN. AFDC recipients registered for
jobs ur training programs approved by their welfare workers (Because of undertunding, few Itibs
or training opportunities were actually made available,/ AFDC recipients stood to lose their welfare
benefits it they, failed to register. or if they participated tn a Mantra prosram which the state
disappro vest

Under WIN, the states had nesibility to approve higher education as a "training" program for
AFDC recipients. However. this rarely happened in practice. even though federal student aid could
pick up most tuition costs. As a matter of policy, many states did not allow higher education
altogether the others provided little Information about it, and tended to allow only short term, ioh
focused higher education.

This may ,ecin surrising, considering the fact that both common sense and rese show that
people with a postsecondaiy education are unlikely to return to the welfare rolls. while a sizable
percentage ot recipients in low level rob. do mum. (4) The problem was that the welfare system
rewarded quick closure ot cases, and because it takes a comparatively long time to go to college.
welfare workers were bound to push their clients into whatever jobs they could get now, or info
participation in a short. Joh-focused training program. AFDC recipients. like the woman cited at the
beemning of the chapter. were made to feel that their goals were educationally unrealistic and
fiscally irresponsibleeven if they had shown the intelligence and fortitude to get accepted into
college. even if they were already in college and doing good work. This was particularly true ot
individuals who wanted to participate in a bacvalauteate program.

As a financial aid officer pointed out in the Rosen study, "In general, the public assistance
programs operate on a very short-term philosophy (5) In Ikminslidependeoce.. Raeriewja jtie
Educattuaol Womep on Marilyn Gittell and Janice Moore interviewed 85 AFIX' women
enrolled in education or framing programs and found, "When we asked women who set education
as their goal what prevented them from achieving this, the major barrier AFDC women said they
face is an uncooperative and often difficult welfare agency." (6)

In 1987. the City University of New York Washington office polled welfare officials in all 51)
states. It found that most state% formally allowed welfare recipients to receive postsecondary
education, hut that college was approved only rarely and only when the education was hotly
career focused and short-term in nature. Few states allowed a full two years of college only three--
Massaehusetts. Maine and Connecticut-- allowed four years of college, and then only in rare
circumstances. As an educational opportunity counselor in Tactltra. Washington reported. "It is
very, difficult to encourage welfare recipients to get then 11.A, because they usually have a worker
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threatening them to get a short-term training program for one or at the most two years of training.Most of the shorter. vocational courses do not provide jobs with decent wages."

The 1988 Family Support Act was enacted "to revise the AFDC program to emphasize work, childsupport, and tamdy benefits. .tandl to encourage and assist needy children and parents under thenew program to obtain the education, training, and employment needed to avoid long-term welfare
dependence." (7 )

The act created a presumptive right to basic education and child caret backed by greater federallunching for these activities. In terms of postseccmdary education, the law made four significantchanges:

1. For the first time, postsecondary education on a half-time or more basis was specified as anallowable miming activity The definition in the law included a full undergraduateeducation as wellas shortet term naming.

Although the law allowed states to impose other requirements on AFDC recipients in college(fm example, the state can require a half time student to get a half-time job). the act provided that"any other activities" imposed on the recipient "may not be permitted to interfere with the sehool ortraining."

3. While Congress could have required postsecondary training to be directly and narrowly focusedto a particular job. the law icquires only that the training he generally consistent with theintlividaes "employment goals."

4. Finally, the Act mandates that child
cure. transportation and other services be made availahk forrecipients in postseeondary education as well as other trammg activities in the program.

The problem, however, is that the law says only that the states may consider college as"satisfactory participation in the program". The new provision imposes usl obligation on the statesto approve postsecondary training, and in no way alters the basic ethic to get people off the welfarerolls quickly. Without a more affirmative mandate to approve college. or a change in the ethic ofquick case disNsition. it appears unlikely that state approval practices for higher education willchange dramatically.

Rather than strengthening the higher education option, implementing regulations issued October13, 1989 hy the Department of Health and Human Services discourage state agencies fromapprov ing college.

For exampk, the preamble to the regulations allows states to approve postsecondary education.and, quite properly, notes that this "permit(s) enrollment in a baccalaureate degree program if theprogram is offered by an 'institution of higher education:" (8) Later in the same text, however, therogulations specify allowed activities as including postsecondaty education that "results in elk(than a baccalaureate or advanced degree (my emphasis)" (9). This is contnuy to both the law andthe regulatory preamble, and can only have been intended to discourage state approval ofpostsecondary programs.
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Further. NHS appears to impose a direct and job-specific test for postsecondary education that was
not intended by the lawiThe preamble states: "We interpret the language of Section 482
(d)(1)(BXi) of the Act to mean that the offering of postsecondary education is an entirely optional
matter for the state 1V-A agency to address in its JOBS plan. except that we have limited such
education to that which is directly related to fie attainment of an individual's employment goal. Le,
10 obtain useful employment in a recosniyer zonation (my emphasis)". (10)

The Department goes on to state. "Shorter programs leading to specific occupational goals are
preferable to longer education programs that may have far less specific employment goals." (I 1 )
Again, there is nothing in the law to declare shon-tenn pmgrams "preferable" to longer programs.
and, as we've seen, all the economic data concerning long-term self-sufficiency argues the precise
opposite.

Finally, the guidelines "encourage States to use resources that are otherwise available to fund
postsecondary education for JOBS participants." (12) While it certainly makes sense to encourage
AFDC recipients to employ traditional federal student aid programs to pay for college, the thrust of
this statement, like the others, can only be seen as discouraging the states from approving post-
secondary education altogether.

STVI1ENT AID COUNTED AS PERSONALINCOME

Frequently. all or part of the federal student aid received by AFDC beneficiaries is counted as
personal income to the beneficiary, either disqualifying the person completely from AFDC or
significantly reducing his or her benefits. National legislation. federal regulations and state practice
all contribute to this condition.

federal legtslation: As described in detail in the chapter on student financial assistance (pages 23-
24). the law governing treatment of student aid, set by the higher education amendments of l986.
establishes contradictory tests for counting and disallowing student aid income. On the one hand,
the law specifically provides that federal student aid attributable to tuition, fees and colkge-going
expenses such as transportation, books and child care are not to be counted as personal income for
the purposes of any other federal program. On the other hand, the law says that any aid in excess
of these expenses is considered a living allowance and can be counted against eligibility for other
programs. The law does not fully specify allowable expenses, nor dues it indicate (he
documentation required.

As noted in the earlier ch pter. the problem with this policy is that student aid does not-- either
theoretically or in actu Any-- provide recipients with general-use income. Student financial aid
provides funds for the extra expenses, including living expenses, incurred by attending college.
This is demonstrated by the fact that student aid by law cannot exceed the costs of attending school
determined under government formulas. To treat welfare-eligible individuals as too "rich" for
subsistence by virtue ,.f their student aid creates a catch-22 which can only prevent imiividuals
from improving theii t...onornic cimumstances through education.

Also, there is no federal law or policy irgarding the treatment of non-federal public or private aid.
Thus, any state aid or private scholarship may be counted as income and prove disastrous for
welfare eligibility.

Regulations: Federal AFDC regulations. promulgated before the 1986 higher education
amendments were enacted, state that. "Any (federal) grant or loan to an undergraduate student for
educational purposes .. used under conditions that preclude their use for current living costs"
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should be disregarded as income in tk rmining AFDC eligibility. (13) This language poses two
problems. First. it leaves unclear the status of aid received under the federal college work-study
program. although work-study should be covered under the 1986 higher education provision.
Second, it provides no guidance to the states about how to determine a:Wear:on-related costs asopposed to living costs.

State practice', The result, not surprisingly, is that the dates differ Oramatically in what they allow
and the documentation requited of students, and often adopt too restrictive a posture. As Margatet
Dunk le states, "AFDC calculations often include only a standard allowance for such expenses as
books and commuting (even when documented expenses are higher) and may not rece6. nit other
costs to studems...If a student receives financial aid sufficient to cover the cost of living asdetermined by the financial aid office. the 'esmss' cost over the AFDC allowance may h. viewed
as income' in AFDC calculations, thus reducing the AFDCgrant and perhaps elimi-
nating eligiblity for both AFDC and Medicaid." (14)

lust as state rules vary. determinations often vary from welfare officer to welfare officer, "In fact."
Dunk le notes. "two AFDC recipients attending the same college, with the same income, the same
number of children, the same educhtional costs, the same student aid funding. and even the samecaseworker could he treated differently under current AFDC and Federal student aid rules and
practices," (15)

Gittell and Moore in their study ixaminsingcpcnagnctihnicts jiLftwitn_szajox cite AFDCwomen; experienccs with barriers to postsecondary education: "If AFDC workers find out about
any school aid or college work study. they subtract it from'their benefits. Consequently, these
women were afraid to let their caseworkers know they go to school, and so they cannot apply for
transportation, day care, or tuition assistance through the welfare office." According to their
findings, many women generally find "the welfare office is their major barrier to a postsecondary
education." (16)

RECl/MMENDATIUSAI

I. Welfare legislation should he amended to require that the states allow welfare
recipients to fulfill their education and training requirement in college, if they sochoose, as long as satisfactory progress Is being made in school and the course ofstudy Is consistent with the individual's career goals.

'Three objections have been voiced to this position: first, that welfare recipients are hardly preparedto go to college:
second (and rather contradictory to the first), that it would cost too much money to allow welfarerecipients to draw henetits while they complete a college education: and third, that without
restrictions, people might purposely go onto the welfare rolls to make their way through highereducation.

These objections do not seem convincing. It is true that the vast majority of welfare recipients arefar from ready for higher education, many. in fact, lack the most basic literacy skills. If so,allowing the few college ready welfare recipients to complete their education would hardly make aripple in this multi-billion dollar program, And, even if significantly more welfare recipients wereencouraged to go to college and received better pre-college training under welfare reform, the
evidence that higher education permanently removes people from the welfare rolls is certainly
reason enough to encourage thern in their studies. Finally, considering the low level of welfarebenefits and the loss of dignity and control they engender, the spectre of affluent students

I WI
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impoverishing themselves to draw welfare benefits is hard to imagir 2 and at variance with ail

previous program experience.

2. As also noted in the sections on student financial assistance and food stamps,
the law should be amended to assure that student financial aid is not counted as
personal income, in whole or in part, in determining an Individual's eligibility for
AFDC.

As the report of the National Commission on Student Financial Assistance notes, "Conflicting
purposes and procedures of public assistance programs produce disincentives for the poor who

seek to achieve self-sufficiency through education ... (and frustrate) the efforts of lev,-income
citizens to achieve productive careers. They perpetuate depernknce on public assistance payments.

They result in increased government spending on entitlement programs, while simultaneously
depriving citizens of an earned income and the government of increased tax revenge. Barriers to
college enrollment created by these disincentives penalize the poor by either reducing or
categorically eliminating benefits upon college enrollment." (17)

Former AFDC recipient Susan Clark &rube describes the experience of a welfare recipient's
mruggle to achieve self-sufficiency under toCay's system: "She often asks herself why she has
decided to put herself through such pain. Will it all be worth it? School is so demanding.
Relinquishing control of her income and the invasion of her privacy are demeaning and anxiety
producing. Her sell-esteem is affected by the humiliation she feels every time she encounters a
hostile sales clerk or a case worker who seems to be saying: 'How dare you aspire to such
things7... I'd like to say that getting a college degree as an AFDC recipient is worth all the travail.
Today I'm gainfully employed. I'm proud to say that I am a taxpayer,and now helping to pay for
other women who ure presently going through what I experienced. I am glad I dared to aspire to

such things!" OS)
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FOOD UAW'S

"An advit who is willing to return to school to upgrade [his or her] educational
level does not have information about how to proceed, does nut receive
encouragt.-ent or incentives for chaalfe, and instead is viewed as potential
'cheater' In the welfare system. A thlety-five-year-old female stulent worried
throughout the quarter that she would lose her food stamps as a result of Pell
Grant information being submitted to her welfare caseworker. Her stamps were
reduced to one-half the amount and the student decided to withdraw from school."

--Educational Opportunity Center (.:ounselor
Charleston, South Carolina

"The problem faced mast often by our lowest income s:ndents is the reduction of
Food Stamp or public aid benefits upon their receipt o? federal financial aid.
't'hese students are forced to 'play the Aystem,' Juggling information given to
public aid caseworkers with information given to financial aid officrs in an
attempt to maintain their families' subsistence allowances while securing funds
for an education." (1

--Student Financial Aid Officer
Belleville, Illinois

The hxxi Stamp Plogram rFSP) 11 a federal pmgram that provides coupons (food stamps) to
supplement the food buying power of tow-income households. hsod stamps are exchanged at
grocery stores for food.

The United States Department of Agriculture's (USDA} Food and Nutrition Service (FNS)
administer, the program nationally. FSP is administered locally by the State welfare agencies.
USDA pays for approximately onc half of the cost (tt. running the program. while the states and
some local gosemnwnts pay the test. In 1987 the FSP gave out over S MIS billion worth of food
stamps to 19 million people. In general, a family may be eligible for food stamps if its available
income is no more than Itfq Awe the government determined poverty level,

People normally apply MI food stamps at the state welfare office, where they fill out an
application. usually accompanied by an interview with the head of the household. The food stump
office assesses total monthly income using income and asset criteria. This process varies from state
to state. In general. however. the FSP uses a formula much like an income tax fount (that is.
mcome minus deducted items that will not be counted as income) to deter- mine eligibility and
allotments. The food stamp office wants to know what income comes from working (-earned
income") and what is leceived for some other reason ("unearned income", which could include
grants or loans to go to college).

'To hilly understand the wmkings of ESP. we have ctinducted inter- views with Food Stamp policy
diredors andlor analysts in the following eleven states. Colotado. Georgia. Indiana. Iowa. Ohio.
Louisiana, Maryland. Michigan. New Mexico, New York and Oregon. Wha: we found is that
persons receiving Fotx1 Stamps who want to attend college face a number of formidable obstacles

extia eligibility requirements art imposed on students. Second. educational expenses paid by
the student do not constitute exclusions from income in assessing Food Stamp eligibility. Third.
student financial aid is only partly excludable under certain circumstances. And fourth. we found
that program administration is inconsistent and documentation requirements unduly burdensome
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As a student interviewed in another study said. the "policy of decreasing benefits for those seeking
to better their lives through higher education (is) demoralizing, and snuffs out incentive. They
shouldfielp those trying to help themselves, not penalize them. Is it better to stay pregnant?" (2)

Being a student in itself makes it difficult to receive food stamps because of the elaborate system of
detennining student eligibility for benefits. David Super at FRAC (the Food and Research Action
Center) agrees. "Many college students can't get food stamps because they are not lilting the
requirements,"

Physically and mentally fit students between the ages of 18 and (0, enrolled at least half-time in an
institution of higher education, must meet additional criteria after they pass a stringent test of
financial need. In addition to being needy, they must either (I) be employed at lea.st 20 hours per
week or panicipate in a federally financed work ,study program during the school year; (2) be a
parent with responsibility tor the care of a dependent child under six: (3) be responsible for the careof a child between six and under 12 foi whom adrouate child care is not available; (4) bc receiving
benefits from the Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) Program, or (5) bc assigned toor placed in college through /TPA. (3)

Although these requirements alkns some people to get through the gate, Flkoi Teller. staff attorneyin FRAC explains Mat -Olt students. food stamps arc harder to get than for any other onion

Dr. D.00d Paul Rosen. In his I oSO study ['overly: Wellail_droilAucational Ogoortunity.Resissmino .oyiotonal_Resosio.s, notes that. "categorical Food Stamp piohibitions against
postsecondary edneation enrollineru prevent the vast majority of Food Stamp recipients from
attending collcge One in ove honored recipients id.2 percent) meets the program's stringent testtor college enrollment." ott

01 the eleven states interviewed, only two responded Mat the eligibility requirements for studentsposed no special problem Two of the states partwularlycited the difficulty of finding a stable job
that continually offers 20 hours of woes per week and at the same time carrying a heavy academic
load.

NO (rOWNIE DLPLTOr FQIEDUCAJ1ON

In assessing food stamp eligibility. FSP allows aplicants to deduct tinir items from their income.There is: (I) a standard deduction adjusted periodically to reflect changes in the cost of living): (2)an earned income deuction: (3) dependent care deductions (not to exceed 5160 per dependent);
(4) an excess shelter deduction; (5) a medical deduction for an elderly or disabled person whosemedical expense is morr than $35 a month and is not reimbursed by insurance. (5) If you are astudent, however, you are not allowed to deduct fromyour food stamp income any of your own
money spent on tuition, fees, books and other college expenses. As one state official put it, "Thelaw is punitive in that it allows exclusions for financial aid but a working adult who is payingtuition out of their own pocket doesn't even receive these exclusions... It seems fair for money,with or without ald. invested into higher education to be excluded.'
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FINANCIAI AID RESULTS IN FOQD STAMP REDUCTION

Under currrnt law. student aid is categorized into three areas:
( I) federal aid provided under Title IV of the Higher Education Act (including Pell Grams. SEOG.
College Work, Study. Guaranteed Loans and Perkins I oansh (2) non-federal aid (for example.
state aid and private scholarships); and (iI) federal funds other than the Higher Education Act
(AFDC.,rA.) The rules covering each fomi of aid are significantly different.

TiskiKAid

Section 479.801)(1i in the Higher Education Act states that monies received under title IV
programs should not be counted as income for food stamp purposes as long as the aid is used for
tuition, lees and educational expenses such as books, supplies, transportation, and miscellaneous
personal expenses (such as laboratory coats for chemistry majors,) Arty federal gusto( aid that
Cam lid 7 annbuted to these eseense-cateaories will automatically count as income because it t5
atstiflKd tau (Wiliam* can bc applied o general room. board or child

Assuming that a fixxi stamp applicant has received a Pell Grant, how would one decide how much
(It the grant should and should not be counted as income? According to tht higher education act.
the grantor (in this case, the college serving as thc government's agent) must certify how much of
the aid is earmarked for educa-tional expenses. This is presumed to be sufficient documentation.
without asking for receipts of actual expenses, because the school is certifying that the money is
"made available" for the allowed purposes.

We've found, however, that program practice was extremely confusing.More than half the states
interviewed responded that they found the food stamp sod higher education laws to he conflicting.
complicated and competitive with each other.

For one thing, the Food Stamp office itself ha.; issued approximately eight policy memos in recent
years telling the states how to handle food stamps ana college. The latest notification reaffirms the
concept that initial certificanon from the college is sufficient documentation concerning education
related and non-education related costs. Issued July 15. 19SS. a Student Assistance Programs
memo informed all FSP directors. -The new language Cmade available) allows the institution or
grantor to indicate that the assistance is meant to be used for allowable costs of attendance but does
not require the student to verify how the assistance is actually used Rather. the instituion would
just indieate that the funds were made available for the allowable costs. This is the position we will
he taking in the final rale currently being developed to incorporate this change into the regulations."
(6)

Oil the other hand, according to Joe Walsh in the Food Stamp Policy Division, USDA. "If the
institution fof higher education] does not provide art itemized list of what the grunt is to cover, all
that is excluded are tuition and fees. The policy memos tell institutions to provide itemized lists,
but there is a lot of confusion out there." In addition, we found that almost half the states
interviewed require students to verify title IV aid by pmviding receipts for expensrs. When that
happens, as Georgia State-Level Consultant Robert Bell explained, It IS made very difficult for
students to verify their expenses." In Indiana, for example. to document transportation a student
has to produce gas receipts, keep records of trips per week and turn in odometer readings. Indiana
will then allow .11 cents per a mile,
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The Louisiana food stamp ditector, describing the confusion and anxiety in the field, told us, "Wedid a huge binning packet based on FNS's memo. Before we got it printed and distributed to ourst:Ut, the memo had been changed." Ncw Mexico remarks. "Because regulations haven't beenremed and there is very little guidance on what should he allowed. much is 1-ft up to the states andto a Loge extent the easewoiker and then it depends on what side of the bed the caseworker got upon Ness Mexico's Program Policy Specialist told us that. "Quality control reviews cases andvery f afely filltis a cornrct case"

tstn Eckral ninth

The secimd type ot aid which can be excluded irom food stamp income is categort7ed as nonfederal aid. Private schulaiship programs tall into thts category. In the case of non federal aid, theInuSt SI/ea-Wans earniaa the money tor ..ducational porposes Anything not specified aseducational expenses oil! not he excluded front income. Receipts must be provided.

IzgOcuLkusb1.2thsa Thaviak

federal aid other than hire IV (such as veterans educ.fflonal Noe lost may he cseltidi hornincomv isfIti! ,Ab toed and required tees. As Oregon Food Stamp PolioS1 tei.tattid..1.ukie II Isntait. points out. -Why is Title IV aid alloued mine dediwttons thin 3tlyother kind sit aid, (4,4 c saiiiptc, Vett-Ian's edit, toiona) benetits' Personalty. I thudsdisoinon.mon

lift 1/N01FM/A MINS

I. Ali federal student assistance should he clearly defined as con-tributing to theeducation-r,..lated costs of those who rtCelse utid. Suet; aid should not he countedas personal income. in *thole or in part, in determining nn individuars eligiblityfor food stamps. This should apply to all federal programs that help people attendcollege, ont just those supported hy title IV IA thr higher education act.
2. Vocumenird education-related expenditures made by fond stamp applicantsshould by considered an insestment m selt-sufficiencv anti made excludable frompersonal income in determining food stamp eligibility.
3. The policy of imposing a 20-hour per week work requirement on collegestudents oho otherwise qualify for food stamps should be ahandoned. Therequirement Is extraneous to tinandal need, and only serres to unnecessarilyprolong O' interfere with the individual's ability' to complete his or her education,

3 9
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VOCATIONAL REHAIIILITAIWN

"When I was in high school the VR program contacted me through my high school
counselor. They pulled me out of the classroom and after telling me who they
were and what they did. I was told that the VR program would send mt to
secretarial school. I didn't want to be a secretary and already had my
applications into universities. I wanted to go to college! I was told that the only
marketable skill for a woman in a wheelchair was to be a secretary. In Oklahoma
(where I was iMng) the colleges were not accessible for wheelchairs so the
easiest way for THEM was to send me tu secretarial school. They had no right to
pull me out of my classes and they had no right to tell me my future with no
assessment or evaluation!"

--Sharon Mistier, Executive Director.
Endependence Center of Northern
Virginia

The federal Rehabilitation Act provides matching grants to the states (80% federal/20% state) to
establish vocattcnal rehabilitation (VR) programs that meet the "needs of individuals with
handicaps so.. (they) may prepare for and engage in gainful employmem to the extent of their
capabilities" (1 ). In FY 1988, almost a million clients were served by the program. In FY 1989 1.6
billion federal dollars were allocated to thc states.

The pnagram is administered at the federal level by the Rehabilitative Services theRehabilitative
Services Administration (RSA) in the Department of Education. Federal law mandates that VR
agencies undertake evaluation, counseling and job placement, but MCItil details are set by state
policy plans Under VR. disabled individuals can go to a local office of the state YR agency which
is supposed to assess the individual, determine the most appropnate form of training and provide
funds to support it

Three factors determine eligibility. First, the individual must fit in one of the legally-set categories
of physical or mental disability. Second. the disability must present u "barrier to employment" (an
applicant may be sent to a hospital or private doctor for an evaluation of employability). Third,
there must he a reasonable expectatam that tniining services will result in employment.

In some states financial need is assessed as an eligibility criterion. The training supported by VR
may take place in a postsecondary institution, as long as the individual toms first to the federal
student aid programs. (VR operates under a "first dollar requirement," which means "no training
services in institutions of higher education shall be paid for with funds under this title unless
maximum efforts have been made to secure grant assistance, in whole or in part. from other
sources to pay for such training." )(2l This of the Rehabilitation Act of 197:3 is the only
place where postsecondary education is nntaioned as an allowable foim of trainiez. RSA reported
that 10 percent of the people served by the program in FY 1986 participated in postseeondary
education. The amount of money spent on postsecondary education was $84 million.

Because federal student aid rarely covers all educational costs,YR should thus serve as an
important supplementary source of support for disabled individuals wanting to attend college.
However, we have found that the states and local VR caseworkers. hungry for quick closure of
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cases and perhaps underestimating the potential of thetr clients, often erect their own roadblocks to
VR apphcants who might think about college.

THE MICK-CLOSURE SYSTFM DIS('OURAUES POSTSECONDSRV
giLucATION

State VR agen tes, crater by pohey or practice. tend to prefer training options that penmt quick
closure of cases. VR clients employed for at least 60 days constitute what the Rehabilitative
Services Administration RSA ) calls -Twenty-Six Closure", which means that the ease is closed
and the client "rehabilitated." Assessing a state's number of case closures is one of the criteria tor
evaluating the success of the state's VR program As Jay Rochlm, Executive Director for the
President's Committee in Employment of People with Disabilities, puts it, "The VR system is
driven by closures-- that's how they am evaluated and that is how they are funded."

Counselors. too, air evaluated on their number of cast closurv., Bill Butler at the National
Network III I earning Disabled Adults says. 'Counselors must receive a certain number ot closures
tO ::,Ct go( Id c,rideN the v have a lot of latitude and this flexibility allows them to say no to clients

Not surprisingly. pressures lot quick ,closure drive counselors to disallow or discourage
postsecondary education. As Justine Maloney at the Association of Children and Adults with
1.eaming Disabilities points out, "It has not traditionally been easy for those with disabilities to get
VR help to go to collele They arr often referred to easier, shorter-term training." Similarly, LIS'
Rochim sas s. -The result of thr closure system Is people placed in fast. easy training-- not in
posisecondais education And, in testimon y. before the }louse Select Education Subcommittee,
disability policy. consultant Martin H. Gerry Tr-ailed that a factor contributing to the ineffectuveness
ot current programs was. "The incompatibility between the traditional short-term intervention
approach of the vIW:Itional rehabilitation program and the clear need of many persons with
disahilities tor lot%:, tem mdividual case ioOt dInation and advocacy, training and employment
set

Tills IN esAl:eltlated III the case or Individuals with severe handicap,. As Sharon Mistier reports,
-You have two people come in. both v.:milting to eo to collee. one person is a double amputee in a
chair and all they need help with is tuition The other person has a more severe disability and this
person also wants to go to school, but in addition to tuition they nerd a driver, helper, new electric
Ow, etc. 1 he Mice, depending inn how heavy their caseload ls, will award the easier case and
help thc double amputee with tuition,-

Furthermore, because 3 case has been closed does not mean that clients are placed in suitable.
tuff thing employment. Once a client ts placed in employment, there is very little t011ow-up
conducted. Jay Rilchlin points out, "lf a person has been placed in employment thy the VR
agencyl. then the agency already has credit, Agencies don't help that person once they am out
them because they don't get another closure for helping move them up."

21; t
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Aside from the pressures Mherent in a closure-driven system. VR clients do not have enough say
in the disposition of their cases, A client may wish to pursue higher education, but the counselor
makes the final decision based on his or her subjective notion of "employability." Not surprisingly.
program practice varies vinsiderably, Says Sharon Mistier of the Enikpendence Center. -They
don't like to fund philosophy degrees and while one counselor may allow someone to study
anthropology, another counselor may not. The regulations would allow either."

The first step in the approval process is a vocational assessment. VR program specialists at RSA
reported to us that these assessments most often deal with the client's ability to "handle tools" or
"physically do certain things", Scholastic aptitude is not typically explored, and no mention is
generally made of college unless the client brings up the subject.

As we have seen, however, if the client raises the subject of college. that is no guarantee that it will
be seriously' considered. At the beginning of this chapter. we cited the case of a high school student
who was discouraged fmm attending college In another kind of circumstance, Rutha Morris is afiftyfive year ld woman who was injured in an industrial accident in 19140 which permanently
damaged the use of her left hand and drastically affected her nerves. She turned to the VR agency
tor help. "I ads told that because iny leading level was so low. I would never be able to learn.
They IVRI wouldn't invest any money di me. I went to school anyway and in 1985 earned my

Allef ealmor my GU,. again I asked VR for assistance, but still no help. In 1986 I
enrolled at the Soothern Cmimunity College whcre I passed all of my classes." Morris paid for
her schooling with worker's compensatie , funds she had received after the accident, "Atter one

the money ran aut." Ruths explains. "I went to the VR program again and they refused my
request I would have stayed and earned my degree if they would have helped ine. but they
wouldn't and I was forced to qua. I .ater. I was placed in a typing class."

RECOMMENDAT1ON5

I, The Education Department should immediately begin to compile data on the
employ men! and recidivism rates of V R clients rehabilitated through
postsecondary education compared to other types of training. (Overall, one in
eles en V R clients return to the program within three years of their initialrehabilitation).

2. Rather than focusing all program energies on case closure. Congress should
ensure by taw that evaluations of VR program performance are expanded to
include the nature of the clientele served and the quality of the training in terms
of career development and upward mobility.

Recognizing the shortcomings of the quick closure system in assisting intlisiduals
with severe handicaps. Madeline Will, then the Education Department official in
charge of VR. testified before the House. that "It is time to recognize the inherent
contradic-tions of this system by looking at additional measures of program
performance that will reward State agencies for rehabilitating individuals with
severe handicaps." (4) Similar attention should be given to quality of trainingissues.

3. The VR legislation should be amended to specificallY require the states to
approve college us an allowable forni or training for VII recipknts, as long as
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satisfactory progress is being made in school and course of study is consistent
with the individual's career goals. Furthermore. It should be required that all
prospet-tive clients be informed of their right to choose postsecondary education
as a means or employment training through the VR program.

2f;.
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DEPENDF.NT CARF

"If poor women with children are to be able to take advantage of educational
opportunities, they must be provided with the where-withal to do so; and, in the
context of our society, that means not just funds for tuition and course materials,
but additional support for child care." (I)

"Child care responsibilities combined with the lack of adequate child care services
and assistance are major barriers to higher education for low-- and moderate--
income parents, especially mothers." (2)

The costs of caring for dependents-- usually children, but also older parents and other relatives--
pose a significant financial burden to many adults considering college. In addition, finding care that
is accessible and available-- often keyed to evening, part-time student hours-- poses tremendous
challenges of its own.

Today. child care bilk for one three-year-old average $66 a week, or $3,432 a year. A recent
Washington Post article notes: 'The cost of day care is now a typical family's fourth largest
expense, after housing, food and taxes, according to the National Commission on Working
Women." All in all, families spend an average 10 per- cent of their income on child care, with the
average rising to 25 percent for low-income families. (3)

A study of campus child care conducted by the National Coalition for Campus Child Care (NCCC)
and the Ohio office of the Children's Defense Fund (CDF) in 1989 found many of the campus
programs surveyed had waiting lists from six months to two years,and only three of II programs
surveyed had evening time. The study concluded that. "low income students-- single parent homes
with marginal incomes, minorities. displaced homemakers with child care needs and evening
students-- (are found to be) unable to attend college due to the lack of affordable, flexible child
caFt." (4)

FEDERAL POLICIES TOWARD CHILD CARP,

Today, federal policy makes it difficult for adult students to obtain affordable, accessible child care
or to accurately count the costs of child care in assessing their eligibility for federal aid programs.
Here are a number of examples.

Iitte Xji

Title XX, the Social Services Block Grant program, is currently the major federal delivery system
for child care. Federal funds are provided to states for a variety of social services including home-
based aid for those who might otherwise require institutional care, child care, and protective and
emergency care for children and adults, States can provide child care under title XX by con-
tracting with day care centers, paying day care centers for the cost of children referred from the title
XX agency, or providing vouchers to parents.

2 61
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Because Title XX is a block gram, states have full jurisdiction over the allocation of funds, and
OM eligibility detenninations. Most states use part of their Title XX allotments to support child
cam for low-income families; Idaho, North Dakota and South Dakota provide title XX child care
support only for AFDC families.

Tide XX is a "c entitlement," which means that states receive funds basedon population, up
to a fixed total. cunent cap is $2.7 billion. Prior to 1980. a certain portion of the fundswere
designated for child cam (ximately $200 million in FY 1980). but now thaw is nit federal
policy wonting dispersal of the funds, so each state divides the money differently. Although some
states PAW increased expenditures, 26 states spent less for title XX child cam in 1988 adjusted for
inflation, than they did in 1981. At the same time, the overall appropriation forMk XX in FY1988
is less than half that of 1977, also adjusted for inflation.

In any case, Title XX rarely supports child care for low-income collegestudents. In fact, data
compiled by the Children's Defense Fund indicates that. "State child cur assistance policies often
make ineligible parents enrolled in four-year or even two-year colleges." (5) For example, in New
York, acconling to William Hill. Financial Aid Officer at City Univenity of New York's Lehman
College. "If you anend a four-year insti-tution of higher education, even if you are seeking a
degree in a skills-training occupation, you automatically lose access to funds for child care. No
exceptions are made." Hill pointed out that if a New York task forceproposal, BEGIN.. is
implemented, child care, even at two-year institution, will become inaccessible.

itellattlatarni
With rare exceptions in some states. AFDC used to support childcam only for recipients who wem
working, not for those attending school. Now. according to the welfare inform legislation, "each
state must guarantee child cam" for AFDC recipients in an educaion and training activity approved
by the state agency in which they are making satisfactory progress. Thus, if a welfare recipient is
apyoved to participate in postsecondary education, either on a "state-initiated" or "self-initiated"
basis, assistance for child care is supposed to be provided from the suppon services fund.

However, it was only under pressure from advocacy pimps that the federal Department of Health
and Human Services in October.1989 retracted a statement the agency made in earner regulations
which said that the state welfare agency "is not required to treat child care benefits.. as an absolute
entitlement and to provide all.panicipants in JOBS with child care benefits."

Also. the states have the power-- and strong incentives to allow college for welfare recipients
very infrequently. Since approval of college also -mans that the state mustpay for child care during
the Lollege-going period, some observers believe that the child care provision may paradoxically
serve to discourage the states from approving higher education.

Thus, the regulatory history exhibited by MIS. combined with the history of state welfare
practice, make the outlook for full implementation of the child care mandate extremely
questionabk,at least for welfare recipients wanting to attend college.

Eater Ejucation Act Child Care I -ogram

The Higher Education Amendments of 1986 (sec. 420.B) authorized a program. called Special
Child Care Services for Disadvantaged College Students, setting up competitive grants to help
colleges provide special child cam services to disadvantaged students. The schools would provide
cam through vouchets, contracted services or by providing child care directly.
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Ten million dollars was authorized to established the program in FY1987, but since then, Congress
has failed to appropriate any funds to implement the initiative, creating another barrier to adults
hoping to attend college.

Neat.SALIILLaulagislatign

Legislative proposals to increase the availability of low-cost. high-quality child cart were a central
focus of the 1989 Congressional session. By session's end, bills had passed both houses (S. 5 and
H.R. 30) offering direct assistanee to child care providers, child cam vouchers to low and
moderate income families, and enh.urced tax credits for child care. These bills would have allowed
child care support for otherwise-eligible adults in college, and would have allowed support for
campus care facilities.

At session's end, however, a dispute about the funding mechanismwhether to create a new
program or fold new services into the title XX block pant program prevented passage of the bill
and IlMistaRCe to the people who need it. A new effort will be made to enact child care legislation in
1990.

COUNTING CHILD CAREL_COST$ FQR17..DERAL AID ELIGIBILITY

As detailed in the section on student financial assistance. Pell Grant applicants may only count
$1,000 in day care costs, regard-less of the number of children or other dependents (aging or
disabled), in determining their eligibility for assistance. With average child care costs of $3.000 per
child, as noted at the outset of the chapter, this artifically low allowance reduces or eliminates the
grant eligibility of some students hoping to attend low-cost institutions.

RECOMIVENDATIONS

In summary. the lack of accessible, affordable child care is a considerable obstacle to adults
seeking a college education. We have found that Title XX funds very rarely go to help college
students, that the future of child care provided by welfare reform is questionable. and that other
sources cif potential fedend support are either unauthorized or unappropriated.
Therefore:

I. Child care support under title XX social service block grants should be
continued and enhanced, and the law should be amended to prohibit the slates
from disqualifying eligible recipients simply because they are attending college.

2. The campus child care program authorized under title IV of the higher
education act to provide funding for on-campus day-care centers should be
reauthorized and funded.

3. The House Ways and Means Committee, Senate Finance Committee and House
Education and Labor Committee should each hold hearings to assure that
postsecondary education is not being unduly res-tricted by the states under
welfare reform, and that child care services are made available us mandated to
eligible beneficiaries.

4. New child care legislation should be enacted to supplement federal support
services to low-income adults trying to pursue a college education.
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S. The higher education act should be amended to allow dependent care costs.
based on a full-time maximum or $3,000 per care red-pleat, to be considered In
determining eligibility for Pell Grant and other federal aid programs.

217
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EMELQYZEJEDECATIONALIESEE1111

"Nly umber is an employee at Illewleti-Packard... hly mom snot back to college
when she was 32... My mom and I live alone and it was very bard money wise.
Now things are better but my mom still takes night classes so she can do her job
better and so she can move up In the company.. If you tax her for getting much
needed school funds she will probably not be able to continue her education to the
needed level."

"I am a working mother with three school age children. I am curnntly enrolled part
time at Boise State University to complete requirements for au undergraduate
degree, My current employer offers educational Incentives to its employees In the
form of reimbursement for tuition (but these benefits may now be taxed). As my
husband and I struggle to put our children through high school and college, how
can we justify spending additional money to try to continue our own education?"

"With the help of the educational assistunce program as it existed in the past, I was
able to return to school and sub-sequently changed my job classification from
technician to etecrical engineer. Without this assistance, I would not have been
able to afford the tuition aq I am married and raising three children. The personal
sacrifice that (married) people make in attempting to better themselves is
enormous. The additional burden of providing financial funds to cover their school
would put many people beyond their abilities,"

- From letters to Congress as it
reconsidered taxation of employer-
paid educational benefits

In order to increase the prodactivity and job satisfaction of their workforces.cotnpanks across the
country offer educational benefit plans under which the company pays all or part of the cost of
undergraduate or graduate college courses for their employees. The Chanther of Commerce has
reported that more than 7.5g of all firms provided employee educational assistance benefits in 1986,
a number that grows continually I t. "rhe question is whether employees should have to pay taxes
on the money they get for tuition, or whether educational benefits should be nontaxable.

Before 1978. only education specifically related to the employee's job was not subject to taxation.
This. however. proved both cumber-some and unfair. It was cumbersome because the IRS and
emptoyers had to continually determine whether a particular course in a par-ticular ciiturnstancT waS
job-related. And it was unfair because it discriminated in favor of higher-level employees with
hroader job descriptions, For example, it is relatively easy for an executive to claim that almost any
course would enhance his or hcr wrnk it is almost impossible for a janitor to make a similar claim.
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To correct these difficulties, Congress in 1978 enacted section 127 of the tax code (P.L. 95-600.)
Section 127 stated that an/employer-paid educational benefits, whether or not they were job-related,
would be nontaxable to the employee. Since that time, over 7 million people have M-r*'d colleges
and universities under section 127 (2), and, as illustrated by the case histories cited earlier, these
educational benefit programs have been of concrete help to people moving into and up the
professional ladder.

11.(141/11LaCKSaiLEARTRAmmuilEcncutui

In recent years, however, a serious roadblock has been placed in the path of employee benefit
programs as Congress has repeatedly allowed Section 127 to face expiration and has narrowed
benefits.

Qn again, off again

.Section 127 was originally established in 1978 for five years. The provision expired at the end of
1983: it was not reauthorized until the end of 1984. at which point the irauthorization was made
retroactive to prevent a discontinuity in benefits.

The 1984 reauthorization extended only until the end of 1985: another retroactive reauthorization was
passed in 1986 which expired in 1987. In 1988, another reauthorization was passed. and made
retroactive, but only for that year. On the last day of the 1989 legislative session. Congress again
retroactively revived section 127. but only until Setxember, 1990.

During these interregnums in benefits, there has been great confusion in the field. Some companies
have withheld income tax on employee benefits in case the benefits would ultimately be ruled
taxable: others did not withhold, betting that the provision would be reinstated. Not surprisingly,
this has damperd enthusiasm for the program among both corporations and individuals.

IkalaChasg5

When section 127 was reauthorized in 1984. a tuition cap of $5,000 per employee was imposed for
the first time. In 1987, the annual aid limit was raised to $5.250. In 1988. graduate courses were
taken out of the program. Hardest hit were lower-level employees of colleges and universities, who
are often 0:4:holders who took these jobs for the graduat., tuition benefits.

THE PRO'S AND CON'S 0E122

In many ways. it is difficult to understand why section 127 would ever face political problems it is
popular in the corporate world: it is favored try organized labor it clearly fosters American
competitiveness; and it is an education program that does not require an annual appropriation.
Nevertheless, as we have seen. section 127 has faced a succession of politicalproblems that damages
its effletiveness.

Why? One reason is the tremendous pressure that the deficit has placed on all tax benefit programs
like section 127 that, in effect, withhold funds from the tax coffers. Another reason is the drive
toward tax reform, which preaches the elimination of tax benefits in favor of lower overall tax rates.
A third set of reasons, however, are particular to section 127. Critics of the program. in the
Executive Branch and on Capitol Hill. main- min that section 127 is so much an upward mobility

t
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program for middle-class workers as it is a tumecessary tax advantage for well-placed, affluent
people, and that it therefore titkes too big a bile out of potential tax revenues.

These concerns were addiessed in 1989 in two studies one con-ducted by Coopers and Lybrand on
behalf of an employee benefit coalition, and an anecdotal review of section 127 beneficiaries
conducted by the American Federation of Teachers. Based on this and earlier mscarch. on
government studies, and on interviews conducted with a variety of corponae and college officials for
this study, the pro's and con's of Me 127 controversy arc sum-marized below.

AreltletenefigitukaiinanciallX1112CAX?

By comparing the earnings of employee benefit recipients with other pan-time college siudents, the
Congressional Research Service concluded that "in general. employers predominasuly provided
educational assistance to higher-skilled, better-paid employees" (3). ln fact this is not sunnising
because employee benefh recipients are almost all full-time workers while many pan- time students
arc working any pan-time or not at all.

Coopers and Lybrand reached a contrary result when they compared the earnings of section 127
beneficianes with those of other full-time workers, finding that benefits were not skewed toward
higher income employees but were distributed similarly to the workforce as a whole (4). The
average earnings of employee benefn recipients were found to be around $24.500. Over 70% af the
beneficiaries had incomes of $30.000 or less, and 36% earned under $20,000. Thus, the picture of
section 127 beneficiaries as financially affluent viduals undeserving of a tax break seems quite
wide of the mark.

Would loss of am deductibay matter much?

The Coopers and Lybrand study found that average payments under section 127 were concentrated
between $400 and $1.000, with a mean assishince level of $621. Average aid for those attending
public univessities was about $300 a year (5).

Would losing the tax deductibility of these benefits be important to the people who use them? To
address this question, the American Federation of Teachers looked at the widing tax liability of
a married head of household in New York with two dependent children who earns $20,000a year
and takes four courses a year (costing $1.239 per three-credit eating.) AFT found that this individual
would have to pay an additional 51.448. or 5% more in total taxes, if the deductibility of educational
benefits was withdniwn. AFT also found increased taxes of $1.566 (4.82% of income) for an
unmarried head of household with two children in California withan income of $20,000 (7).

Similarly. an AT&T officia) estimated that the finn's employees would have to pay an average
additional tax of $350 if deducti-bility of their educational benefits was discontinued. AT&T
employs about 21)//00 people receiving $22.2 million in benefits to take college courses, four-fiftts
of ftall at leas than gr:du- ate /CVO (8). Thus, the tax break that accompanies educationalbenefits
can be of significant hclp in meeting tuition payments, certainly for low and middle income
workers, and the loss of these benefits could be a significant disincentive.

Do the beneficiaries need further education?

The Coopers and Lybrand report found that about three-quarters of section 127-type courses are
taken at the undergraduate level. About half the students were studying business or management Of
the gruate courses,less than one-half of one percent involved professional programs like law or
it'a gine (9).
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To ensure that tax benefits were not available for strictly entertainment purposes, the legislalion
states that education involving sports. games or hobbies (unless the education involves the business
of the employer or is required as pan of a degree pmgram) is not covered by 127. In short, there is
no evidence that the courses taken by section 127 recipients arc unduly esoteric or frivolous in
nature.

PQM the pmgram cost too much?

The Treasury Department estimated costs of $300 million per year in "foregone revenue" from
implementation of section 127. The Coopers and Lybrand study, on the other hand, estimated far
less revenue lost between $fk to MO million. The reason for the difference: Treasury counted as
savings virtually All employer- paid educational benefits, whereas the Coopers and Lybrand study
correctly pointed out that a significant amouru of aid now provided under section 127 would remain
tax-free under other sec- lions of the law dealing with job-related benefits.

RECOMMENDATION

The weight of the evidence is that section 127 serves an Important public purpose by enabling low
and middle-income workers adults to further their education. tt makes no sense to limit deductibility
to courses related only to an individual's current job responsi-bilities. Returning to the standard of
job relatedness can only engender endless legal and administrative uncertainty, and hurt lower-level
employees. Continuinsh the cycle of on-again. off- again benefits will have a needlessly chilling
effect on utilization.

I. In order to assure continuity of employer initiatives to promote the education and
training of their workers. Section 127 of the tax code should be extended on a
permanent basis.

"
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ADULT EDUCATION

"At least the desks fit!"

268

Adult student commenting on a basic
education class in a community college.

Census estimates indicate that over 61 milhon adults in America has not finished high school or its
equivalent, and 27 million lack skills to function at the most basic level (I). Tim key federal
program addressing this concem is the adult education act, which provides matching grants to help
the states support basic and secondary education projects up to the GED level (ogipostsecondaly
education) for adults. About 3.5 million people received services in 1986-7.

Funds are distributed under a formula based primarily on the number of adults in each state with
low educational attainment. The states must provide a ten percent match to the federal funds
(which is scheduled to rise to 25% in 1992). In fact, most states far exceed their 101* matching
requirement; nationwide, state and local funds account for 66% of adult education project
spending.

The FY 89 appropriation for the state-based adult education pmgrarn was $136 million. Under the
act, each state designates a lead agency to administer the program: that agency, in turn, decides
which organizations will project support. These may be the local school system, Of another public
agency (such as a library), or a private agency (such as a union or community center) or a higher
education institution, most often a community college.

Although as defined by the adult education act, adult education is always pre-collegiate in nature,
some observers contend that community colleges are ideal settings to offer the basic education and
GED programs which may he provided under the act. A 1988 U.S. Education Department study
maintained that. "There appear to be particular benefits to delivering ABE (adult basic education)
and GEL) through community colleges: a broadened support base (community, financial,
piolessional and institutional), availability of ancillary services for the staff and students, and tong-
tem educational benefits for successful GED and diploma program graduates (2)." Aside from the
serviee base offered by community colleges, some educators point to a more subtle benefit. They
contend that, for any adult, and particularly for adults with children at home, the prospect of
returning to school can tie an embarrassing. infanti-lizing experience. It can be doubly difficult for
these adults to go to their own child's elementary school at night, or to face school rooms and
school structures that are associated only with their past failures. College officials teflon again and
again that the prestige afforded by attending a "college', even for a basic literacy program, and the
process of attending classes at a school designed for fully grown people. can significamly enhance
self-esteem and program success. Colleges. of course, can also provide exposure and easier access
to the possibilities of further education.

On the other hand, other educators and state officials interviewed for the study contend that the
reverse could also be true. that colleges could be seen as too forbidding for the precarious adult
studeot: that, tor example. the loval library or community center may offer the most accessible
alternative fit some coninimlities, hut that, in an) event, the appropriate project site will vary in
each community based on location, willingness to serve and staff capabilities. These persons also
point out that colleges can be too rule bound and credential conscious to accomodate good adult
education programs. Therefore, the argument goes. we have to assume that funds overall are going
to the right places based on stale dectstonmaktng.
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lf, however, the community college argument is right that is, if colleges do offer a systematically
better alternative for adult education then it is important to look at where adult education money
is going today, if there is any bias in the process, and thus. if policy needs to be re-examined. We
now turn to these concerns.

SHARESIE_AULLI_EINICAILOILMINDLALIIISISECWIDARIibibliT Tjah5

Based on data collected from the states by the adult education division of the U.S. Department of
Education in 1985, we have tabulated the state-by-state proportion of adult educationfunds devoted
to projects ,-onducted in a postsecondary settiag. We find that the proportion is extremely variable
among the states. but that, in general, colleges aiv not permitted to be primary providers. We
found:

-- In twelve states, less than one percent of the funds went to two-year colleges.

-- In half the states. ten percent or less of the funds went to two-year colleges.

In 32 states, twenty percent or less of the funds went to two-year colleges.

Conversely. in only thirteen of fin states did the proportion at two-year colleges rise above 40
percent (3). Another Department of Education survey found only five states in which community
colleges arc the total adult basic education system (Iowa_ North Carolina. Oregon, Washingten
and Wiconsint and five wnere community colleges are predominant (Kansas. Nebraska. Nevada.
New Mexico and Wyoming) (4).

ySTEM IIIASES

Thc Law

A few elements of the law itself may skew projects away from two-year colleges. First, the law
expressly limits to twenty percent the proportion ot the State allotment that can be used for GED
programs. Since GED programs represent the kind of ''higher" adult education that is the special
strength of community colleges, this priority serves as a disincentive for higher education
programs, IAEA, Sec. 322(a)(4) (Bl(2)I, This limitation seems especially troubling in light of the
increasing proportion of high school dropouts who are seeking entry into GED programs to erase
their educational shoncomings and move into the economic mainstream.

Second, the law requires that school districts be given an oppor-tunity to comment on adult
educa!ion proposals from colleges (AEA. Sec. 322(a)(l)3, while colleges or other community
agencies have no right to comment on adult education proposals ''rom school districts. The closest
thing to a right of challenge is provision allowing the state higher education advisory hoard to
"append comments" to the state adult education plan when it is submitted to the U.S. Education
Depar.ment.

Finally, the law provides that the state advisory board for adult education require the participation
of "public education, public and private sector employment, labor, literacy organizations. libraries
(and) State economic development agencies", but not of colleges (Sec. 332 (a)(1).1 This can only

Q
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lessen higher education's influence over the program at the state level and reduce its ardibilky as a
participant.

Eakaildminismsista

No evidenc; was found that federal regulations or administrative practices discouruge the states
from supportin# adult education programs at community collvies. Time are, in fact, a number of
natatory provisions requiring that state adult education plans periodically re-evaluate the needs of
their target populationre conduct program reviews of their providers and use the results in making
grants; and that the states show how agencies outside the school system will be employed to
provide services (34 CFR 34l(cX3); 353; et. al.) As tang as the state plan certifies that these
elements have been considered, however, fedetal approval of state practice in these areas was
found to be generally routine and pro forma.

One requitement in federal regulations, which is not found in the law, may cause probleols for
community colleges. The nulations requite that "adults enrolled in adult basic educational

will not be cha :r*-. tuition, fees, or any other charges, or be required to purchase any
grtZTany other materials that are needed for particqsation hi the program" (34 CFR 426. IO
(7)4

Slate

Although. as we've just seen, federal law and regulations may include some impediments to
connrunity college participation, the major explanation for inadequate community college
participation is not federal but state practice.

To get a cross section of opinion in this regent, interviews weir conducted with state education
officials in nine states, some of which employ community colleges heavily in thair adult education
programs and some of which do not. In general, we weir told:

I. That state practice is largely a matter of "tradition"; drat in many stales, the agencies handling
adult education today are the agencies that were designated to undertake adult citizenship education
in another enc

2. That, although programs are continually increasing, there is not much involuntary change of
providers from year to year and lade competition among potential providers; and

3. That state practice detemanes the overall shape of the adult education program, in pan, because
state expenditunsi for adult education generally are much greater than federal.

One positive Incentive fiar community college participation was found in stares that provide FTE
support for adult education students at the community colleges. In general, we did not find stare
directors to he negative about community colleges, although. not surprisingly, we found them
opposed to any restrictions on their flexibility in clmming providers.

276
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIOM

We've found that, in many states, community colleges are not major providers of services
supported by the federal adult education act. On the Wiser hand, we've seen that community
colleges may be exceptionally good providers of such services. An Education Departmentsurvey
of a number of state adult education directors who utilized postsecondary education found that a
agreed that "college attendance has prestige value for ABE./ GED students" (5). And, as noted in a
1981 ERIC review:

"Much of the criticism of ABE programs. most taking place outside the community college, has
been directed at the following aspects: inaoequate preparation and experience of instructors in
working with educationally underprepared adults: lack of full-time commitment of instnictors and
staff to the field of ABE; absence of sufficient counseling and other student personnel services:
poor facilities; limited choice of instructional materials and equipment; and limited integration
between ABE and vocational education. Given tneir experience in working with poorly prepared
adults, knowledge of instructional technologks, and excellent educational resources anel facilities.
community colleges are in a good position to provide sound ABE programs" (6).

On the other hand, we were not able to find convincing research evidence comparing coimunity
colleges to other providers. The state of Illinois sent us data self-reported from public school and
community college providels. This self-assessment reported slightly better achievement for
community eolleges in GED completion (1% higher). subsequent transfers to other training
programs (0.4% higher). and removal of individuals from public assistance (0.43% higher). But
;nese were not very significant comparisons, and the data also showed a somewhat higher (2.4%)
job placement rate for the public schools.

We'd hoped to see if adult education programs at community colleges produced more students who
went on to higher education, but data was scarce. We found no studies comparing community
college pro-grams with other providers, and only two community colleges which provided records
on subsequent college attendance. One of these Hood Community College in Gresham. Oregon--
found that at least 50% of its ABE students go on to pursue regular college studies following
completion of their ABE work. while a community college in Texas obsi. /Ned that ten percent or
fewer go on to take any courses.

Finally, in reviewing data submitted by the states for 1985. we found attrition rates for adult
education participants reported by states with high community college participation to be only
slightly lower (0.24% lower) than the attrition rates of states with low community college
panicipation.

In short, good comparative data is woefully lacking, and given the federal investment in adult
education and the great discretion accorded the states in choosing service providers, much stronger
information is needed. Recommendations:

I. The House Education and Labor Committee and the Senate Labor and Human
Resources Committee should direct the U.S. Education Department to undertake a
comparative study of different adult education providers-- including elementary
and secondary schools, colleges, libraries and community agencies- to see which
produce the best results. The study should measure quantitative outputs like GED
completion, job placement, subsequent participation in college and long-term
removal from public assistance. If' some types of providers are found to perform
systematically better than others, steps should be taken to en:lurage their
participation and remove any obstacles to it.

t
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2. Congress should remove the twenty percent cap on funding GED programs
under the adult education act, because that can limits the extent to which working-
age adults cua use the adult education progr... to meet the rising educational re-
quirements of today's job market.

3. The law should be changed to assure community college participation in state
adult education advisory councils, and to require that local school districts solicit
comments by colleges and community agencies on school district proposals to
conduct adult education programs.

2.47S
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VOCAUONALITECHMCAL EDVCATION

"Depending on their perspective, critics say the Perkins Act is either too rigidly
targeted toward the disadvantaged, or not targeted enough. They say the money
is either being spread too thinly, or not being spread around enough, They say
it's either too skewed toward high school or too skewed toward postsecondary
schools. They say it has failed to satisfy the needs of industry by encouraging
courses that are either too Job-specifk or not job-specific enough... In other
words, there isn't a consensus on many key is.sues."

Congressional Ouarteek. March 4, 1989,

In 1917, Congress passed the Smith-Hughes Act to encourage states and localities to build a
nation-wide vocational education system to prepare the skilled workforce needed at the time.
Today, the Carl D. Perkins Vocational Education Act of 1984, administered by the U.S. Education
Department, is the major giurce of direct federal support for vocational education. The Perkins Act
provides state grants for vocational education programs in elementary, secondary and
postsecondary schools to impmve access to these prognuns. enhance prognun quality and support
research. The program budget in 1988 was $918.4 million.

In ackhtion to the training in machinery, clerical occupations and home economics usually
associated with high school vocational education programs, the Perkins Act supports advanced
technical training programs at the postsecondary level, primarily in commu-nity colleges. Adults
are key beneficiaries of this training because, as noted in a report prepated for the National
Assessment of Vocational Education, the "pester tendency for adults to return to school in order to
change jobs, the need for retraining displaced workers. (and) the need for training among women
returning to employnent after child-rearing years.. haveexpanded the numbers of adults in need of
vocational preparation." (1)

Under the vocational education act, states receive grants on a formula basis. The states then
designate one of their agencies to administer the program, and leave it up to that agency to decide
how and to whom to distribute funds each year, The law program data indicate that about 38% of
the funds are now going to "postsecondary" providers.

But do colleges receive a fair and proper share of Perkins Act funds? And, even if they do not.
does it matter? As Congress works on legislation reauthorizing and revising the Perkins program,
these questions deserve to be addressed seriously.

WHAT DOES POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION ACTUALLY GET?

Although the overall percentage of vocational education funds designated by the federal
government as being spent in "post-secondary educatiod is formally listed as 38%, we have found
that the states vary tremendously in how much they allow post-secondary; that some state a eneres
may be biased against postsecondary education; and that the monies listed as "post-see in

nature may not really reflect postwcondarylevel education.

2130
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Varied Distribtnion of Funds

The variation among states in distributing Perkins Act funds is most pronounced. As reported in
1989 by the National Assessment ot Vocational Education (NAVE), a Congressionally-mandated
study, nine states allocated 20 percent or less of their Perkins Act funds to postsecondary
vocational education in 1986-87, nine states allocated more than 60 percent of their funds to this
level and two states spent over 90 percent. (2) (In these two states, the study found that most. funds
listed as postsecondary were in fact being spent in other than true postsecondary programs.) (3)

Another NAVE report notes results from a poll by the American Association of Community and
Junior Colleges, which found 13 states spent less than 10 percent of their Perkins funds on
community colleges and technical institutes, while Iowa and New Mexico spent over 60 percent,
Their conclusion: "The mechanism in the Perkins Act where states decided the allocation of
resources between the secondary and the postsecondary levels does indeed lead to considerable
variation among states." (4)

Bias Against Postsecondary Education

Some state agencies may. in fact, be biased against postsecondary education. NAVE reported in
1989 that. in states visited for case studies, the state office administering the Perkins Act was
always responsible for secondary vocational education, but in only one of the nine states was that
office responsible for postsecondary voca-tional education. The study concludes. Inat least half
of the states NAVE visited, the office administering the Act was able to limit the eligibility of
institutions not under its purview to grants under the Act. The unequal distribution of resources in
a given sector or set of institutions were considerably more likely to receive support in some states
than in others."' (5)

t m!co n41: tv Propontons arc Deceptive

The allocation of funds listed AS "postsecondary" kvr the purposes of the Perkins Act may, in fact.
include area vocational schools, as well as community colleges and technical institutes. Area
vocational st-hools are secondary institutions originally intended as part-day learning centers for
secondary students. but now also serving adults because of limited secondary student enrollment.

In another report prepared for NAVE, M.P.R. Associates notes that differences in federal data and
data reported by community colleges seem "to come from the fact that many states allocate PerkMs
funds to arra vocational schools. which serve both secondary students and adults, and therefore
funds in adults in area vocational schc...ts were included in the NAVE respomes but not in those of
the AACJC. If this interpretation is correct." they continue. "then slightly over one-fifth of Perkins
funds (not 38 percent). are actually spent in community colleges and technical institutes-. (6) The
AACC study found this pioportion to be relatively stable over the period from 1982 to 1985. (7)

In Oklahoma. for example, 50 per cent of the Perkins funds are allocated to postsecondary
education. but it turns out that all of these funds went to adult vocational centers which offer no
college credit, and no money went to communifr colleges that train three times as many students in
the state. (8)

251
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WHAT_DOES ecISTSECONDARY EMICATION DESERVE?

Whether the amount going to postsecondary education is high or low, whether it varies or doesn't,

even whether there is bias or not, would not necessarily matter if perusecondary education held no

special promise as a vocational resource for adults.

Some. in fact, have argued that adults, because they are unfamiliar with the college setting, are
likely to be intimidated by it and that therefore colleges make poor settings for adult
vocational/technical education. Ed Furgeson of the William D. Ford Voc-Tech Center in Michigan,
subscribes to this point of view, mainta ning that secondwy vocational schools provide a more
trceptive, less intimidating starting point tor adult students. Forgesun indicated that many program
participanos continue their education at pekstsecondary instinnions after completing their courses at

voc-tech centers such as his.

On the other hand. Frank Mensel of the American Association of Community and Junior Colleges
contends that high school settings are often uncomfortable for adults. If a student has dropped out

of high school, it may be difficult to teturn because high schools become associated with failure.
Adults may be embarrassed to be seen by the neighbors and children at the local high school, and

may be profoundly uncomfortable trying to function and associate with adolescent students.
Colleges afford a more socially accept-able. less infantilizing environment for adults, according to

this perspective, and the broad-based education they can supply is more conducive to long-temi
employability.

Certainly, the evidence is that community colleges are welcomed by adults and that the participation
is found to be rewarding The NAVE report found that community colleges account for 62 percent
of the nation's postsecondary vocational credits, and that "For students who accumulate substantial

arn0Onts Of vocational credits or complete programs. postsecondary vocational aducation pays off

in economic terms." (9)

The report also found that. "community college students were more likely to be emp.oyed and to
utilize their vocational credits than trainees from other types of (postsecondary) institutions" (10),
and that postses:ondary vocational training is likely to be both more advaneed. technical, and
focused on a single basic purpose-- providing students with skills and knowledge needed to enter

and progress in a chosen occupation.

RITOSIVENDAT1ONS

As Congress considers changes in the Perkins Act in 1990. a proposal has been incorporated into
Senate legislation which would provide more money to secondary schools by imposing a 35
percent cap on postsecondary vocational spending. This proposal seems strongly against the
weight of the evidence. We've found that while secondary vocational enrollment has declined,
postsecondary vocational education continues to advance and thew are now 4.3 million vocational
students at community colleges. two-year technical colleges. public vocational technical schools.
and proprietary schools. The NAVE data dernonstnne that postsecondary vocational education pays
off for adults, and that funding has, if anything. been depressed below its natural level by state

practice.

1. Congress should firmly rt fret any proposal to place a cap on postsecondary
spending under the Perkins A especially a cap that falls below current spending
levels.



Z. Instead of a cap, Congress should enact a floor for post-secondary funding of
30 percent. This floor-- and all accounting of postseeondary spending-- should be
based upon community college and other postsecondary credit-bearing programs,not area vocational school programs.

3. The Education Department should conduct a study to determine the
circumstance's under which different kinds of postsecondary and secondary
programs are most likely to promote long-term self-sufficiency and productivity.Today, Congress and the states are operating largely in the dark about what
works and what doesn't. Once this information is compiled, informed fundingdecisions can be made.

28 i
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JOB TRAINING PAIRMSEMULACI

The Job Training Partnership Act (ITPA), first passed in 1983, offers education and training tohelp disadvantaged youth and adults find permanent self-sustaining employment.

ITPA is funded I. ntirely by the federal government and openned through the states and localdelivery systems, About $3.6 billion was expended in program year 1985-6, In (987, there were2.1 million participarus enrolled.

Thc major ITPA program is Tins. II, which consists of a year-round training program for adultsand youth k Title HA) and a summer program for youth (ID3), Another program, Title III, providesaid to dislocated workers. There were 1.1mt,.:on participants in Title HA in FY1987. of which 55percent were adults over age 22.

Title (IA funds reach the states as block grants. The states, in turn, are responsible for theallocation of funds to "service delivery areas" (SDA's). The SDA's. in turn, contract withemployers and organizations like public schools, trade schools and community colleges to trainpeople for jobs in the local economy. Spending decisions within the SDA are made by a privateindustry council consisting of reptesentatives of business. government and labor, but generallydominated by business. Forty percent of an SDA's Title HA funds must he expended on youth and70 percent must he spent for services directly related to job preparation.

LOW COMMUNITY COLLEGE PARTICIPATION

ITPA today does not contraet extensively with community colleges in training adults. Based oninformation submitted by JTPA providers to the U.S. Labor Department for program year 1986.or about 34% of all Title HA participants, or about 240,000 individuals received any form of
classroom training. Of those providers which reported the breakdown of classroom training indifferent settings (about 40% of the sample), only 15%. or 15.200 people, were listed as havingreceived their training in a community college. This number-- less than the public schools.less thanfor-profit trade schools, less than other nonprofit organizations-- would probably have been mil:lower had it not included youth in the HA program, who are probably more likely to get classroomtraining isee below.)

PRACTICES Tit/a DISCOURAGP. COMMUNITY COLLEGE PARTICIPATION

A nunther ,rt conditions serve to discourage community college participation in JTPA.

Local Biaso

First, it has been reported to us that the people making most of the local funding decisions-- thebusiness-dominated private industry councils-- are often distrustful of long-term training options
for adults. Says Kamer Green, chief ofperformance management and evaluation in the U.S. LaborDepartment. "PICs believe it is easier to get jobs for adults than to get them through education."She continues. "If an adult gets a joh.then the or she won't be) on public assistance, they reason.and that makes business sense. Since the business community is prominent, employment islegitimate in JTPA and not education that may lead to employment."

28r)
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tufiumanctSiastasla

Service providers under ;TPA receive compensation based on successfully meeting federal
performance standards, which include quemitative outputs based, far example. on the number of

panicipants employed ann employment retention.

For youth (under 22 years old) participating in /TPA. outputs of "scess" would include an
individual returning to full-time school. entering another ;alb training program, or completing a

major level of education. In FY 1933. the positive terminati n rate for youth was 78 percent.

For adults, the situation Is far different. Under section 106 of /TPA, the bask measure of
performance is only "the increase in employment and earnings and the reductions in welfare
dependency resulting ft= participation in the progrum." The Secretary of Labor prescribes
standards based on the law which include placement in unsubsidized employment, retention in
unsubsidized employment, increased earnings. and 'eduction in the number of individuah and
families receiving welfare payments and the size of payments IP.L. 97-300, Section 106 (WM.

But there is no recognition or reward for educational improvement as a positive outcome.
According to DOL's Karen Green, there had been discussions in the agency of instituting such
criteria, but they were 'teemed contrary to the law and weir widely opposed by the Nes.

As was summed up by Tammy Stewart of tht Mountain Land Association of Governments PIC in

Utah, "Youth who go on to higher education ate considered as a positive outcome: edults who go

on to higher education are not censidered placed and are thus considered unsuccessful."

SlisfiltawaRtaktuotlimslicsIticliata
Many localities restrict their /TPA programs to the most shon-tenn traaili:g available, or to an open

entry/open exit model-- that is, a program where individuals can be to a class or drop our at

any point in the process.

This, of course, is contrary to the way in which community colleges typically operate. More
important. it is not conducive to any type of training that requires some time and process to
develop. By their very nature. short.term and open entry/open exit requirements restrict JTPA
participants to the most basic. nate training, the type of traimng that viitually all manpower experts

agrce is the moss vulnerable to changes in the job market.

c.1211LASSIIICILOnS

In many localities /TPA operates on a strict no-credit system in relation to community colleges.
Adults who .mght wish to return for advanced training face the fact they ;:annot receive credit to
which they might otherwise bc entitled for their earlier /TPA work.

As Elwood Zaugg. a /TPA program director at Utah Valley Community College put it, 'A student

comes in and spends 12 weeks in our classroom training. After he returns to employment, maybe
he decides he wants to continue his education and earn a degree. He can't go back t.i college and

pick up where he left off because /TPA enrolled him in a no credit program. He could have
berwfitted greatly by receiving credit for the time he spent in the classroom."
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RECONINIANDATIONI

I. The U.S. Department of Labor should conduct a study to determine the
circumstances under which different kinds of providers are most likely to promote
long-term self-sufficiency and productivity. The federal government should
immediately begin to compile systematic data on the employment and recidivism
rates of JTPA clients trained through postsecondary educotion compared to other
types of training.

2. .ITPA performance standards should be amended by legislation to count
educational advancement as n successful outcome for adults under the same terms
as it Is counted for youth.

3. To assure that somewhat longev-term training options are not ihut out of JTPA
participation, JTPA legislation aiould be amended to prehluit local authorities
from restricting JTPA participation to open entry/open exit pmramming or to
non-credit programming, especially when credit wouid otherr be accorded for
similar training.

287
I
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FOSTSCRIPT: RECOMMENDATIONS HY AGENC/

foR CONGRESSIONkLACTION

Recommendations arc listed ander the name of the Congressional comniittees that have exercised
authority' over the affected policy area.

Thr...Agglandation1Saili11111102

I. Financial aid officer discretion in adjusting "base year" determinations of Pell Grant eligibility
should be restored.

2, Pell Grant aid to students attending college less than half-time should he restored,

3. Funding for Educational Opportunity Centers should be doubled to assure that accurate
information about post-secondary opportunities reacMs a much greater proportion of at"alts who
are potential college students.

4. The campus child care program authorized under title IV of the higher education act to support
on campus day care centers should receive an initial appropriation.

BILESIISLIshmaikuLAallakat_Camnilltee;
Ihr...Staair-LakazAntauwialiesikursaLCammittge

House Postsecondary Education Subcommittee-
Senate Education Subcommittee

I. Among the factors triggering the use of financial aid officer discirhon in making Pell Grants
should be a projecteo reduction of income during the enrollment period by ten percent compared to
the base year.

2. Congress shood alter the campus-based application to assure that enrollment status is cross-
referenced to income and dependency in the following manner

Dependent Liicletgraduates

SO-$2,9439
S3.000-$5.999, etc.
laticanisigniUldriltaltaltt
SO-S999
Sk01110-$I,999, etc
Dcpcuskai Gniduate_students
$042,999, etc.

Independent Graduate studentt
S04999. etc.

EulLiimc PArkiims

3. To begin to assure the part-time stue.:nts in fact receive 4 "reasonable proportion" of campus-
based aid. institutions should he mit ired to provide aid under their campus-based program
allotment to at least 5' of the part-time students in thr lowest income category appearing in the
school's application for campus-based funding (see #2, above.)
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4, The Congressional Methodology for deterMaing financial need under the campus-based
programs should he amended to assure greater seasitivity to differences in the income and assets of
adults with dependents. and family expense.; should oe fully counted at their actual level in
assessing financial need.

5. Dependent care costs based on a full-time ma-/...00m of at least $3,000 per care recipient should
be nude allowable edocatumal costs in determining eligibility for the Pell Grant, campus-based and
loan programs

6. Congress should ensure that all borrowers are informed by the nme they would enter repayment
of their right to apply for deferral or forbearance in making repayment. Specifically, eon- tinued
attendance on a less than half-time basis should be a criterion for granting deferral Of ferebearance.

7 . All student financial aid under the higher education act should be clearly defined as contributing
!o the sltusAion-related cevi of those who receive aid, Such aid should not he counted as personal
income, !n whole or in pan, in determining an individual's eligibility for food stampsor welfare.

S. Easy, to read, well-highlighted informational materials specifically targeted to adults should b
required hy law of all colleges that serve a substantial adult population.

ijoiLsesleafiija,claijsm_Ssihommineel
Senate Eilucation_S_utconialt=

I. Rather than focusing all tnogram energies on case closure under the vocational rehabilitation
program. Congress should ensure by law that evaluations of VR program performance are
expanded to include the nature of the clientele served and the quality of the training interms of
career development and upward mobility.

2. VR legislation should be amended to specifically require the stales to approve college as an
allowable form of training for VR recipients, as long as satisfactory progress is being made in
school and course ot study is consistent with the individual's career goals. Furthermore, it should
he required that all prospective clients be informed of their right to choose postsecondary education
as a means of employment training through the VR program.

House Elernenuity. Secondapi and Vocational Subcommittee-
Senate Editcaion Subcommittee

I. Congress should remove the twenty percent cap on funding i3ED programs under the adult
education act, because that cap limits the extent to which working-age adults can use the adult
education program to meet the rising educational requirements of today's Job market,

1 The law should be changed to assure community college participation in state adult education
advisory councils, and to require that local school districts solicit comments by colleges and
community agencies on school district proposals to conduct :Ault education programs.

1. Congress should reject proposals to place a cap on post-secondary spending under the Pertins
Act vocational education program, especially a cap that fails below cunent spending levels.

2R4
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4. Instead of a cap. Congress should enact a Qom for post-secondary funding of 30 percent under
the vocational education act. Alt ciamputations of postsecondary spending should be based upon
community college and other poatsecondary credit-bearing pmgrams. not area vocational school
programs.

House Labor-Management Relations Subcommittee;
5enitte Zmplrqyment and Pmductivity Subslammittee

I. .TTPA performance standards should be amended by legislation to count educational
advancement as a SUCCeikSflif outcome for adults under the UMW teIMS aS it is counted for youth.

2. To assure that somewhat longer-term training options are not shut out of .ITPA partkipation.
ITPA legislation should be amended to pmhibit local authorities fmm restricting /TPA participation
to open entry/open exit programming or to non-credit programming, especially when credit would
otherwise be aeconied for similar training.

I t I II II i
,yt I I II %. I It It I

I. Welfare legislation should be amended to require that the states allow welfare recipients to fulfill
their education and training requirement in college, if they so choose, as long as satisfactory
pmgress is heing made in school and the course of study is consistent with the individual's career
goals.

2. Hearings should he held to assure that postsecondary education is not being unduly restricted by
the states under welfare reform. and that child care services are made available as man-dated to
eligible beneficiaries.

Shartst:_ligust-WAULAWLAIsauL.CammitistLILIZMAILIALucatiou..ting
lathot_Cammiticu.Isuattlinauce_CsuninateeL5snaiLialzur_aud
liumaaJlessmars.Samialtics

I. New child care legislation should be enacted to supplement federal support services to low-
Income adults trying to pursue a college education.

House Ways and Menns Committee;
Nertatt Ficiance Committee

I. Federal unemployment law should he amended to place the burden on the state to pmve that
training proposed by the beneficiary is not satisfactory. rather than placing the burden on the
individual :o justify the training.

2. Federal unemployment law should he amended to specify that Attendance at an accredited
institution of higher education, if the claimant is making satisfactory progress toward a recognized
degree. constitutes approved training for the purposes of the Ul program.

3. Child care support under title XX social service flock grants should be continued and enhanced,
and the law should he amended to prohibit the states from disqualifying eligible recipients simply
because they are attending college.

4. hi order to assure continuity of employer initiatives to promote the ettncation and training of
their workers. Section 127 of the tax code should be extended on a permanent basis.

2;!()
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lbs...Agrisiauct_ammatts.s

I. Documented education-related expenditures made by food stamp apphcams should be considered
an investment in self-sufficiency and made excludable from personal income in determining food
stamp eligibility,

2. The policy of imposing a 20-hour per week work requirement on college students who
otherwise qualify for food stamps should be abandoned.

WILIRL_EXELLIIILMiLNUE1

fducation Denartmvnt

I. Vinancial Jid training that Me givernment currently conducts tot high school counscllins should
be expanded to include professionals who deal with adults-- human resource ot jeers in business.
labor S, and unemploynwun and Vielfare counselklfs to name a few.

2. The I:ducat ion Depat Iment should enc('urage rather than discourage financial ard officers from
employ mg protessional discretion under the campus tmsed programs and the Yell Giant program.
if Ow authority is restored by legislation,

rhe Education [War MICH! shtle:d IflImed1.11Cly bre,,,An to eompile dal.) on me employment and
recidivism rates ot Vocational Kt.:habituation clic ills rehahrlitatcd thriiugh Nsisecondary education
compared 10 tither types ot training.

4. The Idlicahon l)epar moment should undertake a comparative study of different pros tilers under
the adult education including elementary and secondary schools. colleges. libraries and
commurut) a-enc les km see which produce the best results, If some types of providers are found
to pertorm systematically better than others. steps should be taken to encourage their participation
and remove .iny obstacles to it

'fire Educairon Department should conduct a study of the sok-anon:1J education program to
determine the circumstances under Ss tlictl different kinds of postsecondary arid secondary projects
are most likely to promote long term self -sufficiency and productivity.

pep arnient_of_ Labor

I. The Depanment of Labor should undertake 3 IleW and truly com.plete. state by state survey of
state Unemployment Insurance practic: from the kinds of notification the states employ, to the
types of naming they approve. to their manner of making decisions.

2. The De oartment of Labor. by regulation, should insist that the states clearly not tfy beneficiaries
of the trairong option. and that they develop and employ objective criteria for evaluating training
providers and approving training requests.

3. The Dcpanto ero of Labor should conduct a study to detemune the circumstances under which
different kinds of providers of !TPA services are most likely to promote long-term self-sufficiency
and productrydy. 1",x government should immediately begin to compile systematic data on the
employment and recidivism rates ot' JIPA clients trained through postseccmdary education
compared to other types of' training,

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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HEARING ON THE REAUTHORIZATION OF THE
HIGHER EDUCATION ACT

TUESDAY, MAY 14, 1991

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, DC

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:45 a.m., Room 2175,
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. William D. Ford [Chairman]
presiding.

Members present: Representatives Ford, Hayes, Miller, Serrano,
Mink, Andrews, Kildee, Coleman, Molinari, Gunderson, andArmey.

Staff present: Thomas Wolanin, staff director, Subcommittee on
Postsecondary Education; Jack Jennings, education counsel, Educa-tion and Labor Committee; Maureen Long, legislative associate/
clerk, Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education; Gloria Gray-
Watson, administrative assistant, Sulxommittee on Postsecondary
Education; Eliza Evans, staff assistant, Subcommittee on Postsec-
ondary Education; Jo-Marie St. Martin, education counsel for mi-
nority, Education and Labor Committee; and Beth Buehlmann,
education coordinator, minority, Education and Labor Committee.

Chairman FORD. I am pleased to convene this hearing on the
Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education on the Reauthorization
of the Higher Education Act of 1965. This is the ninth of 44 hear-
ings and I have lost my voice already.

Today our distinguished panel of witnesses will address the
issues of how can the student financial aid programs be simplified.
Unfortunately, the complexity of the programs has, itself, become a
new barrier to educational opportunities for those the programs
are designed to serve.

I hope that this hearing will focus the subcommittee on some so-
lutions to the problem of complexity that needy students face in ob-
taining postsecondary education. I look forward to hearing the com-
ments and suggestions of our witnesses.

Mr. Armey, did you have anything to say?
Mr. ARMEY. Mr. Chairman, let me just say I am very proud to

represent the minority this morning. I should alert you that I do
have another committee meeting that I will have to go to in half
an hour. Prhaps help will arrive before I depart, and in the mean
fine, i am confident that between the two of us, we comprise anintellectual quorum.

(287)
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Chairman Foul I am informed Mr. Coleman will be here to sit
in for you when you go.

Mr. ARMEY. Thank you.
Chairman FORD. Mrs. Mink? Mr. Gaydos has an opening state-

ment. Without objection, we will place it in the record at this
point.

Without object...on, the prepared testimony of all of the witnesses
that has been submitted will be inserted in the record following the
oral testimony, and we have a statement here by Robert Knutson,
Chairman, Chief Executive Officer of Education Management Cor-
poration, who couldn't appear, on program simplification. Without
ob'ection, that will be entered into the record.

[The prepared statements of Hon. Joseph M. Gaydos and Robert
Knutson follow]
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Opening Statement

Joseph M. Gaydos

May 14, 1991

Postsecondary Education Hearing

It's really a shame that the simple idea of providing

financial assistance to students so they can pursue

postsecondary education has evolved into such a complicated

system.

Originally the Higher Education Act of 1965 was fairly

straight-forward and relatively easy to understand. But we

have added so many complexities tb the process over the years,

that today, many people have said students need a college

degree before they understand which of the six student

assistance forms they should use to apply for the programs for

which they qualify.

And, once students have overcome these hurdles and

actually receive assistance, their lives don't necessarily get

any easier if some of the assistance it in the form of loans

instead of grants.

There are three loan programs that students are eligible

to participate in -- Perkins, Stafford, and SLS, or

Supplemental Loans for Students.

haven't heard too many complaints about the Perkins

Loan Program but the other two have caused quite a few

headaches for students.

Under the Stafford and SLS ptograms, the loans ate

1
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frequently sold shortly after being made, if not immediately.

It is not unusual for any given loan under either of these

programs to be re-sold a number of times before the student

must begin making payments on the loans.

'I have heard hair-raising stories from hard working

students who have spent weeks and months just trying to find

out where to send their payments. I have also heard many

stories about gross accounting errors in students' balances

and the terrible time they have of getting anyone to correct

them.

These types of difficulties are not the only ones

students face. students must also travel through the maze of

differences among all three loan programs, the different

repayment requirements, the different deferral options, and,

in the case of Perkins Loans, students even have several loan

cancelation options depending on what jobs they take when they

graduate.

The programs in the Higher Education of 1965 and the

process of applying for financial assistance provided by these

programs really must be simplified.

It has always been my aim to open doors to higher

education, not put up glass walls as prospective students seek

assistance to further their learning.

Simplification of the process is necessary if we are

serious about developing a well-trained and learned work

force.

This is one point on which we should all agree.

- 2 -
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee on Postsecondary
Education:

The following comments are provided by Robert B. Knutson,

Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, on behalf of Education

Management Corporation (ESC) of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Our

employee-owned Company operates The Art Institutes of Atlanta,

Dallas, Fort Lauderdale, Houston, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Seattle

and The Colorado Institute of Art. The Art Institutes International

serve 13,000 students in associate and haccalaureate degree programs.

our students come from every state in the union and from 50 foreign

countries. We also provide post graduate paralegal training to

students through the National Center for Paralegal Training and its

consulting affiliations with universities in the United States and

Europe.

First and foremost, we believe in developing human potential;

secondly, we know that student success is everyone's job.

If indeed the Title /V student assistance programs are to

provide access to postsecondary education for the needy students of

this country, then these programs must have the interests of students

foremost in our minds.

Chairman Ford has been quoted to say that "the purpose of Title

IV is not to support institutions, administrators, lenders, student

.oan agencies, secondary markets, or servicers. The purpose of Title

IV is to expand educational opportunities and the programs and

delivery systems must be measured in terms of their effectiveness in

meeting that objective."

297
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In fact, the Title IV student assistance programs are not

organized to promote access by students, or persietence once their

education commences, The Department of Education and institutions

have become so consumed with the paper processing and with the

process itself that we have forgotten a' )ut the outcome. The

delivery system through its very complexity seems primarily to

support student loan agencies, secondary markets, servicers, need

analysis agencies, and lenders. Institutional administrators are

forced, because of the administrative paperwork burden, to forget the

primary purpose of these programs, which in to serve students.

Because of the complexity of the delivery system and the

application process, the Title IV delivery system has become a

barrier to many students. It could even be argued that the Title IV

programs seen to be designed to preVent students from qualifYing for

financial aid rather than to encourage needy students to participate

in these programs as they were intended.

Many students don't understand what a grant is, what a loan is,

and what a work study is. They have great difficulties understanding

all of the terms and conditions and rights and responsibilities which

are attached to the many loan programs now in place.

Our 85 recommendations for reauthorization of the Higher

Education Act of 1965, which have been provided to members of this

Subcommittee, contain a number of proposals related to simplification

of the Title IV student aid programs. These include:

1. Implementing a modified student aid application which asks
for more data from only those applicants who have more data
to give.

2 9 S
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2. streamlining the renewal aid application process so that
students who have already demonstrated need and have had no
real change in circumstances need only provide an update of
their financial and family information.

3. Limiting the verification of family-reported financial
information to only those elements which appear on a tax
return,

4. Eliminating the central processor as such and requiring the
student to deal only with one financial aid processor.

5. Combining the two current, statutory need analysis methods
into one, and reducing the number of formulas from four to
two.

In addition to these changes in the student application process,

we also recommend significant changes in the student loan programs so

that students will be encouraged to repay their loans on a timely

basis. Our recommendations include:

1. Creating one student loan program to replace the current
Stafford al,d SLS. This student loan program would be
composed of a Stafford portion with subsidized interest and
an SLS portion with unsubsidized interest. The student
would make one repayment regardless of how much was
borrowed.

2. Changing the student loan delivery system so that the
student borrower would deal with only one entity -- the
guarantor. The guarantor would serve as disbursing agent
and servicer as well.

3. Reducing deferment categories to three, so that students
can readily determine whether or not they can delay payment
of their loans and, therefore avoid default.

These proposals all are intsnded to make the financial aid

process etlagat-centered.

Thank you for the opportunity to present our observations.
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STATEMENTS OF SELENA DONG, LEGISLATIVE DIRECTOR,
UNITED STATES STUDENT ASSOCIATION; ANNETTE HINES, STU-
DENT, MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY; STEPHEN COLBERT, DI-
RECTOR OF EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY CENTER; REGINA
MANLEY, FACIUTATOR, CITYWIDE GUIDANCE PROGRAMS;
STAN KOPLIK, CHAIRMAN, ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON STU-
DENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE; NATALA HART, EXECUTIVE DI-
RECTOR, STATE STUDENT ASSISTANCE COMMISSION; AND
PAUL PHILLIPS, DIRECT'OR OF FINANCIAL AID, CALIFORNIA
STATE UNIVERSITY-SAN MARCOS

Chairman Fora). We will start with Selena Dong, Legislative Di-
rector to United States Student Association.

Ms. Dorm. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the sub-
committee. I appreciate this opportunity to testify today on the Fi-
nancial Aid Program simplification and Reauthorization of the
Higher &location Act.

My name is Selena Dong and I am Legislative Director of the
United States Student Association, the country's oldest and largest
national student organization, representing more than 350 campus-
es and 3.5 million postsecondary students.

USSA believes that Federal financial aid programs have been
crucial to the postsecondary o2portunities of millions, but that the
confusing and complex nature of the student aid application and
delivery process acts as a barrier to the access of too many stu-
dents, particularly those from low-income backgrounds.

First of all, potential college students have to find out about the
different types of Federal, State, institutional, and private aid
available. This is hardly a case of one-stop shopping; in The Stu-
dent Guide, the Department of Education suggests that students:
talk to financial aid administrators at each school they are inter-
ested in; contact State higher education agencies regarding State
aid, the Paul Douglas Teacher Scholarship Program and Robert C.
Byrd Honors Scholarship Program; find out more information
through public libraries, companies, foundations, and a diversity cf
organizations; look into National Honor Society and National Merit
Scholarships, as well as veteran educational benefits.

And of course, for many students, high school guidance counsel-
ors can make or break a student's decision to pursue post-high
school opportunities by discussing the possibility of and ways to fi-
naniv a postsecondary education or training.

Next, a student can choose between six different application
forms for Federal financial aid.

To apply for Federal financial aid only, you can fill out the Ap-
plication for Federal Student Aid, AFSA, which consists of the 32
federally core questions, or you can answer just these core ques-
tions on the five other forms; no application fee is involved in these
cases.

However, if you want to be considered for non-Federal aid, you
must fill out the additional questions on the five other forms and,
for two of these forms, pay a processing fee. Most students end up
completing one of the five forms that allow you to apply for both
Federal and non-Federal aid, and responding to between 59 and 118
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questions. It is up to the individual colleges, State agencies and
scholarship programs which application forms they will accept.

So the 1991- 992 school year ASFA form that you have ir your
hands is the 'simplest" form available since it includes all the Fed-
eral core questions, and does not have an application fee. It, howev-
er, does not render a student eligible for all :Rate, institutional and
private aid for college.

This situation forces many students into a tough choice between
filling out a tree form that does not ensure that they vill be consid-
ered for all types of aid available, and handing over precious
money for an application form that will make them eligible for all
assistance.

Now, the ASFA form is hardly simple; it consists of 49 questions,
and on page 2 tells you that you will need a myriad of records,
ranging from your Federal, State and local income tax returns to
records of medical or dental bills that were paid in 1990, to fill out
this form. And it only gets more complicated.

For example, in Section B, there are 16 questions, most of which
have subquestions, to wade through to figure out if you are an in-
dependent or dependent student. And Sections D, F, G, and I are
enough to make almos:, anyone flee for the nearest accountant for
help.

It is clear that these applications forms try to be all things to all
pelple: there is a plethora of questions designed for the special
treatment of dislocated workers, displaced homemakers, applicants
with excess medical and/or dental expenses, et cetera.

There must be a way to ensure special recognition of these cir-
cumstances without adding many more questions to these already
complicated forms. The fact that the form uses cute color coding or
yellow and gray areas to distinguish the areas that dependent and
independent students must fill out is a reflection of how complicat-
ed the form is and how different applicants end up answering dif-
ferent sections and questions.

Then there is the Simplified Needs Test, SNT, which is supposed
to ensure that very low-income students need only answer a small
number of questions on the application forma. However, students
still have to follow a complicated set of instructions on the ASFA
form to figure out if they tralify for the SNT.

This complexity helps explain why few applicants eligible for the
simple needs test actually use it: according to the Advisory Com-
mittee on Student Financial Assistance, less than 17 percent of eli-
gible applicants file the simple form.

Other reasons for thie limited usage include the fact that many
State, institutional and private sources of aid required completion
of the whole form, and that many students, high school counselors,
and aid administrators worry that they are doing something wrong
by not filling out the whole form.

After you wade through these Federal financial aid forms, you
must wait 4 to 6 weeks for processing by one of the multiple data
entry processors, MDE, to compute your Pell Grant Index number
and Family Contribution number. Your form may be returned for
corrections if you made any mistakes, or for verification if you are
selected by the Department of Education or your school for such a
process.

3
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In either case, another couple of weeks are added to the whole
process. Then the NEDE processor sends the applicant's informationto a central processor to recompute the two needs analyses, and
check for Selective Service registration, eligibility for non-citizens,
and past student loan defaults.

After this is completed, the MOE processor sends the applicant. a
Student Aid Report, SAR, with their Pell Grant Index and Family
Contribution numbers, which are then used by financial aid admin-
istrators to determine the student's award package.

This is not the end however. Students must meet a number of
eligibility requirements and undertake additional procedures formany of the Federal fmancial aid programs. For example, to applyfor a Stafford Loan, you must get an application from a lender,school or State guaranty agency, fill it out, and then submit it to
your school, which then certifies your loan eligibility after first de-
termining your eligibility for a Pell Grant.

The sc ool then submits your application to the lender of yourchoice, which, if it agrees to make the loan, submits it to a guaran-ty agency for loan approval. If all goes well, the lender will make acheck out to you, or to you and the school, and mail it to the
school.

But if you are a first-time borrower or just unlucky, don't expect
to see the check until 30 days after the start of the semester, just
keep dodging the bill collectors. And to add to the complexity,
many lenders have entirel) different application forms.

Applying for aid is sort of like a game of Monopoly when youland on the "Chance" space and draw a card. You might get to godirectly to jail (Le., use the Simple Needs Test); or go to the nearestutility (i.e., fill our this section or that section); or pay a poor tax(i.e., pay a processing fee if you fill out certain sections and forms);
or take three steps backward (i.e., get your application forms re-turned for corrections.)

And unfortunately, you must play this award game year afteraward year, and reapply for aid by filling out the same forms andpaying the same fees all over again. And the game does not end
with graduation: you must start paying back your loans after ashort grace period.

Again, the obligations and options can be extraordinarily com-
plex and confusing: there are at least 12 categories of deferment
conditions, a few cancellation provisions, forbearance, and loan con-solidation.

USSA urges this subcommittee to examine the intricacies of the
financial aid application and delivery process to make changes that
will streamline and facilitate students' access to college financing
options. The complexity and multiplicity of the application forms,
the fees, and the reapplication process had made this system an im-pediment and not a mechanism by which students find ways toafford a college education.

I have included for the record a summary of USSA's recommen-
dations for simplifying the application process: they include the
creation of one free, simplified application form for all types of aidalong the lines of the National Association of Student Financial
Aid Administrators', NASFAA, "A Plan for Reform", and a newsystem for updating information; in AFDC eligibility; the develop-
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ment of open-ended and flexible guidelines for the use of financial
aid administrator professional judgment; and ensuring more flexi-
bility in the definition of an independent student.

Thank you for this opportunity to testify today.
[The prepared statement of Selena Dong follows]
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would like to thank the chairmen and members e4 the Subcommittee for
this opportunity to discuss financial aid program simplification and
Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. Ny name is Selena Dong and

am legislative Director of the United States Student Association
(LISSA), the country's oldest and largest national student orgeniZatien,
representing more than 350 campuses and 3.6 million postsecondary
studentS. USSA believes that federal financial aid prOgrams have been
crucial to the postsecondary opportunities of millions, but that the
confusing and complex nature of the student aid application and delivery
process acts as a barrier to the access of too many students,
particularly those from low-income backgrounds.

First of all, potential college students have to find out about the
different types of federal, state, institutional, and private aid
available. This is hardly a case of one-stop shopping; in The Student
Guide, the Department of Education suggests that students:

* talk to financial aid administrators at each school
they are interested in;

* contact state higher education agencies regarding
state aid, the Paul Douglas Teacher Scholarship
Program. and Robert C. Byrd Honors Scholarship Program;

* find out more information through public libraries,
companies, foundations, and a diversity of
organizations;

* look into National Honor Society and National Merit
Scholarships, as well as veteran educational benefits.

And of course, for many students, high school guidance counselurs can
make or break a student's decision to pursue post-high school
opportunities by discussing the possibility of and ways to finance a
postsecondary education or training.

Next, a student can choose between six different application forms for
federal financial aid. The forms are the:

* Application for Federal Student Aid (AFSA) - Department of
Education

* Application for Pennsylvania State Grant and Federal
Student Aid - PA Higher Education Assistance Agency

* Application for Federal and State Student Aid (AFSSA) - cSX
* Singlefile Form - United Student Aid Funds
* Family Financial Statement (FFS) - American College Testing
* Financial Aid Form (FAF) - College Scholarship Service

To apply for federal financial aid ONLY, you can fill out the
Application for Federal Student Aid (ASFA), which consists of the
thirty-two "federal core" questions, OR you can answer just these core
questions on the five other forms; no application fee is involved in
these cases. However, if you want to be considered for non-federal aid,
you must fill out the additional questions on the five other forms and,
for two of these forms, pay a processing fee. Host students end up
completing one of the five forms that allow you to apply for both
federal and nonfederal aid, and responding to between 55 and lia
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questions. It is up to the individual colleges, state agencies and
*scholarship programs which application forms they will accept.

So the 1991-92 school year A8FA form that you have in your hands is the
"simplest" form available since includes only the "federal core"
Questions, and does not have an application fee. It, however, does not
reoder a student eligible for all state, institutional, and private aidfor college. This situation forces many students into a tough choice
between filling out a free form thet does not ensure that they will be
considered for all types of aid available, and handing over precious
looney for An eeplication form that will make them eligible for all
assistance.

Now, the ASFA form is hardly simple; it consists of 49 questions, and on
page 2 tells you that you will need a myriad of records, ranging from
your federal, state and local income tax returns to records of medical
or dental bills that were paid in 1990, to fill out this form. And itonly gets more complicated. For example, in Section 8, there are 16questions, most of which have subquestions, to wade through to figureout if you are an independent or dependent student. And aections 0. F.0, and I are enough to make almost anyone flee for the nearest
accountant for help.

It is clear that these applications forms try to be all things to all
people: there is a plethora of questions designed for the apecial
treatment of dislooated workers (Section I, question 44), displaced
homemakers (Section 0, question 26), applicants with excess medical
and/or dental expenses (Section F, question 33), etc. There must be away to ensure special recognition of these circumstances without adding
many more questions to these already complicated forme. The fact thatthe form uses cute color coding of yellow and gray areas to distinguishthe areas that dependent and independent students must fill out is a
reflection of how complicated the form is and how different applicantsend up answering different sections and questions.

Then there is the Simplified Needs Test (SNT), which is suppose to
ensure that very low-incoms students need only answer a small number of
Questions on the application forms.

However, students still have to
follow a complicated set of instructions on the ASFA form to figure outif they qualify for the SNT, For example, the form says, "If you are
filling out the gold end white areas, you will need V3 refer to Section0 to complete worksheet SA below. The worksheet will tell you whetheryou must fill out the Supplemental

Information (Sections F through I)."

This complexity helps explain why few applicants eligible for the simpleneeds test actually use it: according to the Advisory Committee on
Student Financial Assistance, less than 171s of eligible applicants filethe simple form. Other reasons for this limited usage include the fact
that many state, institutional, and private sources al aid require
completion of the whole form, and that suety students, high school
counselors, and aid administrators worry that they are doing something
wrong by not filling out the whole form.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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After you wade through these federal financial aid fonms, you must wait
four to six weeks for processing by one of the multiple data entry
processors (MDE) to compute your Pell Grant Index (P01) number end
Family Contribution (FC) number. Your form may be returned for
corrections if you made any mistakes, or for verification if you are
selected by the Department of Education or your school for such a
process. In either case, another couple of weeks are added to the whole

process. Then the OW processor sends the applicant's information to a
central processor to recompute the two needs analyses, and check for
Selective Service registration, eligibility for non-citizens, and past
student losn defaults. After this is completed, the MDE processor sends
the applicant a Student Aid Report (SAR) with their Pell Grant Index and
Family Contribution numbers, which are then used by financial aid
administrators to determine the student's award package. Aid
administrators can also take into account special circumstances, and
adjust your cost of education and Family Contribution in determining
your aid package or change your dependency status.

This is not the end however. Students must meet a number of eligibility
requirements and undertake additional procedures for many of the federal
financial aid programs. For example, to apply for a Stafford Loan you
must get an application from a lender, school or state guaranty agency,
fill It out, and then subwit it to your school, which then certifies
Your loan eligibility after first determining your eligibility for a

Pell Grant. The school then submits your aPPlicaticn to the lender of
your choice, which, if it agrees to oaks the loan, submits it to a
guaranty agency for loan approval. If all goes well, the lender will
make a check out to you, or to you and the school, and mail it the
edhool. But if you are a first-time borrower or just unlucky, don't
expect to see the check until 30 days after the start of the semester;
just keep dodging the bill collectors. And to add to the complexity,

many lenders have entirely different application forms.

Applying for aid is sort of like a game of Monopoly when yoeu land on the

"Chance" space and draw a card. You might get Le go directly te jail
(i.e use the Simple Needs Test); or go to the nearest utility (i.e fill
cut this section or that section); or pay a poor tax (i.o PaY a
processing fee if you fill out certain sections and forms); or take
three steps backward (i.e get your sPelication forme returned for
corrections).

And unfortunately, you must play this game sward year after award year,
and reapply fer aid by filling out the same forms and paying the same
fees all over again. And the gams does net end with graduation: you

must start paying back your loans after a short grace period. Again the

obligations and options can be extraordinarily complex and confusing:
there are at least 12 categories of deferment conditions, a few
cancellation previsions, forbearance, and loan consolidation.

USIA urges this subcommittee to examine the intricacies ef the financial
aid application and delivery process to make changes that will
streamline and facilitate students' access to College financing options.
The complexity and multiplicity of the aPplication forms, the fees, and
the reapplication process hed made this systee an impediment and not a
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mechanism by which students finds ways to afford a college education. 1have included for the record a summary of USSA's rommmemdations for
simplifying the application process: they include the creation of one
free, simplified applicaticm form for all types of aid along the lines
of the National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators'
(NASFAA) "A Plan for Reform", and a new system for updating information:
autoamtic eligibility for students from families with proven need, such
as AFDC eligibility; the development of open-ended and flexible
guidelines for the use of financial aid administrator Professional
judgment; snd ensuring more flexibility in the definition of an
independent student.

Thank you for this opportunity to testify today.
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Reauthosization of the Higher Education Act

Recommendation 07
SIMPLIFY THE APPLICATION PROCESS

Create One free application form
Create a new system for updating Information
Exempt very low-broom students from completing a student aid

artalraglilion
how an independent student I. defined

Ensure consistency In student aid administration

Itarattliam
One of the biggest Lenten; to the student aid system is the complex and confusing
nature of the application process. Since the application forms are used by a
wide variety of students with all different backgrounds, there we many instnictions and
questions that do not pertain to all applicants. In adefition, the forms we weighed down
with the many extraneous requitements discussed eartier that have r, thing to do with
financial need. Not only are the appOcation forms long and confusing, students are
expected to flit out giftergei applications and pay separate application fees for federal,
state and institutional aid. Hence one free, standardized, and simplified application for
ALL sources of aid should be developed. Moreover, the current system requires a
student to complete and file a new application each award year even though
much of the data does not change.

In widition, the current system Is unfair to very low-Income students. The
1988 Reauthorization created a Simplified Needs Test (SNT) for families with annual
incomes below $15,000. Unfortunately, the SNT calculates a higher expected family
contribution (EFC) that is used for calculating student aid packages that would be
found using the regular formula. In addition, students from low-income families that
have already proven need tor Aid for Families with Dependent Children (AFDC),
welfare, and other federal programs serving those in need still have to fill out
appfications for student aid. This hardly makes sense and acts as a barrier to these
students' participation. These students should simply receive an automatic calculation
of zero for expected family contribution.

Additionally. steps should be taken to assure consistency In the use of
professional judgment by financial aid administrators. Student aid
administrators have long used their authority to make indivichial decisions on students'
ability to pay based on unique circumstances. The 1986 Reauthorization codified this
authority into law by providing that student aid administrators could use their discretion
in determining need for a student in special circumstances under the Pell Grant
program. They can also make changes In independent student status. Because
financial aid administrators are required to document the need for these changes and
are vulnerable to audits, they are often reluctant to make judgment calls. The federal
government should commit itself to providing more training and guidance to these
administrators so that there will be some consistency in professional judgment calls.

Lastly, the definition of an "Independent student" excludes many genurnety
self-supporting students. See box for definition of an "Independent student-
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Under this currem system, upper income parent(s)
claiming the student for the previous 2 years and
provided for the ardent. Likewise. under the existing
own may be unable to satisfy the requirements for i
that:

U.S. Siliaionl Assocatin-
A.C.CE.S.S Career 1"

Could abuse the system by not
by arranging far $4,000 to be

definition, a student on his or her
ndependenl status due to the fact

DiNiNitION Of itilDEPROHNT STUMM'
A student toeing Into any of A studentitiOng Into any Of Mese
Mese Coleco:met aufornali- categories must satisfy the
calif cOnsIctereO artrasitCreta requeements noted in order ta
entstuilect. De considered cis on indepencl-

ent student.
A mated, graduate or prates.

Vanol student must deiCare mot
twine will NOT be Claimed by
miter parent (s) tor tar purposes
tor tne last cafendar year at the
award year
- A sfrigle undergracluato stu-
dent cannot be claimed asotax
exempban tor the two yeas pia
fci the award year AND must
have lodai rescurcer or ULM
or more (nat counting support
from patents)

- 24 years at oge or 040er
An Orphan Or ward of the court

- A veteran ot me U S Armed
FaCes
Have legal dependents other
mon a spouse

aclarion, the financiar oid
adminetrotor has the authority
tOchange a student's depend.
ency status If he/she thinks tne
Circumstances ...arrant ft

(1) the parent(s) have claimed
the student as a dependent on
their tax returns; Of

(2) the parent(s) refuse to
make the tax forms available to
the student; or

(3) in certain areas, a student
can and does survive on less
than $4,000 a year.

Moreover, the age cut-off of 24
years is arbitrary and
discnminaloiy.

UfifieLaixamamodatiuraaallut.kagicaligialamera

(1) Create One Free Application Form
One free, standardized, simplified, national application for federal, state and
institutional aid shoukl be created. Students should not have to subsidize the process
of calculating the needs and finandal aid packages of large numbers of appficants,
and should not have to titt out multiple applications in order to become eligible for all
available student aid.

(2) Create a New System tor Updating information
Students should have till Out the entire application form again ONLY if their financial
circumstances changed dramatically. A simplified update form should be created.
Likewise, once a student proves independent status, he/she should not have to do soagain.

(3) Exempt very Low-Income Students from Completing a Student AidApplication
As early as the 7th or 8th grads. students from very low-income badtgrounds as
determined by their farmlys ehgibility for AFDC, Food Stamps, etc. should be declared
as having a expected family contribution of rem and thus eligible for the maximum Pell
Grant when they enrol) in college.

310
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(4) Ensure Consistency in Student Aid Administration
The federal government should work with the higher education community to develop
open-ended and flexible guidelines on how to deal with special student aid cases.
This would help ald administrators serve students consistently and faith/.

(5) Change how an "Independent Student" is Defined
Student akl administrators should have the responsibility of defining the dependency
status ot students. They could use the automatic criteria to define an 'Independent
studenr and exercise their professional judgment about other cases. So, far example,
when a student is truly sea-supporting and survives on less than $4,000 a year, an
administrator will have the opportunity to grant him/her independent status and the
student aid eligibility that accompanies this status.
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Chairman FORD. Thank you very much.
Annette Hines, student at Morehead State University.
Ms. HINES. I would like to thank the committee for this opportu-nity to testify today.
Chairman FORD. I should tell you that in my now 27th year onthis committee, no institution in the country has been heard fromas often as Morehead State Teachers College, and no universityPresident was heard from more often than the Preiident of More-head State Teachers College.
Mr. Perkins, during all of my career until his death a few yearsago, absolutely insisted we couldn't write education legislationuntil we heard from Morehead. So I am expmting you to say thateverything is the way that you would have designed it.Ms. HINES. That is a lot of pressure.
I would like to thank the committee for this opportunity to testi-fy today. My name is Annette Hines and I am a junior at More-head State University in Eastern Kentucky. Currently I am com-pleting an internship with the United States Student Association.There are many obstacles standing between a low-income, first-generation college student like myself and a postsecondary educa-tion. For today's hearing, I would like to focus on how the complex-ity of applying for and getting financial aid was overwhelming forme.
While I and millions of other students appreciate the Federal fi-nancial aid that made our dreams of a college education a reality, Ibelieve that these complexities are endangering the chances of low-income people to further their education.
I went to a rural high sehool in a small town called Sandy Hook,about 30 miles from Morehead. While in high school, I knew Iwanted to go to college, but didn't think that I had a chance. Whydid I think that my dreams of a college education were futile?Because I knew that college cost money, but I didn't know howmuch, and knew that my parents could never afford to send me.We barely got by on what we had, so I knew there would be nomoney for college.
My parents have always tried to help me, but when I was in highschool, they did not have all the answers to my questions about col-lege. So I went to the high school guidance counselor, but she hadalready made up her mind about me. She told me that I was notcollege material, that I would not make it through my first semes-ter of college so I should just get married.
I told her that I really wanted to go to college and that I wouldbe willing to work hard if she would help me. I had heard of a pro-gram called Upward Bound through some friends at school. Thisprogram helps low-income youths through tutoring, motivation andcounseling to pursue college.
I knew there was a program at our high school and that it wastaking applications. My counselor would not allow me to have anapplication for the Upward Bound program. She had already decid-ed that I would not go to college.
By the end of my junior year in high school, a few of my friendswere applying for colleges. One of my friends told be about finan-cial aid that helps students pay for college. My friend also told me
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that I could get the financial aid forms from the college since my
guidance counselor would not help me.

My parents took me to Morehead. When we got the forms, I was
overwhelmed by the complexity and my parents couldn't help me.
Luckily, my mother found out about a workshop put on by More-
head State University's Student Support Services on how to fill out
the finamial aid forms.

This workshop changed my mother's life. My mother had dreamt
of going to college but never really thought she would get the
chance. When she found out about financial aid, she applied for
college and for aid.

When we filled out the financial aid forms, we found out that we
had to pay $12.50 for a service rendered. This as really ridiculous.
We were filling out forms because we had no money for college, but
we had to scrape up $25 just to see if we could receive aid for col-
lege. It is discouraging to ask low-income students to pay an appli-
cation fee for financial aid.

My mother is also enrolled at Morehead State, but it has been a
never-ending battle with financial aid. My mother and I both re-
ceive Pell and State grants, and rehabilitation tuition assistance.
We both are full-time students and I work full-time and my mother
works part-time.

My mother has to take out loans each year, Stafford and Plus, so
that we can survive our college years. I have also taken our two
Stafford loans, However, she has learned how to fill the application
forms out by doing. She would fill the forms out, send them in and
they would return them for corrections.

And then we hal to fill out different forms for our grants, loans
and State aid. Also, she had to find a bank that would be willing to
trust her for loans. Sometimes you just feel like that all the hassle
of filling out all the papers for the different kinds of aid is not
worth it.

Then we found out that we had to pay insurance premiums of up
to 3 percent of the principal and origination fees of $15 on loan
money that we were borrowing and that we had not even received.
When we graduate next May, we will have accumulated $26,000
worth of debt.

To make things even worse, our loan checks always come way
after the start of the semester. Whether it is a result of a policy of
delayed disbursement or the lender's schedule, the result is that
you must wait for your money, but bills and bill collectors don't
wait. My mother and I have had to borrow money from friends and
pawn our belongings because we have to live. On top of all the
things we had to deal with, we hardly had time to keep up with
our college classes.

While on campus, my mother and I signed up for a Study Skills
class that Student Support Services gives. The class taught us how
to study better, how to manage our time and how to cope with col-
lege's many difficulties. I got a 3.4 GPA my first semester, which is
pretty goW for someone who was not supposed to make it through
their first semester.

My mother and I were really lucky to get into Student Support
Services, a TRIO program for students from disadvantaged back-
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grounds, because less than 2 percent of eligible college students areserved by TRIO programs.
I would like to go to law school, but I am terrified. How am Igoing to pay for law school is only one of my fears. I have beenlooking at some of the applications, fmancial aid forms and otherforms that I will have to fill out. They really freak me out. I don'tknow how I will get through all those forms.
I called my incther the other day to see how she was doing. Shesaid that she was tired. Someone from somewhere in an office thatdeals with fmancial aid sent us papers to verify the forms that wefilled out for financial aid for the 1991-1992 school year. It is finalsweek and she doesn't have time to deai with all this.I also mentioned that I may appear before this subcommitteeabout simplifying the financial aid process. I asked her what wouldmake the system easier for students to deal with. My mother cameup with a few solutions that just happened to be identical toUSSA's.
She said "One form to fill out for all the financial aid that onecan apply for. Only having to rill out the forms once, unless thereis a significant change of information."
In conclusion, USSA supports the creation of one free, simplifiedapplication form for institutional, State and Federal aid; simplify-ing the updating process; the integration of the Pell Grant and con-gressional methodologies in to a single methodology; and automaticeligibility for financial aid for students from families receivingAFDC and other Federal benefits.
In my family's case, it seemed crazy to ask us to prove that werequired financial aid for college when we were receiving AFDCand other benefits. These benefits were cut once we received stu-dent aid, but that's another issue.
USSA urges that Congress seriously consider these proposals tosimplify the student aid application and delivery system; theywould omit a few obstacles from the paths of low-income people intheir attempt to further their education and make a better life forthemselves.
[The prepared statement of Annette Hines follows:1
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I would like to thank the committee for this opportunity to testifytoday. My name is Annette Mines and I am a junior at Morehead
State University in Eastern Kentucky. Currently I am completing A
internship with the United States Student Association (USSA) as theTrio Desk Director. I never thought I would be sitting before
Members of Congress to plead the cast of low-income college
students from a personal perspective.

There ars many obstacles standing between a low-income, first-
generation college student like myself and a postsecondary
education. For today's hearing, 1 would like to focus on how the
complexity of applying for and oetting financial aid was
overwhelming for me. While I and millions of other students
appreciate the federal financial aid that made our dreams of a
college education a reality, I believe that these complexities ars
endangering the chances of low-income people of America to furthertheir education.

I went to a rural high school in a small town called Sandy Hook,about 30 miles from Morehead. While in high school I knew I wantedto go to college, but didn't think that I had a chance . Why did Ithink that my dreams of a college education ware futile? Socaries Iknew that college cost money, but I didn't know how much, and knewthat my parents could never afford to send me. We barely got bY ohwhat we had, so I knew there would be no money for college. Plus Iknew almost nothing about how to go about getting into college.

MY Parents have always tried to help me , but when I was in high
school they did not have all the answers to my questions about
college. So I went to the high school guidance counselor but she
had already made up her mind about me. She told me that I was not
college material, that I would not make it through my first
semester of college so I should just get married. I told her thatI really wanted to go to college and that I would be willing to
work hard if ehe would help me. I had heard of a program called
Upward Sound through some friends at school. This program helve
low-income youths through tutoring, motivation and counseling to
pursue college. I knew there was a program at our high school and
that it was taking applicaticns. My counselor would not allow meto have an application for the Upward Sound program : she had
already decided that I would not go to college

I tried to talk my parents into letting me quit school when I was48 so that I could work full time until I was 18 and then go tocollege. They would not let me because they felt that after I
started making money, I would not want to sacrifice hard-earnedmoney to pay for a education that I would have to work really hardto obtain.

Sy the and of my junior year in high school a few of my friendswere applying for colleges. One of my friends told me about
financial aid that helps students pay for college. My friend alsotold me that 1 could get the financial aid forms from the collegesince my guidance counselor would not help me. My parents took me
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to Morehead, when we got the forms I was overwhelmed by the
complexity and my parents couldn't help me. Luckily, my mother
found out about a workshop put on by Morehead State University's
Student Support Services on how to fill out the financial aid
forms. This workshop changed my mother's life. My mother had
dreamt of going to college but never really thought she would get
the chance. When she found out about financial aid she applied for
college and for aid. She never really expected to get in but
thought she had nothing to lose by trying.

When we filled out the financial aid forms we found out thot we had
to pay $12.50 for a service rendered. This was really ridiculous!
We were filling out forms because we had no money for college, but
we had to scrape up $25.00 just to see if we could receive aid for
college. Where were we suppose to get an extra $25.00. It is
discouraging to ask low-income students to pay an application fee
for financial aid.

My mother is also enrolled at Morehead State, but it has been a
never ending battle with financial aid. My mother and I both
receive Pell and state grants, and rehabilitation tuition
assistance. We both are full-time students and I work full-time
and my mother works part-time. My mother has to take out loans
each year (Stafford and Plus) so that we can survive our college
years. I have also taken out two Stafford loans. However, she has
learned how to fill the application forms out by doing. She would
fill the forms out, send them in and they would return them for
corrections. And then we had to fill out different forms for our
giants, loans and state aid. Also, she had to find a bank that
would be willing to trust her for loans. Sometimes you just feel
like that all the hassle of filling out all the papers for the
different kinds of aid is not worth it. The banks are suppose to
send the person applying for a loan a data sheet and sometimes they
den't. Then we found out that we had to pay insurance premiums of
up to 3% of the principle and origination fees of $15.00 on loan
money that we were borrowing and that we had not even received.

To make things even worse, our loan checks always come way after
the start of the semester. Whether it is a result of a policy of
delayed disbursement or the lender's schedule, the reeult is that
you must wait for your money but bills and bill collectors don't
wait. My mother and I have had to borrow money from friends and
pawn our belongings because we have to live. On top of all the
things we had to deal with, we hardly had time to keep up with our
college classes.

While on campus my mother and 1 rigned up for a Study Skills class
that Student Support Services gives. The class taught us how to
study better. how to manage our time and how to cope with
colleges' many difficulties. 1 got a 3.4 G.P.A. my first semester,
which is pretty good for someone who was not suppose to make it
through their first semester. My mother and 1 were really lucky to
get into Student Support Services. a Trio program fur students from
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disadvantaged backgrounds, because less than 2% of eligible college
students are served by Trio programs.

I admit that my first semester was very difficult. First I had to
deal with financial aid, which was a new concept fnr me. Then, I
had to deal with classes1 Student Support Services made both
easier, bu° the difficulty of applying for aid including the fact
that you have to fill out all the forma again every year, has made
college tough for my mom and me. When both of us graduate next
May, we will have accumulated about 126,000 worth of debt.

I would like to go to law school, but I am terrified. How am I
going to pay for law school is only one of my fears. I have been
looking at some of the applications, financial aid forms and other
forms that I will have to fill out : they really freak me out. I
don't know how I will get through all those forms.

I called my mother the other day to see how she was doing, she said
that she was very tired. Someone from somewhere in a office that
deals with financial aid sent us Papers to verify the forms that we
filled out for financial aid for the 1491-92 school year. it's
finals week and she doesn't have time to deal with all this. I
also mentioned that I may appear before this subcommittee about
simplifying the financial aid process, I asked her what would make
the system easier for students to deal with. My mother came up
with a few solutions that just happened to be identical to USSA's.
She said -One form to fill out for all the financial aid that one
can apply for. Only having to fill out the forms once, unless
there is a significant change of information." What she said
really made sense to me.

In conclusion, USSA supports the creation of one free, simplified
application form for institutional, state and federal aid;
simplifying the updating process; the integration of the Pell Orant
and Congressional methodologies into a single methodology; and
automatic eligibility for financial aid for students from families
receiving AFDC and other federal benefits. In my family's case it
seemed crazy to ask us to prove that we required financial aid for
college when we were receiving AFDC and other benefits. These
benefits were cut once we received student aid, but that's another
issue.

OSSA urges that Cohgress seriously consider these proposals to
simplify the student aid application and delivery system; they
would omit a few obstacles from the paths of low-income people in
their attempt to further their education and make a better life for
themselves.
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Chairman Foam Stephen Colbert, Director of Educational Oppor-
tunity Center, St. Louis, Missouri.

Mr. Comma. Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, my
name is Stephen Colbert and I am the director of the Educational
Opportunity Center in St. Louis, Missouri.

I am indeed honored to have been asked by the subcommittee to
present my viewsand the views of other TMO staff memberson
questions relating to simplification of the fmancial aid process. I
am testifyin# today on behalf of the National Council of Education-
al Opportunity Associations, NCEOA.

So I don't repeat much of what has already gone before me, I
would just like to talk about what an EOC does, the intimidation of
these forms, and some of the recommendations that we would like
to submit on behalf of simplification.

First of all, an educational opportunity center is that organiza-
tion which is there to help the adult learner, people 19 years and
older, meet their educational needs as far as giving them support
on educational information and more specifically, support in com-
pleting the fmancial aid form.

Most of the people that we support come from low-income disad-
vantaged first generation backgrounds, and as such, need a lot of
assiEtance regarding their postsecondary needs. I don't need to go
into any horror stories second-hand from anybody regarding these
forms.

We get it first hand in our offices. As an example, last year, we
served 8,000 people. Fifty-six percent of those individuals we held
complete financial aid forms. Of the returning clients, we had last
year, which was about 3,000, 85, about 85 percent of those helped
complete the financial aid form.

So, it shows you right then and there the complexity of these
forms and why people seek our assistance in helping them am-
plete the financial aid form.

My staff is well trained, go to workshops on these forms, and find
these forms at times very ambiguous. They are intimidating, and a
lot of the questions have no right or wrong answers.

To that end, we have some recommendations that we would like
to present to you regarding the simplifications process about the fi-
nancial aid forms. One is, forms should be developed which are tar-
geted towards low and middle income students. Every attempt
should be made to decrease the sense of intimidation felt by those
students who must completz Lhem.

While it may be true that many of those presently involved in
the student financial aid process are from families with significant
resources, it is important to remember that the funds distributed
in this process are targeted towards low and middle income stu-
dents, and this is proper.

People from families in the bottom half of the income distribu-
tion in this country have less than a 10 percent chance of earning
a bachelor degree by the time they are 24. And I will go on to say
that we believe that the forms should be simple. They should be
able to be filled out in either a pencil or pen.

All forms should be printed in large type. In fact, I am looking at
this big broken up thing you have over here, and you can't even
read that thing. That is a prime example of how small the type is
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when you read the actual form. And the warnings that say false ormisleading information and the possibility of jail sentences should
be placed at the rear of the form rather than in the front.

And the referrals of previous questions or previous distributionsthat so delight lawyers and accountants should be eliminated.Forms should be pretested on individuals who have not graduated
from high school.

Secondly, forms should contain lin automatic bypass for the
lowest income students. Many of the questions on present formsare irrelevant for young people and adults from the lowest incomefamilies.

Most of the higher education community favor an automaticbypass for individuals in the lowest income categories so that theydo not have to struggle with irrelevant questions.
A good case in point is the college board and NCEOA favors in-cluding a bypass after soliciting demographic information. 'Mcbypass should be available to two groups, specifically.
Persons who, themselves, qualify or who are dependents of indi-

viduals qualifying for earneli income tax credit and persons whoare receiving or who are dependent upon individuals receiving aidto families with dependent children.
In both instances, individuals who utilize the bypass would qual-ify for the maximum of aid with no expected parental contribu-tions. Including a bypass will save countless hours to counselors in

TRIO programs and in high schools enrolling large numbers of lowincome youth.
As an example, in the program that I work with, if we had thisbypass, we could save 15 to 20 minutes per person in completing afinancial aid form and given the fact that we fill out 3,800 forms ayear, that is a significant time savings.
Number three, reliance on discretion in determining independent

student status for students who do not meet the automatic criteria.Currently on the form there is an automa .c criteria that presently
students 24 and over, wards of courts, students with dependentsother than a spouse, and Veterans automatically qualify as inde-pendent students.

However, those under 24 can only qualify as independent if theymeet a series of conditional criteria. These conditional criteria, par-ticularly the necessity of establishing a $4,000 income creates verysignificant problems for young adults from the very lowest incomefamilies, and I will go on to say that in the program that I have, it
covers East St. Louis, Illinois, where you have a 73 percent number
of people on some kind of Federal or State aid, as well as in mid-
town St. Louis, Missouri, where over 70 percent of the peo le areon some type of aid, and 50 percent of unemployment, $4,111 is notreal to them.

As a result, this question or this conditional criteria will noteven relate to them, and people wonder, well, how can you live on$4,000? Well, a lot of people have to do that, but they have no wayof proving their income levels. So with that, we feel that it is one ofthose discretionary things that should be handed over to the col-lege to determine a person's dependent or independent status.umber four is, every effort to provide free financial aid proc.ess-ing for one form to establish eligibility for all Federal, sate and in-
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stitutional aid. One of the things that we have great difficulty with
nowadays is the fact that if you get through one of these complex
forms and sk you want to attend or apply to at least four colleges,
dependii.j, upon the type of form that you use, it might get up to
$29 for submission of that one fmancial aid form coupled with the
fact that you have to put in an application fee to some of these col-
leges that may range from $20 to $40.

You are looking at right there $89 worth of expenditures. And a
person on AFDC or receiving tax credit kinds of income don't have
that type of money. So what we are asking is that we hava a free
financial aid form that people can use as a result, they can get the
service without some kind of economic burden.

Number five is, we feel that just an increase in authorization to
TRIO programs will facilitate this in the fact that most secondary
education will be made simplified, give even more money and more
resources to deal with the very initiatives that come about relative
to people in the low-income and disadvantaged status.

With that, Mr. Chairman, I will conclude my statement and wel-
come any questions that you may have.

[The prepared statement of Stephen Colbert follows:1
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Mr. Chairman, Ramberg of the Subcommittee, my name is

Stephen Colbert and I am the director of the Educational op-

portunity Center in St. Louis, Missouri. I am indeed Lonored to

have been asked by the Subcommittee to present my views--and the

views of other TRIO staff members--on questions relating to

simplification of the financial aid process. I em testifying

today on behalf of the National Council of Educational

Opportunity Associations (NCEOA).

The Educational Opportunity Center in St. Louis is sponsored

by a non-profit corporation which was created in 1963 to engage

in a variety of cooperative endeavors. For example, in addition

to sponsoring the EOC, the Higher Education Center of St. Louis

proeotes cooperation in the use of cable television, in planning

cooperative education programs, and in fine arts programs. We

operate seven community-based centers in Illinois and Missouri

which assist adults in considering their postsecondary options,

in applying for admission to various postsecondary institutions,

and in applying for financial aid. Last year we served 8,095

clients of whom 6,000, almost 75*, met both TRIO eligibil;ty

criteria. They had taxable family incomes below 150% of the

poverty level and were first generation college students.

Among these clients, over half were first seen by the Center

during the 1989-90 academic year. Of the 3,204 returning

clients, 85% returned to the center for assistance in completing

financial aid forms for continuing support. This statement in

itself provides strong evidence of the complexity of the current

process.

3
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You will recall that under the TWO authority the principal

focw of EOC's is adultsindividuals 19 and above. Of the St.

Louie Center's client population, 6,787 were age 28 and above;

1,308 were 19 to 27. Slightly over half of our clients were

black; about 54i were male.

It may be of interest to you to know that of our eight

thousand clients, last year we placed 1,119 individuals in

postsecondary institutions. Additionally, 105 clients were

accepted for enrollment but not yet enrolled, 660 individuals

continued their enrollment, 75 individuals transferred (most

often fron a two year to a four year college), 49 individuals

completed non degree programs, and 209 students graduated. Of

those graduating, 69 completed associate degrees, 63 completed

baccalaureate degrees, 59 completed vocational/technical

programs, five completed graduate degrees and 13 completed other

programs.

Generally speaking EOC's work hard to place their clients at

institutions where loan burden can be minimized. For that

reason, last year of the 1,779 whom we assisted to enroll in

postsecondary programs, 1,045 enrolled in public, two-year

institutions; 506 enrolled in public four-year institutions; and

80 enrolled in public vocational/technical institutions.

While 62 students enrolled in private four-year Institutions, and
23 enrolled in private two year institutions, only 18 entered

3
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proprietary schools. Last year the St. Louis EOC had students

enrolled at 239 postsecondary institutions.

On behalf of all of my colleagues working in educational

opportunity program today, I would like to maKe four

recommendations as you go about the process of attempting to

simplify thts financial aid application and awards process.

1. forma_jahey

Midd1.0-11102S1LitAWISCL2
the Sense of Intimidation FeZt_EV Those Who Must Comelete Them.

While it may be true that many of those presently involved in the

student financial aid process are from families with significant

resources, it is inportant to remember that the funds distributed

in this process are targetted towards low and middle-incomz

students. And this is appropriate. People from families in the

bottom half of the income distribution in this country have less

than a 10% chance of earning a baccalaureate by the time they are

twenty-four.

EOC clients, if they were here before you, could better

communicate the intimidation and confusion brought about in

trying to complete a financial aid form. Our trained staff (who

work with these forum day-in-and-day-out) find many of the forms

and questions ambiguous, intimidating, and having no right or

wrong answer. As a result, these forms create a real barrier to

postsecondary education because they re-enforce the melf-doubt
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that many of our clients already feel about re-entering

educational programs.

Forms should be as simple as possible. They should be able

to be filled out in either pencil or pen. All forms should be

printed in large type. Warnings regarding false and misleading

information and the possibility of jail sentences should be

placed at the end rather than at the beginning of the forms. The

referrals to previous questions or previous directions that so

delight lawyers and accountants should be eliminated. Forms

should be pre-tested on individuals who have not graduated from

high school.

2. Terme should cqnfein an Automatic By Nall fox_1111_162k2A1

inrszajtadantz. Many of the questions on present forms are

irrelevant for young people and adults from the lowest income

families. Most in the higher education comnunity favor an

automatic by-pass for individuals in the lowest income categories

so they do not have to struggle with irrelevant questions. Like

the College Board, NCEDA favors including a by-pass after

soliciting demographic information. The by-pass should be

available to two groups: 1) persons who themselves qualify for

or who are dependents of individuals qualifying for the earned

income tax credit; and, 2) persons who ore receiving or who are

dependents of individuals receiving Aid to Families with

Dependent Children. In both instances, individuals who utilize

39('
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the byvaas wonld quality for maximum aid with no expected

parental contribution.

Tbo disagreement which does exist surrounding the by -pass

appears to relate to the level of earnings under which an

individual could utilise the by-pass. Attaching the by-pass

feature to the earned income tax credit level is reasonable and

offers a rationale easily understood by the public. If working

families have earnings so low as to qualify for a tax credit,

most would agree that they would have grave difficulty supporting

their children's postsecondary education.

Including a by-pass will save countless hours of counselors'

time in TRIO programs and in high schools enrol:ing large numbers

of low-incone youth. Evan for clients who come into one of my

Centers knowing their mother's AFOC allotment or with a copy of

their families' 1040, a by-pass would save 15 or 20 minutes of a

counselor's time. When you multiply that by 3,805 forms

completed each year, that is considerable savings. Rut very

typical is the student who does not bring in adequate income

back-up and has no home phone. In those instances, the by-pass

could well save an hour or more of counselors' time per student --

ttke better spent in outreach and in encouraging individuals to

pursue postsecondary education.

3) 1, - , , t I 1, 1,1i nt
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Presently students 24 and over, wards of the court, students with
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dependents other than a spouse, and veterans automatically

qualify as independent students. However, those under twenty-

four can only qualify as independent if they meet a series of

conditional criteria. These conditional criteria -- particularly

the necessity of establishing $4,000 in income -- create very

significant problems for young adults from the very lowest income

families.

It is difficul" for individuals who are operating in the

mainstream of American life to understand the everyday experience

of individuals in poor communities. For example, it may be hard

for you to understand how an individual can actually be

independent of his or her parents without being able to

demonstrate income. A recent book that vas highlighted in an

April 23 Pew York Times editorial, There Ara Ma_ Children_liert by

Alex Kolowitz gives graphic insight into that experience. It

traces the experiences of two young boys growing up in a housing

project in Chicago. One of the moat striking things about their

experience is how few people work at the type of jobs you and I

think about when we thihk about work.

This is certainly true of the commumities surrounding two of

our cantons -- in East St. Louis, Illinois and in Midtown St.

Louis. In both communities, over 70i of the households are

dependent on public assistance/ unemployment is over 50*. The

most motivated youmg men and women -- many of whom come to our

centers for assistance -- try to limit the burden they place on

32, S.
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their parents, but if they work -- it is often sporadically and

in the underground economy. Young men might frequently

supplement what erratic income they have by depending on their

girlfriends.

In many instances, even under current legislation, we are

required to ask administrators to utilize their discretion to

allow such a young person to claim independent status. We would

recommend relying on aid administrator discretion to allow

independent status in any case where the absolute criteria are

not met.

4. Continue Efforts to Provide Free FinaricialAid_Processino

IrgeLdnalarsg_taWs,alaish_filigibility_ter_alLieders1,_atate_and

;nstitutional Aid Mr. Ford, I am well aware Lnat Congress

believes that all atudents should be P.Idie to establish their

eligibility at least for all iedgmal student assistance by

et. _plating one free form. In Missouri and Illinois, where I

work, this goal that has not been realized. Except in a few

instances, students applying for private institutions are

required to complete an FAY (administered by the College

Scholarship Service); students applying for public colleges must

complete the FFS (administered by American College Testing).

3
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Multiple data entry has eliminated the need for separate

applications for state and federal aid. However, in practice,

very few institutions are prepared to utilize the free form for

anything other than Pell funding.

Presently, a client who comes into one of our centers and

wishes to apply to a local private univereity, the state land

grant college, the public urban university, and a local community

collage must be able to pay $59 in application fees for

admissions applications and financial aid forms. We in NCEOA

understand that the obstacles to a universally accepted free

application were not created by Congress but we would ask that

you again revisit this issue and take what steps are possible to

promote universal acceptance of the free form.

5. Ingzeased_autkorigatiene_ler_the_TEZLZreerase. We in the

TRIO community are confident that your efforts will result in

legislation which in turn resulte in forms that are easier to

complete and less intimidating for low and middle-income

families. To achieve this goal is critical. However, even if

this step in the posteecondery admissions process is simplified,

the process as a whole requires information that is not readily

available and easily understood by familtes where the parents

have not attended college.

The number of programs involved is not what cosplicates the

situation. Rather it is the amount of money it takes to go to

3 3 0
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college and the significant differences among institutions. The

cost of attending, for example, even relatively low-cost

institutions often exoWs the annual income of an entire family.

The differences among institutions -- in terms of likelihood of

earning a degree, availability of support services, prestige --

are usually not known to prospective applicants.

Individualized counseling such as that provided by EoC's and

Talent Search programs assists low-income individuala in making

more informed and intelligent decisions about their postsecondary

programs. In turn, such counseling helps to ensure the integrity

of the other federal student assistance programs by encouraging

students to minimize their loan burden and to enter programs

which they have a realistic opportunity to complete. TRIO is an

intregal part of even the most simplified aid delivery system.

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee, I appreciate the

opportunity to testify before you today and would be pleased to

answer any questions you might have.

3 3
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Chairman Foan. Regina Manley, facilitator, Citywide Guidance

Pr
, Chicago, Illinois.

ic)47MANLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am Regina Manley,
President of the National Association of College Admission Coun-
selors and Facilitator of Citywide Counseling Programs for the City
of Chicago Public Schools.

I have served as a school counselor at the secondary school level
and I can attest to the concerns and problems facing the 70,000
professional counselors who are working in the Nation's elementa-
ry, middle and secondary schools, and I am very pleased to be here
to testify to the need to simplify the student fmancial aid process
in order to allow counselors to better serve their students.

Program simplification has become the "theme song" for high
school counselors across this country. Rural, suburban and urban
families all experience some level of confusion and are often over-
whelmed by the number of forms, the terminology contained on the
forms, and the number of questions that they ask.

But, as difficult as it is, many parents struggle through the fi-
nancial aid application process because they know that without
some financial assistance from Federal, State or local governments,
their children will not be able to attend college.

Let me first talk, however, about the daily frustrations faced by
secondary school counselors.

First, the extremely high counselor-pupil ratios limit the counsel-
ors' ability to make guidance services accessible to students. The
worst ratios exist in urban centers and rural regions where stu-
dents most in need of counselor assistance are often the least likely
to have those services available.

Underserved students, namely students of color and those from
economically disadvantaged backgrounds, correspondingly are the
most underrepresented populations in our institutions of higher
education.

Consider, if you will, that some urban counselors are assigned
600, 700, or more students and that in some ?lira) school districts a
single counselor can be responsible for every studentkindergar-
ten through grade 12in that school district.

NACAC has gone on record in our Statement on Precollege Guid-
ance and Counseling and the Role of the School Counselor, as rec-
ommending a counselor-pupil ratio of one one-hundredth as anideal and one three-hundredth as a maximum. We must movetoward these targets.

Second, the myriad of personal, social, emotional, and mental
health issues presented by students detract from the counselors'
primary purpose. That purpose, we believe, is helping all students
to become more effective learners, to realize their full academic po-tential, and to navigate the various transitions in their schooling
experience. This includes the high school to postsecondary educa-
tion transition.

Next, the tools and resources available to counselors have been
inadequate to assist these professionals in presenting the informa-
tion that students need to explore a full range of educational and
career options that will help them to make meaningful decisionsabout their futures.

332
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Students and parents need accurate and accessible information
about postsecondary education and other opportunities and this
must include somewhat detailed information about financial aid
sources, both governmental and non-governmental.

Improved and more accessible resources and tolls, intetpated into
a proactive guidance information delivery system will aid counsel-
ors in responding to the information needs of students and fami-
lies. For example, today's technology makes an on-line computer
database on fmancial aid and postsecondary admission require-
ments a simple task to establish and maintain.

Existing programs administered by the U.S. Department of Edu-
cation's Office of Educational Research Improvement and other en-
tities have focused their research and demonstration efforts almost
exclusively on teachers, librarians, and administrators, and on the
classroom experience.

Virtually no attention has been focused on the guidance needs of
students, the student-counselor relationship, or the school-to-college
transition.

That brings me to the need to simplify the fmancial aid process.
Our colleagues at the National Association of Student Financial
Aid Administrators and The College Board have made several ex-
cellent suggestions along these lines.

For now, let me just h4hlight some things that would make life
simpler for counselors, parents, and students while, at the same
time, preserving t.he integrity of the process.

If a family is eligible for aid under programs such as Aid for
Families with Dependent Children, or if they earn so little that
they file either the 1040EZ form or no form at all, they should
automatically be eligible for Pell Grants. Once this is established,
they should answer minimal questions for the renewal of the grant.

Cut out many of the questions now asked on the Application for
Federal Student Aid, AFSA. Many of these apply to only a small
segment of the population and asking them complicates things for
everyone. In this connection, financial aid administrators s ould
have latitude to exercise discretion here and elsewhere.

Combine the congressional methodologies into one procedure.
Make the application form similar to the short income tax forms

that are already familiar to people.
Simplify and clarify the language used on forms. For example,

the Student Aid Report instructs the student to take the completed
report to his/her "ichool." Most students bring it to the high
school counselor when, in fact, it should go to the college financial
aid office.

Set up a computer system similar to the one mentioned in H.R.
1524, the Student Qmnseling and Assistance Network bill, to bring
financial aid and admissions information into the school, library, or
home.

Finally, act to eliminate delays in the delivery of current forms
and guides to schools, which often cause delays all the way down
the line.

Every year, I receive many phone calls from counselors who do
not have forms and instructions to disburse to students. In fact,
boxes have arrived from the Department as much as 6 months late.

3.1 1J"
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The only thing to do with them then is to toss them in the recy-
cling bin.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, counselors want to do all that is
possible to alert students and parents to the possibilities and ad-
vantages of postsecondary education. They want to work with them
to keep options open throughout the middle and secondary school
years. They want to help them through the rmancial aid process
from beginning to end so that qualified applicants receive what is
theirs under the law.

To do this will take not just a minor tune-up of the Higher Edu-
cation Act but a major overhaul to the engine and the body. Sim-
plifying the forms, the methodology, the application process, and
the delivery of aid is a necessary component; as is the addition of
new sections to train counselors, to use new computer technology,
and to adequately publicize both the desirability of a postsecondary
education and how to achieve it regardless of family income and
resources.

We would like students and their families to devote their full in-
tellectual energies to becoming more effective learners rather than
using that energy trying to figure out how to complete and file the
numerous and complicated Federal and State student assistance
forms.

[The prepared statement of Regina Manley follows:]
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Mr. Chairman, I am Regina Manley, President of the National

Association of College Admission Counselors and Facilitator of Citywide

Counseling Programs for the City of Chicago Public Schools.

I have served as a school counselor at the secondary school level and

I can attest to the concerns and problems facing the 70,000 professional

counselors who are working in the nation's elementary, middle, and

secondary schools,

I am very pleased to be here to testify to the need to simplify the

student financial aid process In order to allow counselors to better serve

their students.

Program simplification has become the "theme song" for high school

counselors across this country. Rural, suburban and urban families all

experience some level of confusion and are often overwhelmed by the

number of forms, the terminology contained on the forms, and the number

of questions that they ask. But, as difficult as it is, many parents

struggle through the financial aid application process because they know

that without some financial assistance from federal, state, or local

governments, their children will not be able to attend college.

Problems Faced by Counselors

Let me first talk, however, about the daily frustrations faced by

seceodary school counselors.

First, the extremely high counselor-pupil ratios limit the

counselors' ability to make guidance services accessible to students.

The worst ratios exist in urban centers and rural regions where students

most in need of counselor assistance are often the least likely to have

those services available. Underserved students, namely students of color
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and those from economically disadvantaged backgrounds, correspondingly

are the most underrepresented populations in our institutions of higher

education.

Consider, if you will, that some urban counselors are assigned SOO,

700, or more stud ants and that in some rural school districts a single

counselor can be responsible for every studentkindergarten through

grade 12in that school district.

NACAC has gone on record In our Statement on Precollege Guidance

and Counseling and the Role of the School Counselor, as recommending a

counsel r-pupil ratio of 1/100 as an ideal and 1/300 as a maximum. We

must move toward these targets.

Second, the myriad of personal, social, emotional, and mental health

issues presented by students detract from the counselors' primary

purpose. That purpose, we believe, iv helping all students to become

more effective learners, to realize their full academic potential, and to

navigate the various transitions in their schooling experience. This

includes the high school to postsecondary education transition.

School counseling initiatives must be more focused, and the counselor

as "all things to all students" is a philosophy that we have to abandon.

Many of the personal, social, and related issues must be shared with other

school and community service providers, including psychologists, social

workers, and related mental health specialists.

Next, the tools and resources available to counselors have been

inadequate to assist these pmfessionals in presenting the information

that students need to explore a full range of educational and career

options that will help them to make meaningful decisions about their

futures. Students and parents need accurate and accessible information
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about postsecondary education and other opportunities and this must

Include somewhat detailed information about financial aid sources, both

governmental and non-governmental.

A necessary component of the information aspect of the counselors'

role is that they must have the time and resource's available to assist

students in charting a challenging secondary school curriculum, one that

will result in an academic record that will foster the greatest variety of

options for education beyond high school. Improved and more accessible

resources and tools, integrated into a proactive guidance information

delivery system will aid counselors in responding to the information

needs of students and families. For example, today's technology makes an

on-line computer data base on financial aid and postsecondary admission

requirements a simple task to establish and maintain.

Further, agencies of the federal and state governments generally

have not provided adequate leadership in developing effective precollege

and college admission counseling models and then, in disseminating

information about exemplary programs to the counselors that work In our

schools across the country.

Existing programs administered by the U.S. Department of

Education's Office of Educational Research Improvement and other entities

have focused their research and demonstration efforts almost exclusively

on teachers, librarians, and administrators, and on the classroom

experience. Virtually no attention has been focused on the guidance

needs of students, the student-counselor relationship, or the

school-to-college transition.

Finally, existing counselor training programs have failed to address

the 'setting-specific' needs of professional counselors. As a result,

3
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the counselor is prepared with a broad base of knowledge and generic

skills and is forced to learn many of the specific skills needed to assist

students by "on-the-Job" training. I might add that, sadly, this is often

"hit-or-miss" training. NACAC has Identified eight broad compentencies

and a number of specific cvmpetenctes that school couneelors must possess

if they are to effectively serve students in preparation for a transition

from secondary to postsecondary education. (A oopy of that statement is

an appendix to my testimony.) Specific staff development and/or inservice

training programs should be created to ensure that the knowledge and

compentencies addressed in the NACAC document are possessed by all

counselors serving in the guidance programs of the nation's schools.

The Need to Simplify

This brings me to the need to simplify the financial aid process.

Our colleagues at the National Association of Student Financial Aid

Administrators and The College Board have made several c .-ellent

suggestions along these lines, and we look forward to working with you

and them as they make further modifications to their proposals. For now,

1st me Just highlight some things that would make life simpler for

counselors, parents, and students while, at the same time, preserving the

integrity of the process.

1. If a family is eligible for aid under programs such as Aid for

Families with Dependent Children, or if they earn so little that they filo

either the 1040EZ form or no form at all, they should automatically be

eligible for Pell Grants. Once this is established, they should answer

minimal questions for the renewal of the grant.
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2. Cut out many of the questions now asked on the Application for

Federal Student Aid (AFSA). Many of these apply to only a small segment

of the population and asking them complicates things for everyone. In this

connection, financial aid administrators should have latitude to exercise

discretion hare and elsewhere.

3. Combine the congressional methodologies into one procedure.

4. Make the application form similar to the short income tax forms

that are already familiar to people.

5. Simplify and clarify the language ueed on forms. For example,

the Student Aid Report instructs the student to take the completed report

to his/her "school." Most students bring It to the high school counselor

when, in fact, it should go to the college financial aid office.

6. Set up a computer system similar to the one mentioned in H.R.

1524, the Student Counseling and Assistance Network bill, to bring

financial aid and admissions information into the school, library, or

home.

7. When dealing with independent students, change the conditional

guarantees so that income expectations are more realistically tied to

regional standards or Indexes and standardize the length of time during

which students are expected to prove the income/resource levels for

self-supporting status. Standardizing the calendar in this way should be

a starting point for simplification.

S. Finally, art to eliminate delays in the delivery of current forms

and guides to schools, which often cause delays all the way down the

line. Many potential recipients eventually do not enroll because of this,

and then set up a system to inform and train connselors about those

simplified procedures.
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Every year, I receive many phone calls from counselors who do not

have farms and instructions to disburse to students. In fact, boxes haver

arrived from tho department as much as six months late. The only thing

to do with them then Is to toss them in the recycling bin.

Conclusion

Mr. Chairman, counselors want to do all that is possible to alert

students and parents to the possibilities and advantages of postsecondary

education. They want to work with them to keep options open throughout

the middle and secondary school years. They want to help them through

the financial aid process from beginning to end so that qualified

applicants receive what is theirs under the law.

To do this will take not Just a minor tune-up of the Higher Education

Act but a major overhaul to the engine and the body. Simplifying the

forms, the methodology, the application process, and the delivery of aid

is a necessary component; as is the addition of new sections to train

counselors, to use new computer technology, and to adequately publicise

both the desirability of a postsecondary education and how to achieve it,

regardless of family Income and resources.

We would like students and their families to devote their full

intellectual energies to becoming more effective learners rather than

using that energy trying to figure out how to complete and file the

numerous and complicated federal and state student assistance forms.
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Chairman Foam Stan Koplik, Chairman, Advisory Committee on
Student Financial Assistance, Washington, DC.

Mr. KOPLIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Stanley Koplik and I am chairman of the Advisory

Committee and Student Financial Assistance and Executive Direc-
tor of the Kansas Board of Regents. I appreciate the opportunity to
testify today on simplifying the delivery of Federal student aid.

The Advisory Committee has repeatedly studied the issues of
complexity in Federal delivery, and finds several recurring dimen-
sions. We find multiple need analysis models. We find unnecessary
reapplication burdens imposed on students. We fmd overreporting
and excessive fees, and we find ambiguity of information about
Title IV programs.

Furthermore, we find that our simplification suggestions and
proposals effecting 3.25, 3.25 million students would address some
of these issues and have been delivered to the Congress on April
8th, and we think that we have forthrightly responded to the issues
that you will hear today and which I will touch upon briefly. We
have made a series of sweeping recommendations effecting reau-
thorization.

You have our report in your packet in this blue document.
Today, however, I would like to concentrate on what the Advisory
Committee believes is the most important issues of complexity and
Federal delivery, an issue that is virtually ignored in other reau-
thorization proposals now before the Congress.

The issues is simply this: Free simplified Federal need analysis
for low-income students, enacted by Congress in 1986 has yet to be
adequately implemented 5 years later. I think it is extremely im-
portant for the subcommittee to understand during this reauthor-
ization that Congress made great efforts in 1986 to simplify.

That the Education Department in recent years has done a credi-
ble job of trying to implement what Congress envisioned. But free
and simple Federal need analysis is nevertheless still not available
for the majority of the at-risk populations. The law, ladies and gen-
tlemen, is very clear about the kind of simplified system Congress
envisioned for low-income students and parents.

Two imperatives for Federal delivery were clearly established.
One, no student or parent shall be charged a fee for determining
need or eligibility for Title IV programs; and two, simplified Feder-
al need analysis shall be available for all low-income families. The
language is so clear in these two records that any assessment of
complexity in the current delivery system must begin here.

Unfortunately, such an assessment yields some very troubling
news. Surely Congress, in 1986, did not have in mind delivery
system where less than one in five of the at-risk population eligible
for simplified analysis could use it.

Nor did Congress expect that at-risk students would be complet-
ing overly complex forms designed for the wealthiest families and
paying fees every time they apply for Title IV programs. But that
is exactly what is happening tay across the country.

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, the fact that
simple, free Federal need analysis has yet to be adequately imple-
mented is troubling to the Advisory Committee in part because the
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approach Congress took in 1986 was indeed sound and somewhat
promising.

Equally troubiii* ig t realisation that further simplifica-
tion for low-income and AFDC recipients, and extension of eligibil-
ity for the Simple Needs Test to many middle income families, pro-
posals that have widespread support, are unlikely to prove effec-
tive.

Unless, of course, we take the steps necessary to encourage or re-
quire implementation of what has already been in the law since
1986. But the news is not all bad. Thousands of institutions and
several States have, in fact, implemented free Federal need analy-
sis for their students and are promoting simplified need analysis
for those who qualify.

There is a definite friend in this direction, but progress has been
slow. In some cases, additional State data requirements make it dif-
ficult for institutions to use free Federal need analysis. In some
cases, institutions have additional data retfuirements for distribu-
tion of their own or campus based funds.

Fortunately, such requirements are changing as more and more
institutions and States realize the advantage of free Federal proc-
essing and simplified need analysis for low-income students.

However, unlike additional data requirements which are being
gradually phased out, there is a more important structural problem
m the current system that is a barrier to implementation of free
and simple Federal need analysis.

There are significant fmancial incentives in the current system
for multiple data entry processers, MDE, as y311 know them, who
charge fees to encourage the following kinds of events: Even the
lowest income students are encouraged to forego their right to free
simplified need analysis.

Needy middle income students are encouraged to forego their
right to free analysis of the entire core of Federal data, and both
groups, low income and middle income, are encouraged to supply
unnecessary additional information for which a fee is required.

Mr. Chairman, the Advisory Committee has studied this issue
very carefully. Free and simple Federal need analysis is working in
thousands of institutions of all types, and in several States across
the country. The issue here is not feasibility or equity.

In our view, it boils down to eliminating certain incentives and
questionable practices that encourage students deliberately or oth-
erwise, to report unnecessary information, especially those students
that are simply reapplying as upperclassmen.

To illustrate the practical effect of the financial incentives that
exist, let me note that just over one in 20 students eligible for sim-
plified needs analysis in 1990, 1991, who file through MDE charg-
ing fees, used the simple needs test.

rther, let me state that the experience so far in 1991, 1992,
suggests that the vast minority of low-income students filing
through these MDE will continue to pay fees and fill out the entire
form. This is clearly not what Congress had in mind. It is impossi-
ble to justify and should be among the highest priority items for
attention during this reauthorization.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, let me note that the Advisory Commit-
tee's recommendations delivered on April 8th are quite different
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from other proposals now before the Congress. Several aspects of
these proposals, if adopted, will make matters, in our view, much
worse and make the system more complex rather than simpler.

These included, and I offer tbese as causes to the committee:
Suggestions to eliminate free Federal processing by MDE. Sugges-
tions eliminating simplified need analysis. Suggestions adding com-
plex routines or new data requirements.

Suggestions renaming components of need analysie that are fi-
nally now familiar to the fmancial aid community and to students
and parents. Or suggestions reducing the nui Aber of MDE without
remaining to deliver free Federal need analysis.

The Advisory Committee recommends that Congress reject such
proposals because of their predictable impact. Greater complexity,
which is certainly paradoxical to the reason we are assembled
today.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to testify. I would
be pleased to answer questions at the conclusion.

[The prepared statement of Stan Koplik follows:]
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Good owning, Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee My name is Stanley
Kophi and I am Chairman of the Advisory COMMitire on Student Financial Assistance
and Executive Director el the Kansas Board of Regents. On behalf of the Advisory
Committee members, I would like to thank your Subcommittee for the opportunity to
present our recommendations on simplification as they affect reauthowation of the
Higher Education Act. As you know, Ccmptas created the Adviscuy Onmmittee in the
Higher Education Amendments cd 1986 to make recommendations that will result in
the maintenance of access to postsecondary education for low- and middle-income
students.

At Congress's request our Committee delivere4 on April 8, its reauthoriratkm
recommendations in the forrn of an OVeiView report, which is attached, and kgislative
language implementing each proposal.

Today, I am here itx

o derme the problem of complexity;

o deserft its most troublesome and important aspects;

o identify proposals now before the Congress that would make matters

o

worse;

outline the Advisory Committee's recommendatiom and

o offer a framework for evaluating alternative reauthorization proposals.

The Advisory Committee believes that, in spite of important changes legislated by the
Congress in 1986, the entire &lively system has remained overly complex; and that this
complexity frustrates and discourages both low- and middle-income students and
parents.

D4aing the Prebkm qf Comple.sity

Let me use five examples to illustrate how students and parents-especially low-Income,
disadvantaged and minority populations--siew the delivery systcm that we have placed in
their path&

First, the vast major:.ty of our neediest college bound youth-those for whom our
programs are in large part designed and those with the lowest income and virtually no
assets-many of whom are on public assistance-are currently required to complete
overly complex forms designed to assess the need of the wealthiest families in our
country. It is our standard practice, also, to allow them to be charged a fee, basically
to prove they are poor.

Second, if that weren't bad enough we currently assess the eligibility and nerd of our
most disadvantaged youth and families under four seporate need analysis models-even
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though for the vast majority, the four result' are virtually the same. That is, each of
the models simply tells us what we should have already knownthat these students andfamilies are very poor.

Third, we not only do this the first time they apply for federal student aid, we makethose already in school, struggling to persist, start from scratch each par with a blankformeven the millions for whom circumstances have not charged appreciably. And bythe way, we charge most of them yet another fee every time they apply.

Fourth, fat youth from families, who are but slightly better off, whose circumstances
also bet for a streamlined formand this includes many middle-income familiaweroutinely collect asset information even though ow compla models have told us far
years that their assetsprimarily in the form of small IIMOURIS of home equityare notreadily available for postsecondmy expenses nor do they meaningfully contribute to thefamilies' ability to pay.

Fifth, and perhaps most important, for the population most at-risklow-iricome,
disadvantaged and minority students in middle school and early high schcdthemessage we send about the programs we have designed with theU future in mital, is
complex, ambiguous and often plainly incorrect. Rather than speak to these studentsand families with a clear, unified, and simple message about their considerable drawingpower cm federal, state and institutional programs if they successfully complete a collegepreparatory curriculum in high school, we allow confusion and misinformation toPrima

Mr. Chairman, these are not random aneedotes or far fetched examples designed topersuade you that our delivery system needs some fine tuning. These are regularevents that literally define our delivery system in the eyes of student and parents acrossour nation. They happen in the majority of cases in virtually all states and on virtuallyall campuses. They serve no educational purpose and potentially undermine theeffectiveness of our programs by discouraging students and families already beleagueredby the economk and social changes occurring in this decade. Fortunately, the worstaspects of federal delivery can be eliminated during this reauthorization. All we needdomotivated by our common interest in the educational well-being of our youth andour shared desire that they and their families make sound decisionsis use existing
knowledge and technology to simply take the next logical steps in a process begun bythe Congress in 1986.

The Most Important Aspect f Compk.rity

Mr. Chairman, the Advisory Committee's current and past memberscollege presidents,financial aid directors, educational association esecuthes, bank officers, guaranty agencyprcsidents, state higher education officials, and studentsare convinced that the deliverysystem can bc made much simpler and more effective. However, the Conunittcebelieves that we must proceed with some caution. We shoaid be careful to build on
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what is already in the law and avoid making changes that will in fact increase
complaky.

The Mvisory Committee has studied the issue of complexity in federal delivery for
three years and, as I mentioned before, the issue has several dintensionc

o multiple weed analysis mode*
O unnecessary reapplication burden;
o over repmtIng and excessive fees; and
o ambiguity of information about Title IV Programs.

Our proposals to simplify the application and reapplication process for 3.25 million
students, delivered to the Congress on April 8, deal with each of these issues.

I would like now, however, to concentrati on what the Advisory Committee believes is
the most important iuue of complexity in Went) deliveryan hsue that is virtually
ignored in other reauthorization proposals now before the Congress. The Issue is that
free simplified federal need analysis for low-income students enacted by Congress in
1986 has yet to be adequately implemented five years later. I think it is extremdy
important for the Subcommittee to understand during this reauthorizathin that Osngress
made great efforts in 1986 to simplify, that ED in recent years has done a creditable
job of trying to implement what Congress envbioned, but that free and simple federal
need analysis is nevertheku still not available for the majority of the at-risk population.

Let me expand on these points further by saying that the law is very dear about the
kind of simplified system Congress envisioned for low-income students and parents.
Two imperatives for federal delivery were clearly established in the law:

o that no student or parent shall be charged a fee for determining need or
eligibility for Title IV Programs; and

o that simplified federal need analysis shall be avaaable forall low-income
students and their families.

The laoguage is so dear in these two regards that any assessment of complexity in the
cunent delivery system must begin here.

Unfortunately such an assessment yields some bad news. Surely Congress in 1986 did
not have in mind a delivery system whee tess than one in five of the st-risk population
eligible for simple need analysis code use ft. Nka did Congress expect that at-risk
students would bc completing creak complex forms designed for the aareithicst families
and ming fees every time they ir,rpfy for Title IV Progrants. Rut that is exactly what
is happening today across the country.
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Mr. Chairman, the fact that free simple federal need analysis has yet to be adequately
implemented is troubling to the Mvisory Committee not only because the approach
Congms took in 1986 was sound and promising. Equally troubling now is the
realization that further simplification for low-income and AFDC recipients and
extensim of eligibility for the simple needs test to many middle-Income familia
proposals that have widespread supportare unlikely to prove effective. Unless of
course we take the steps necessary to encourage or require implementation ei what has
been in the law since 1986.

But the news is not all bad. Thousands of institutions and several states have in fact
implemented free federal need analysis for their students and are promoting simplified
need analysis for those wls3 qualik There is a definite trend in this climates% but
progress has been slow. In some cases, additional state data requirements make it
difficult for institutions to use free federal need analysis. In some cases, institutions
have additional data requirements for distribution of their own funds. Fortunately, such
requirements are changing as more and more institutions and states realize the
advantages of free federal processing and simplified need analysis for low-income
students.

However, unlike additional data requirements which are being gradually phased out,
there is a more important structural problem in the current system that is a barrier to
implementation of free and simple federal need analysis. There are significant financial
incentives in the current system for multiple data entry processors (MDEs) who charge
fees to encourage:

o even the knvest-income students to forego their right to free simplified
need analysis;

o needy middle-income students to forego their right to frcc analysis of the
entire core of federal data; and

o both low- and middle-income students to supply unnecessary additional
information for whkh a fee is required.

Mr. Chairman, the Advisory Committee has studied this issue carefully. Free and
simple federal need analysis is working in thousands of institutions of all types and in
several states across the country. The issue here is not feasibility or equity. It boils
down to eliminating the incentives and questionable practices that encourage students to
report unnecessary informationespecially those that arc simply reapplying as
upperclassmen.

To illustrate the practical effect of the financial incentives that exist, kt me note that
just over one in twenty students qualified for simplified needs analysis in 1990-91 who
filed through MDEs charging fees used the simple needs test! Further, let me state
that the expeiience so far in 1991-92 suggests that the vast majority of low-income
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students RN; through these MDEs will confines to pay fees and fill mit the entire
form. This is dearly not what Congress had in mind in light of the long-manding
tmeqtdvocal statutmy requhements. It is knpossible to justify and should be the highest
priority for attention during this reauthorizatkan.

Pevrosoh mat Mob Milton Worm

Let me note that the Advisory Committee's recommendadom delivered on Aril Sth
aro radkally different from other proposals now before the Congress. Several of these
proposals, ff adopted, will make matters much worse - and make the mann mote
complex rather than simpler. These Waft

o eliminating free federal processing by MDEg

o eliminating or limithig simplified need anal's*

o adding complex routines or new data requirements;

o crating confusion by renaming components of need analysis that are now
famfilar to the entire community; or

o redudng the number of MDEs without requiring those remaining to
deliver tree federal need analysis.

The Advismy Ccannittee reanumends that Congress reject such proposals because of
their predictable impact: greater complexity.

Advisory Coososbro kr--....osoosodations

Mr. Ominnan, the Advisory Committee believes the Congress can significantly simplify
and improve the delivery of federal student aid by taking the following actions:

o rust, and most important, fully implement the free simple federal need
analysis Intended by Congress by creating incentiva or requirements of
states and Wa(taki= to use it Without this step, the Committee feels
that little pnigress can be made toward simplification.

o Further simplify requirements for students eligible far simplified need
analysis, hi particular, those who

have family income below $10,000 or

are AFDC redpfrans.

5
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o Integrate the Pell and Congressional Methodology models into one model
with a simple needs test by using one of the formulas as a foundation.

o Initiate a pilot project using (Stage Zero) electronic data exchange and
develop other procedures for streamlining reapplication so that both low-
and middle-income students already in our system and data base can
reapply simply and quickly.

o Extend eligibility for simplified need analysis to at least S20,000; and
perhaps funher to $30,000 AGI thereby eliminating the need for many
middle-income families with only modest assets to report them.

o Restructure federal information dissemination and outreach to simply and
clearly communicate the amount of financial aid that at-risk students will
qualify for if they finish college preparatory high school programs.

o Redesign and expand federal training efforts so that every federal, state
and institutional agent in the delivety system understands and can
communicate our promise of assistance to needy families.

Mr. Oiairman, members of the Subcommittee, the Advisory Committee is convinced
that these changes are required to fully realize the goals of the federal student aid
programs, especially equal access, by the year 2000.

A Concise Framework for Evaluating Noposals

I would like aow to turn to an evaluation framework that the Advisory Committee
believes is objective and can be used to evaluate and rank alternative need analysis and
delivery system proposals. The criteria derive directly from the law, the Committee's
assessment of what is required to meet program intent, and budget/redistributive
considerations.

The seven questions that the Advisory Committee recommends be answered about each
delivety system proposal are the followinF

o Will free federal processing be increased?

o Will simplif-ed federal processing be increased?

o Will multiple need analysis models (results) be reduced?

o Will complex routines, treatments, or tetminology in current models be
simplified or eliminated?

6
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o Will reapplkation amiplexity awl burden be reduced significantly?

o Will the complex message to at-risk junior and high school students
concerning their eligibility for federal student aid be simplified?

o Win there be a likelihood of budgetary and redistributive effects?

The Advisory Committee has already begun evaluating proposals against these criteria
and will make results available to the Secretary and the Congress when the evaluation

campieled.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to testify. I would be glad to answer
any questions you might have.

7
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Chairman Foan. Now Natala Hart, Executive Director, State
Student Assistance Commission, Indianapolis, Indiana.

Ms. HART. Chairman Ford, members of the subcommittee: My
name is Natala Hart. I am Executive Director of the State Student
Assistamv Commission of Indiana and, on this occasion, here to
represent the more than 3100 institutional members of National
Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators, NASFAA.

We appreciate this opportunity to appear before you today to dis-
cuss an important component of NASFAA's reauthorization propus-
als, the simplification of Federal student aid delivery.

NASFAA has conducted a systematic review of its membership
to determine the needs of students as we approach reauthorization
of the Higher Education Act. Those have been afforded to you
within the time required.

One of four themes determined to be essential was simplification
of the student aid delivery process. NASFAA has created a cohe-
sive, comprehensive approach to make the delivery system more
understandable and accessible to students, while maintaining high
values for all participants in the process.

The mAjor focus for NASFAA s simplification arose from work
begun even earlier on reforming the application processthat vehi-
cle by which students begin to apply for student aid. The goals of
the work were equity and access: assuring equitable distribution of
funds among student applicants, and ease of entry into the process,
so that the process itself did not present a barrier to higher educa-
tion.

What resulted is a proposal which we believe is equitable and ac-
cessiblebut also is more simple. The instrument has been title "A
Plan for Reform." The plan has several key features. We have a
copy of the form that I will be directing myself to as part of the
testimony and we also have a larger version up before you.

Behind the scenes, behind the form is integration of the two
major methodologies to determine eligibility for aid into a single
methodology. It combines both the elements of the Pell Grant anal-
ysis used today and the analysis used for the balance of Federal
funds, the so-called Congional Methodology.

Behind the scenes, also, as part of the plan for reform are our
recommendations for consolidation of information by use of match
with Federal databases to prevent those questions 'being asked of
students when they are available in another data exchange that
would make that easier for students and more accurate.

Within the form, itself, you will find significant revisions of the
definition of independent status to assign responsibility to those
paying for college to parents, and to students who are 24 years of
age and older, 'Veterans, students who have no parents, and stu-
dents who have children themselves.

This change greatly simplifies the questions asked of students
and streamlines their access into which portion of the form they
should complete. The form before you contains full automatic eligi-
bility for students or their parents who receive Aid to Families
with Dependent Children or other similar programs.

The process calls for those families only to answer the first ten
questions on the form, to stop there, sign it, and receive full eligi-
bility for Federal funds. The form also eliminates question of assets
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for an additional cohort of students and parents who have low in-
comes and who file a 1040A or EZ.

Thorn families, for example, do not complete the asset block of
questions that appear as items 24 through 28. Those are eliminated
because they don't add a lot of value, but are sometimes confusing
to families.

Critical to the process as we have designed it is ensuring that the
financial aid professionals have a role in determining eligibility of
students. When the administrator is empowered to talk with the
student, to talk with colleagues on campus, and to use their own
expertise, a great deal of additional information can be lifted from
the form, and allow that professional to deal with the unique cir-
cumstances of that individual student, without having to burden
every student applicant with a whole range of possibilities that
might deal with that individual circumstance.

The plan also assumes that an additional mechanism will be de-
velopW for the circumstances of families with greater resources.
We have called this resource analysis, and it would be used selec-
tively by campuses when families have higher incomes, more
assets, and multiple income sources.

It is proposed to be a vehicle to document professional judgment
in the awarding of Federal aid, and for use with other institutional
or don-Federal funds. NASFAA members feel that additional as-
pects of the student aid delivery system also warrants simplifica-
tion, and belief that simplification can be achieved without thz de-
struction of values and congressional intent inherent in the current
system.

We feel that the Stafford loan, SIS and PLUS loan processes
should be standardized to enhance clear identification of loan proc-
esses as separate from grants, so that students understand more
fully through clear identification, this is an application for grants;
this is an application for loans.

We believe that loan deferment should be streamlined to reduce
instances of technical defaults. The student status confirmation
report should be standardized to assist in accurate, regular report-
ing of student information

In closing, let me reiterate that we believe that in the student
aid process, values such BB equity and access must be preserved.
Wherever possible, within a structure supporting those values, sim-
plicity should be achieved.

We believe the plan for reform model that evolved through in-
volvement by financial aid administrators throughout the country
does just that, and well, if implemented, improve students' ability
to achieve their educational goals.

Again, thank you for inviting us to appear before you today.
NASFAA looks forward to assisting you in these efforts and stands
ready to provide assistance whenever you may need it.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Natala Hart followsl
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Chairman Ford, Members of the Subcommittee: My mule is Nata la Hart 1 am Executive

Dbector tO the State Student Assistance Commission of Indiana and, on this occasion, hem to

represem the more than 3,100 institutional member: of National Association of Student Financial

Aid Mminlstrators (NASFAA). We appreciate this opportunity to appear before you today to

discuss an important component of NASFAA's reauthorization proposals, the simplification of

federal student aid delivery.

NASFAA has conducted a systetruthe review of its membership ta determine the needs of students

as we approach reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. Hearings were held in our member

regions and input was solicited through pmblications specifically targeted toward reauthorization.

A specific Task Force was fanned which spent the last two years identifying issues, submitting

proposed solutions to the NAM:AA membership, and concluding positions through the Hoard of

Directors of Me Association.

One of four themes determined to be essential was simplification of the student aid delivery

process. NASFAA has created a cohesive, comprehensive approach to make the delivery system

more understandable and accessible to students, while maintaining high values for all participants

in the process.

The major focus for simplification arose from wort begun even earlier en reforming the

application process that vehicle by which swdents initially begin to apply for student aid. The

goals of the work were equity and access: assuring equitable distribution of funds among student

applicants, and ease of catty into the process, so that the process itself did not present a barrier to

higher education.

What resulted is a promss which we believe is equitable and accessible -- but also is mote

simple. The instrument has been titled "A Plan for Reform" The Plan has several key features:

One method for determining eligibility for all types of federal funds, replacing the two existing

methods, one for Pell Grants and the other for the halals= of funds (the so-called

"Congressional Methodology"),
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Revision of the defmition of independent status to assign respomability tOr paying for coll:ge

to parents, and to students, for those 24 years of age and older, veterans, and students who

have no parents. This change greatly simplifies the questions asked of students and

streamlines the process of determining elisr.odny.

Automatic full eligibility for students or parents who receive Aid to Families with Dependent

Childmn or other similar pmgrams that clearly identify families as having full need for federal

student aid.

Consolidation of several information gathering processes into one hum. hacked by direct

interfaces with other federal data Noes so that t:tose questions do not burden students in this

process.

Elimination of questions about assets for parents with low incomes who file a 1040A or

1040EZ or who do not file a tax return.

I have attached a copy of NASFAA's proposed application to my testimony for your reference.

You have also received a copy of the 1991-92 Application for Federal Student Aid. These

documents illustrate the effect of NASVAA's Plan on the application form, in Irons of application

length and data clement reduction.

Critical to this process is the role that fmancial aid administrators will play in making student aid

sensitive to the individual family. The ability of aid administrators to document and determine

unique circumstances using their "professional judgment" is key. When the aid administrator can

review additional information available on the campus, can access other professionals who also

deal with the student, and can employ her or his experience in determining a family's

circumstances, a mat deal of information collection can be lifted from the application process

while keeping the system fair and equitable for all students involved.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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The Plan also assumes that an additional mechanism will be developed for the circurestisans of

families with greater tesomoes. This "Resource Analysis" will be used selectively when families

have higher incomes, molts asses, and multiple lomat sources. it is proposed to be a vehicle to

document the basis for professional judgment in awanling federal aid and for use with institutional

or other non-ktieral funds.

NASFAA members feel that additional aspects of the student aid delivery sysmm also warram

simplificatioe and believe that simplification can be achieved without destruction i values and

congressional intent inhertn: in the =rent system

The Pafford loan, SLS. and PLUS loan processes should be standanlized to enhance clear

identification of the loan process (as contrasted with the grant process).

Loan deferments should be streamlined to reduce thstances of "technical" defaults.

Student Status Confmnation Reports should be standardized to assist in accurate, tegular

mponing of student information

In closing, la me reiterate that in the student aid process, values such as equity and Weeits must

be preserved. Wherever possible within a strucnne supporting those values, simplicity should be

achieved. We believe the Plan kir Reform model that evolved from thomugh involvement by

financial aid administrators throughout the country does all of that -- and wilL if implemented.

Improve students' ability to achieve their educational goals.

Apia, thank you fee inviting us to appear before you to discuss this imponant topic. NASFAA

looks forward to assisting you in these efforts And stands ready to provide you with any assistance

you may need.
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Chairman Foam Paul Phillips, Director of Financial Aid, Califor-
nia State University, San Marcos, California.

Mr. Prnims. I am Paul Phillips, Director of Financial Aid at
California State University, San Marcos and a member of the Col-
lege Scholarship Council's Committte. I have been a professionaladministrator for 13 years.

The College Scholarship Service or CSS is the financial division
of College Board, and the CSS Assembly is an association within anassociation, 1900 postsecondary institutions, high schools, and agen-cies within the larger College Board membership that have a spe-cial interest in fmancial aid.

One of the principal challenges of reauthorization is to simplifythe delivery of student aid while preserving e9uity and the distri-bution of dollars. Balancing these two goals, simplicity and equityis not easy, especially in a time of tight resources and growing
needs.

An effective working partnership between all the parties in-
volved in student aid delivery is essential, if simple equity is to beachieved. We have many ideas about how to approach simpleequity, summarized in Appendix 1 of my written statement, andare gratified that much of today's testimony reflects common solu-tions to complex issues. I want to highlight seven of them today.Number one, if you want to simplify things, start with the defini-tion of independent student status, reshape it along the lines werecommend, and you can eliminate 11 questions on the form with-out adversely effecting equity.

Number two, permit the use of professional judgment rather
than statutory spmial treatments to handle conditions and circum-stances that effect comparatively few applicants, like displacedhomemakers and dislocated workers. This would allow familieswith special problems to get special treatment without clutteringup the form for all aid applicants.

Number three, for several years, we have advocated an applica-tion bypass for low-income filers, in place of the Simple Needs Test,which really isn't very simple. Ask low-income applicants to pro-vide only basic demographic data and let them skip all the moredetailed questions about income and assets.
The point is, they don't have any. As we desigred it, all public

assistance recipients would qualify, so would parents whose total
taxable income is less than the InS earne(I income credit limit,whose incomes are in fact so low that they can file a 1040A or a1040EZ if they have to file at all.

We would also recommend amending the law to accord maxi-mum aid eligibility automatically to anybody who qualifies for the
application bypass. This is clearly an idea whose time has come.Number four, having two separate methodologies, one for PellGrants and one for all the other Title IV programs, also compli-cates financial aid delivery. That is why we propose integrating thetwo. We have provided the rationale and the computational detailfor such a merger in our legislative proposals and we would gladlyassist to ensure that the proposed merger does not inadvertentlydistribute aid dollars.

Number five, let an institution pay a Pell Grant on the basis ofan official result, whether that result is .delivered directly by and
04,
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MDF processer, brought or mailed in by the student or transmitted
by aa.y other means that the Secretary might choose to designate.
This would simplify the data flow and result in more timely deliv-
ery of award notifications and actual dollars to students.

Number six, improve the information and counseling available to
students, especially low-income and underrepresented minority stu-
dents. That would help simplify financial aid delivery considerably.
More and earlier help is needed if we are to increase the rate at
which the postsecondary students enroll in and succeed in higher
education.

Our written testimony contain several ideas about how we would
improve information and guidance for students and their families.

Number seven, reaffirm multiple data entry, MDE, because it is
the poorest students who need access to the widest possible range
of programs. To them, the last dollar is as important as the first,
and they are also the ones most likely to be frustrated or discour-
aged by multiple forms. MDE is the living bottom of a simple prin-
ciple that emerged from the chaos of the 1970s, that a student
should be able to submit one application and be considered for aid
from all sources.

Nothing is more simple than that, and nothing that fails that
test can possibly be simple. The Department of Education has pro-
posed to eliminate MDE along with the statutory requirement that
it consult with the financia1 aid community about the shape and
content of Federal forms and services.

If you want to see forms, methodologies and rules proliferated to
the confusion and frustration of students and parents, then give
the Department what it asks for. If on the other hand you want to
lead all of the participants in student aid delivery towards simple
equity, then the members of the College Board and the CSS Assem-
bly stand ready to support you.

[The prepared statement of Paul Phillips follows:I
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

am Paul Phillips, the Director of Financial Aid at California State

University, San Marcos. I am a member of the College Scholarship Service

Council's Comunittee on Standards of Ability to Pay. I have been a

pmfessional aid administrator for 13 years.

On behalf of the 2,800 institutions, schools, and agencies that comprise

the membership of the College Board, 1 am pleased to have the opportunity

to participate in this and other discussions about the reauthorization of the

Higher Education Act. The seven ideas 1 will discuss today are included in

a package of legislative proposals descnbed in more detail in Appendix 1;

proposed legislative language has already been submitted to your

Subcommittee.

The College Board shares this Subcommiuee's commitment to

strengthening the Federal role in postsecondmy education. The Federal

investment in postsecondaty access is a vital element in meeting national goals

of equal educational opportunity, social justice, and global economic

competitiveness.
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Since 1900, the College Board, a ronFollt menthership association, has

actively promoted broader access to pastsecondasy education. Through is

various programs, services, forums, and acthities, the College Board seeks to

facilitate andante transitions from one educational level and/or setting to

another.

The College Scholanhip Service was founded in 1954 by Colkge Board

member colleges that sought agreement cnt coma= practices and standards

for awarding scholarships and other need-based aid. The goal of CSS is to

foster equitable and efficient administration of aid programs, while making

the delivery system as rational and manapable as possible for students and

their families.

The College Scholarship Service Assembly is an association-within-an-

association: 1,SW postsecondary instil:cairns, high schools, and agencies within

the larger College Board membership that have a special interest in, and

concern about, financial aid.

CSS has long been In the forefront of efforts to promote partnership

with government and other agencies in the improvement of the financial aid

delivery system. CSS was a leader in convening the National Task Force on

Student Aid Problems, chaired by Francis Keppel, the former United States

Comnrissianer of Education, in the m1d-1970s.
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CSS was also the first to implement a 'common form" with which

students could apply for all types of assiatance fedend, state, institutional,

and private. It was this concept that led directly to the creation of Multiple

Data Entry (MDE), with its many benefits for the ferleral government, state

agencies, postsecondary institutions, private scholarship programs, and, above

all, students and their families. CSS is currently one of five approved MDE

processor&

The Challenge of 'Simple...Emile(

One of the principal challenges of the upcoming reauthorization is to

simplify the delivery of student aid while prmerving equity in the dis,ribution of

dollars.

Balancing these two goals simplicity and equity is far from easy,

especially in light of continuing changes in the stuck t population, family

structure, college costs, and the economy at large.

An effective working partnership between ail the parties involved in

the student aid delivery system is essential if `simple equity" is to be achieved.

Simplification must be pursued simultaneously on many fronts, including form

design, methodology, administration, and information and guidance. Now

more than ever, America's families need the active commitment of all



partners the Congress, the Depsiment of Eickwation, the 50 states,

postsecondary instfustions, and private scholanhip pmgrams to make the

delivery system slink better on behalf of students.

Stetute and repletion men be simplified before the forms or any other

open of the delhery system con be simplified. Contrary to the conventional

wisdom, the form itself is not what makes the process complicated. It's the

pace= that complicates the form

Appendk fl to this testimony is the current Applicants' for Federal

Student Akl, or AFSA. The AFSA is the "common financial aid application'

referenced in statute, atui the 'federal core rd all approved Multiple Data

Entry (ban) forms, such as CSrs Financial Aid Form (FAF).

The AFSA is as *simple as forms can get under =rent statute and

regulation, since it contains only federal elements, and none of the additional

quesnons requited by state scholarship and grant agencies, colleges, and

private programs for the administration of their own funds and selection of

recipients for certain federal programs. But even the AFSA is not simple.

CSS has drafted, fix- liscussion purposes, an alternative AFSA Pee

Appendix III). (While anayed sates four paps for ease of reading and

review, the data elements on this draft could be comfortably compressed into

two pips) Its design does rot reflect =Teat statute and regains:in. Rather,
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it's an idea of how the "federal core' might look if statute and regulation were

simplified aloes the lines of the College Board's reauthorize:ion proposals.

IdallalniglieLtbeDennWolg(Agegsfugzati MS

ln the current AFSA, fully 16 questions several of them quite

complex are required to establish dependency status under the existing

definition. Simplification could start right there, but mot as a matter of form

design. The definition of self-supporting student status itself has to be

simplified.

The College Board's proposal for simplification is:

Preserve the current automatic criteria age 24 or
older, "PfAcran status, orphan or ward of the court, or
dependents other than a spouse but change the date
on which age 24 must be established from January 1 to
July 1 to correspond with the awarding cycle.

Permit graduate and proihasional students to establish
independence automatically without reference to any
other conditional criteria.

Eliminate all conditional criteria.

a Allow aid administrators to exercise their professional
judgment to classify as independent those students who
do not meet any of the automatic criteria but who are
genuinely self-supporting.
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What are the effects of this proposal? First, using that simplified

definidon, student dependency status can be determined by five simpler

questiom, as illustrated on the discussion draft in Appendix III a savings of

11 data elements, with no advene impact an equity.

Second, it introduces no new inequities into the system. The

preponderance of applicants nearly 85 percent already establish their

independence cm the basis of autamatk (rather than conditional) criteria,

according to an analysis of a 10,000-case sample drawn from CSS's 1990-91

filing population:

Table L Impact of Independent Student Criteria

% Filers
saitmeddas
Mandl=

ova igo 24
76.6

Vateraa
13

O r l i n t s / w a n l a du c cgs ft 1.3
Legal dernakata
Undorsradvite arkEtiaaal criteria
Gradanc/marriad canditioaal criteria 5.7
Proleuiaad *tram

That analysis further suggested that an estimated 103 percent of

currently self-supporting students might become *patient on the basis of the

proposed new definition, unless professional judgment were applied. In many

such cases, professional judgment probably watdd be applied, provided that
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suffident evidence of seff-support vms available. Ilse average age of these

students was 21; their average Adjusted Gross Income (AM) was about

$10,000; on average, they were in their third undergraduate year in college.

(About 8 peramt of them had provided parental income and asset information

when they completed the 199041 need analysis form.)

In summary, the proposed definition would be simpler to understand

and administer.

ideakkliandltSpedall
By eliminating elements from the statutory formulas that affect

comparatively few applkants, both the need analysis methodology and the

form would be simplified.

In the current Pell and Part F methodologies, many such special

treatments exist for dislocated workers, displaced homemakers, filers with

=CCU medkal/dental expenses, applicants whose parents pay private-school

tuition for other children, etc. Because the special treatments exist in the

methodologies, the AFSA and all other MDE forms must ask questions

related to establishing eligibility for, and determining the amount of, the

special treatments.

3 7 7
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An analysis of CSS's 1990-91 filing population reveals that only 1.9

percent of dependent filers' parents state that they meet the ciiteria for

dislocated-worker status, and only 25 percent claimed to fulfill the conditions

for displaced-homemam status. (The percentages of filers whose parents

actually met the criteria is almost certainly lower, since some filers

misunderstand the questions.) The percentages among self-supporting filers

were even lower.

Only 11 parent of dependent filers' parents reported

elementary/secondary school tuitions n excess of $0. While many filers

reported medical/dental expenses, the average amount of their allowance

against income was only $606, which has a negligible effect on die bottom-line

contribution expected of them. (For about 15 percent of filers reporting such

excess expenses, however, a substantial allowance of nearly $3,200 was

produced demonstrating the continuing need to allow the exercise of

professional judgment in assessing a family's abaity to provide funds for

education.)

Currently, even though these special treatments and associated

questions are applicable to relatively small percentages of thc filing

population, all filers must answer them.

37S
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Such questions do not appear on the Appendix III draft, because the

College Board's reauthorization proposals eliminate the special truannents in

the methodology in favor of handling such special cases through the exercise

of professional judgment under Section 479 of the Higher Education Act. In

fact, we propose the addition of language to Section 479 specifically

authorizing consideration for problem cases like these. We also believe that

professional judgment should apply equally to the Pell, Stafford, and Campus-

Based Programs.

Even without such language, however, mast aid administratots would

watu to extend special treatment to a student whose father had just lost a job,

or who was herself a displaced homemaker. But affording special

consideration to some students does not require cluttering up the form for all

students.

Idea #3: StreamllpeAgalkations thr the Neediest

Ask any school counselor who has ever tried to explain it, any aid

administrator who has tried to administer it, or any applicant who has ever

tried to complete it: The 'Simple Needs Tesf on the current AFSA is not

simple. Students have to complete several questions just to figure out whether

they qualify!
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The College Board 1111:14y recommends that the Congress repeal the

provision, and ante instead an 'application bypass for very low-income

filen. This is a conceet that the College Board initially defined aud advanced

back in 1986. There are at least two categories of people who might qualify

for the bypass:

Recipients of public assistance who are the parents of
dependent applicants, or who are themselves self-
supporting aid appliomts, and

Dependent filers' peens, provided that they file an IRS
1040A or 1040EZ (or are not even required to pay taxes
at all), and have total taxable inC0112C of less than the
IRS canted income credit limit

Such a bypass would permit certain fibs to provide only basic

demographic data on the applicadon form, and skip the more complicated

income and asset question. Individuals who qualify for the application bypass

would automatically be accordPA mitudnium aid eligfbility.

To assess the impact of this proposal, the College Board examined the

distribution of parents' contributions in its 10,000-case sample for those

dependent films who would qualify. As Table 2 demonstrates, nearly 1.1

percent of its filing population would qualify, and 82 percent of them already

demonstrate am parent- contramtions undor current Part F need analysis.

3So
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Table 2. Distribution of Primary CM PC
lbr Dependent Bypass Qualifiers

AFDC
Atikelwit.

Mad Urn-
-Wasm4122111

104004/1:2-

Ards122021 _TutaL
tr...kadaiatil 24- AL 21- -X- IL _St_ _I_
$ 0 40 .4 181 211.8 296 47.1 517 82.2

1 to 50 0 .0 2 .3 6 1.0 8 L3
51 to WO 1 2 .3 5 .8 8 1.3

101 to 150 0 A 0 .0 7 L1 7 L I

151 to 200 0 .0 1 .2 5 .8 6 1.0

201 to 250 0 .0 I 2 6 LO 7 L1
251 to 300 0 .0 0 .0 2 .3 2 .3

301 to 350 0 .0 1 2 5 II 6 1.0

351 w 400 0 .0 1 2 2 3 3 .5

401 to 450 0 A 0 .0 6 1.0 6 1.0

451 to SOO 0 A 0 A 6 1.0 6 1.0

501 to 750 0 .0 2 3 10 L6 12 1.9

751 to IOW 0 .0 0 .0 7 1 1 7 L 1

1001 to 1250 0 A 0 .0 10 Lb 10 1.6

1251 to 1500 0 .0 0 .0 2 3 2 .3

1501 & hlgbar 4 A 6 1.0 12 1.9 22 3.5

Total 45 72% 197 3L3% 387 61.5% 6.151 100%

(Now Aar Table 2 am total tarabk Imam of $24(04 rather Man Me gamed Meow caret
lb* Net Me diva earold be comparable.)

The College Board further recommends that the law be amended tc

authorize the Seartaty to enter Into agreements with institutions for the

purpose of conducting pilot projects with alternative application mechanisms

for low-income applicants.

The purpose of such projects would be to demonstrate or determine

the feasibility and value of mechanisms for assessing need and eligibility that

are not reliant on a completed "common financial aid application.* Possible

3
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innovation that might be explored under such an authority include alternative

fon= computer software, and guided interviews.

In summary, a family on AFDC dots tot owed to prove they are poor;

tloy already demonstrated their need when they qualified for AFDC. And

parents whose income is so low they me not even required to pay income

taxes cannot resume* be =posed to contribute more than a pittance to

their children's educational expenses. So why force them to answer questions

that have no relevance to their financial condition?

ideLittlalugniaeldttb

Another factor that complicates not just the forms, but virtually every

aspect of the need analysis and eligibility determinatioo processes, is the

existence of two separate methodologies one for Pell Grants and one for all

the other iltle IV program=

Families and high school counselors find two sets of formulas

confusing. Aid administrators find them burdensome. Policymakets and

forms process= alike find them difficult to maintain, analyze, and update.

The College BuFd proposes, thernfore the full integration of the Pell Grant

and Part F need analysis methodologies into a single mrhodology.

3 S 2
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The themy ami computational detail associated with such an integrated

methodology are deserftsed in depth in draft legislative language amending

Parts B and F. la developing its proposal, the College Boanl tended more

towards the =nem Pan F need analysis methodology than the current Pell

Grant tnethodolov. The computations result in a 'parent share and a

"student share," constructs analogous to the arrant "pasenpo zmtribution" and

'student's contribution" (but renamed for ease of public undemanding).

The proposal does take into account one vety c &mi difference

between the current Pell and Part F methodologies. fn order to preserve

continuity in the awarding of Pell Grant dollars and the unique, quasi-

entitlement character of the Peu Program, the College Board proposes au

adjustment to the expected family share called the `Pa Elipinlity Number."

The Pell Eligibility Number would be calculated as the last step in

need analysis by subtracting the minimum student share from earnings from

the expected family share. The intent of this unique adjustment is to ensure

that dependent and self-supporting students who have no family share beyond

their own contnbution from earninp continue to receive maximum Pell Graot

awards, as is the case at present. (Need and eligibility for aU other Title IV

funds currenly requires a minimum student conuibutior: from earnings.)

3S:J.
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In the proposed new methodolm, the Pau Eliglioility Number would

not be the result of a sepwate methodology, but rather, an adjit~it to the

methodolov performed specifically for Pell purposes.

The College Board believes that a merps of the two existing

methodologies is both feasible and appropriate. However, fizrther research

and analysis of a very high order will be required to ensure that it does not

produce unintended redistributionsl effects or other dislocations. The College

Board will gladly Mild ill such an effort

ideittn-BlreaM11=110.1111911

There are other factors beyond form and methx1ology that complicate

the delivery of aid unnecessarily, and whir!' cannot be remedied by

adjustm..nts to definitions, data elements, and formulas. A prime example is

'lc 9rrent requirement that an institution must wait until it has an applicant's

Student Aid Report (SAR) in hand to pay a Pell Grant, even if it already has

official results from a certified MDE processcx.

One of the College Board's legislative proposals, therefore, is to permit

an insOution to pay a Pell Grant on the basis of an official result whether

that result is delivered directly by a certified MDE processor, brought or

mailed in by the applicant, or transmitted by any other means that the

3S1
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Secretary might choose to designate. Such a change would substandally

amplify the data flow, and result in a more timely delivery of award

notifications and actual /Allan to students.

IdelitfiLitatiAcadtedaltunakba.iniQuidance

Insufficient information and guidance about the proms abo

complicates student aid delivery. 'Gaps in Parents' and Students' Knowledge

of School Costs and Federal Aid,' the GAO study conaninsionedlast summer

by Senator Edward M. Kennedy, reveals that many students and parents have

sketchy information at best about mither the reality of college costs or the

possibility of financial aid.

Information about the availability of aid does not necessarily motivate

students to pursue postsecondary education, but as the GAO report suggests,

it can be *part of a chain of influences leading to completion of additional

schooling.' For students at the lowest income levels, such Information is

critical, for surely they will not and cannot enroll without it. Student aid

dollant alone are not enough. More and &vier help is needed if we are to

increase the rate at which the most disadvantaged students enroll in, and

succeed at, higher education.

3
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Concern about more, better, and earlier information and gtddance

underlie several of the College Board's reauthorizationproiltosals, such as the

ovation of a new authority under the College Work-Study Program,

paralleling the anent Comnnmity Service Learning authority, that would

encourage institutions of higher education to unlize eligible college students

in early-outreach activities aimed at low-income junior high and NO xhool

students.

in recognition of the increasingly critical role of guidance counselors

in facilitating students' transitions from one educational setting and/or level

to another, the College Board also recommends the reauthorization for an

additional four years of the "Congreseonal Teacher Scholarship Programs,"

and an =pinion of eligibility to include individuals preparing for careers in

school-based counseling

A third recommendation calls for significantly increasing the

authorization levels for the TRIO programs so that they will be able to sem

more than the appratimately 20 percent of the eligible population now

covered

The College Board also endorses MR. 1524, the 'Student Counseling

and Assistance Network Act of 1991," introduced by Representative Tom

Sawyer, as well as two proposals advanced by the American Council on

3St;
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Education (ACE): one authorizing a new authority under the State Student

Incentive Grant (SSIG) Program to provide matching grants to states for

creating or expanding early intervention programs for at-risk studen3, and the

other authorizing the Secretary to make contracts for an early awnrenes.s

information program aimed at high school students and families.

Idea #7: Reaffirm MDE, the Key to Strap !kit/

The number Lad diversity of aid programs could mean and indeei,

as recently as 1975, did mean that applicants for aid from multiple sources

bad to comply with a wide range of forms requirements, application

procedures, and rules.

But for the last 15 years, there has been in place a mechanism that

permits integration and coordination of diverse rules and processes without

requiring applicants to complete many different forms Multiple Data Entry

(MDE).

Multiple Data Entry is the living embodiment of a simple principle that

emerged after long struggle from the National Task Force on Student Aid

Problems in the 1970s. In this principle lies the very essence of simple equity:

that a student should be able to submit one application and through it, be

considered for all types of aid from all sources.

3( ,
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There are many other reasons to support Multiple Data Etitry as well:

MBE respects and relnikoves the diversity of American
postmemlary education. Over 5 million students at more than 7,000

instimdons mann* receive help from mons than 10,000 program
public and prime, large and small, local, regional, and nationaL No

one application form or process could possibly serve the diverse needs

of so many students, Mstitudons, and sponsors of aid. MDE enables

diversity.

MDE promotes program quality and havgrity. By permitting

aki administrators to obtain the data and supporting services they

need, on the timetable they require. MDE helps them to be better

stewards sad more effective managers.

MDR cost-elllecthe. MDE lets the federal government (and

all aid sponsors, for that matter) take advantage of preexisting

application systems.

MDE improves the overall quality of !Wandal aid services.

Competition among processors improves the quality of service and

fosters hmovation.

We =de:stand that the Departmeet of Education recently proposed

to eliminate MDE, and, further, to strike from law the requirement that it

=salt with the financird aid community about the shape and content of

federal forms and services. The inevitable consequence of Federal

abandonment of MDE would be the wholesale proliferation of forms,

methodiklogies, deadlines, and rules.

3SS
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To invite such an outcome seems inconceivable. Why would we

voluntarily return to the chaos from which MDE rescued us? Why would we

Imowing ly resurrect the one problem we've already effectively resolved?

If forms, methodologies, and rules proliferate and they will, if the

Federal government walks away from the MDE partnetship then students

and families would suffer badly, not just because the system has become so

complicated, but because snore and more resources will be poured into

duplicative application mechanisms and eligibility determination apparatuses,

instead of into aid dollars.

That situation would be the antithesis of simplicity. Worse, it would

produce gross inequities. It is, after all, the pootor students who have the

greatest stake in maintaining easy access to multiple aid sources. For them,

the last _Aar is fully as important as the first.

Furthermore, it is ofter the poorest students who have the lowest

tolerance for protracted, overlapping application procedures who are most

lately to be frustrated or discouraged by multiple forms and iterative

Th

processes.

Congrem should reaffinn Multiple Data Entry, not dismantle it.

However else one defines a simple delivery system, surely it is one that

3
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permits * student to emnplete a singk need analysis form and be considered

for ail types and sources of aid.

Is more simple than that. And nothing that fails that test can

NO* be abnple.

.0122111111111

Distributhsg finite dollars ms the basis of relative financial need can be

a annplin undertaking. But even if there is complexity in the tough polity

decisions that undergird the programs, that does not mean there has to be

cosupleadty in either the application process or in the administration of the

program

By working together under the leadership of the Congress, all the

partners to the delivery system can and should simplify many aspects of

the system with which nude= tad their families have to interact. The

members of the CSS Assembly and the College Board stand ready to work

with the Congress in that effort.
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shaidides Egak79 and IntAgrit,7
An Agenda tar the Reauthorization

The College Beard
APE* 1991

APPENDI X

The College Board's Reouthorizatioa agenda was developed over thc course of many nionths m cousultatims with

its Board of Trustees, the Advisory Pawl to the Washington Offices the College SchohmthiP Service (CSS)
Council, the CSS COMICii Committee on Standards of Ability to Pay ((SAP), the Cathodal sid divisions of the

se Regional Assemblies of the Caw Board, and the Advisory Committee to the Office of Adak Learning

Sconces. These ideas were submitted to dee Hcone Postsecoodary Education Subcommittee and the Senate

Subcommittee on Educates+. Arta and Runitinitirn in Apra, 1991.

Simplify application ftwma, need analysis metbodoiogy, and delivery

Instributing finite subsidy dollars od the basis of relative fulancial circumnames ir a complex andertakurg Hut

the complexity should lie ia [Impurity that noiagirds the programs, oot in the application process or the practice

of student aid .4mi:duration. Simprifying aspects of the system with which moderns and families interact will

promote greater public understanding of, and confidence in, the process.

Integrate the Pen Groat and Port F (Le, Cmagiessional) methodologies nun a single methoduhro. The

maintenance of two separate niethodologim consplicates the assessment of aced and elierailility Families

find the dual methodologies confusing aid adminioraims find them burdensome; processors and

policernakers alike find them difficult to maintain, analyze, and update.

For PO porpoorn, squat the otatensue a the new, integrated methodokogy by subtracting the amount

of tbe rahrhanna student share freers madams from the reward family thorn. producing a 'Pa

Ehgthilay Nstruber."

Penult iniditutions to pay a Pea Gram nu the basis ot an official Pell Ellathltity Nmnber, whether the

remit is delivered directly by a ratified NIDE processor, by the applicant, or by such tuber IMAMS an

the Secretary might cheese to designuth This change win simplify the data flow and result in more

timely delivery of both sward notifications and dollars

UV man understandalge language thruaghorn Thie IV wherever possible, such as 'limif ). share

instead of 'family ConifthUiPatc (WhiCh earri act inaccurate connotation a *MB vatIlZgarY)

Eliminate complicating data deaseuts arid trournents that Wert tomparatively few applicants, such

as the special allowances for dislocated workers and displaced homemakers, medkat/dental ems-rises.

and ekmentary/seconilary school tuition.

Remove veterans` benefits tram the Part F need analyst, (amides and neat all such henelits
consistently as a resource available to the applicant

Mee greater reliance on the professional judgment of aid admiithtratura or address such special

circumstances as the foregoing.

Repeal the loom Contingent Loan Program The program has never garnered aide community or

public support, and funds required to fund it in future ran can he reallocated to better effect

3JL
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&recto line the delivery of aid to very km-income applkants

Their needs are Fe then resources am euntmely limited. and their interactions with the delivery system Qin

and should be simplified.

Repoli the compikated *Shade Nor& Ted: sad indeed permit adds Men to peed& only book
doom/opt& data en the application farm and dip ail income and and questions. Qualifying for the

bypass recipients of public aminarec who are the piano* of dependent film oe are themselves
independent Mem; &pendent Wens' perm= who do not file an MS Font MO and whine total taxable

income is tem than the IRS carted income credit limit

Autatuatimay accord alt Mess qualifying Ftw die application hypues *ern panda' share (if they ant
the purnts td4,ptudcot student') or a aro isholenea share 1W they ars aelt dapped/lig otudenli).

Dependent files., wham pments are pottlic anion= mei:pima meld alio be pcnuilied to skip student

income ond asset questions Part F would assume a minimum student sham from earnings,

Authorise the Seentary te antt Into agreensents with lastitutlima for Me purpooe id conducting
prlderts &signed so demoosinde or desternabse fesnibility aid "dm of attersurtive asedianispio for

assessiog need and elbility w4m-41 mousse I. compkted onanwas applicelk" farm Possible
innovations: alternative application% computer software, guided Mimic's, twit, estimates.

Increase assistance to the neediest by restoring the purchasing power of Pell Cnnits

Rising college costs and a decade of inflation wilbutn any increase in the Pell maximums hart reduced Pell Grant

Program's support for the neediest students and eroded the purchasing power of the grams.

Increase the usashinua award to PAM IS2,5(11 far living expernea and up to SIAM for tuition, linntcd

to n percent of tuition!. The effects of the proposal windd be to increase support for the neediest
students, provide mote realistic living-meow budgets and "seder tuition sensitivity, and recoup

inflationary koses in the Pell Grant's purchasing power over the WA decade. (Note: AO proposal is

bring eehnneed try the America, (onned on Eatiocarker (ACE ) cm behalf of 12 higher' ethicanon

aSSOCALMCVIS; the College &rend mit:ries ir on pnorcipk)

Simplify the definitkot of Independent student status

ThL Lurrcat definition o too complicated. Students cant unrkrnand it; an achninistrotors find if eight till to

adrn ni,tcr; the 16 questiont currently required to fulfill it make the form knoll intimidating.

Pmerre the current automatic mit** (but change the date on which age 24 isnot be cstahtuhrd

January I to July t to correspond with the awarding eyek).

Penult graduate and professional otudents to establish independence autumaikally without reference

to any other conditions? criteria.

Rhein** all conditional criteria.

Allow aid oiSrainistroutri to exercise their prolissinaill Judgment to closstly ns indepernirnt thou

students who do not meet any of the automatic criteria hut who are genuinely seitsupporting
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Provide far grunter sensitivity, equity, and rummy la need analysis

Sonar aspccu of the carman methodokagy violate principles of horizontal and/or woksl equity., ether* fail to
reflect current reatim about family attitudes and expencfature pattaus; still others are rapidly becoming °attires:I
in taw. We can do better.

Qm how alias it dirge dame imams. (The alethodologr would compute borne equity using caber the
reported home value minus the snongsge or the toad income times three minus the mortgage, whichever
is lower.) Such a trestment mould prod& some relief to fireflies wham home values in 'bourn markete
have fax outstripped their true imontes, while maintain* equity besween homeowners and renters

Increase Ow arintintam student abase bogs earaings frost S700/3903 to S900411(30 (for dependent
students) sod tram 51200 to Si500 (for self-supporting students), sad tic this and schsequent demations
to tbc federal madam wage. This provides an economic ratiocule fur deriving and updating minimum
comnbutiom (which are aow Bud in law).

&name Oa Standard Maintennues Anconsoce (WA) the Income Protectiou Allowance (IPA) '' end
PAR WI ihr heala al menu derhed from the asurnalty curodsected Coasomer Expenditure

Surrey ((-FS), rather than from the historical BLS brniget standards inflated mutually los changes in the
CPI

Comte on Edneathmel Savings Protective Allowance (ESPA), to eliminete Mc perceived disincentives
to saving in Pan F need analysis by ensuring that a dependent modem's expected family share is not
disproportionately increased beeause tbc parrots have chosen to save fur college.

Exclude parents from Um mmalmr4s-coargs adjusnuest. Nu permit fmancial aid rdenimstrators to
exercise professional judgment by accounting for their unreimbursed direct educational capenses as an
allowance again* income., provided that the parents are enrolled in degree or certificate programs. This
is a more progressive treatment of families in varying ceerninnic circumstances whose patents are
enrolled in postsecondary education thee current prance.

Modify Part F need analysis In neat all andependern studieuts without children lir a similar manner,
except that the assessment rale on income be set at a llar 70 percent (in order to correspond to the
treatment proposed in NASFAA's Flan for Reform).

Provide fee the woosl updating of the arid co...crane rats =Mrs is Pan V by ma-easing values to
reflect incremes in the Bureau of Lehor Statistics (BLS) Consumer Expenditure Survey, (The asNct
coovcraion trader have not been updated since prior to the last reauthoriration, and arc currently fixed
in law.)

Establish a combanism turd a tinniadde far structuring arinual raritw and updating of Part Y formulas
and narks. The goal is to ensure ilia coatining viialny of the methodology Tie Secretary will he
direiud to solicit advice from the educational commimity mid the puttlic, MI present proposals to the
Congress for consideration between reauthoriemions

(5
f,
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Re krone and mould program quality and Integrity.

Access. remains the tombstone of the Higher Education Act, but as Feb& of stnik-ms, we must ask: 'Access to

what?'

Antbartes the Smothery to establish objeettese peribmanee ansettarda fin the administration of rah!

IV ormernom in conestkatina with appropriate institution' sod Rgeocies. Fcorhk ale far sYstenottk

prospers mimes aad both automatic end as-site recertification reviews. Require timely notification of

the Secretary by acermfiting smacks of /di= taken with respect to paniestar msthimos. (Nom The

College Board extdovxm pazciplit Otis pommel Inam ACE)

Authorise the Secretary tst deseiop a pregrale nwidatsey swi ander obkh butitutione that meet

de ettmed objective performance standards are alga* to apply for eamption from portions of Federal
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Chairman FORD. Thank you very much. A very good panel. Let
me ask, there is a basic diWm= here. On the one hand, virtually
everybody says that we ought to have a single form, a single docu-
ment, a single universal way to do it.

On the other hand, everybody is saying that it otwht to be
simple. The reason that presents us with a dilemma is Owt if you
are going to incorporate more and more information into a single
document in order to cover the whole spectrum of potential student
aid. I don't understand how you make that simple. What do you

is the answer to that dilemma? Dr. Koplik?
KOPLIR. If I might suggest, Mr. Chairman, I think it is possi-

ble to incorporate the questions that are eseential to a single form,
but design the form in such a way that there are exit points on
that form for people to leave the form after filling out some funda-
mental information, we could indicate to them that they need go
no further.

For example, if they have demonstrated to us that they are an
AFDC recipient, there may be 10, 15 more questions for other
people, but if they determine that degree of eligibility, maybe they
need go no further.

Chairman Foiw. Well, you say that, but I also heard from this
pmel that you want to make sure, particularly with low income
students and first generation students, that they don't miss some-
thing, and Ms. Manley put emphasis on that with the job of the
counselor.

Now, what if, in fact, there is a scholarship fund established by
some corporation or somebody else at an institution that a student
is weking entry to that is for AFDC children. Why would you exit
the form before you go to that place?

Mr. KOPLIN. I thia it would be quite easy for a financial aid ad-
ministrator on a campus to abrogate all those AFDC recipients and
then make some separate determinations with regard to the
campus base.

Chairman Foam What have you just done to simplicity with that
methodology?

Mr. KOPLIR. Mr. Chairman, I think that that
Chairman Foal). You have added a new factor thich I placed in

front of you. I hear that a lot of people are paying fees to the data
processors for just this very kind of service, to make sure that they
obtain the data for everything within that State and in the ambit
of that institution, might be within the realm of possibility for the
student. It is kind of a serving process.

Now, is there any difference, for example, in the kinds of forms
that are being asked for in addition to the Title W forms at private
or public institutions? Has anybody looked at that?

Ms. DONG. !fir. Chairman, if I could answer that. There are the
six applications that you can use for Federal fmancial aid and five
of them allow you to apply for non-Federal aid as well.

I think I understand that we want to make student eligible for
all the types of aid, but then aren't we asking for more mforma-
don? There is a big difference between a form that has 118 ques-
tions and the College Board's FAF form which has 79 questions.

I mean there are no perfect solutions, but certainly we can reex-
amine how much data we need on these forms and still make stu-
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dents eligible for the whole range of aid. I think it is possible, be-
cause some of these forms are clearly more simple than others.

Chairman FORD. Let's go back to the original suggestions, that
there ought to be a requirement that if there is a State program,
an institutional program, a private program outside the institution
providing the money, whatever the source, that we ought to tell
them that all the information that is needed to find out whether
the student is eligible should be on our form.

That means we have to have the power to tell those people what
the criteria for distributing their money will be, and then have the
power to order them to use our form.

I don't think we have either of these powers in reauthorization. I
think we can only direct what will be on the application for the
Title IV programs. I don't think we have any authority to tell any
college or university, public or private, what information they
going to get to pass out scholarships, grants or loans on their
campus that are not federally funded.

I don't think we have the power to tell any State what informa-
tion they will acquire to pass out their money for grants or loans
or scholarship that are not Federal. That is part of the dilemma.
First raised was the question of how far we can go in telling other
people what kind of information they should have for passing out
their money.

Second, when you get right down to the Federal money, you still
have a dilemma. You say you want an all-inclusive system. Now,
Mr. Phillips, you talked about a single methodol. . What I took
from that is you are talking about a single meth* ology to deter-
mine family contribution, which should be the same whether you
are seeking Pell money or loan money.

Up to that point, it makes some sense. But how do you get the
balance of the information for the difference in the distribution for-
mula in Pell from the less than complicated requirements for a
guaranteed student loan?

Mr. PHILLIPS. Well, I think part of the answer is that for a large
number of filers, no matter what you collect, the answer is going to
be zero. And I think there is coalescing throughout the Nation now
in State agencies in NASF kA and the College Board, a realization
that you simply don't haw to collect any information other than
that which is required to determine that someone is an AFDC re-
cipient, someone is, in fact, low income.

And I think for that group, additional information is irrelevant,
unnecessary, and it is in fact a barrier for underrepresented stu-
dents.

So I think for a large number of applicants, as we have outlined,
a very simple form. And as Mr. Koplik said, a bypass for once you
hit that, you provide no additional information is the solution.

For other students
Chairman Form. Which program are you describing that provides

that a student is automatically eligible for just showing up at an
institution and saying I am on AFDC? Which program are you
talkintg about?

Mr. PHILLIPS. At the moment, there is none. What we are propos-
ing is for reauthorization is that for Federal programs, and at pre-
sumably most institutional programs-
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Chairman FORD. Being on AFDC as an incoze factor is a charac-
teristic that would make you eligible with other characteristics.
But there is no program for people in any particular group, is
there?

Mr. Priums. There is not currently, and we are prnposing that
that change.

Chairman FORD. What you have been describing to me is a sim-
plified system that would do that, right?

Mr. Pur Lues. Yes, sir.
Chairman Form. So Congress will have to make a clear determi-

nation without regard to any of the characterir tics that go into de-
termination of eligibility. Simply the income of the person at the
moment they arrive at the campus will either trigger acceptance or
bar them without regard to any mitigating circumstances.

That simplification, I am afraid, flies in the face of a good many
years of your associations, as a matter of fact, working on how we
make these programs equitable. The changes that were made in
1986 that Mr. Koplik, I believe, referred to is not being implement-
ed yet by the Department came primarily from NASFAA.

We were going to send a letter over to the Department asking
them to justify every single item on this form with statutory lan-
guage, tell them whether we ask for them to ask this kind of a
question.

I suspect that they won't be able to justify it at all, and I also
suspect that they are going to be stalling around at the end of the
year telling us that they haven't got time to do it. In addition to
that, we are going to ask them fiat out to give us a report on what
nrogress they have made to implement the 1986 law.

It is, as you say, unconscionable that we have as a committee sat
here and let them get away with it for that long. No matter how
complicated the job might be, we should at least have in the file a
letter saying we are still working on this, but we are having trou-
ble with it.

We don't have any such communication from them, and I am
sure that Mr. Coleman will join me in asking them to justify. But if
you have suggestions about how you might marry into a single,
simplified form, all the various sources of student aid, we will be
more than happy to consider them.

And I hope while you are doing that, you will consider that a
good many of the requirements that are involved here, the hurdles
that are set up for students to jump over were not driven by educa-
tion policy, they are driven by tnidgetary considerations.

From time to time, there have beer suggestions from the Admin-
istration and sometimes from the (..;ongress that if you put up an-
other hurdle, you keep that many more peopie from getting over it,
you save some money.

And a lot of the changes that have been made in the student aid
program have not been in reauthorization bills, they have been in
budget bills, and that will probably continue. I will finish with this.

Ms. Manley, I have a suburban Congressional District and every
time I talk to a counselor, I am told that they may haveat the
high school level, that they may have as high as 1000 students
theoretically assigned to them.
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And when I ask the question, how much time do you find to
sw.nd with each student, either individually or in a group to talk
aut the availability of Federal student aid, the answer frequently
is, "I spend all of my time talking to kids who have drug problems
and are sent to me by the administrators, kids who have attend-
ance problems and are sent to me by the administrators."

In other words, the counselors in my suburlxin Detroit area are
not truant officers or probation officers, but they are spending
most of their time talking to kids about disciplinary deficiencies of
one kind or another, and not about their aspirations for education.

Is that an uncommon sort of thing? Is it just my area that is fall-
ing its fanny or are we doing this all over the country?

MANLEY. it is not just your area. It is occurring in the major
cities across the country, but we are working hard to change that
situation. We do have truant officers in my city and we try to free
the counselors from having to do that kind of thing.

Our association is working very hard to train counselors and to
work with administrators and superintendents to help them under-
stand that the counselor is key to the success and the overall edu-
cation of all students in that building, and they must be free to
counsel young people on the correct curriculum, on the opportuni-
ties in higher education, and the necessity for that.

We are working also to reduce the counselor ratio. The ideal
would be one to 100, but if we can get a 300 to one ratio in this
country, we will be able to better serve all of our students and that
is a goal that we must achieve.

Chairman FORD. Mr. Coleman held a hearing in Kansas City a
couple of weeks ago, and one of the witnesses he provided on the
panel was a young black man who I think was about a senior in
college, who testified at that point in his career he had received 16,
and I remember the number, $16,181 in aid.

But he didn't go anywhere near a college for several years after
he got out of high school, because he grew up believing that the
only v. ay that young black males ever went to college was to play
basketball or football, and nobody ever told him there was another
way for a young black man to go to college, that there was another
way to get help.

It was after he worked for a few years and found out how misera-
ble it was with the kind of jobs he held that he then found out on
the street, by talking to other people, that he ought to go over to
the college and talk to them.

And by the time he appeared before us, he had completed, I be-
lieve, 3 years of college successfully, and no question, when we lis-
tened to that young man, that he knows where he is going and
what he wants to do. That was the most damning evidence that I
have heard of the fact that we are letting young people slip
through the system with no clue. They don't have a sibling who
went to college, they don't have a parent who went to college, they
don't have anybody telling them that college is an option. What
they have got on the street is people telling them why they can't
get help.

Ms. MANLEY. That is why we also must go into the communitim
and work with the churches and the community agencies to say
the same message, that college is available to you, that you can
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attend, you must attend, and this is how you will achieve that suc-
cess, by taking the right courses, upon graduation, here is all the
opportunity available to you.

Chairman FORD. WOUIC1 your group be willing to give Mr. Cole-
man and I and the rest of the committee your suggestions on how
we could, if we had them, the direct resources through the second-
ary schools in a way that would get some academic counseling, or
even student aid counseling, moving out there? Some delivery
system that you might have m mind that would work that the local
politicians couldn't mess up?

Ms. MANLEY. Yes. We are hopeful Vaatfirst of all, if we did
have a national data base that will be accessible to everyone in this
country, would be a first step. Secondly, if wewe do have some
early entry strategies and programs that we have tried across the
country, and we are beginning to train individuals to go out into
the rural and urban areas to get the message out.

Our feeling is we have to go and meet the public in their commu-
nities. We have ta do more to help them understand it is available
to them. If we had money for advertisements in television, you
made the reference to the young man who felt the only way he
could go to college was through athletics. He has seen that on TV.
He sees the athletes. That is a very impressionable media that our
young people watch.

I am always upset when I see some ads that are negative and
students buy into that. We need to put more positive advertise-
ments out there to let young people know that succese is theirs, col-
lege opportunity is theirs, and here is how you go about getting it.

e sooner we do it, the better. If we start in niiddle schools and
high schools, they will be ready for it. We are doing a lot to imple-
merit that now, and we are working with young people, and we are
finding that 6th, 7th and 8th graders are receptave. They are then
encouraged to go to college fairs to find out information to plan
their college education appropriately.

Together, we can achieve a lot. Together, we can get the message
out and educate America. We must do this.

Chairman Foxe*. Mr. Coleman?
Mr. COLEMAN. Mr. Chairman, I have just a brief statement at

this point, and I apologize for not being here earlier, but I have
other responsibilities on other committees, and that is the way our
lives are work around there.

But I am going to review your testimony, because I find this to
be a critical part of this promss. It is broken and needs to be fixed.
The application form is worse than an IRS form, probably, for most
people. I think two-thirds of the American people go to a tax pre-
parer to do their taxes because they feel overwhelmed. It is a com-
plicated and complex task.

And pretty soon, we are going to have an H & R Block type orga-
nization, if there isn't one already, set up to fill out financial aid
forms. And I think that, again, is creating barriers between fami-
lies and access. We will hold hearings on the access issue.

We don't want to get too much into that now, but I think it re-
lates. I sat through this with my first youngster, who went to col-
lege, not in the hope that I was going to get any financial aid, but I
wanted to see how it was done. They had a special night at the
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high school wheee the parents were invited in, and someone from
the school district, I believe, came and walked through this whole
thing on an overhead screen.

And I am sure, that half the people who should have been there
weren't there. And others who looked to me to be the people who
probably already knew the system, were there, because they were
aware of it, plugged into it. But the people who probably really
needed it weren't there, for one reason or another. But I join the
Chairman in his quest to find every line that is needed, and which
are not needed. It just makes you go crav to sit down with these
forms Many people are just going W be turned off.

And we don't need to create a new industry for businesses like H
& R Block, regardless of how much I like Henry Block, who is a
friend of mine, in Kansas City, who would do this voluntarily. I
can't wait to find out what we have coming back from the Depart-
ment as far as a rationale for every one of these things.

And the young man that Chairman Ford talked about also
agreed with you, Ms. Manley, that you do better by contacting
them in the middle schools. He said he would have been a better
receiver of this information in the middle schools and not around
the time he dropped out of high school.

So I think that is something we need to look at as well. But I
thank all of you. And if there is any way to simplify this thing, we
have got to figure it out and do it. I appreciate all of you being
here.

Chairman Foam Mr. Sawyer?
Did you want to respond to
Ms. HART. Yes, if I might. I will be glad to share with the com-

mittee from the State of Indiana a project that was very successful
this year that did what Ms. Manley suggested, and reached out to
communities.

I think that part of the answer to both of these issues is making
surethat is, both the issue of acmss and ensuring that States like
mine, and private sources, as well as institutions themselves, have
a really credible form for low-income families. We at NASFAA be-

- lieve that we have advanced such a form that should make it possi-
ble, without mandating those institutional and State resources to
use a Federal vehicle, which I agree is probably implausible.

But if the form makes sense to those providers, I think they will
gravitate to it, will welcome having that simpler approach, leaving
a more complicated approach for those who chwl with higher-
income families who shouldn't be burdened with this whole proc-
ess, that should be something separate, and we believe that can be
achieved.

Ms. Hwy& Mr. Chairman, can I respond?
Chairman Fon,. Yes.
Ms. FIngss. I would like to say that it is not only young black

males, that it is also women, too, that don't know and that are
being turned away, and I would like to say that if I knew about the
1-800 toll-free number, that would have been really helpful.

I didn't know anything about college, period, when I was in high
school even.

Chairman FORD. Is the 1-800 number working now?
Ms. Hiram Yes, it is. 1-800-4-FEDAID.
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Chairman FORD. I thought we turned that off during the last Ad-
ministration to save money, and that is how you save money. Don't
tell the kids the money is out there, and they won't come and get
it., and you can save money in the budget.

Mr. Sawyer?
Mr. SAWYER. Mr. Chairman, I thank you for calling on me. I just

would like to take a moment to associate myself with your remarks
and with those of Mr. Coleman. And to thank you for structuring
this hearing. My sense is that if we did nothing else but accomplish
the kinds of things that we are talking about here today, we would
have done an enormous amount to improve access all across this
country to postsecondary education.

The dilemmas are difficult, but they are not unsolvable, and they
will make a big difference. I particularly wanted to thank Ms.
Manley for your comments about the importance of encouraging at
an early age. I mean, I think there is no better enhancement to the
dropout prevention program that I can think of than to give kids
hope where they can access better education than they otherwise
would.

I think some of the myths that exist exist not only among those
among those who are most in need, but those who perceive them-
selves to be most burdened by the gap between assistance and
means, and that there is a whole range of people who need to be
encouraged and to understand what is sigifficant out there.

Finally, just let me thank Mr. Phillips for your kind comments
about the legislation that a number of us are working toward to
achieve the kinds of goals, operationally, if we can put in place the
kincls of procedural reforms that you are talking about today.

Aild with that, thank you, Mr. Chairman, I yield back the bal-
ance of my time.

Chairman Foan. Mr. Andrews?
Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the com-

ments of all the panelists this morning, and certainly the things I
have heard reflect what I hear in my District in New Jersey.

Very frequently, I hear parents talk about the fact that, and stu-
dents talk about the fact that they don't follow through on the ap-_ plication process because they don't understand it.

And a lot of people who could be going to school are not going to
school because they have excluded themselves from the process by
virtue of not properly applying. I also hear from counselors all the
time that they are not given enough freedom and flexibility when
they are in the process, and they are not given enough time to get
into the process because they are distracted by so many other
things.

And I certainly think that simplification of the process would ad-
dress each of those two concerns. My question for anyone whirtwo
questions for anyone who cares to respond. The first is, is there in
fact a consensus that some kind of by-pass proceeding on the form
that would help certain groups or individuals by-pass the more
complicated asset analysis, is there a consensus that that makes
sense?

And secondly, if so, what should the criteria be for establishing
that kind of by-pass? I think the chairman pointed out that if you
go to what appears to be a simple, bright-line litmus test as to who
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gets by-passed and who doesn't, there might be a lot of factors that
unfairly exclude people.

You know, if someone's income in unnaturally high at a given
point when they enter college, it might exclude them from the by-
pass, when in fact they should be eligible for it.

What should the criteria be for by-pass if, in fact, we should have
one?

Mr. KOPLIR. If I can respond quickly, just using a coup] f illus-
trations from our own research, speaking on behalf of the Advisory
Committee, two examples. Let's talk first about the simple needs
test. If we were to extend the simple needs test cap to $20,000, we
believe we would be able to affect an additional 250,000 students.

That is fairly significant. If you want to get a little bit more dra-
matic and extend the sim .le needs test cap to 30,000, u would
affect an additional 600,111 students. If you take the .11 and the
250,000, add it to the existing group, you would have about 3.1 mil-
lion students who would have rapid movement through a form.

I think that would make a significant difference. A second exam-
ple_

Mr. ANDREWS. If I can interrupt? Do you know what percentage
of applicants who fall below the $30,000 income are ineligible for
Title IV prwrams under present law?

Mr. KOPLIR. No, I don't have a good answer for you today.
Mr. ANDREWS. The reason I ask the question is opponents of your

idea are going to say, well, too many people are going to slip
through the cracks who are undeserving of aid, and it is going to
cost us too much money.

If we are going to be supportive of that idea, we need to know
what the answer is.

Mr. KOPLIII. We can provide that information to the committee.
My other illustration would be on a theme thbt believe you heard
consensus on today, AFDC recipients. If you were towe looked at
the Pell Grant data base, and if you were to provide rapid exit for
AFDC recipients, we think you would affect about 230,000 students
in the existing pool of students, and not make them go through an-
swering overly-complex, burdensome questions that are really irrel-
evant.

Mr. ANDREWS. Yes?
MS. HART. I would agree that there is real consensus. I have

heard myself that AFDC recipients should be fully by-passed and
fully eligible. We find that even asking those recipients to talk
about their monthly income and so forth is simply irrelevant, and
so we don't have to ask them any questions at all about their
income, which is a real plus.

Dr. Koplik talked about the number of people in the current pool
who would benefit from that kind of by-pass. I would also submit to
you that a large number of those students never get into the pod

A today, and so, I think we would see not only that population
served, but I believe a significant increase in our lowest-income stu-

- dents by ease of the process into that system.
Chairman FORD. Will the gentleman yield?

1 Mr. ANDREWS. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman FORD. I am not nearly as cynical as I expect to be

before I finish my career here, but you tell me how long a program
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will last once it is on the street, that this is a program that AFDC
recipients automatically qualify for.

Every Governor out there that got elected the last time is talking
about welfare reform, taking people off of public assistance. You
turn this into a program that is perceived as an extension of
AFDC, and it is dead.

And remember in 6 years that I told you that. You can't stay
alive in America today with that kind of altruism. It just won't
float. And )rou would put a label on this program that we have so
far avoid:M. We have talked about concentrating our help on the
people who needed it most.

We have never, ever had a newspaper article that said we had
another add-on benefit for being welfare-qualified, and if you did
that in my District, you wouldn't get the program. I want you to
keep that in mind.

Mr. Andrews?
Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Phillips?
Mr. PHILLIPS. I think there is reasonable consensus on this, and

we have a slightly different approach at the Caege Board than the
Advisory Committee in that we think in part the simplified needs
test isn't working because it is not that simple.

People are having a difficult time determining if they qualify,
and even asking a few questions on the simplified need test on a
certain group of students and families who already clearly, in our
mind, are not going toor are going to be providing zero income
toward their education, is irrelevant.

And we feel that, I think our proposal is for the broadest group
to be by-passed and that is, that anyone whose income is below the
earned income credit, whether they don't file a tax return, whether
they file a 1040-EZ or file a 1040-A, and that is a broader group
than AFDC recipients.

But we also feel that at least in today's climate, the AFDC recipi-
ents have proved already, they have gone through hoops and they
have proved that they don't have any ability to contribute toward
their education, and there is no need to prove it again by providing
additional information.

MS. DONG. If I may just make a brief comment, Mr. Chairman,
new Mr. Chairman. USSA also believes that we are so glad that
there is a recognition of that, but if AFDC recipients and other
families or students who have already proven their need because
they receive these types of benefits know ahead of time that there
is an expectation that when they do decide to start to go to college,
that there is going to be a recognition of their economic need and
thus, they will be eligible for substantial financial assistance for
college, that adds into what this Congress and what we were asking
for, which is to build in some expectation of the possibility and re-
ality of college, and it would have been really helpful, I know, in
Annette's case, if her family knew there was this very strong possi-
bility that financial assistance would have been available because
they had proven their need already.

Mr. ANDREWS. If I could just quickly respond, and I know it is
not your intention, but critics of what you are trying to do are
going to say something like this: No, you are not going to build a
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more hopeful expectation of going to college, you are going to build
a greater disincentive to work.

/slow, I don't necessarily subscribe to that, but that is what
people are going to say, that what you have done here is given yet
another reason for people to stay in the welfare cycle and not move
out of it, and that is going to erode the kind of political support
that the kind of program like this has to have in order to succeed,
and let me just phrase a question of that, which I am interested in
the $20,000, $30,000 idea.

Is there some oiher kind of measure of automatic or broader
scale economic status that would be more inclusive of people, be
more inclusive of working families that would say this is good for
you, too? Because you are not to have the kind of political coalition
to succeed.

Ms. MANLEY. I would envision that you could incorporate all of it
in one form, and you have levels of commitment. You have a level
of commitment for the AFDC families, a level of commitment for
the 20,000, for the 30,000 families, because we know they always
need financial assistance.

If you have level of access points, you can aorve. You don't want
to label you are in AFDC, you don't have to apply. We do some-
thing else when we do that. We have to make sure we are inclu-
sive. They know they have to go through the process.

Once they are in the process, maybe we can do something for
them different next year.

Mr. ANDREWS. I appreciate that. The perception we are up
against, which is technically irrelevant to what we are talking
about, but politically, it is extremely relevant. In my District, there
is a perception two kinds of people can go to college today, the col-
lege of their choice.

The first are the people that are very wealthy or extraordinarily
talented at something, athletics usually being the case, extraordi-
narily talented. The other are the very, very poor, and the perce?-
tion out there among the people in the middle is that there isn t
much left at all in terms of financial aid.

If you advocate this kind of technical change, you are exacerbat-
ing that political problem.

I yield back to you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SAWYER. [presiding] Mrs. Mink?
Mrs. MINK. Thank you very much.
I want to support the common thread of the testimony that has

been presented here today, recognizing the difficulties the chair-
man and others have pointed out. I still think basically the objec-
tive of this committee and this Congress in reviewing the higher
education reauthorization problems is to avoid the problem of
access and the problem of presenting the studen* financial aid
package in a way that will attract more students and give them a
feeling of being able to overcome the mountain of hurdles that are
put forth with all of these forms.

I had no idea until this morning's hearings the enormous pack-
age that you presented here and the number of questions that have
to be answered for any one of these different categories.

Having most of us experience what we have to do when we file
income taxes, we go to the tax office and we find trays of different
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forms that you have to hand-select for your unique category. Has
there been any thought by any of your organizations to going at
this problem from this direction, and that is having a basic form
for everybody to file, and then having specialized forms for differ-
ent categories, loans or whatever, people with different financial
situations because of excessive health bills in the family or what-
ever?

For independent categories, you could have a number of supple-
ments. Not talking about the removal of people from the system, as
you have discussed, but developing a basic document which is ap-
plicable in common terms for everybody, where the basic informa-
tion is the same, and I am sure everybody can agree on what that
basic information is.

Not to have people eliminated in the system where you fall out,
but where everybody falls into a common thing and then have sup-
plemental forms for this or that, or whatever, which can be added
on, which the person can select out and add to the forms, depend-
ing what they are qualified for.

Have you thought about that and excluded that as an option?
And if you have thougbt about it and excluded it, may I know from
any of AoAnTuhere that that methodology won't work?

Ms. . You might correctly view our recommendation as that
beginning entry point and that single document that would be used
to complete basic Federal eligibility, it is targeted to low.ipcome
families.

We believe a second document might be created within consensus
of the financial aid community and non-Federal providers to aid to
collect those more complicated questions.

As I view personallyand I believe the members of NASfAA
have our difficulty, if you take your tax analogy toda,v we try to
take all of those supplements into a single docirtzat. That is why
the forms that you have looked at look so complicated.

We believe we simply stretch the process across too wide an
income, and the time is now to create two vehicles: One targeted at
low-income families, ireisive of, not limited to AFDC, and some
second community consensus document that could have the same
vehicle to apply for other non-Federal forms of aid.

We have looked at that, and that, in fact, correctly characterizes
our recommendation.

Mr. COLBERT. In response to the question about developing new
types of forms for specific individuals, I see two things might be a
good possibility if it is handled correctly, because I believe that
simplifying financial aid or making new forms or coming up with
new forms, one thing is held constant, you can't be everything to
everybody.

I believe that. As a result, I would say you have to walk very gin-
gerly or develop very gingerly these typcs of forms. I also believe in
what I recommended earlier. If you want to come up with a form,
simplified form and new types of forms, the key to it is test these
forms to see if it will fit the majority of people that you are sup-
posed to serve, or the greater majority of people that would benefit.

I believe with that, you could get very concrete information as to
whether this is doing what it is supposed to do, what it is intended
to do. In turn, I think we could simplify what we are trying to do,
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what we are wanting to do, simplify the form and not create an-
other bureaulMANty1.1crKs. would like to add, I am reflecting now on my
years in counseling, and I can remember when I first started, it
was not quite as cumbersome as it is now, and many of the institu-
tions would send a separate form to those students who they felt
were really coming to their institution to ask for specific informa-
tion that they required, and they then could put the two together
and work with that family.

It looks like we might be going back to some of that. Some of
them still do that, but very few have that additional form now.
Years ago, that was in place.

Mr. Pinuies. One of the dilemmas of what you are suggesting
was answered in part by Mr. Coleman's comment, most of the
people that should have been there weren't there, and Ms. Man-
ley's comments, we are not reaching an awful lot of people who are
most disadvantaged.

I am concerned a plethora of funds would be another disincen-
tive. I believe a better solution is what we propose for the most dis-
advantaged in our society. We propose a very, very different part of
a larger form. That being, you tell us what your circumstances are.
One of our proposals is that the working poor are those who are at
the threshold or below of the earned income credit be excluded
also, not just AFDC recipients, but those earning money, but a low
level also be excluded.

Mrs. MINK. I have one final question, and that has to do with
attention which is now being brought to this committee that the
nature of the student enrollment on the campuses has changed a
great deal, so you have a large number of part-time students, and
what we refer to as the non-traditional before have become the tra-
ditional students.

This then changes the character of the campus, because it draws
them to night and evening classes. I want to ask those in the coun-
seling field today what extra services are the institutions providing
in the way of counseling so these students who work all day but
who need some financial assistance counseling may find it on the
campuses when they arrive in the evening hours?

Ms. MANLEY. There are a number of support programs on most
college campuses, and we are finding that the institution is aware
of the needs of this different population. Some schools in our area
have even implemented some day care centers because many of
these are single parents, and theriaarldso need child care.

They are working very, very to help them understand the
process. We are doing a lot in our area to collaborate with the uni-
versities, because I am finding I now have to work with parents as
well as the graduating senior to help that parent get additional
skills because the father is unemployed or the mother is out of
work, and I need to go back to work, so 1, too, can become employ-
able again.

There is a lot of collaboration coming together out there. The
recognition is we must provide additional services. We need more
staff on the campuses so those families and those students have the
information, the offices have to remain open longer hours because
those students are now on campus during the day.
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There is a need there. Some institutions are looking at it and
have made changes on their campuses.

Mr. SAWYER. MS. Dong?
Ms. DONG. With 34 percent of undergraduates being 25 or older,

a larp number being non-traditional, we see the need to recognize
the change in demographics. We hear constantly how students who
attend school, night school, because they work full-time, come to
the offices and they are closed. We thinkwe would like to work
with the Congresswoman, that is why we submitted legislative lan-
guage saying they should be required to supply nighttime counsel-
mg assistance.

We are excited about the nighttimeif those ideas become part
of the authorization, it would not only help intervention, it would
help high school counselors who are crucial. The computer data
base, with all types of aid, would be a wide net, it would not just
help those who are young. It would help those students, those adult
workers who need to be retrained.

It would help the student who didn't finish high school, but
wants to go back. If we have a publicity campaign that says you
can be all you can be by completing college, we want to encourage
this cbmmittee to look at it in a complete manner.

Mr. SAWYER. MS. Hart?
Ms. HART. Mrs. Mink, I know every campus which I am familiar

would dearly love to increase its access to say campuses are aware
of part-time students. The older student--in our State they are
called new majority, is very evident.

I think you all will hav2, an opportunity as you look at reauthor-
ization of the Higher Education Act to help us with administrative
simplification in some of the financial aid delivery system process-
es. We believe NASFAA presented those proposals to you.

With streamlining of the system, I can assure you time freed up
from administrative detail would be used to address the growing
need of those you described, as well as trying to reach younger stu-
dents.

Both of those are tearing at the campus now. I believe unleash-
ing some of the power by some administrative simplification in the
authorization process is absolutely key to that first step, to allow-
ing us to do those efforts.

Mrs. MINE. Thank you very much.
Mr. SAWYF.R. Mr. Gunderson?
Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I am going to

follow upperhaps by the time this reauthorization process is
done, people are going to think it is the Mink-Gunderson non-tradi-
tional show. But everybody is advocating simplification in the fi-
nancial aid form.

My question to you is, can you accurately, today, determine the
true ability of a non-traditional student to pay, or the true finan-
cial need for the non-tradiLional student in this application? I get
worried if in honesty we are going to better target our money to
those who are ney, full, traditional and non-traditional, part-
time, if we are going to get help to this group up here, we may
have to get more complex.

Any comments on that? What is your experience on this form of
the non-traditional student?

4 "
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Ms. HAwr. I will try to respondA think with the existing form
that, in my opinionI will make it a personal oneit does an ade-
quate job of describing the resources available to that student.
Where I feel less confident is on the other side of the equation, and
that is understanding individual expenses.

We can tell very directly what students pay for tuition and fees.
We have a rod sense of what they pay for books. I think an un-
solved question that we at NASFAA are trying to resolve is better
understanding the budgetary needs of those students and their own
dependents.

d care, that was mentioned earlier, plays a very direct role
in the issue, both of the adequacy of the process and of access for
those students. And so, in my opinion, this jobthis does an ade-
quate job of measuring the resources, and we need to continue
work on understanding more about what their real expenses are.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Let me follow that up. If you look in here, in
terms of the value of a home, owning a condo in Washington, DC
or Northern Virginia, is going to be significantly overvalued on
this form compared to owning the same condo in rural Wisconsin.

Now, how do we in that process fairly determine financial need

for those two single-parent heads of household mothers going back

to school?
MS. HART. Let me make a semantic distinction, and I hope it is

one you will at least understand why I value it, and that is, I think
there is a way to be equitable about it. I am not sure it is ultimate-
ly fair to each of those individuals, but in terms of equity, we ad-
vanced a proposal from the financial aid administrators to cap
home mortgage value at three times the person's income, to set
some relationship to try to deal in a more equitable fashion with
the kind of dissimilarities that you describe.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Cap the mortgage value at three times the per-
son's income. Lord, that disqualified them all.

Ms. HART. That sets their home value. From that, you would sub-
tract any unpaid mortgage and so forth. I am sorry, I meant value.

Mr. GrUNDERSON. SD, if you are going to school full-time as a
single parent, head of household, you have been through a divorce,

your husband has left you, are working part-time, and you have
$4,000 annual income, are you telling me you can't have a mort-

gage value over 12 grand?
Ms. HART. No, I am saying in the system we would cap it at four

times the income. It is not what you would find in a commercial
real estate market. It is the way within the structure of distribut-
ing these funds, we try to achieve some kind of equity.

Mr. PHILLIPS. If I could add onto that, we also are advancing the
same proposal. In your example, we would cap the value of the
house at $12,000, even thought it might be worth $150,000. There-

fore, that student you illustrated would be treated far, far better in
the system than they currently are, because currently, the value
would be 150.

If the student's income was $4,000, it would be $12,000. One other
thing, if I could, on your question. The institution at which I work

has a large number of non-traditional students. The average age of
our student body is 30. Many, many single parents; many, many
people who are much older than the traditional population.
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My experience is that group doesn't have as much difficulty ne-
gotiating the forms than 18- -olds, whose parents aren't helping
them. But they do have difficulty if we don't provide services such
as evening hours.

And as Ms. Hart said, there is difficulty with budget-setting. I
haven't found that group to be as disadvantaged by the form as
younger individuals.

Mr. GUNDERSON. It is the
this mean when you look at t e Administration's proposal when
they are trying to eliminate much of the campus-based discretion-
ary aid, and target this into more direct? Either you qualify and
get it, or you don't? Isn't that going to create a more difficult prob-
lem in dealing with the non-traditionals?

Ms. HARE I believe that kind of elimination would create a lot of
inflexibility in the system and be particularly disadvantageous to
our current new majority students.

Mr. auxnEasoist. Okay.
Go ahead.
Mr. KOPLIK. I would come back to the suggestion regarding

taking a careful look at extending the simple needs test cap to ad-
dress the circumstances that you describe. I think if youif we
wanted to look at capturing a fireater number of people m terms of
the essence of the theme of this approach here, which is simplicity,
not increasing complexity, one simple way to do that and ca ture
the circumstances, such as that divor. ed parent you are
about who wants to go back to school, would be merely to exten
the eligibility form, simplify the analysis to $20- or $30,000, and I
think we would be quite pleased with how large a net that would
be without disrupting the integrity of the program.

In other wonis, would people be falling into that net who really
don't belong, and I don't think there would be very many, if at all.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Did you have something else?
Ms. DONG. On the question of professional judgment, we feel very

strongly, if anything, this reauthorization gives us an opportunity
to simplify the form by taking out some of the special provisions
for displaced homemakers, for dislocated workers, for excessive
medical expense, and clarify those are one of many criteria that
student financial aid administrators should look at carefully.

We think you can take those out and make it a part of the pro-
fessional judgment, which we think really helps build flexibility
into the system. I think it is important to have it for a lot of rea-
sons, including helping to simplify the form.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Have you ever watched this committee try to
deal with issues like displaced homemakers in the past? I don't
know that we have got enough bulletproof vests to take out that
special category.

Chaaman FORD. [presiding] I was reminded this morning by the
staff that that was Jim Jeffords' contribution, one of the many,
since we have to face him when we get in conference.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you.
Mr. PHILLIPS. Could I respond to that? Currently, roughly 2 per-

cent of people who fill out the form say they are a displaced home-
maker or dislocated worker. Of that group, we know many misun-
derstand it and aren't in those categories, but 100 percent of the

tions for eligibility. What does
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people who fill out that form have to answer that question and go
through very complicated instructions to determine if, in fact, they
fit that category.

I am very sensitive to the needs of that group of people, but I
think that should be handled on the campus. There are other ques-
tions on the form that are like that, that not many people fit into
the category, yet everyone has to complete that and goes through
the instructions, and I would urge you to look at our proposals that
several of these questions be eliminated.

I do understand that bulletproof vests may be required.
Ms. HART. We have tried to help in our proposal with that ps.r-

ticular issue by having an area under which the students identify
themselves as fitting into a number of special circumstances, and
thereE3re, the campus itself might do the follow-up.

I believe that aid administrators are well-positioned to deal with
that particular need, but to have those enumerated as a special
condition category, rather than having every single student com-
plete and wrestle with those definitions is an approach we think is
equally as fair as the current system, and removes that labor from
a lame number of students.

Chairman FORD. Mr. Serrano?
Mr. SionANo. Yes, Mr. Chairman, thank you.
I just very briefly wanted to first of all thank the panel for par-

ticipating, in dealing with this most important issue. But without
asking a question, I wanted to associate myself with the chairman's
comments in the fact, on one hand, we want very much certainly
to simplib, all forms, and certainly this kind of situation merits the
attention of all of us, but I must also agree with the chairman's
concern that sometimes, in doing so, we single out a group of
people politically without realizing it. The one thing we certainly
do not went to do is have a reporter with a lot of free time on his
or her hands getting a hold or being able to break down how many
thousands in a city or thousands in a State, or millions across the
Nation fit into a certain category.

I know we try to do that already, but I can just see the headline
in one of my local newspapers in New York, South Bronx, 99 per-

cent qualify for full aid, something that is assumed to be the case
now by many people, but certainly if you hang it out in tough polit-
ical years, those are easy targets to go after.

When I chaired the Education Committee on the New York State
Legislature, I always fought offand much to my dismay, because

a lot of people did not understand why I was doing it, but I fought
off rating poverty categories, because the minute you did that, you
classified a group of people that become political targets to go after
during the budget crunch.

I agree, we should not have people go through some of the forms
in front of us now, but on the other hand, how do we not single out
people who will then become easy political targets is something we
have to keep in mind.

I do thank you for your help today.
Chairman FORD. Any other questions from the members? Hear-

ing none, I will thank the panel for your contribution and particu-
larly the preparation you made before today for the record of this

committee.
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I ask you to follow up on what you have heard here today and
give us your additional comments bawd on what your colleagues
have had to say. Thank you.

Chairman Fowl The next panel is Lawrence Hough, President
and CEO of the Student Loan Marketing Association; and Jean
Frohlicher, Executive Director of the National Council of Higher
Education Loan Programs, Incorporated, Washington, DC.

Mr. Hough?

STATEMENTS OF LAWRENCE HOUGH, PRESIDENT AND CEO, STU-

DENT LOAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, DC; AND

JEAN FROHLICHER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL COUN-

CIL OF HIGHER EDUCATION LOAN PROGRAMS, INC., WASHING-

TON, DC
Mr. HOUGH. Good morning.
I am Larry Hough, President and Chief Executive Officer of the

Student Loan Marketing Association. I am pleased to appear before

you today to addri. ss the issue of program simplification.
Mr. Chairman, based on current enrollment figures and average

cost data, the resources used by students and families to pay for 2
year and 4 year undergraduate and graduate education totaled an
estimated billion this year.

By school year 1997-1998, just before the next reauthorization,
students and their families will need an estimated $130 billion, or
$50 billion more than was needed this past fall. Clearly, the over-
whelming wt of these resources will come directly from students
and their families in the form of contributions from income, sav-
ings, and summer and term-time earnings.

But an enormous portion, surely the pivotal portion, will come
from the Title IV programs; and, in particular, the Stafford, SLS,

and PLUS loans.
I call your attention to the magnitude of the new resources re-

quired, because as the committee considers simplification, it must

not overlook the risk of moving too quickly and going beyond the
capability of the present system's participants.

In addressing simplification, the committee must ensure that
present Federal aid programs continue to facilitate access and

choice; and they must do so for a student population that is differ-
ent than the target served by the present programs.

Present programs, especially the loan programa% are designed to

best serve the full-time, single institution student. Students in in-
creasing numbers are pursuing education to achieve retraining and

are often doing so sporadically, with varying course loads, at more
than one institution. Their education is 'key to bolstering the Ma-

- tion's efforts to improve the current work force. No current Title
IV program serves this population adequately.

Another underserved group is the middle class. Although the
current Stafford loan program started out as their e:incipb! source
of Federal aid, it no longer serves this population. Without access

to guaranteed loans, the incremental resource requirement cited
earlier will pose the greatest hardship on the middle class.

Finally, while the current array of loan and grant programs are
far from straightforward, they may be most poorly understood
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where the student's financial circumstances are most difficult and
where helpful assistance and counseling are least likely available.

While simplification will help, structural change may be the best
remedy with respect to the problems of the low-income student.

Simplification is not merely about correcting ideas we did not get
right the first time, it is about offering a program solution that fits
the student, rather than trying to fit the student into an estab-
lished program. Any programmatic adjustments to increase simpli-
fication must be mindful of the new requirements of this genera-
tion of students.

Finally, the statute needs to be adjusted to fix program elements
which are dated or do not work. Historically, this process has never
been easy or direct. Industry participants have strong views on
many of the possible changes.

After years of almence of strong Fedv.al leadership, the broadly-
dispersed mixture of interpretation which has led to "cast-in-con-
crete" systems and procedures are a burden that the transition to
an improved program must overcome.

While the foregoing are general observations, they serve to intro-
duce my specific suggestions, and this morning, I would like to em-
phasize five from my written statement.

Recommendation one: Fewer and more flexible loan programs. I

am convinced that all the student-driven needs for new loan pro-
grams can be accomplished by stretching the current Stafford
model to cover a wide range of borrower needs and circumstances.

By staying within the Stafford framework and creating subsets of
the program with appropriate differences in subsidy, borrowing
limits, and eligibility criteria, we can achieve broader access goals
without adding significant program complexity.

In urging no entirely new programs, it also occurs to me that the
SLS and PLUS programs could be recast to fit under a Stafford
umbrella structure. Clearly, a single loan program, perhaps one
known as the "Federal Stafford Loan," would clear up a great deal
of "marketplace" confusion over the underlying source of all
present guaranteed loans.

Recommendation two: Replace micromanagement with incen-
tives. Underlying much of the program's current complexity is the
nature of the program's regulation. Complexity does not stem from
the number of participants or the identity of thcwoe participants.

Rather, it is driven by the nature and objectives of this pro-
gram's regulations, regulations which, in their pursuit of precise
definition, have removed all incentives for participants to serve
borrowers in the most efficient and effective manner.

Here are some of the steps I would take to move away from mi-

cromanagement
Establish an Advisory Committee on Simplification. We recom-

mend that Congress create the Secretary's Advisory Committee on
Simplification. This committee would be chaired by a senior-level
Department of Education executive, optimally the Under Secre-
tary. Its mission would be to ensure that program simplification is
achieved in the most effective manner, and that simplification
goals are not undermined by the present regulatory process.

We are convinced that proper government oversight of taxpayer
funds can be accomplished without toda' 's total reliance on precise
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binding program rules. A move away from micromanagement
would afford GSLP lenders the freedom to apply proven consumer
servicing techniques and principles to the business of administering
student loans.

In moving away from micromanagement, etandards of perform-
ance will become the critical means of evaluating rule compliance.
Such performance standards would gauge lender competence and
commitment. Guaranty agencies and the Federal Government
would then concentrate their efforts on evaluating overall lender
performance, providing technical assistance to lenders that need
help in achieving the standards, and investigating and penalizing
those who chronically fail to perform.

Finally, establish a mandatory industry-wide status monitoring
system.

One of the more troublesome flash points in loan servicing is the
confirmation of borrowers' in-school status. This confirmation proc-
ess is pursued every day with nearly every school by every guaran-
tor and servicer. There is no effective coordination.

And when a lender receives information directly from the stu-
dent, it frequently cannot be used officially until confirmed in writ-
ing. Because of the mobility of borrowers among institutions and
the interruptions in their study, this simple process is a tremen-
dous source of frustration.

Sallie Mae is recommending that the Department of Education
be directed to create a mandatory limited use data system, express-
ly for the purpose of establishing and maintaining definitive stu-
dent status and ownership information.

Recommendation Three: Technical focus on consolidation of
forms and rules.

The vast variety of forms used in the GSLP is a major cause of
many borrower problems. Each form has associated rules. The
greater the number of forms, the greater the number of rules for
the student, and the school, the lender or the guarantor. Unless all
the numerous people in the chain which links a student to the pro-
gram understand completely all these rules, the student will re-
ceive incorrect information and problems will begin.

The consequences of bad information about the program are
often angry and frustrated borrowers. The remedy is simple. Estab-
lish a set of industry forms and require that they be accepted by
every guarantor.

As the largest holder and user of forms, we would welcome the
opportunity to join with the Department, and in the space of the
next 12 months move quickly to adopt such a standard set.

Recommendation four is to streamline deferments and forbear-
ances. One of the most important, yet highly complex, facets of the
GSLP is the entitlement of the borrower to deferment under cer-
tain conditions. These deferments provide borrowers with needed
relief when they cannot meet their student loan obligations.

Currently, there are 13 separate categories of deferments avail-
able to GSLP borrowers. The eligibility rules for these deferments
are many and fraught with confusing requirements on certifica-
tions, dates and duration.
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We suggest that the current list of deferments be pared down to
three or four. For all other cases, borrowers would be accommodat,
ed through the use of subsidized or non-subsidized forbearances.

The new message to the borrower would be simple: If you have
trouble making your payments for whatever reason, contact your
lender and you will be able to gain relief; no irrelevant forms, no
need to obtain layers and layers of certifications, no need to under-
stand complex rules, just simple assistance in overcoming hard
times.

The final recommendation relates to separate systems of need
analysis and loan application.

The complexity and number of forms that students and parents
mt st complete to apply for student aid has been cited as forming a
major obstacle to the access of aspiring students to postsecondary
education. We endorse efforts to simplify the need analysis system
and to create a single form designed for determining need for all
student aid.

This committee deserves a great deal of credit for the enormous
progress made in this area already. However, I believe that seg-
ments of the industry may have overcorrected, and more are likely
to do so. The process of applying for aid eligibility has been so well
perfected by some that their systems generate too quickly an ap-
proved, already signed and ready to go guaranteed student loan.

We believe that encouraging efforts to simplify application for fi-
nancial aid must not permit concurrent application for a student
loan. There is a real danger that simplification in this regard will
go so far as to blur the distinctions between programs, especially
the crucial differences between grants and loans.

Borrowers need to understand, at the outset, that the loan por-
tion of their aid package carries with it distinct obligati(); ,. Loan
funds should only become available following a final pause, an
extra moment of consideration and recognition.

Mr. Chairman, in conclusion, Sallie Mae's perspective clearly
suggests that a multifaceted approach to simplification is needed.
We need to keep in mind that the incremental amount of new fi-
nancial support required in the years immediately following 1992 is
enormous.

The student population to be served has a different mix of re-
quirements than the ones we attempted to meet one reauthoriza-
tion ago. In retuning the existing programs, our efforts should pre-
serve structures which continue to perform well and build from
them directly when solving the problems of sectors now poorly
served.

Finally, quite apart from the statute and the regulations, the
guaranteed loan program needs leadership. This leadership re-
quirement needs little budgetary funding.

Thank you for this opportunity to appear before you today. I
would be happy to answer any questions.

[The prepared statement of Lawrence Hough follows:I
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I am Lawrence A. Hough, President and Chief Executive Officer

of the Student Loan Marketing Association. I am pleased to appear

before you today to address the issue of program simplification.

Today's hearing on simplification is one of the most important

topics which the reauthorization hearings will cover.

Simplification is the bent available window through which to view

the structural issues which must be addressed in order to improve

the current programs and to ensure their ability to meet the

significant challenges ahead of us. The fact that it is the single

topic of this hearing indicates that the Committee recognizes its

significance. At the risk of being redundant, I would like to set

forth Sallie Mae 's perspective on the financial aid problems of

this decade, and why simplification has become a very key

consideration. I have chosen four points of reference to describe

our perspective.

Challtnscs of mectinS ..thggrectary, financial _liksz

Based on current enrollment figures and average cost data, the

resources used by students and famil_es to pay for two-year and

four-year undergraduate and graduate education totalled an

estimated $80 billion this year. This figure is about $20 billion

higher than the amount needed in school-year 1985-86, one

reauthorization ago. By the next reauthorization, school year

1997-98, students and their families will need an estimated $130
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billion or $50 billion mare than was needled this past fall. Over

the next five years, students seeking higher education will reqpire

the expenditure of more than $550 billinn. Clearly, the

overwhelming part of these resources will cone directly from

students and their families in the form of contributions from

income, savings, and summer and term-time earnings. But an

enormous portion, arguably the pivotal portion, will, come from the

Title IV programs. The size issue becomes a significant component

of the Committee's consideration of simplification for, in

assessing change, one must not overlook the risk of moving to

quickly and going beyond the capability of the present system's

participants.

Mr. Chairman, federal student aid, in the context of the

unprecedented growth In required incremental financial resources,

will become even more critical to preserving the long-standing

national tradition of access and choice. The present programs are

a generation removed from the access and choice challenges of this

decade. Therefore, a less than complete, a less than thorough

examination of the aid programs and their delivery would place on

the back of the present programs a responsibility they are not

equipped to assume.

Student-Driven Program Challenges

The second element of focus As the student. Federal aid

2
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programs must facilitate access and Choice for a student population

that is different than the target served by the present programs.

Present programs, especially the loan programs, are designed to

best serve the full-time, single institution student. Aa such, it

would seem that an absence of responsive loan programs has left

many financing Obstacles for the non-traditional student who is,

perhaps, the most motivated of all students. There are far more

non-traditional students enrolled today. Their education is key to

bolstering the nation's efforts to improve the current workforce.

While I applaud the focus of the President's education program and

the attention it has already directed towards the needs of our

elementary and secondary schools, it must be remembered that

manpower training requirements of the 90'e will not be assisted

significantly by these early-education programs. However, with

improved financial aid for non-traditional students, postsecondary

institutions can become far more instrumental in an immediate

solution.

Another underserved group is the middle class. Although the

current Stafford loan program started out as their principal source

of federal aid, it no longer serves this population. Without

guaranteed loan eligibility, the incremental resource requirement

cited earlier will pose the greatest hardship on the middle class.

Preserving both choice and access for this group will not be easy,

in any system, but it will be almost impossible to achieve through

the present program structure. I believe there has to be a better

3
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way, and a simpler way.

Finally, while current programs ars far from straightforward,

they may be most poorly understood where the student's financial

circumstances are moat difficult and helpful explanations from the

already expel.anced friend or neighbor least likely. Both

simplification and structural change may be the best remedy with

respect to the problems of the law-income student.

Mr. Chairman, any programmatic adjustments need to be designed

with an eye dedicated to discerning the new requirements of this

generation of students. Simplification is not merely about

correcting ideas we did not get right the first time, it is about

offering a program solution that fits the student, rather than

trying to fit the student into an established program.

hGcountsbilita_ansUbuliaLiaiip

Simplification is also about accountability and ownership.

Today the Guaranteed Student Loan Programs (GSLP), the parts of

Title IV I know best, are program, in which both ownership and

accountability have become fragmented to the point where the

management and creative energy of nearly every participant is

limited to protecting the pieces most critical to their stake.

There are almost no poritive incentives of any kind to encourage

participants to improve these programs. For those who attrAllpt to

4
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improve, simplify, or deliver something better to the student,

there are more disincentives than incentives. Absent national

program-wide incentives, the cost of individual initiative, no

matter how obvious the problem, is extraordinary and the danger of

misunderstanding even greater. Add to this climate the risk of

loss of the loan guarantee and one has eliminated entirely the

possibility of innovation.

Mr. Chairman, this dual deficiency, too little ownership and

badly divided accountability, can be remedied only if the

Department asserts leadership and does so decisively. Whether this

reauthorization gives rise to new programs or retunes existing

programs, unless the federal governmei.t reasserts itself as the

leader, commensurate with its role as the source of virtually all

student aid, no new formulation of programs or rules will produce

lasting simplification improvements.

iraiditign&LIARKQyements taj.lipEta=qArg_Nsgsted

Finally, the statute needs to be adjusted to fix program

elements which are dated or do not ',:yrk. In this regard, the

industry stands ready to formulate with the Committee the needed

GSLP improvements. The end result will not be easy or direct.

Industry participants will have etrong views on many of these

changes. After years of absence of strong federal leadership, the

broadly dispersed mixture of interpretation which has led to the

5
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many system investments and other ocast-in-concreteff fixes to

prOblems are a burden that the transition to an improved program

must overcome.

The remainder of my testimony provides specific suggestions

and, in keeping with the traditional commentary of an industry

participant, slips quickly into the technical details of the

program.

Recommendation One:

rawer and More Yle.xible Loan yrogrum

Mr. Chairman, you will be challenged in this reauthorization

to address the needs of a variety of populations and to build

programs that can meet these needs. We are convinced that much of

this mission can and should be accomplished without adding new

programs, but by stretching the current Stafford model to cover a

wide range of borrower needs and circumstances. By staying within

the Stafford framework, which after 25 years is well understood,

and creating subsets of the program which vary in terns of interest

subsidy, borrowing limits, and eligibility criteria, access to

financial aid can be broadened and program complexity minimized.

One idea that meets this criterion is the recommendation by NCHELP

and the Consumer Bankers Association to re-establish a viable, non-

subsidized Stafford loan program for middle-income families; this

concept could also be applied to students enrolled in high cost

6
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academic programs. Similarly, the needs of non-traditional

students could be met through an enhanced Stafford-like program

that acknowledges the needs of these students to study on a less-

than half-time basis, or to take courses simultaneously at multiple

schools.

To illv trate our concern arising from the past practice of

creating new programs to respond to new needs, let us look at the

Supplemental Loans for Students (SLS) program, which was created to

serve independent graduate and undergraduate students. This

program, while similar to Stafford in some respects, is different

enough that it causes a good deal of confusion for borrowers who

have both Stafford and SLS loans (not an uncommon situation). Here

are two examples: First, borrowers are treated entirely

differently for purposes of establishing their in-school status.

While Stafford borrowers are automatically placed in in-school

status by virtue of their eligibility for the loan, SLS borrowers

must separately request a deferment for their loan and, in many

instances, renew that deferment annually. In trying to keep track

of changes in borrower status for Stafford loans, lenders can rely

on status updates provided by guarantors. However, the same

information is not acceptable in regard to the SLS in-school

deferment and must be separately collected and confirmed. Second,

the absence of a grace period for SLS loans causes untold confusion

for borrowers who begin paying their SLS loans within 60 days of

leaving school. Then, four months later, ',faun payments on theiv
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Stafford loan commence, students face a second, frequently

unanticipated monthly loan obligation. Borrowers do not understand

why repayment cannot commence simultaneously for all loans,

especiall when they are held by the same lender. We hope that

Congress will work to avoid these types of circumstances as it

designs new ways to meet the credit needs of students and their

families. In this regard, we strongly encourage Congress to

utilize the Stafford program, with appropriate enhancements, as the

means through which additional credit assistance 4s provided.

Recommendation Two:

Replace Micro-Management Witt) Ipcentivee

The GSLP has proven itself to be an effective swans for

utilizing private sector skills, resources, and expertise in

carrying out federal policy goals. Throughout its history, the

private sector participants in the program have spent millions of

dollars in their efforts to find the best ways to deliver loan

funds to students and parents, to process the overwhelming amount

of data associated with loan management, to develop the most

efficient sources of capital for the program, and to build state of

the art systems for servicing student loans. We believe that some

of the kinks in the GSLP can be worked out by allowing private-

sector principles to be the cornerstone of efforts to reinvigorate

the program. In a speech last year at the California Institute of

Technology, David Kearns, Chairman of the Xerox Corporation,
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expressed basic, business-based principles that he felt were

readily transferable to education, and which, I believe, are

equally transferrable to the administration of the GSLP. In Mr.

Kearns' words:

We know what works: incentives to perform, standards to

meet, rewards when those standards are met.... Alone

among economic systems, capitalism's free markets

eliminate inappropriate, inefficient, and anachronistic

practices. That, indeed, is the purpose of markets and

the purpose of capitalism; not to serve the ownsrs of

capital, not to serve the managers, but to serve the

customers.

Mr. Chairman, this is not radical economic theory, it only

seems radical in the context of the GSLP and the way we currently

administer and regulate that program. Underlying much of the

program's current complexity is the nature of the program's

regulation and the lack of a concerted attempt to apply fundamental

private sector principles to the management of the program.

Complexity does not stem from the number of participants or the

identity of those participants, rather, the level of complication

is driven by the nature and objectives of program regulation which

has led to a situation where there are a lack of incentives for

participants to perform up to their highest levels and to serve

borrowers in the most efficient and effective manner.

9
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As noted earlier, the federal government's role as the

provider of the funding for these programs demands that Secretary

Alexander assert his leadership over the program and its

participants. MUch of the current complexity in the collection of

student loans derives from the micro-management of the program at

the regulatory level. Thus, even if Congress enacts changes

designed to achieve simplification, there is no guarantee that the

requisite accompanying regulatory simplification will occur.

Sallie Mae has four suggestions which it hopes will ensure the

necessary emphasis on simplification within the Department.

Establish an advisory committee on Simplification

In orjer to ensure that program simplification is achieved in

the most effective manner and that the goal of simplification is

not undermined by the regulatory process, Sallie Mae is

recommending that Congress create the Secretary's Advisory

Committee on Simplification. This committee would be chaired by a

senior-level Department of Education executive (optimally the Under

Secretary) and would be comprised of representatives of the many

interests involved in the making and delivery of student loans,

including students, financial aid administrators, guarantors,

lenders, secondary markets, and loan servicers.

The committee's objective would be to develop agreed upon
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simplification standards and ways to measure the complexity of

existing and proposed program components. The committee would be

. expected to comnint on all proposed rules and *Dear Colleague°

letters issued bq the Department. Representative of the issues

that mhould itut examined by this committee are the changes required

to advance a number of important, program-wide revisions --

including lolan collections, status monitoring, and the

stantgardization of practices among guarantors.

We recommend that the committee report quarterly to the

Secretary, and that it pl.:wide the Education Committees with an

annLal report. These reports should include the simplification

standards and measurements noted above, the committee's

recommendations for ensuring long-term adherence to and recognition

of the simplification objectives, and an enumeration of ways that

program participants can avoid further complicating the program for

the borrower. Through this mechanism, we would hope to make

simplification a way of life in the GSLP.

Provide Incentives to Improve Loan Collections

The absence of proper incentives for program participants is

plainly evident in the collection of student loans, where lenders

and holders must operate in accordance with unyielding program

rules that typically do not allow for even minor variations. While

we all know that every borrower is an individual with unique

11
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circumstances and characteristics, the current loan collection due

diligence rules force loan servicers to treat all borrowers as if

they were alike, ignoring any special needs that fall outside of

the prescribed mainstream.

We are convinced that proper government oversight of taxpayer

funds can be accomplished without binding program rules. A move

away from collections
micro-management would afford GSLP lenders

the freedom to apply consumer loan collection techniques and

principles to the business of servicing student loans. In consumer

lending, loan holders evaluate their borrowers and determine which

collection efforts are best suited to their particular

characteristics: borrowers who truly cannot afford to repay are

identified and efforts are not wasted on attempting o get blood

from a stone; borrowers who are seen as intentionally avoiding

their obligations are diligently and, often relentlessly, pursued;

borrowers needing special consideration, such as a little extra

time or a modified payment
schedule, are dealt with one-on-one in

order to maintain their commitment to repay. However, servicing

student loans, the federal government has set forth rules where

time and form rather than results determine success: meet the

timaframes for letters, phone calls, and guarantor notificat on;

sdbmit insurance claims within the proper filing window; and retain

each and every document, scrap of paper, and remotely relevant item

associated with each loan. Simplifying the collections process for

GSLP lenders does not mean the investment of less effort, but

12
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rather a redirection of effort.

In moving away from micro-management,
standards of performance

will become the critical means of evaluating rule compliance. Such

performance standards would gauge lender competence and commitment.

In line with Hr. Kearns' statements, lenders who meet standards

would be rewarded with the opportunity for flexibility in

collections; lenders who could not reach the standards would be

subject to increased scrutiny. Guaranty agencies and the federal

government could then concentrate their efforts on evaluating

overall lender performance, providing technical assistance 1.:

lenders that need help in achieving the standards, and

investigating and penalizing those who chronically fail to perform.

In the same way that lenders are constrained to treat all

borrowers alike, guarantors' hands are similarly tied in that they

must review each insurance claim submitted by each lender to assure

cookie-cutter compliance with prescribed processes.
This scrutiny

continues on each ClAim even though the collection activity may

have clearly been hopeless. Even death and disability claims may

be denied for payment if the lender has not made all required

telephone calls or sent all necessary
delinquency letters, errors

that obviously had no effect on the ultimate collection of the

asset. This process saps energy and resources from auarantors that

could be used more effectively if they were directed towards

remedying identifiable problems.

13
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Sntablisb a Mandatory Industry-Wide Status Monitoring System

One of the more troublesome flashpoints in loan servicing for

borrowers, schools and lenders is the confirmation of borrowers'

in-school status. Because of the mobility of borrowers among

institutions and the potential for the involvement of multiple

lenders and guarantors in a single student's loans, the eimple-

sounding act of informing lenders that a borrower has left school

(or enrolled) can be a frustrating exercise for the lender, the

school, and the borrower. Sallie Mae is recommending that the

Department of Education be directed to create a mandatory limited

use data system, expressly for the purpose of establishing and

maintaining definitive student status confirmation information.

Though seemingly trivial, a resolution to this area of

technical and administrative concern will address countlese

problems for students which are direct off-shoots of bad status

data. Our vision is that such a system will provide one-stop

shopping for lenders and servicers seeking reliable status

information and for schools seeking to provide such data. schools

are facing an increasing workload as they attempt to provide status

information to nultiple guarantors and to respond to the individual

requests of lenders for updates or re-confirmation in order to

resolve data conflicts. This system would eliminate duplication

and provide a ready conduit between schools, lenders, guarantors,

14
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and borrowers. It could determine apparent data and through

interactive communications with school., immediately correct

confirmed status problems. Importantly, students also need to know

that there is a single source they can contact to update their

status information and clear up problems in tracking their status

or in locating the holder of their loans.

Inoeativise Otandardisation Among Guarantee Agencies

One cannot hope to simplify the GSLP without achieving a

greater degree of uniformity in program practices. The existence

of unique loan application forms for each guarantor, the lack of a

uniform set of program delivery and servicing rules, and the

absence of a positive incentive for guarantors to limit their

individual idiosyncracies add to the program complexity and thwart

efforts to simplify the program for the borrower. We would urge

this Committee to give careful consideration to efforts to promote

further standardization in need analysis forms and processing. For

example, there are proposals from the National Association of

Student Financial Aid Administrators, among others, to combine the

Pell and Congressional
methodologies into a single system. The

same principles that underlie this move towards a standard

assessment of aid eligibility should also be applied to mandating

that guaranty agencies agree upon the use of standard forms,

policies, and data requirements. The goals of these efforts are

the same -- to simplify the system for students and their families

15
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and to eliminate items that stand in the way of the delivery of

efficient, reliable service to program beneficiaries.

Standardization will reduce the level of complexity for borrowers

at the time of application, remove obstacles that prevent some

loans from beim; combined into a single account, and allow lenders

to take resources that are currently diverted into ensuring

adherence to multiple guarantor policies and requirements and shift

them !.nto efforts to improve service to borrowers.

while we applaud the efforts of NCHELP to address the need for

standardization, we are not convinced that all euerantors are as

committed to ibis effort as the association's leadership. We

believe that Congress should consider adopting incentives for those

who use standard forms and subscribe to other standardizatAon

efforts, or should develop a set of penalties for those who do not

join in these efforts.

Racomaaadat Loa Three:

Technical E9C110_32.11_0. solidati

The vast variety of forms used in the GSLP is a major cause of

many borrower problems. Each form haa associated rules. The

greater the number of forms, the greater the number of rules for

the student, and the school, the lender, or the guarantor. For the

numerous people in the chain which links a student to the program,

these forms and their rules have become a growing burden. To the
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program participants, each new form and rule represents a new and

usually significant training problem. If training programs are

underfunded, or if travel funds to get to a training program are

cut, the all-important critical knowledge to properly handle a

student's question is lost.

Literally, the more forms, the more new program provisions,

the more guarantor specific data elements on forms, the greater the

ensuing confusion and possibility for incorrect information. The

consequences of bad information about the program are often angry

and frustrated borrowers. The remedy is to systematically

eliminate program elements which have created the unmanageable

number of forms and rules. Deferment and forbearance requirements

are representative of the problem and indicative of the types of

hard decisions faced in clearing the path for fewer rules and fewer

forms.

Recommendation Pour:

filimaine_Dstraratent4LAncLicrtatranoza

One of the most important, yet highly complex facets of the

GSLP is the entitlement of the borrower to deferment under certain

conditions. These deferments provide borrowers with needed relief

when, due sometimes to circumstances of their own choosing and at

other times to circumstances not of their choosing, they cannot

meet their student loan obligations. currently, there are 13

17
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separate categories of deferments available to GSLP borrowers.

Eligibility for these deferments hinges on when the borrower

secured his or her loan, the borrower's ability to identify that

his or her circumstance eay allow for deferment and make a formal

request for deferment, and, importantly, the borrower's ability to

understand the nature of the benefit and obtain all required

certifications in a timely manner. This is not as easy as it

sounds. The deferment form is second only to the need analysis

form in its level of complexity and its ability to discourage

people from exercising their rights to obtain benefits for which

they would otherwise be entitled.

Compounding the bewildering array of deferments are the

requirements that the U.S. Department of Education has imposed for

certifying deferment eligibility. While current practice is bad

enough, the Department has recently proposed to increase the levels

of certification for these deferments and, thus, the complexity of

the deferment process. The following are examples of the

requirements proposed by the Department in its November 2o, 1990

Notice of Proposed Rulemaking:

o All borrowers would have to request deferments in

writing, precluding lenders from providing deferment

forms to borrowers in response to telephone requests.

o Two separate signatures from school officials (the

18
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registrar and the aid administrator) would be required

for students seeking a deferment for half-time study,

even if one office was able to confirm the student's

enrollment and receipt of a GSLP loan for the period or

the borrower certified that he or she had received a

loan.

o Disability deferments would be limited to six-month

intervals, with a full round of new certifications

required in order to renew the deferment; this would

apply even if the borrower's doctor could ccrtify that

the disability would extend beyond six-months.

Requiring borrowers to document six employment searches

before being eligible to begin a period of unemployment

deferment, forcing most borrowers in this condition to

become delinquent in payments until they have fulfilled

the six attempt requirement.

o Disallowing valid military orders or other documentation

of military service as proof of the borrower's

eligibility for deferment, only a Department-approved

deferment form would be acceptable.

Mr. Chairman, we suggest that the current list of deferments

can ee substantially pared down to a crucial three or four and that
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borrowers can in other cases have their individual circumstances

accommodated through the use of subsidised and non-sebsidixed

forbearances. On March 31, 1991, we took a look at the universe of

Sallie Mae borrowers and found that of the 13 deferments for which

borrowers are eligible, 914 of those in deferment status were

either in-school, unemployed, or serving in an internship or

residency program. In the abeence of compelling evidence that GSLP
7

deferments for military service, Peace Corps or Action volunteers,

or members of the NOAA corps are significantly increasing

recruitment into these groups, I would suggest that lenders can

provide borrowers with the same level of benefit as the current

deferment system by evaluating the financial condition of borrowers

seeking relief and granting them such forbearance. The message to

the borrower, whether or not engaged, in one of those services,

would be simple: if you have trouble making your payments for

whatever reason, contact your lender and you will be able to gain

relief -- no irrelevant forms, no need to obtain layers and layers

of certifications, no need to understand complex rules, just simple

assistance in overcoming hard times.

Recommendation rive:

Permit Broader Application of Administrative Forbearancg

Administrative forbearance, which could be initiated by the

lender can help borrowers better cope with sone of the complexity

found in GSLP. Once possible application occurs at the time of
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transfer of student loans from one eligible holder to another.

Such transfers are more common today than ever before. The ability

of lenders to sell loans in the secondary market is crucial to the

formation of the capital necessary to meet the demand of parents

and students for GSLP loans. As the largest
purchaser of student

loans, Sallie Mae takes extraordinary
steps to ensure that

borrowers are aware that their loan obligations have been

transferred and that their repayment
responsibilities remain

unchanged. As part of a just-completed
comprehensive review and

revision of all its borrower correspondence, Sallie Mae has

developed a new package of materials for borrowers whose loans we

acquire. Among the items provided to borrowers at the tims of the

transfer of loans to Sallie Mae are:

o A joint letter signed by an officer of Sallie Mae and the

selling lender informing the borrower of the loan sale.

A detailed, "plain English", statement of their loan

account, which includes detail on each loan in the

account and requests borrowers to update the address and

telephone information
which Sallie Mae received from the

prior holder.

o A brochure designed to help borrowern understand who

Sallie Mae is and why their loan was sold by the original

lender.
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Despite our best efforts, some borrowers still experience

problems related to the transfer of their loans. Some of these

problems are directly traceable to the effect of current collection

rules for loans that are in repayment at the time of transfer. One

example is the requirement that the receiving lender begin due

diligence processing on a transferred loan within 15 days of its

acquisition. This does not allow adequate time for the new bolder

to ascertain whether a borrower has made a payment to the prior

holder that has not yet been forwarded. sending delinquency

notices to borrowers in this circumstance, though required due

diligence, is frustrating to the borrower and builds

between the lender and its new customer -- just the opposite of the

desired relationship. To help avoid these types of situations, we

have suggested to this Committee that lenders be permitted to place

transferred loan accounts in an administrative forbearance -- a

form of suspense -- for a brief period after transfer, until the

status of the borrower's account is confirmed. A borrower could

simply be advised of the forbearance without it involving the

formal exchange of more paperwork between the bo-rower and the

lender.

Use of an administrative forbearance would also help lenders

avoid circumstances in which they otherwise might have to place

borrowers in default for technical reasons unrelated to the

-a borrower's refusal to pay. For example, an administrative
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forbearance would assist borrowery through the confusion that

results when they have loans of different types or loans which are

eligible for different grace periods or deferments (such as in the

situation I earlier described in regard to borrowers with both SW

and Stafford loans). Authorization to use such forbearance will

enable lenders to bring all of a borrower's loans in line and

smooth over the technical differences that are an increasing source

of confusion for borrowers.

Recommendation Six:

SeoaratL Svstqme_of Weed Analysis and Loan Aoplicatiell

The complexity and number of forms that students and parents

must complete ham been cited by several associations and members of

this Committee as forming a major obstacle to the access of

aspiring students to postsecondary education. While we are not

experts in this end of the program, we endorse efforts to simplify

the need analysis system and to merge the Pell Grant and

Congressional Methodologies into a single system and to reduce the

amount of data elements required to evaluate the financial

condition of low-income families. Similarly, we applaud efforts to

create a single form designed for determining need for all student

aid.

We stop short, however, of encouraging efforts to combine the

application for a GSLP loan with the financial aid application

23
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form. Simplification in this important area should not go so far

as to blur the distinctions between programs -- especially the

crucial differences between grants and loans. Past efforts by this

Committee, and by you, Mr. Chairman, to ensure that all cf a

borrower's rights and responsibilities are carefully disclosed to

the borrower prior to the time the loan check is negotiated are

being undermined by procedures that, in the name of simplification,

disguise the loan element of the package. Borrowers need to

understand, at the outset, that the loan portion of their aid

package carries with it distinct obligations. The use of a

separate application/promissory note for GSLP loans, which fully

informs the borrower of the consequences of non-payment and of the

characteristics of the type of loan being secured (e.g., interest

rate, repayment term) is an important component of proper debt

counseling.

Qther_Yzvoosalv

Elsewhere in this testimony, I suggested that different

student and family educational credit needs could be achieved

within a single loan program, albeit one which had different

interest rates and some other contrasts. Without such an

overriding single structure, the danger is that new needs will give

rise to new programs. Such was the case ten years ago, when

without any context to predict problems, the SLS and PLUS programs

were conceived and implemented with rules and forms which differ
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from the Stafford program. Without the suggested single program

structure, we ars now left with the task of inserting some program

level specific °fixes". The following suggestions which were

submitted to your Committee on April 80 1991, are relevant to SLS,

PLUS, or loan consolidation.

Clearing up confusion regarding the timing of disclosing

repayment information to SLS and PLUS borrowers.

Instituting a one-time, 6-month grace period for

borrowers who defer $LS loans while attending school.

ClarifylrAl and extending the use of forbearances in order

to help borrowers avoid unnecessary or "technical" loan

defaults.

o Allowing lenders to benefit SLS and PLUS borrowers by

capitalizing interest less frequently than quarterly.

Enhancing the consolidation loan program by extending the

repayment period for smaller balance consolidation loans,

allowing borrowers to consolidate previously defaulted

loans which are currently in good standing, permitting

spouses to jointly consolidate their student loan

indebtedness, and providing borrowers with a 180-day

window to add loans to a consolidation loan package.
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These measures, while largely technical in nature, can help to

improve the workings of the current program to the ultimate benefit

of the student consumer.

Caw, Imaigm

Sallie Mae's perspective clearly suggests that a multi-faceted

approach to simplification is needed. Throughout the

reauthorization process, we need to keep in mind that the

incremental amount of new financial support required in the years

inmediately following 1992 is enorwous. In particular, new support

from education loans will be second only to the contribution from

family and student resources. The student population to be served,

has a different mix of requirements than the ones we attempted to

meet one reauthorization ago. In retuning the existing programs.

our efforts should preserve structures which continue to perform

well and build from them directly when solving the problems of

sectors now poorly served. Finally, quite apart from the statute

and the regulations, the guaranteed loan program needs leadership.

This requirement needs little budgetary funding. I know I speak

for many in the industry who are today more hopeful on this score

than we have been in many years. The initiatives Secretary

Alexander has already begun in the Department are very encouraging,

but an appropriate boost from the Congress may be helpful.
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Thank you for this opportunity to appear before you today. I

would be happy to answer any questions.
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Chairman FORD. Ms. Frohlicher?
Ms. FROBLICHER. Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, I

am Jean Frohlicher, Executive Director of the National Council of
Higher Education Loan Programs, which is a trade association rep-
resenting State and nonprofit guaranty aktencies, secondary mar-
kets, commercial lenders, thi-party services, Sallie Mae, collec-
tors.

Essentially, if you view the student as the consumer of a guaran-
teed loan, my association is the provider side of the industry. We
see a number of phases of the guaranteed loan program that are in
need of simplification, some statutory, other regulatory and admin-
istrative.

Statutorily, I think that you could simplify the program in two
major areas: Disclosures and disbursements.

In the disclosure area, it is very clear we want the students to
know this is a loan. We want to make it very clear this isn't a
grant. We want them to understand their rights and responsibil-
ities.

However, in its zeal to ensure the students have adequate disclo-
sure, it is our belief in some cases they are overdisclosed, They re-
ceive so much paper at so many points in the process, they cease to
read any of it.

While we would want to continue to have the promissory note
they sign to contain all the borrower rights and responsibility
statements that it currently does, we believe at initial, disburse-
ment, the borrower should receive a very simplified disclosure.

He should be told the name of his lender, principal amount of his
loan, what insurance or origination fees are charged on that loan,
and whether those fees have been deducted from the principal
amount of his loan.

Current law has 10 additional things that need to be disclosed at
the time of the disbursement of each loan. Projections of his repay-
ment obligations. Statements about what will happen to him if he
doesn't pay. These are not relevant at the time he receives his first
check. That disclosure at that point should be essentially to enforce
upon him this is a loan, which must be repaid, and that message is
lost in the disclosure that is currently required.

Before repayment commences at the time he leaves school, he
then should get a repayment addendum and disclosure staternont,
discussing his repayment obligations and penalties for not repaying
this loan.

And NCHELP has developed a disclosure form that shoWd be
made to all GSL participants to standardize that process.

As a result of accumulation over the years, culminating in the
1986 amendments, we now have 13 deferments which are av&ilable
to students under the Stafford loan program. Many of them are to-
tally unrelated to the borrower's ability to wake payments on the
loan.

They are statements of furtherance of social goals, rather than
anythmg to do with his ability to repay. We would sufwest that the
student would be best served and best understand his deferment
rights if they were limited to a basic three: In-school, unemploy-
ment, and temporary, total disability. The remainder from dis-
placed homemakers to commissioned officers of NOAA to the other
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kinds that are available are used very little by borrowers, but com-

plicate forms, complicate disclosures, could easily be handled by
lender forbearance, either subsidized or unsubsidized, but on an in-
dividual case-by-case basis.

I shared with staff copies of some of the standard forms that
NCHELP has developed and had approved by the Department.
Every form used must be approved by the U.S. Department of Edu-
cation before it can be used. We have developed standardized
forms.

I think the committee will seefor example, on a standard un-
employment deferment form, because of the incremental way these
things 'lave been done because of budgetary pressures that have oc-
curred at various times, the form doesn't just say, are you unem-

plo it asks when you were given your loan, because you have
erent rules if you borrowed on or before this date, or after this

date.
All of these things complicate the forms. Unfortunatelyand

here we get to the administrative side of this, the regulations that
the Departmentthe notice of proposed regulations that the De-
partment recently issued to implement the 1986 amendments goes

in the direction of further complication for the student.
Deferments, which are now essentially self-certified, will require

that the borrower get certified statements from various individuals
in order to qualify for a deferment. A half-time student would have
to get signatures of both the institutional registrar and financial
aid registrar.

If a borrower had a total disability, he would have to get a physi-
cian certification every 6 months, even though the physician was
willing to certify at the beginning of the deferment the disability
could be expected to last 2 or 3 years.

To qualify for parental leave, a simple situation which could
easily be handled by forbearance underthe borrower would have

to provide a certification from the school he was attending. A self-
certification about the situation that says the borrower, the spouse
was pregnant or adopted a child, and it was not in school, certified
not employed full-time, and a third certificate from the physician
attesting to a pregnancy, birth or adoption.

Now, this may sound as if, since it is little used, it is little com-
plicated, but this means every lender, every agency, must maintain
computer systems to deal with this. This could be handled by for-
bearance. By the time someone gets all those certificates, he prob-

ably has exhausted his parental leave time anyhow.
Unemployment deferment, the Department's proposed regula-

tions require the borrower to certify he is unemployed every 6
months, and as part of tint !. certification, he must document six at-

tempts to find work, inclurling the name of the employer, the ad-
dress of the employer, the telephone number of the employer, and
name and title of the person he talked to at the potential employer

site.
Simply, he cannot certify, yes, I am unemployed. These certifica-

tion requirements, first of all, discourage people from taking defer-
ments for which they are eligible. They make it burdensome
enough, and the lender is unable to put a borrower into deferment
unless he has all this pRperwork so the borrower slides further and
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further into delinquency and ultimately default, simply because
the paperwork required is so massive.

Simplification would go a long way towards allowing those bor-
rowers who have true need for deferment for repayment obliga-
tions to receive it and probably prevent a lot of default costs.

As part of the Federal student aid application that you were
given this morning, the Council has been working very actively
with the U.S. Department of Education to assure that all guaranty
loan questions which are required will be part of that form for the
1992-1993 whool year.

Here we come into a conflict of what Congressional desires are.
It will make the form longer. It will make it more complicated. It
will alto provide the basic data necessary for a lender or guaranty
agency to certify a loan will be part of the central process record,
and you wouldn't have to ask the student to fill it all out again at
a later date,

It will be available in the Federal free form. There will be a sep-
arate identifiable application. We want to distinguish the p
from grants. We want to make sure the students know it isnraniotni.

The law talks in terms of a separate application, and we contem-
plate there will still be one which will essentially collect the other
pieces of data that we need for collections purposes.

References, driver's license numbers, the back end of the proce-
dure which we will do.

Finally, on the standardization of forms, in February, our Presi-
dent and Board asked every committee in the organization to e...
amine every publication within their jurisdiction, with an eye to-
wards what could be standardized or what could be simplified.

And we are expecting a report this coming Sunday at the Board
meeting from these committees on what areas of the program that
could be standardized between lenders and services and guaranty
agencies, and I am hopeful we will reduce the paperwork even
more.

We have made a lot of strides within this program within the
past decade or past 5 years. A number of guaranty agencies use
combined application-promissory note, so there is only one set of
papers the student has to sign.

Increasingly toward linkage of lenclo,rs and schools. Increased use
of electronic fund transfer. Again, ad) ninistratively and regulatori-
ly, too often the Department of Educittion still is looking for a piece
of paper to document the files for auditing purposes.

We look forward to working with the committee ON the reauthor-
ization progresses on other ways we can simplify things.

[The prepared statement of Jean Frohlicher follows:1
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittte.

My name is Jean Froh licher, and I am the Executive Director of the National Council

of Higher Education Loan Programs (NCHELP). The Council is a trade association

representing State and private nonprofit guaranty agencies, secondary markets, direct and

commercial lenders, loan servicers, collectors, institutions of postsecondary education, and

other organizations imvIved in the administration of the Guaranteed Student Loan Program.

If the student is visualized as a consumer of a Guaranteed Lauri, my organization represents

the wide range of providers which make that loan available to him.

However, the typical borrower is usually unaware of the complexity hehind the scenes

of the Guaranteed Student Loan Program. He is advised of his eligibility for a loan ny his

institution's financial aid administrator. He signs the necessary application form, often

combined with a promissory now fel further simplification. He may or may not see the

lender; he is undoubtedly unaware of the existence of the guaranty agency. The next thing

the borrower kpqws, his check is at his institufion, ready for disbursement to him at the

appropriate time. Every program participant is sn-iving to make the student's application

process as simp'e as possible.

There are other phases of the GSL Program that are desperately in need of further

simphfwationsome statutory and others regulatory and administrative.

Statutorily, the GSL Program needs simplification in two areas-Aisclosures and

deferments. In its desire to assure that borrowers are aware of their loan obligations and

potential levels of mdebtedness, the Congress has mandated so many dclosures, of such a

comprehensive nature, that the borrower can only become confused (if, indeed, be reads

them a: all.)
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Simplification of Disclosures to the BOSTOWCY

NCHELP supports the simplification and strengtheningof toe student loan disclosure

process accorOing to the following guidelines:

All promissory notes must include a statement of Borrows Rights and

Responsibilitirs and a full description of program components and additional

terms (as required by section 433.)

At the initial disbursement, the borrower shall receive a simplified disclosure

stating:

the name of the lender;

the principal amount of the loan;

the amount of insurance and origination fees; and

whether these fees are being deducted from the proceeds of the loan.

Current law requires 10 additional disclosures relating to repayment options

and obligations. They are irrelevant to the borrower at the point of initial

disbursement and often serve to confuse him. The purpose of disclosure at

initial disbursement should be to convey the message to the borrower that he

is receiving a loan which must be repaid, and this message is too often lost in

thr evtensive disclosure currently required to be made.

Before repayment commences, the borrower should receive a repaymem

addendum and disclosure statement containing specific information regarding

his financial responsibilities, as currently required in section 433(b). NCHE1.1"

2
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has developed a common addendum and disclosure form which should be

made available to all GSL participants.

Simpiification pf Dsfennynti

Changes made by the Education Amendments of 1986 resulted in a total of 13

deferments for Stafford Loans, Many of these defkrments am totally unrelated to the

borrower's ability to repay tne loan; rather, they seek to encourage social policy goals

through suspension of a borrower's loan repayment obligation. Others are so rarely used

that offering and administering them is expensive, time-consuming, and frequently of

questionable value. Unfortunately, the panoply of deferment possibilities merely serves to

confuse the typical borrowe.. Confronted with a wide range of options unrelated to his

personal situation, the borrower too often fails to seek a deferment to N, hich he is entitled

until it is too late, and he is inextricably in the cycle of ci-linquency and default.

NCHELP urges the Committee to simplify deferments for all new borrowers to a

basic three

in-school (full- and half-time),

unemployment (for 2 years), and

temporary, total disability (for 3 years).

Other situations could and should be handled by lender forbearance as a borrower's

individual situation warranted.

Further simplification could be achieved if thc Department of Education's regulations

were changed to reduce significantly the paperwork attendant to each deferment. For

example, under current regulations, a separate application for an in-school deferment must

3
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be made by the borrower and certified by the postsecondary institution, even though the

studerit's in-school status IS regularly monitored by the guaranty agency as part of the

Student Status Confirmation process. If a lender were able to rely on the anticipated

raduation date, unless the SSC process indicated that the student had dropped out, a

borrower would not have to file an additional form each year.

Unfortunately, the Department of Education's recent Notice of Proposed

Rulemaking, designed to implemert the 1986 Amendments, goes in the opposite direction:

It would chagge the current self-certification process required of a half-time

student to one requiring the signatures of both the institutio:ial a gistrar and

financial aid administrator.

Similarly, it would require semi-annual certification by a physician of a

borrower's temporary total disability.

To qualify for parental leave, under the NPRM, the borrower would have to

provide a certification from the school he was attending verifying such

attendance, a self-certification concerning the particular situation (pregnancy

of self or spouse or adoption, not in school, not employed full-time), and a

physician's certificate attesting to the pregnancy, birth, or adoption. While this

is a little-used deferment, all program participants must develop forms and

computer programs to deal with it. It makes much more sense to eliminate

the deferment and its cumbersome enforcement procedures, and to let a

nder exercise forbearance for those individuals needing parental leave.

4
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In its zeal to assure that no borrower receives a defermem for which he is not

eligible, the Department's regulations require almost all communications to be in writing.

A borrower may not receive a deferment by making a telephone call, and a lender must

have a written agreement to grant a forbearance. Under the NPRM, an unemployed

borrower must semiannually document six attei npts to find work, including the name of the

employer contacted, its address and telephone num:ser, and the name and title of the person

contacted.

Reduction of the laundry list" of deferm'aits to the basic three in-school,

unemployment, and temporary total disability with clear Congressiomil intent that the

Department of Education encourage administrative forbearance on the part of lenders when

borrowers encounter other circunmtances which impair their ability to repay their loans,

would go far in simplifying the GSL Program and assuring that borrowers did not lapse into

delinquency and default through confusion or inability to cope with a maze of paperwork.

Other Areas for Simplification

An NCHEI. P Task Force has been working actively with the Department of

Education in the development of the Federal Applica.ion for Student Aid (AFSA) for

academic year 1992-93. We are confident that all data elements necessary to process an

application for a Guaranteed Student Loan will be included in the free Federal form and

as part of the free portion of the forms of the Federal Multiple Data Entry processors.

However, there will still be a separate, identifiable, application for a Guaranteed Student

Loan, as required ny section 483(a), primarily to collect data nr..eded for collections

purposes, such as references and driver'l license number.

5
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NCIIE12 does not believe that it is in the student's best interest to make loan

information available too early in the process; a student should receive as much of his

assistance as possible in the form of Pell Grant and campus-based aid before he should be

required to borrow. However, if all GSL data elements are collected through MDE's and

available through the Central Processor, guaranty agencies will be able to access those data

directly for students who express interest in borrowing, and will not require potential

borrowers to duplicate information already provided as part of their Pell Grant processing.

This should significantly streamline the whole procedure by the 1992-93 academic year.

In February, the NCHELP Board of Directors asked each of its active Committees

to analyze ail of the forms and other communications which fell within their jurisdictions.

with an eye to recommending which would benefit from standardization and simplification.

The Committees are =peeled to make their reports at a Board meeting of May 19. I am

hopeful that, as an organization, NCHELP can provide leiadership in :-ducing paperwork

and standardizing forms, to make the process run even more smoothly.

Conclusion

NCHELP strongly supports the Subcommittee's focus on making Federal student aid

programs more responsive to the needs of students. We believe that the track record of the

providers of Guaranteed Student Loans over the past few years reflects that cornmitmem.

Many guaranty agencies now use combined application/promissory notes. Guaranto-s,

lenders, and schools are frequently linked electronically. Increasingly, electronic funds

transfer is being used to speed delivery of loan funds to the campus.

6
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Thank you for the opportunity to appear before the Subcommittee today. We look

forward to working with tbc Subcommittee in the reauthorization of the Higher Education

Act to make it responsive to the needs of the VO's.

I will be happy to answer any questions you might have.

7
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Chairman Foan. Thank you.
Ms. Frohlicher, I have to keep reminding myself and the wit-

nesses that we are talking about what the Act is going to look like
from fiscal year 1994 forward, hopefully at least for 5 years. We are
not talking about something that leaves us with no time for imple-
mentation, assuming the legislation gets passed by the end of this
year.

How would you go about assuring that if we could clean a lot of
these very specific kinds of requirements out of the lm...sUtion, that
the geniuses at the Department of Education woldcln't reinvent
them and more to go with them?

Ms. FacaucHza. I think that part of our recommendation in the
longer paper that we presented to the subcommittee would help in
this. One of the suggestions that we make that we feel very strong-
ly abo it, and I am sure you will hear about in subsequent hear-
ings, is that we go to negotiated rule-making for at least the guar-
anteed student loan program, if not all Title IV p

1Right now, in GSL, we are operating a $10 to $1nrailCri p
on regulations issued in December of 1986, which implemenMrte
Education Amendments of 1980. The Department issues a notice of
proposed rule-making to implement the 1986 amendments last No-

vember, I believe.
I am frankly concerned the attention given to this and the pres-

sure put on them to get regulations out will mean they will do just
that, without listening to the outcry of the community about what
was in that.

I think by going to a negotiated rule-making process, such as
under Chapter 1, we can expedite it and provide for community
input early into the decision-making process, and we can attempt
to get some vehicles for community involvement in some of the
rule-making and decision-making process that is not there right
now.

The program is run primarily now through your colleague let-
ters, which are unilaterally issued.

Chairman FORD. Counsel observes that it is an oxymoron to sug-
g.est you get more people from higher education involved to simpli-
fy anything. That xs his question. How do you involve more people
and make it simpler?

Ms. FROHLICHER. I think the involvement of people from lending
and guaranty community, brings a sense of what commercial stand-
ards are to a group of individuals within the Department who don't
have this bacWound.

Chairman FORD. I would just like to observe this application for
Federal student aid should win some sort of a prize in the gobble-
st gook award, but even ia using the colors and choice of language,
it is one of the most intimidating things I have ever seen.

I don't remember anything from the service that was this intimi-
dating to rill out. I would be kind of afraid of this thing. It starts
out, be sure to read information on the Privacy Act and the use of
your Social Security number.

Another bold, black warning with the word "warning," you must
fill out this form accurately. The information which you supply can
be checked by your college or U.S. Department of F.ducation. You
may be asked to provide U.S. income tax returns, the work sheets
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in this booklet and other information; if you can't or don't provide
these records, you may not get Federal aid. If you get Federal stu-
dent aid based on incorrect information, you will have to pay it
back.

You may also have to pay fines and fees. If you purposefully give
false or misleading information on your application form, you may
be fined $10,000, receive a prison sentence or both.

What is missing here, it should say in bold red letters, if we
haven't discouraged you by now, go on to the next section. The
whole thing is full of stuff like that, which indicates people over
there are of a mind-set not how you get the aid quickly and swiftly
to people and make it reasonable to provide a portfolio of informa-
tion that a lender or secondary market is going to need, but make
sure you scare the bejeebies out of people for doing business with
the Federal Go.3rnment.

As I said to the previous panel, we are going to ask them to justi-
fy all of this.

Unfortunately, a!) I read through it, I can see a number of things
in the legislation which would justify a reaction. Whether they nec-
essarily justify the reaction evidenced in this document is some-
thing we will have to look at.

Unfortunately, with a good deal of what they are doing with
lenders, they are responding to almost everybody who says we do
too many things because of a handful of people. These deferments
of a six-month grace period, for example, have become very com-
plex as we expanded deferments.

Almost invariably, there is a concomitant mind-set that doesn't,
for goodness sakes, make it possible for somebody to get something
they are not entitled to. We waste, it seems to me, an awful lot of
time and money, but I don't see how we can legislate without those
concerns showing up as a condition of getting the legislation
passed.

I was looking with interest at the forms that NCHELP has put
forward. I notice in order to set a one-page form, you used type so
small that I can't read it. That is one way to get everything on one
Page.

Ms. FROHL1CHER. That was a model to send out to the guaranty
agencies. It was assumed they would reset it in readable type.

Chairman Foan. If you put it in readable type, for me, it will be
three pages. I guess that illustrates the problem we are kind of
hung up onand I tried to follow the directions here. I have to tell
you that the explanation of the three-year period left meI looked
back to see if there was a part of the sentence I missed. Even with
my years of working with these, I find them hard to follow.

If this is where we come to, we have to put some serious effort
into simplification and anything you can do to help usand don't
design any more forms. Anything other than that you can do to
help us to simplify it, we would appreciate it.

And I would say those same things to Mr. Hough. Your shop
over there has always been a wellspring of good suggestions for us,
but ought to be able to tell us how we can calm the passions of the
bankers and the secondary markets out there, so they will go on
with this program.
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There is enough loading ground here to upset them. I don't have
anyquestions of either of you that would contribute to this record.

Mr. Sawyer?
Mr. SAWYER. Mr. Chairman, if the standard is vwhwther or not my

question is going to contribute to the record, I shouldn't say any-
diing at all. I am so tempted.

For the last several years, I have been looking for that nexus
point where the force of demoraphic change and education trend
lines come together, and I think I found a very special example
here.

I have to admit, when I looked at that one-page form, I thought
it was the warranty application and disclaimer for my wristwatch.
I have found a use for the application for Federal student aid, Mr.
Chai ian. If we would include one of these in every Census form
that we sent out and simply say, never mind, it would so simplify
the completion of the Census form we would get 100 percent
return.

I didn't think that was going to contribute to the record, so I
yield back the balance of my time.

Chairman FORD. For those who don't know it, Mr. Sawyer is the
chairman of the subcommittee that has been laboring long and
hard to produce a Censt.s which all the wise guys are saying didn't
count the people. I saw on television this weekend after all your
effor s, the spokespersons for the homeless said it was a waste of
time, and we didn't count them, anyhow. Every time I see some-
thing on the Census, I feel sorry for you Tom and the tremendous
effort you put into it.

Tom?
Mr. COLEMAN, I notice Mr. Hough mentioned in his testimonyI

am not sure if I saw it in yours, Jean, or not, how we might ap-
proach the middle-income access issue. Our proposal to present
home equity, all or some? And what kind of limitations, param-
eters, gaps, either on the asset or income. Also, I would assume
farming interest, simply stated. Any suggestions along those lines
on how you ,uld approach that?

Mr. HOUGh. The comments I had this morning were on simplifi-
cation. The prologue was to point out we do have a proNem of an-
ticipating what tlhe new loan program initiatives might be as we
look at the different profile of students.

Certainly, the middle-income family, in addressing the need for
resources as those needs are escalating, is a particular problem.

We looked at Sallie Mae, at the middle-income need, and find it
not only large, but the element of overall profile of Stafford bor-- rowers that is missing today. When the taxpayer reads about the

j Stafford loan program in contrast to the program of a decade ago,
they are looking at the same kinds of data with escalations in the
negative sense.

In keeping with a couple of my recommendations, I think we
need to stretch the Stafford loan program, not create a new pro-

-- gram. And the gives us tremendous benefits. It lines up deferment
forms and grave periods.

If we stay with the Stafford program, keep tne biLlic set of rules
in place, that ought to be the starting point. We hi.ve enormous
fiscal constraints through the budget mechanism, sc at least as I
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see it, the middle-income program is not a program with subsidies
that are as broad as has k..en the case in the Stafford program.

You then need to consider carefully the interest subsidy, which is
the largest, and see if there isn't a way to collect or defer interest
on middle-income family studere- . and in doing so, do not burden
the program with even more ct.dplexity to achieve the budgetary
objective.

I think all that can be done. The Stafford program is the most
sound of the three We just have to eliminate the tend-
ency to place dates on e "ty for this new element or that new
element That has been a urden in the Inuit, where we have effec-
tive dates that change rules and create multiple categories of loans.

Some have a benefit and some don't. A student may have two or
three loans, each with different seta of benefits. So, again, if I could
sumiaarize, use the Stafford program, address the i& of cost
early on so *hat doesn't come along later.

And I think the course may lae somewhat easier than what
others might suggest.

Ms. FROMICH1131. I didn't discuss that, because I was told to limit
it to simplification. I was very pleased to see Mr. Hough has en-
dorsed the proposal the Council has put forward to the committee,
which would be in essence toas he would put itstretch Stafford
to create an unsubsidized Stafford loan for any student who does
not qualify under whatever needs analysis for the needs for Staf-
ford loan is in place for the remainder of the nineties.

This could be done on the same application so that if a student
werehad a Stafford eligibility for $3,000 or $4,000, of wl..iet the
needs analysis showed he was eligible for $2,000 subsidized, he
could get the other $2,000 on an unsubsidized basis, and simply
could receive a $4,000 loan, which the Federal Government would
subsidize part.

We feel there is a tremendous demand for this program. The
peopleI always felt it was deja vu all over again, people starting
to talk about by-passes for people with adjusted gross incomes of
under $30,000. That was where we were in 1986. The imposition of
needs analysis in the 1986 amendments is, as Mr. Hough said,
changed the characteristics of GSL borrower dramatically, and has
eliminated from GSL eligibility a la e portion of those prior subsi-
dized borrowers into the $20 to $30,111 adjusted income range who,
under the old law, were presumed to have need.

We would like to build those people back in through an unsubsi-
dized structure with a 5 percent reinsurance premium, rather than
origination fee. The 5 percent should more than cover any kind of
special allowance or default costs that would be engendered by the
middle-income program.

It would be essentially, as far as we can seen, non-budget hide-
away. We are building a model to demonstrate that.

Chairman Foan. Thank you.
Mr. Hough, you put your finger on how we chase our tail around

here. As we have gone along and said, well, if you go in the Peace
Corps, we will give you some deferment. If you are unemployed, we
will give you some deferment. We have been told by the lenderr,
that we can't do anything to change the terms and conditions of
existing indebtedness, that we can't provide a new form of relief
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for somebody who already has a debt under an existing document,
a contract for the loan.

And that is the reason why every one of these changes fro; "men
made prospective and why probably, if there are any changes in
this reauthorization, I would be surprised if there weren't, the v
will be made prospective, so as not to interfere with any pre-exisi-
ing contractual relationship.

You have one more set of trigger dates. Counsel reminds me
when we were doing this, we are. responding to the financial insti-
tution saying it would be too complicated and too complex to ad-
minister these programs if we couldn't treat the three loans you
mentioned that a student 'uas differently. They believe it would be
too complicated tt treat them all the same.

If there is Komeoody out there that can figure out how we can
clear up the present problem, and anz future problems created by
changes we make this year by ignoring their plea for simplicity
and just giving them a complicated problem dealing with the whole
package of loans as if they had all been made at the same dint.. we
would like to do that.

I guess there are two problems: Whether the bankers and others
would sit still for it; and, two, whether it is legal for us to interfere
with an already existing contract.

So, it isn't easy to msike things easy.
Mr. HOUGH. 'Mr. Chairman, thereis there is a blessing of

sortsand I am not sure it is a blessing, there are a lot fewer
people in the first category to process than there were 6 years ago.
There is a tremendous concentration in processing today that
didn't exist 6 years ago.

While all that you have said is well taken, I think there isas I
indicated, fewer players to coalesce, and I also think 'here is re-
newed appreciation for where our past practices have brought us,
and there may be far more flexibility and willingness to confront
some of those difficult issues.

Notwithstanding that, we do have the problems of prior con-
tracts, and I am not an expert in that area. Hopefully, if you are
not taking away a right, the prior contract problem can be melded
in more easily.

Chairman FORD. It depends on who you are taking it away from.
You give me the right not to make a payment, because I adopted a
child, you are taking from the lender something, aren't you?

Mr. HOUGH. I think you are taking away from the consumer, not
the lender, unless I missed your example.

Chairman FORD. No. One of the many things we did was say, you
don't go into default if the reason you drop out of school is to have
a child or adopt a child. And that thereby changes the repayment
schedule for your loan. To the extent we stretch out or put off the
repayinentbeginnin of the repayment, we are taking something
from the lender, aren t we?

Mr. HOUGH. Not really. The way that provision works today, and
the way we would choose to amend it would provide a benefit to
the consumer and merely defer the receipt of the income on a cash
basis to the lender.

It would not permanently affect that lender's view of the loan. I
believe that I just said would be accurately reflected.
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Chairman Foam Assume for a moment we reach a stage where
we begin to proceed with the slicked-up, modernized version of the
Stafford loan, and by that stage resisted the siren song of the more
dramatic alternative&

Who would we look to in the financial community to tell us how
to write the parameters of the rules? The rules would be written by
the Department, for the future, so if we continued Stafford on into
the future, we could do so without the impediments of the mistakes
we have been making for decades in the pad.

Who can give us that kind of advice?
Mr. HOUGH. At the risk of being overly optimistic, nne of the

things I mentioned this morning early on is the need fqr leadership
at the Department. This is a Federal program. Almost every penny
that I have ever identified that comes into this program comes
either from the student or Federal Government.

To begin with, we need to get the attention of a higher level of
the Department in looking at how this loan program is ackiusted.
And I mean a higher level. My comments this morning cited the
Under Secretaty. Although I est the notion sort of superficially,
a committee at the Under Secretary's level that looked at simplifi-
cation and anticipatei some t "he problems you are talking about
would be critical.

To that group, I would add representatives from CDA and sec-
ondary markets and make either a modest committee in size, but
think it could make a considerable amount of progress. It won't
make progress if, in fashioning those recommendations, we don't
allow commitment at the senior level to eliminate or reduce the
probability we will end up 7 years from now waiting for the regula-
tions attendant to this reauthorization.

This, I don't think enjoys the commitment of senior levels at the
Department. At the risk of creatiag a committee which, as I indi-
cated, is not a good solution, it is the only way I could see to raise
this level to the level of attention it deserves. It is the biggest
source of financial aid flowing out of the Federal Government into
the community as a whole.

It needs to be understool as such.
Chairman FORD. Well, the Secretary has indicated to us one of

the reasons he brought this high-powered business background
talent on board was precisely to look at these programs, particular-
ly the student loan program, like a businessmen and figure out
how to operate it in a more businesslike way.

I had specific discussions with the Secretary, reminding him the
Carter Administration was the first one who told us they were
doing that, and they brought in a fellow from New York that dis-
covered almost immediately there wasn't anything to work with be-
cause nobody had been serious at collecting student loans. He
whacked away and we ended up with a whole bunch of loan collec-
tors.

Then we got a nw President, who wanted economy by redacing
Federal employees, and the first ..hing we did was fire 200 loan col-
lectors. We have been up and down the street with how much busi-
ness we are going to apply in operating the p

I am optimistic that this Secretary means irt!irrelieve he has Mr.
Carnes in mind. If you hrve a committee, maybe we car r;!cilitate a
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meeting, and if you let us participate to the extent of being observ-
ers, it might be helpful.

Mr. Payne?
Mr. PAYNE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let me apologize, as it seems like most of us from time to time

have to open our remarks with`an apology. It is not the best way to
start, but it is common practicing because of the schedul ng. I am
very sorry I was unable to hear the witnesses here.

Let me commend you for calling this hearing on sinrAification of
the financial need analysis and delivery system. We know everyone
is interesi-ed in increasing access to postsecondary education. How-
ever, currently, the complexity of the process, especially for low-
income and disadvantaged students still prevail.

Perhaps we can work together towards the simplification ef the
application requirements, extending the income gap for
under simplified need analysis and streamlining the reapplication.

So, I certainly look forward to reading the testimony of the v,
nesses and hopefully, we will be able to come up with some tit:-
approaches to making the process simpler. Thank you very much,
Mr. Chairman.

Chairman Foam Mr. Hayes?
Mr. HAYES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let me say ditto to what my colleague, Mr. Payne, has already

said. Congressman Payne, I just landed in here from Chicago a few
minutes ago, and came directly here

Chairman Fowl,. Thank you very much for your assistance to the
committee. We look forward to meeting with your committee at
some time in the future.

The subcommittee is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:35 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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